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Preface

The contents of the present study has been summarized chapter by chapter in the introduction. Together with the detailed topical index at the end this should facilitate the orientation and aid those readers who may consult this book only casually. With a few exceptions, I have translated all passages cited. I did this in order to document my understanding — often the wording is ambiguous and allows for more than one interpretation — and in order to help those less specialized readers who may not know Sanskrit or Chinese or Tibetan. This study is composed in English for the sake of those readers who may not know German. I have used English as a *lingua franca*, with no stylistic or literary ambitions but that of clarity.

The present study has been accepted as a Ph.D. thesis by the University of Hamburg. Its completion would have been impossible without the generous support and help of teachers, friends and fellow students. In particular, I am deeply indebted to my supervisor, Prof. Dr. L. Schmithausen. With meticulous care, he read through all my thesis, gave many valuable suggestions and corrected mistakes which had slipped into my work. Over all the years at the University of Hamburg it was a great privilege to study under the guidance of such an outstanding scholar and such a warm-hearted and kind person. I am also very grateful to Prof. Dr. C. Oetke who generously gave of his valuable time, reading and discussing most of the proofs of momentariness in the Yogācārā sources with me. My understanding of these proofs owes a great deal to his penetrating analysis. As many other students and scholars in Hamburg, I am also much obliged to the acting librarian Dr. F. Erb who was always ready to help and share his vast knowledge on Buddhological matters. With great patience, my friend Dr. Y. Muroji helped me to cope with the pertinent modern Japanese literature, notably with the important essays by Prof. O. Hayashima. I was very fortunate that Prof. Hayashima himself came to visit Hamburg in summer 1992 and at that occasion kindly spent many hours with me, exchanging his stimulating (and often deviating) views on the doctrine of momentariness with mine. I am also grateful to Prof. Dr. A. Wezler who not only made some valuable suggestions but also supported me in various other ways. Prof. Dr. D. P. Jackson was so kind as to check my English. To Prof. E. Steinkellner I am obliged for his encouragement at an early stage and for providing me with a copy of his unpublished PhD-thesis ("Augenblicklichkeitsbeweise und Gottesbeweis bei Śāṅkaravāmin." Wien 1963). Though not immediately connected with this thesis, I also like to thank Dr. A. Piatigorsky from the School of Oriental and African Studies (London University) who aroused my interest in Buddhism and set me on the path I pursued at the universities in London and Hamburg. Besides putting up with me and my "*ksanās,*" my friends and fellow students B. Quessel, M. Maithri Murthi, R. Langer and M. Pahlke all contributed in one or another way towards this study. Likewise, I like to thank my dear wife Julia Gonnella for her patience and help at various stages of my work. Moreover, I gratefully acknowledge the financial and idealistic support of the Studienstiftung des Deutschen Volkes which (once again) granted me a scholarship and thus financed this study. Last but not least, I like to thank the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for funding this publication.
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Introduction

The object of the Buddhist doctrine of momentariness is not the nature of time but existence within time. Rather than atomizing time into moments, it atomizes phenomena temporally by dissecting them into a succession of discrete momentary entities. Its fundamental proposition is that all phenomena — more precisely, all conditioned entities (samskṛta, samskāra), that is, everything but those special entities which have not been caused (hence their designation as asamskṛta, "unconditioned"), but which have always existed in the past and which always will exist in the future — pass out of existence as soon as they have originated and in this sense are momentary. As an entity vanishes, it gives rise to a new entity of almost the same nature which originates immediately afterwards. Thus there is an uninterrupted flow of causally connected momentary entities of the same kind, the so-called santāna. Because these entities succeed upon each other so fast that this process cannot be discerned by means of ordinary perception, and because earlier and later entities within one santāna are almost exactly alike, we come to conceive of something as a temporally extended entity even though it is in truth nothing but a series of causally connected momentary entities. According to this doctrine, the world (including the sentient beings inhabiting it) is at every moment distinct from the world in the previous or next moment. It is, however, linked to the past and future by the law of causality, insofar as a phenomenon usually engenders a phenomenon of its kind when it perishes, so that the world originating in the next moment reflects the world in the preceding moment.

This doctrine of momentariness entails that change is not constituted by the transmutation of persisting entities, but by the qualitative difference between earlier and later entities within a series. Though entities usually generate entities of the same kind, they differ qualitatively if an external agent affects the process of reproduction. If exposed to fire, for instance, a wood-entity does not give rise to an identical wood-entity when it perishes, but to a wood entity which bears the mark of impairment by fire, i.e. is slightly charred. Also the cessation of a series (i.e. what is ordinarily conceived of as the utter annihilation of atemporally extended object) is caused by the external agent which affects the process of reproduction of the object exposed to it in such a way that this process comes to a standstill.

Independent from this doctrine of momentariness, the Buddhists also dissected — as many other Indian schools of thought did — everything spatially into atoms. Thus the world in the final analysis is made up of momentary atoms which by their spatial arrangement and by their concatenation with earlier and later atoms of the same kind give rise to the illusion of persisting compact things. This analysis of existence can be illustrated by referring, rather anachronistically, to cinematography. Just as the rapid projection of distinct pictures evokes the illusion of continuous action on the screen, so the fast succession of distinct momentary entities gives rise to the erroneous impression that the world around us (and also we ourselves) exist continuously without undergoing destruction and being created anew at every moment. And just as the change of events on the screen is caused by the qualitative difference between earlier and later pictures on the film reel, so the change in the world — this includes
the change of spatial location, i.e. movement\(^1\) — is brought about by the qualitative difference between earlier and later entities. Moreover, just as each projected picture only consists of differently shaded points which by their specific arrangement give rise to the perception of composite shapes, so the world around us consists of nothing but distinct atoms which are arranged in such a way that they convey the impression of compact bodies.

This outline of the Buddhist doctrine of momentariness may suffice to introduce the reader to the subject matter of the present study. It is not surprising that such a doctrine which is so fundamentally at odds with ordinary experience met with great opposition. When it first appeared, it was rejected by large sections of the Buddhist community. Later, when it had gained ground among Buddhists, it was fervently opposed by the Brahmanical schools, because it contradicted their postulation of eternal entities of one sort or another (atoms, primary matter, a supreme deity etc.). Thus Śāntarakṣita introduces his treatment of the doctrine of momentariness with the remark that "by establishing momentariness alone, prakṛti (i.e. primary substance) and so on (i.e. the permanent entities imagined by the Brahmanical schools) are refuted" (Tattvasaṅgraha 350ab: kṣanabhaṅgaprasiddhyāiva prakṛtyādi nirākṛtam//). Because of this fundamental importance of the issue of momentariness, many of the debates between the Buddhists on the one side and the Brahmanical schools on the other focus on this point.

The rejection of the doctrine of momentariness by other Buddhists and later by the proponents of the Brahmanical schools made it necessary for the partisans of this doctrine to defend their stance by argumentation. It is this defence of the doctrine (as well as the treatment of other issues that reflect the notion of momentariness), rather than a straightforward exposition, that is recorded in the sources which have come down to us. The oldest transmitted proofs of momentariness are recorded in the early Yogācāra sources. They are still directed primarily against other Buddhists\(^2\) and derive the momentariness of all phenomena in various ways. Commencing with the Abhidharmakośa (henceforth: AK) and the auto-commentary thereon (i.e. the Abhidharmakośabhāṣya; henceforth: AKBh), momentariness is deduced mainly on the grounds that things perish spontaneously (and hence immediately after origination) independent from an external cause. This argument, the so-called vināśitvānumāna, and in particular the denial of external causes of destruction which it entails, dominated the controversy between the Buddhists and the Brahmanical schools over the issue of momentariness up to the time of Dharmakīrti (7th cent.) and, to a lesser extent, also thereafter.

Dharmakīrti, who devoted much of his energy to the issue of momentariness, developed a new type of proof, the so-called sattvānumāna, that derives the momentariness of all entities

---

\(^1\) Since all phenomena pass out of existence as soon as they have originated, their existence is tied to one spatial point. Their spatial location may, however, differ from that of the entity preceding or succeeding it. In this case the series (i.e. what is ordinarily conceived of as a temporally extended object) changes its location. Thus, what is ordinarily conceived of as movement is the destruction at one and the re-origination at another, adjacent point.

\(^2\) This follows from the structure of the argumentation which presupposes a Buddhist stance. Cf., for instance, the argument that is based on the concept of ekayogākṣemātā (§ II.B.2.2) or on the conception of anityatā as a mark of the conditioned (appendix § 2.3.3).
(without presupposing their impermanence) directly from the fact that they are existing (cf. STEINKELLNER 1968/69). On the basis of the premise that existence entails causal efficiency, he demonstrates that all existing things have to be momentary, because it is impossible for non-momentary entities to function as efficient causes. This impossibility is derived in the following way: If the entities already produce their effect in the first moment, they also have to produce it again and again at all subsequent moments of their existence (a situation which is clearly absurd), because their nature then does not differ from their nature in the first moment. Nor is it possible for them to discharge their causal efficiency gradually. For if they were not able to produce their effect completely at the beginning, they should neither be able to do so later, because this would entail a change of nature — something precluded from the outset (cf. ch. II.C). This proof became more prominent than the deduction of momentariness on the basis of the spontaneity of destruction though it never superseded it completely.

Frequently, as a corollary of the proofs of momentariness, the Brahmanical arguments against this doctrine are refuted (sthirasiddhidāśana; cf. MIMAKI 1976). The most prominent argument, namely that the recognition of phenomena disproves their contended momentariness, is (among other reasons) invalidated by the contention that recognition is a mixture of perception and memory and hence does not qualify as a valid means of knowledge (pramāṇa). The related argument that the mind cannot be a mere stream of momentary mental entities because memory, the discernment of causal relationships etc. presuppose an enduring subject is rejected on the ground that the knowledge of the past is, by the principle of causal concatenation, passed on from one mental entity to the next and thus transmitted down to the present moment in a way which we may compare to the transmission of historic data from generation to generation.

Over the centuries the proof and defense of the doctrine of momentariness was further perfected by such notable Buddhist masters as Śāntarakṣita (Tattvasaṅgraha; henceforth: TS), his commentator Kamalaśīla (Tattvasaṅgraha-pañjikā; henceforth: TSP), Dharomottara (Kṣaṇa-bhaṅgasiddhi), Jñānaśrīmitra (Kṣaṇabhaṅgādhyāya), Ratnakarasaṅti (Antarvya-pitamarthana) and Mokṣākara-gupta (Tarkabhaṣā). The debate developed to such an extent that Ratnakīrti (11th century, Kṣaṇabhaṅgasiddhi and Sthirasiddhīdāśana) even felt the need to deal with the vināśītvānumāṇa, the sattvānumāṇa and the sthirasiddhidāśana each in a separate treatise.

---

3 Parts of the sattvānumāṇa's prominence can be explained by the logical peculiarity of this proof which gave rise to an epistemological debate about the correct form of a valid syllogism (anumāṇa): Since momentariness is to be proved for everything, there are no entities that are not the subject of inference (pakṣa). Thus the sattvānumāṇa fails to fulfill two of the three classical conditions (trairūpya) for a valid syllogism, namely a positive and negative exemplification of the logical nexus (vyāpti) between the reason (to be existent) and the argued property (to be momentary) outside the pakṣa. Among other responses, this problem led to the modification of the conditions of a syllogism in such a way that also those vyāptis became accepted as valid where the logical relation between reason and argued property is not induced from other cases. This solution was already developed by Dharmakīrti himself — but neglected until Ratnakaraśānti (11th cent.) — who argued that in those syllogisms where the proving property is intrinsic to the subject (svabhaṅvahetu), the logical nexus is to be established by demonstrating that the proving property cannot inhere in a locus that is lacking the argued property (sādhyaviparyayo hetor bādhakapramāṇa).
In accordance with the developments of the proof of momentariness, the doctrine of momentariness can conveniently be subdivided into an earlier and a later phase. In the earlier phase, the debate on momentariness is still confined to Buddhism. Besides the aforementioned early Yogācāra sources, also the Abhidharmic texts of the Hīnayāna schools pertain to this phase. To the later phase as I define it, all those sources belong in which the Buddhists confront the Brahmanical schools. These two phases overlap (cf. n. 8), though it may roughly be said that the former ends and the latter commences in the fifth century A.D. The transition between these phases can be witnessed in the AKBh. Here, the proof of momentariness is formally still directed against the Vātsiputriyas-SAmmatīyas, but, as far as the substance of the discussion is concerned, it is primarily directed against proponents of the Brahmanical schools (notably the Vaiśeṣikas). Thus the AKBh marks the beginning of the second phase, and yet it still pertains — the same applies also to the *Nyāyānusāra (henceforth: NA) — to the first phase in a certain sense. This second phase may in turn be subdivided into two periods, viz. the time up to Dharmakīrti when the vināsītvānumāna dominated the controversy, and the time from Dharmakīrti onwards when the vināsītvānumāna came to be superseded by the sattvānumāna.

So far, research by modern scholars has focussed on the later, much better documented phase commencing with the Abhidharmakośa, when the issue of momentariness started to become one of the most important points of dissent between the Buddhists and their Brahmanical rivals. Systematic research on the doctrine of momentariness began in the 1930s with Stcherbatsky (1930: Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, pp. 79-118) and Mookerjee (1935: The Buddhist Philosophy of Universal Flux; particularly pp. 1-86), who were the first to deal extensively with this aspect of Buddhism. Both scholars base their exposition on sources pertaining to the later period, in particular on the Tattvasaṅgraha (chapter 8, Sthirabhāvaparākṣa) by Śāntarakṣita and the commentary by Kamalāśīla. (Stcherbatsky also refers extensively to Dharmakīrti’s Nyāyabindu and Dharmottara’s commentary as well as to Brahmanical texts, notably to Vācaspatimiśra’s Nyāyavārttikatātparyāṭikā). The elaborate proof and defense of the doctrine of momentariness by these Buddhist masters records accurately the manifold aspects of the controversy on this point between the Buddhists and the Brahmanical proponents up to the time of Kamalāśīla. It is the most detailed and at the same time most comprehensive treatment of the conception of momentariness found in any single Buddhist text. Therefore, the studies by Mookerjee and Stcherbatsky contributed much to making known the most salient features of the doctrine of momentariness. Both studies, however, only reproduce a picture of the final form which the doctrine of momentariness assumed in the Sautrāntika and Yogācāra school and do not refer to the earlier phase of this doctrine. To be sure, Stcherbatsky also considers the historic dimension (pp. 108-118), but as far as the development of the doctrine that all conditioned entities are momentary is concerned, his treatment is of little help.4

4 Stcherbatsky does not differentiate clearly between the conception that mental entities and that all forms of conditioned entities are momentary. Thus it is not entirely clear whether his central contention, namely that “as soon as Buddhism made its appearance as a theory of elements, it was already a theory of instantaneous elements” (Buddhist Logic, Vol. I p. 109), also refers to the stance that matter is
The first scholar to examine also earlier material was Louis de La Vallée Poussin (henceforth: LVP). As part of his study on the Abhidharmic "Controverse du Temps," he translated or paraphrased most of the pertinent material pertaining to the Abhidharmic tradition of the Sarvāstivādins and Sautrāntikas, and also provided information about the stance taken by other Buddhist schools on the issue of momentariness ("Notes sur le moment (kṣaṇa) des Vaibhāṣikas et des Sautrāntikas," 1937). LVP's survey is reliable and well-informed and as such has so far been the most important contribution to the study of the early phase of the doctrine of momentariness. LVP does not, however, do more than present the textual material of the Abhidharmic tradition in a systematic form. Nor does he refer to the partly earlier material in the Yogācāra sources, or does he attempt to trace the origins of the doctrine of momentariness. In her study Instant et Cause (1955), Silburn, too, deals with the early phase of the doctrine of momentariness. She bases her exposition on LVP's aforementioned survey and on Masuda's translation of the doxographical account by Vasumitra (viz. the Mahāyānaśūraṇālaṃkārā). As regards the issue of momentariness, her study adds little to the treatment of this topic by LVP. She, too, does not address the question as to how the doctrine of momentariness may have originated. In his monography (written in Sanskrit!) on the doctrine of the Sautrāntikas (Sautrāntikadarśana), R.S. Tripathi devotes an entire chapter to the treatment of the doctrine of momentariness (pp. 325-350). He bases his exposition on the AKBh, the TS(P), Dharmakīrti's Pramāṇavārttika, but also draws on two important Yogācāra sources, namely on the Mahāyānasūtraṇālaṃkāra (henceforth: MSA) with the commentary ascribed to Vasubandhu (Mahāyānasūtraṇālaṃkārabhāṣya; henceforth: MSABh) and on the Abhidharmaśamuccaya (henceforth: AS) with the commentary (Abhidharmasamuccayabhāṣya (henceforth: ASBh). Though his study is well-informed and deals with various aspects of the Sautrāntikas' conception of momentariness, it does not always analyze the textual material critically (in fact, some portions of the study are little more than paraphrases of the Sanskrit original in the author's Sanskrit) and, in particular, it does not examine the origins and development of this conception.

Besides these aforementioned accounts, research has concentrated almost exclusively on the argumentations advanced in order to prove or refute the doctrine of momentariness. It shall suffice here to mention the most prominent examples: E. Frauwallner (1935) translated Dharmottara's (8th to 9th cent.) treatise on momentariness (Dharmottaras Kṣaṇabhaṅga-siddhi). Then, in an unpublished Ph.D. thesis (1963: Augenblicklichkeitsbeweise und Gottesbeweis bei Śaṅkarasvāmin), E. Steinkellner dealt with the refutation of the doctrine of momentariness and with the closely related proof of the permanence of things by the Naiyāyika Śaṅkarasvāmin (8th cent.). In a further study (1968/69: Die Entwicklung des Kṣaṇikatvānumāna), he studied the various proofs of momentariness advanced by Dharmakīrti. He shows how Dharmakīrti developed the aforementioned deduction of momentariness from existence (sattvānumāna) after he had proved momentariness in earlier
works on the basis of their spontaneous destruction. K. Mimaki (1976: *La Refutation Bouddhique de la Permanence des Choses [sthirasiddhidāsaṇa] et la Preuve de la Momentanéité des Choses [kṣanabhangaśiddhi]*) studies closely the debate on momentariness between the Buddhists and their Brahmanical rivals in the TS(P) and in Ratnakīrti’s (11th cent.) *Sthirasiddhidāsaṇa*, which he translates in the appendix. In his extensive bibliography, he lists all the important contributions to the study of the later phase of the doctrine of momentariness (that is of course, up to 1976). In a more recent essay (1984: *Setsunametsu-Ronshō*), the same scholar summarizes conveniently all aspects of the debate on momentariness beginning with the time of Dharmakīrti. Ratnakīrti’s *Kṣanabhangaśiddhi Vyatirekitimiki* has been translated by A.C. Senape McDermott (1969: *An Eleventh-Century Buddhist Logic of 'Exists'*) . C. Oetke (1993: *Bemerkungen zur buddhistischen Doktrin der Momentanheit des Seienden. Dharmakīrtis Sattvānumāna*) analyzes in great detail the structure of the *sattvānumāna* and its philosophical peculiarities.

While these studies have done much to make the later phase of the doctrine of momentariness well known, hardly any progress has been made on the early phase of this doctrine since the presentation of the Abhidharmic material by LVP. In particular, the textual material transmitted in the early Yogācāra tradition associated with Maitreyanātha and Asaṅga has been largely ignored. This material is not only much richer (both in terms of quantity and in terms of information it yields), but on the whole also older than the Abhidharmic sources presented by LVP. Thus, it is no doubt the most important source for the early phase of the doctrine of momentariness. Therefore, in my M.A. thesis (February 1988) I decided to focus on these sources. I confined myself to the examination — that is, translation and analysis — of the various proofs of momentariness in the Śrāvakabhūmi (henceforth: ŚrBh), the Viniścayasamgrahāṇi (henceforth: VinSg) of the Yogācārabhūmi (henceforth: Y), the MSA(Bh) and the AS(Bh), as well as in Vasubandhu’s AKBh — the matching passages in his Karmasiddhīprakaraṇa (henceforth: KSi) were also included. In the course of my study, I realized that many of these arguments highlight aspects of the doctrine of momentariness which in the later literature fade into the background or do not feature at all. At times, these arguments even seem to reflect the motives and reasoning that possibly may have underlain the development of this doctrine. It thus became clear that by a systematic evaluation of these proofs and of all other pertinent material of the early phase, it would be possible a) to shed much light on the conception of momentariness (or, more precisely, conceptions, given the substantial "sectarian" differences on this point) at this stage of development, and b) to identify at least tentatively some of the doctrinal reasons and motives that may originally have given rise to the conviction that all things are momentary. I, therefore, decided to pursue my studies on this topic within the framework of a Ph.D. dissertation.

Shortly after the completion of my M.A. thesis, the Japanese scholar O. Hayashima started to publish a series of articles dealing with the doctrine of momentariness in the Yogācāra school. Leaving aside my M.A. thesis, this was (to my knowledge) for the first time that the textual material from the Yogācāra tradition associated with Maitreyanātha and Asaṅga had been studied and evaluated systematically. Like previous scholars, Hayashima does not consider the historical dimension of the doctrine of momentariness, though he does allude to
the doctrinal differences on this issue between the various Buddhist schools. The main point Hayashima is making in these articles is that within the Yogacāra school, the doctrine of momentariness is based on the scheme of the "three natures" (trisvabhāva; cf. § I.D.2.3.1) which is characteristic for this school. This interpretation differed significantly (and still does) from my own understanding. The difference of understanding and the fact that Hayashima does not deal with the development of the doctrine of momentariness confirmed my impression that it was of great importance to continue research on the doctrine of momentariness in the early Yogacāra school.

Accordingly, I set out to examine all texts of the early Yogacāra school and in particular the Hsien-yang shēng-chiao lun (henceforth: Hsien-yang; this text, which is ascribed to Asanga, is only transmitted in a Chinese translation) which I had not dealt with in my M.A. thesis. In order to trace the doctrine of momentariness back as far as possible and in order to explore which stance the various Hinayāna schools had taken on the issue of momentariness, I, furthermore, began to survey the literature pertaining to these schools. Though much of this literature is lost, it is still far too vast to allow for a systematic investigation. Since my cursory examination of the canonical (including the Abhidharmapitaka) sources suggested that there is hardly any evidence for the conception of momentariness, I have focussed on the post-canonical literature and in particular on the (Mahā-)Vibhāṣa (henceforth: Vi), where the doctrine of momentariness is already frequently presupposed, as well as on the AKBh and the Nyāyānusāra by Samghabhadra. In addition, I have consulted the doxographies by Vasumitra and Bhavya which relate (in the case of some schools) whether they espoused the momentariness of all things or not. Besides, I have considered later sources than the AKBh, including Brahmanical repudiations of the doctrine of momentariness, insofar as they were of importance for the earlier phase studied by me. As regards the Mādhyamikas, their categoric denial of the discrete existence of conditioned entities entails that if they turn to the issue of momentariness at all, then they usually do so only to combat it insofar as it is taken to affirm the existence of momentary entities. Therefore, I have refrained from a detailed and systematic study of how precisely the Mādhyamikas deal with the issue of momentariness. I have, however, sporadically referred to texts of this tradition and in particular to the

---

5 The evaluation of matching passages in the early Yogacāra sources has allowed for some observations (recorded in the notes 168, 189 and 340) regarding their relative chronology. Similarly, my treatment of the MSABh and the AKBh gave me the opportunity to touch upon the Vasubandhu question (see notes 408 and 410).

6 Reference may be made to the series of articles published by J. May on Āryadeva's and Cardakṛtī's treatment of permanence:

Mahāprajñāpāramitopadesa (henceforth: MPPU) which contains much material which is Abhidharmic in character. In contrast to my M.A. thesis, I did not restrict my inquiry to proofs of momentariness, but also utilized other, only indirectly relevant, passages, such as those treating the so-called marks of the conditioned (samskṛtalakṣaṇa, cf. chapter I.C) or classifying the various forms and meanings of anityatā. In a word, I tried to take into account all textual material that promised to be of relevance for the exploration of the early phase of the doctrine of momentariness. In this, I have been guided by the conviction that research on the Buddhist history of thoughts is — at least with my limited means — best advanced by a close and careful study of the original sources.

The textual material potentially relevant for my study is so vast that it would have been illusory to strive for completeness. As mentioned above, in particular the immense body of Abhidharmic literature transmitted in Chinese translation has not been surveyed thoroughly. Therefore, further research is required to check more systematically for traces of the conception of momentariness in these (and also in other) sources. I think it is hardly likely, however, that the material uncovered in this way — at least in the case of the canonical literature, this should not be much — will radically alter the results of the present study.

The present study consists of two parts (of five chapters each) and an appendix. In the first part, I deal with the different aspects of the early phase of the doctrine of momentariness. In particular, I examine which schools subscribed in which way to the doctrine of momentariness. In the second, more hypothetical part, I attempt to identify the doctrinal factors that led to the development of the theory of momentariness.

The first part commences with a survey of the earliest textual evidence for the doctrine of momentariness (chapter I.A). This survey is based on what had to be a cursory examination of the canonical and early post-canonical Abhidharmic literature. I demonstrate that the doctrine of momentariness is a post-canonical development — this is confirmed by the dissent of the various schools on this point — which may date back to the first century A.D. and possibly even beyond.

In the following chapter, I examine which of the Hīnayāna schools subscribed to the doctrine of momentariness. It is shown that the Vātsiputriyas–Saṃmatiyas only accepted the momentariness of mental entities, whereas the schools pertaining to the fold of the Sarvāstivādins (Sautrāntikas, Dārśāntikas, Mahīśāsakas, Kāśyapiyās) regarded all conditioned entities as momentary. Furthermore, the Theravādins’ position that matter lasts as long as seventeen mind-moments is documented. It is argued that this position may reflect that the doctrine of momentariness was introduced from outside (possibly by Buddhaghosa). In addition, the conflicting positions attributed to the Mahāsāṅghikas and some "sub-sects" are documented.

Thereafter (chapter I.C), the treatment of the so-called marks of the conditioned (samskṛtalakṣaṇa) by the various Hīnayāna schools and the Yogācāras is examined. It is shown that by

---

7 According to Lamotte, the author of the MPPU was first a Sarvāstivādin and only later became a Mādhyamika (cf. n. 441).
correlating the *samskrtalakšanas* (viz. origination, duration, change and destruction) to discrete entities, the Sarvāstivādins conceptualized the momentary existence of conditioned entities in much the same way as they had previously conceived of their existence when they had still regarded them as persisting for a certain period. Thus they held that they first originate, then persist and change and only thereafter vanish. This is contrasted with the approach of the Sautrāntikas, Dārśtāntikas and Yogācāras, who adapted the treatment of the *samskrtalakšanas* to their radical conception of momentariness according to which things are infinitesimal, perishing in the very instant they appear.

In chapter I.D, I focus on the early Yogācāra-schol, and examine the wider context in which the doctrine of momentariness was placed. It is shown that the Yogācāras of the tradition associated with Maitreyanātha and Asaṅga — the approaches of other Buddhist traditions are also documented — resolved the contradiction between the postulation of momentary entities and their Mahāyāna stance that all phenomenal things are ultimately unreal, by positing that the doctrine of momentariness only refers to the dependent character of conditioned entities (*paratantrasvabhāva*) and not to their true nature (*parinispattasvabhāva*). In this context, I examine Hayashima’s contention that the doctrine of momentariness in the Yogācāra school is based on the *trisvabhāva*-doctrine and attempt to prove that this is not the case. Furthermore, it is documented how momentariness is in the Yogācāra sources classified as one of many forms of *anityatā*, so that it supplements (rather than replaces) *anityatā* in the traditional understanding of ordinary impermanence.

The first part of my study is concluded by an examination of the various definitions and usages of the term *ksana*, i.e. "moment," (chapter I.E). First, it is documented how, as the smallest segment of time, the *ksana* was in the Abhidharmic tradition dealt with as a definite unit of time (viz. 0.014 seconds) when its duration was computed by correlating it to larger units of time. Then I argue that the conception of the *ksana* as infinitesimal (as it is documented in some of the similes circumscribing its duration) resulted from the identification of the duration of the *ksana* with the duration of mental (and other equally transient) entities as the briefest conceivable events. Furthermore, I try to show how this identification entailed that the characterization of the *ksana* came to be intrinsically bound up with the definition of momentary existence — a development which culminated in the identification of the *ksana* with the nature of momentary entities and even with these entities themselves.

In the second part, I attempt to identify the doctrinal constellation that underlay the development of the doctrine of momentariness. As a starting point I take the three most prominent types of proof of momentariness in the Yogācāra sources and investigate whether they yield any clue as to the origination of this doctrine. To be sure, these proofs are advanced to substantiate the preconceived position of momentariness, and in the form in which they are recorded they are certainly retrospectively devised. This does not exclude, however, that they may reflect some of the doctrinal reasons or motives that led to, or at least contributed towards, the formation of the doctrine of momentariness. They are the oldest textual material that aim to establish the momentariness of all phenomena. In contrast to later proofs, they have hardly been streamlined, and they reflect a variety of functions and
purposes of the doctrine of momentariness. If any textual material at all can provide a clue as to the origination of the doctrine of momentariness, it should be this body of proofs. Of course, any attempt to determine to which extent the reasoning recorded in these proofs may also have underlain the formative process of the doctrine of momentariness has to remain speculative. But in a realm where no certainty is possible, a well founded hypothesis (as I attempt to advance in this study) should be better than nothing. Besides, the fact that these proofs are much more diverse than the proofs of the later phase means that they highlight many, otherwise ignored, aspects of the doctrine of momentariness. Therefore, the study of these proofs can be pursued as an end in itself. Thus, the extensive documentation of the proofs of momentariness undertaken in the second part does not only serve as a textual basis for my attempt to identify the doctrinal constellation underlying the theory of momentariness, but at the same time it is meant to shed more light on the nature and function of this doctrine in the early phase. Apart from this, a sound knowledge of the early proofs of momentariness, as I try to convey in the second part, is extremely useful for a better understanding of the proofs in later sources (in particular as they are recorded in the pūrvapakṣas of Brahmanical sources).

I commence my inquiry (chapter II.A) by an examination of how the Buddhists arrived at the position that all mental entities are momentary. As I argue, the denial of a permanent Self led to the conception of the mind as a flow of mental events which were conceived of as entities in their own right. The conception of these entities as momentary will have followed from introspection. The stance that invariably all mental entities are momentary required, as I try to demonstrate, that this "self-evident" momentariness was in a further step also projected onto those mental states where this was not obvious.

Thereafter, I investigate the possibility that the momentariness of material entities was deduced from the preconceived momentariness of mental entities (chapter II.B). Such a course of development is suggested by numerous arguments in the Yogācāra sources which in various ways reason that the interaction between mind and matter requires that matter is equally momentary. These arguments are at the beginning of the chapter arranged in a table according to the precise relationship between mind and matter to which they refer. In the following, they are discussed one by one. In the case of most arguments, it is obvious they do not reflect the reasons that gave rise to the doctrine of momentariness but, by contrast, were retrospectively devised in order to prove this doctrine. This does not apply, however, to the deduction of the momentariness of the sense organs from their simultaneity with the cognitions they generate. For, there is evidence that independently from the issue of momentariness this simultaneity was understood in the pregnant sense of arising and perishing at the same time. This raises the possibility that on the basis of such a pregnant understanding, sensory organs and, in a further step, matter in general came to be regarded as momentary. I argue, however, that there is on the whole too little evidence to confirm such a possibility. Though I arrive at the conclusion that the momentariness of matter was not inferred directly from the momentariness of the mind, I maintain that the presupposed momentariness of mental entities must have paved the ground for the conviction that all forms of conditioned entities are momentary.
In the next chapter (II.C), I examine the numerous proofs deducing the momentariness from change. It is shown that these proofs rest on two premises, namely 1) on the premise that entities cannot change without losing their identity so that any change implies the destruction of the old and the origination of a new entity, and 2) on the premise that things change at every moment. Then it is shown that the first premise is the logical consequence of the anti-substantialist tendency in Buddhism which denies a persisting substratum undergoing change so that the entity is nothing but the sum of its properties. Thereafter, it is demonstrated that the second premise follows naturally from the Buddhist stress on impermanence and in particular from reflections on the process of ageing. Since both premises can in this way be derived from characteristic Buddhist tendencies, there is no reason to assume that they have only been established retrospectively in order to prove the preconceived momentariness. I, therefore, arrive at the conclusion that these proofs indeed reflect the constellation underlying the formation of the doctrine of momentariness. Thus I maintain that just as the momentariness of mental entities follows from the denial of a permanent Self and from the observation of the fleeting nature of mental events, so the momentariness of all forms of entities follows from the denial of a substance underlying change and from the conviction that things always change. However, with this hypothesis I do not want to exclude that further factors will have contributed towards the formative process.

In order to complete my study of the proofs of momentariness, I turn in the following towards the proofs which deduce the momentariness from destruction (chapter II.D). First, I sketch the development of this proof up to the AKBh. It is shown that the old version of this proof as it is transmitted in the MSA(Bh) precludes that things may persist beyond origination. By contrast, it is established by the developed version (AS, AKBh — Hsien-yang and VinSg present an intermediate state) that things perish on account of their own-being and hence as soon as they have originated. I examine how the underlying premise that destruction cannot be caused by an external agent is reconciled with the observation that fire burns wood etc. Then I present the argument introduced — so my contention — by Vasubandhu that destruction is not caused because, as mere non-existence, it does not qualify as an effect. In the second part of this chapter, I discuss to which extent the type of proof examined here reflects some of the doctrinal considerations underlying the formation of the doctrine of momentariness. While I concede that reflections about the logical impossibility to persist beyond origination may have contributed towards the formation of the doctrine of momentariness, I do not give up my contention that in the main this doctrine results from a) the stance that things are always in flux and changing, and b) from the analysis of this change in terms of substitution.

After I have examined the doctrinal factors that may, to a bigger or lesser extent, have underlain the formative process of the doctrine of momentariness, I discuss the possibility that the driving force behind the process was a particularly radical type of spiritual experience of the transitoriness of existence (chapter II.E). This possibility is raised by the numerous passages testifying to the direct observation of the momentary rise and fall of not only mental, but also material entities. The sources suggest that this experience was induced either by the willful reduction of the time-span over which the rise and fall of phenomena (notably mind
and body) is envisaged, or by the application of mindfulness (smṛtyupasthāna) to the body. Though in both cases good arguments can be adduced to substantiate the claim that the momentariness may have been "discovered" in this way, I argue that the acceptance of these experiences as true can only be explained on the basis of the doctrinal considerations discussed in the preceding chapters. Hence, I come to the conclusion that a particularly acute experience of the evanescence of existence may at best have acted as a catalyst, prompting the Buddhists to work out the doctrinal implications of their denial of a persisting substance underlying change.

My approach to isolate the different aspects of the early phase of the doctrine of momentariness and to deal with them separately entails that the pertinent textual material is only presented in bits and pieces. It, therefore, seemed desirable to conclude the study with the continuous translation of a representative text. For this purpose, the aforementioned Hsien-yang attributed to Asaṅga is ideally suited. Of all Yogācāra texts (and indeed of all Buddhist texts up to the TS), it offers the most comprehensive treatment of the doctrine of momentariness, dealing with all important aspects of this doctrine in the early phase. Thus, the translation of the pertinent section of this text (viz. the first part of the fourth chapter) which I offer in the appendix may serve as a convenient summary of, or in case of the reader who decides to skip over this or that chapter of the present study — introduction to, the treatment of the doctrine of momentariness in the early Yogācāra school. In order to make this text, which is only transmitted in Chinese translation, more accessible, I document my translation with parallel passages from other Yogācāra sources (Śrībh, Vinśg, MSAbh, ASBh). Besides, I have commented upon the translated text where this was felt useful. Particular attention has been paid to the enigmatic argumentation which proves that the mark of destruction cannot, as the Sarvāstivādins and others contend, effect destruction.

8 The better portion of the second part (viz. 549b12-550b13) of the fourth chapter focusses on the debate with the proponents of the Brahmanical schools and in particular on the refutation of the permanent entities they postulate. Thus this material pertains to what I have defined as the later phase of the Buddhist doctrine of momentariness. I have, therefore, refrained from translating it here. The fact that material of the earlier and later phase are presented side by side shows that the two phases overlap. Part of this textual material has been dealt with by Hayashima: The refutation of a permanent Soul (549b22-c1) is dealt with in Hayashima 1989b, pp. 25-27, the refutation of a supreme deity (īśvara) (Hsien-yang: 549c1-23) in Hayashima 1990, and the refutation of permanent atoms (Hsien-yang 550a9-b6) in Hayashima 1989c, p. 27f.

The second part of the fourth chapter of the Hsien-yang also deals with the ignorance of anityatā and the removal of this ignorance. This topic is only of indirect interest for the present study, and therefore has not been translated in the appendix. A discussion of this passage (or, more precisely, of an extract thereof, viz. Hsien-yang 550c24-551a9) can be found, however, in § II.E.2.1. Besides, reference may be made to Hayashima 1990, p. 27f where it is examined how the Hsien-yang (550b27-c15) accounts for the ignorance of anityatā and for the phenomenon of recognition.

In addition, the marks of the conditioned (saṃskṛtalakṣaṇa) are dealt with in this second part. This passage (550c16-20) has been translated in n. 141 and, therefore, has not been reproduced in the appendix.
I. Exposition of the Early Phase of the
    Doctrine of Momentariness
1.1 There can be no doubt that the theory of momentariness cannot be traced back to the beginnings of Buddhism or even the Buddha himself. It does not fit the practically orientated teachings of early Buddhism and clearly bears the mark of later doctrinal elaboration. Thus in the Nikāyas/Āgamas there are many passages which attribute duration to material and even mental entities, whereas there is, at least to my knowledge, no passage which testifies to the stance that all conditioned entities are momentary. That there was indeed no such passage is indirectly confirmed by the MSABh and by NA where the passages, which

---

9 Stcherbatsky does not substantiate his claim that "as soon as Buddhism made its appearance as a theory of elements, it was already a theory of instantaneous elements" (Buddhist Logic Vol. I p. 109). I do not see, why the Buddhists should initially not have held that at least material elements last longer than a bare instant. A case in point are the Abhidharmapiṭakas, which do not presuppose the momentariness of all elements they deal with (see below). Neither does Stcherbatsky specify to which sources he is referring when he claims that "the initial form of the doctrine" (i.e. before "a series of deviations and fluctuations in the schools of Hinayāna") "was laid down with considerable precision" (Buddhist Logic, Vol. I p. 108). I know of no textual evidence that would lend substance to Stcherbatsky's contention that the doctrine of momentariness had been accepted by all Buddhists before these sectarian deviations and fluctuations. By contrast, as I argue in this chapter, the little evidence we have suggests that the doctrine of momentariness is only a post-canonical and "sectarian" development.

It has to be conceded, however, that it is not entirely clear whether Stcherbatsky's contention only refers to the conception that mental entities are momentary (in this case, too, his contention is problematic since the momentariness of mental events had not always been self-evident in Buddhism; cf. n. 250), or whether it refers to the full-fledged doctrine of momentariness which also comprises material entities. The latter is suggested by the more moderate approach which Stcherbatsky seems to adopt in his The Central Conception of Buddhism when he concedes that it is uncertain "when this theory was definitely framed" (p. 38).

10 Cf. SN II 190-193 where the duration of mount Vepulla is contrasted with the brevity of human life, or the Markaṭṣūtra (see § II.A.2.3.2) where the transitoriness of the mind is contrasted with the relative stability of the body which is said to last up to one hundred years and more.

11 Samghabhadra (NA 534c14-17; = LVP 1937, p. 139) explains the attribution of duration in the sūtras as metaphorical, arguing that it refers to series made up of momentary entities and not to those momentary entities themselves: "As for the talk of duration [in some sūtras], it only refers to homogeneous series of conditioned factors (i.e. series where earlier and later segments do not differ qualitatively) [and is thus only] uttered figuratively so that there is no contradiction [with the momentariness of all conditioned entities]. [Such a metaphorical use of language in the sūtras is well attested as] there are even sūtras which say that the mind has duration (cf. n. 250). As it is said: 'The mind is fixed and cannot fluctuate'. And the sūtra teaches: 'From the first dhyāna the mind moves on to enter the second dhyāna and so on.' And it is taught: 'Once the mind has been tamed it can be fixed.'"

12 MSABh 149,27-150,3 (cf. n. 424 where part of the text missing here is cited): "But that the arisen [entity] perishes later after a period of time [and] not immediately after it has arisen ... [is impossible], furthermore, because of the contradiction of this very [concept of] destruction after a period of time. Because of the contradiction with what? ... And [because of the contradiction] with the canonical tradition (āgama). As has been taught by the Lord: 'All conditioned factors (samskāra), oh Monk, are like an illusion; they are coming and going, they are temporary, they are [only] briefly present.'" (" ... utpannam tu kālāntareṇa paścān nirudhyate, nōtpannamātiram eve" ti. ... kālāntaraṇirodhasyaiva ca..."
are adduced to prove the theory of momentariness on the basis of the canonical tradition (āgama), only drive vaguely at the transience of conditioned existence, and do not explicitly testify to the theory of momentariness — a fact that can only be accounted for by the non-existence of such passages (or at most by the ignorance of their existence on part of the concerned authors). The same reasoning can be applied to Hsien-yang which, in the context of the proof of momentariness, does not adduce canonical quotations in order to prove that all conditioned entities are momentary, but only in order to substantiate the claim that they are derived from the mind (548c24-549a7; cf. appendix, § 2.2). Furthermore, the fact that the theory of momentariness was a controversial issue among the various schools of the so-called Hinayāna (see below) indicates that it is not canonical. This is also borne out by the Abhidhammapitaka of the Theravādins, where the teaching that all conditioned factors are as momentary as mental entities is even refuted (see below).

1.2 On the other hand, there are at least some isolated occurrences where the Buddha is cited as teaching the momentariness of all conditioned factors. Thus the frequently quoted14 Paramārthagāthā (henceforth: PG) 5 which explicitly teaches that "all saṃskāras are momentary" (ksaṇikāḥ sarvasaṃskārāḥ)15 is adduced in the Bodhicaryavatāra-pañjikā

---

virodhāt. kena virodhāt? ... āgamaena ca. yad uktam bhagavatā: "māyopamās te bhikṣo saṃskārā <āy> āpāyikād tāvatālikā itvarapratyupasthāyina" iti.)

a āpāyika (BHSD s.v.: "pertaining or leading to an evil fate") must be wrong because all attributes clearly drive at the evanescence and not at the suffering of existence. The emendation is confirmed by the Tibetan translation (P. phi 255a8-b1). Cf. n. 486 for further textual material regarding this reading.

13 In NA 534c7-14 (LVP 1937, p. 138f), in order to show that the body is as momentary as mental entities, a citation driving at the evanescence of mental events is juxtaposed to a similar quotation stressing the transitoriness of the body. In this context further quotations are adduced to substantiate more generally the claim that all conditioned factors are momentary: "And [the body is momentary] because [the Buddha] has taught on the body as he has taught on the mind. This is to say, a sūtra proclaims: 'This citta, manus, viṣṭāra [at each] hour (muhūrtā), minute (lava), moment (ksaṇa) arises as another and passes away as another,' while [another] sūtra teaches: 'At the occasion of every single moment the body ages, becomes decrepit, decays, exhausts itself.' Furthermore a sūtra teaches: 'Oh monks, the conditioned factors (saṃskāra) do not abide; quickly they fall back to destruction.' And [yet another] sūtra teaches: 'The conditioned factors (saṃskāra), oh Monk, are like an illusion, they increase and decrease, they are [only] briefly present, then they perish.' And [yet another] sūtra teaches: 'Beginning with the night of his conception up to old age, man constantly runs ahead without abiding or turning around.' On the basis of these and further quotations the law is known that all conditioned factors are momentary and do not abide for a long time.'

a Cf. n. 449 where this quotation is dealt with extensively.
b Cf. n. 12 where the citation of this passage in the MSAbh is reproduced.


15 PG 5: "All conditioned factors are momentary. How [could these] non-persisting [factors] have action? Precisely that what is their existence is called 'action' (commentary: because it is an effect) and
1. The Earliest Textual Evidence for the Doctrine of Momentariness

(henceforth: BCAP) and in the TSP as an utterance of the Buddha. Moreover, *Piṅgala in his commentary on MKK (translated into Chinese in the fourth century) cites the Buddha as teaching the following: "All conditioned entities (samskṛta) are momentary; there is not a moment for which they persist" (T 1564 3a23f).

Since the teaching that all conditioned factors are momentary is not recorded in the Nikāyas/Āgamas, it must have been attributed to the Buddha after their compilation or within a tradition which was not incorporated into the canon. This is corroborated by the citation of the Maranasmtiṣuṭra (i.e. the Northern/Sanskrit equivalent of the Maranasatīṣuṭta) in MPPU, which ends thus: "O Bhikṣus, all conditioned entities arise and perish from moment to moment. Their time of duration is extremely short. They are like an illusion deceiving the ignorant yogins" (MPPU 228b5f; MPPU_L p. 1425; this sūtra is discussed in § II.E.3.5). This utterance by the Buddha must have been added to the sūtra after its final redaction in the Nikāyas/Āgamas since it is missing both in the Aṅguttaranikāya and in the Ekottarāgama version. Thus it is documented here that the tradition that the Buddha had explicitly taught the momentariness of all conditioned entities was not current at the time of the compilation of the Nikāyas/Āgamas, but later gained ground as witnessed in the supplementation of the Marasatīṣuṭta in MPPU.

1.3 In the face of this evidence, the question poses itself when precisely between the final redaction of the Nikāyas/Āgamas and the composition of the texts recording this tradition, did the teaching that all conditioned factors are momentary become so current that it was attributed specifically to the Buddha? The only hint seems to be provided by PG 5, where the reading yeśāṃ in the c-pāda indicates that the gāthā existed before in a Middle Indian version (cf. n. 15), so that it could date back as far as the first century B.C. when the Buddhist literature was still exclusively composed in prakrits (cf. Lamotte 1958 [repr. 1976], p. 645). In this case the theory of momentariness could arguably be dated back even further, insofar as it must have taken some time for it to become so established that it was considered to have been taught explicitly by the Buddha. However, it is not certain that the gāthā was already in its Middle Indian version considered to be canonical and did not only acquire this status after its incorporation in the PGs. Nor can it be excluded that the gāthā only

precisely that is called 'doer' (commentary: because it is a cause)\(^a\). "(kṣanikāh sarvasaṃskārā, asthirāṇāṁ kutaḥ kriyāḥ bhūtir yeṣāṁ kriyā saiva kārakah saiva cacyate 1/5/1; corrections of the edition by Wayman (1984, p. 336) according to Schmithausen 1987, n. 1394.)

\(^a\) bhūti is ambiguous and may, as in the Chinese and Tibetan translation, also be rendered by "origination" instead of "existence." Both renderings are factually equivalent insofar as the samskāras are held not to exist beyond origination. Thus the ambiguity of bhūti fits into the context perfectly. The commentary on this gāthā is cited in n. 143.

\(^b\) The commentary on this gāthā is cited in n. 143.

\(^c\) Schmithausen (ibid.) suggests that Middle Indian yeṣāṁ was mechanically sanskritized to yeśām, which was later corrected to yaiṣām.

\(^16\) Aṅguttaranikāya (henceforth: AN) III 303-306, AN IV 316-319; Ekottarāgama: T 125 741c27-742b2; the whole sūtra is cited in MPPU 228a3-b7; MPPU_L pp. 1422-1425; cf. MPPU_L p. 1424 n. 1.

\(^17\) On the other hand, given that at least some Paramārthagāthās can be traced back to a canonical
originated after the first century B.C. in the transitional period when some of the Buddhist literature was still composed in Prakrits and some already in Sanskrit. Hence, also PG 5 does not provide a conclusive clue as to the time when the doctrine of momentariness had become current.

1.4 To sum up, on the whole the examination of the Nikāyas/Āgamas and of alleged quotations of the Buddha yields little concrete information on the development of the theory of momentariness. Besides the vague possibility that already by the first century B.C. the theory may have been current (possibly even as the teaching of the Buddha), it reveals only that if the theory had existed at all by the time of the final redaction of the canon, then only without acquiring a canonical status — possibly because it would have been confined to certain circles of Buddhists. This calls for an examination of the Abhidharmapiṭakas of the various schools, which vary considerably from each other and record much of the doctrinal development that is not attested in the Nikāyas/Āgamas. Regrettably, such an investigation is impeded by the loss of almost all the texts of the old schools (that is, provided they had existed at all in the first place) with the exception of the Pāli Abhidhammapiṭaka, the Chinese translation of the seven canonical Abhidharma works of the Sarvāstivādins and the Chinese translation of the Śāriputrābhidharma which Bareau (1950) and Frauwallner (1972, p.133) ascribe to the Dharmaguptakas.

§ 2

2.1 It was impossible within the framework of the present study to scrutinize these Abhidharmic sources systematically. My cursory examination suggests, however, that there is hardly any pertinent material to be found. As for the Pāli Abhidhammapiṭaka, the only immediately relevant, and hence all the more important, passage known to me — and possibly the oldest testimony whatsoever to the theory of momentariness — is the Khāṇikakathā of the Kathāvatthu (henceforth: Kv) where the doctrine is refuted that "all phenomena (dhamma) are as momentary as a single mental entity (ekacittakkhanikā)." The Kv forms part of the Abhidhammapiṭaka of the Theravādins even though tradition ascribes it to the Thera Tissa. It is buddhabhcisita (i.e. uttered by the Buddha and hence canonical) because its content-matter and method is said to go back to the Buddha so that Tissa is not considered to be the author. It is uncertain whether at least the core of the Kv was composed at the occasion of the third council at the time of Aśoka (i.e. 3rd century B.C.) as tradition has it, or whether

source (cf. Schmithausen 1987, n. 1401), and more importantly, given the testimony of later Yogācāra sources (ibid.) that PG 39 was adopted from a muktakasūtra (i.e. a sūtra not comprised in the Nikāyas/Āgamas), it is certainly possible that already the Middle Indian version of PG 5 had enjoyed a canonical status of some form. Judging from the textual evidence — I, for one, know of no more instances where the Buddha is cited as teaching explicitly the momentariness of all conditioned entities than the ones adduced here — this would have been within rather limited circles. On the other hand, this does not necessarily imply that this tradition was utterly unknown in other Buddhist circles. Rather, texts like the MSABh, the NA and Hsien-yang, which substantiate the doctrine of momentariness by canonical citations (see above), may have ignored this tradition deliberately, because its authenticity was not accepted.

18 Kv XXII.8, p. 620,5: ekacittakkhanikā sabbe dhammā ti.
it was only composed sometime later. Moreover, the Khañikakathā is among the last sections of the Kv and, therefore, must have been added well after the composition of the core of the Kv. According to Norman’s treatment of the Kv (1983, p. 104), the Khañikakathā probably had been incorporated into the Kv by the first century B.C. when the canon (Norman 1983, p. 10f) and the commentary upon which Buddhaghosa’s Kathāvatthu-pakaraṇa-āṭṭhakathā (henceforth: Kv-a) is based (Norman 1983, p. 119) were committed to writing. The latest conceivable date for its inclusion seems to be, again according to Norman (ibid.), the first century A.D. after which no more additions were made to the commentaries. Thus, if we follow Norman, the doctrine of momentariness cannot have originated later than the first century A.D., while it could well be older. On the other hand, given the problems involved in dating the Kv in its final form, its testimony certainly does not provide a sufficient textual basis to secure that the theory of momentariness had been current by the first century A.D.

Though not directly testifying to the doctrine of momentariness, there is another important section in the Kv, namely the Cittaṭṭhitikathā (Kv II.7). Here the position is refuted that certain mental states (citta) can last for an entire day (ekam cittam divasam tiṭṭhati, p. 204,17). As argued below (§ II.A.2.5), the refutation reflects that the Theravādins had already taken one important step towards the theory of momentariness by generalizing the perceived momentariness of mental entities into a rule applicable indiscriminately to all mental entities. Thus it can be witnessed that the momentariness of all mental entities had already become a "doctrine" by the time of the Cittaṭṭhitikathā, which — given its early position within the Kv — should be considerably older than the Khañikakathā.

The refutation of the doctrine that all phenomena are as transient as mental entities in the Kv suggests that the Theravādins at this stage had not yet accepted the momentariness of all conditioned entities, and that hence no textual evidence of the theory of momentariness is to be found in those sections of the Abhidhammapiṭaka which do not deal with the doctrines of the Theravādins’ opponents. On the other hand, it cannot be ruled out that the refutation in Khañikakathā is not generally directed against the doctrine that material entities are momentary, but only specifically against the position that mental and material entities are equally short-lived. This leaves open, at least in principle, the possibility that the Theravādins already at the time of the Khañikakathā had developed their peculiar doctrine of momentariness according to which material entities are also very shortlived, though they are not quite as transient as mental entities are (cf. § I.B.3). However, given that there is to my knowledge no canonical evidence to this effect and considering the nature of the arguments employed in

---

19 Cf. the remarks by Schmithausen (1992, p. 144) and by Hirakawa (1991, p. 284) in their respective contribution to H. Bechert, ed., The Dating of the Historical Buddha (Symposien zur Buddhismusforschung IV.2).

20 An older date would also be suggested by the fact that it must have taken some time for the doctrine of the momentariness of all phenomena to become current enough to be refuted in the Kv.

21 In his table on p. 287, Bareau (1955), too, evaluates the Khañikakathā as testifying to the non-acceptance of the momentariness of all conditioned entities on the part of the Theravādins.
the Khaṇikakathā, this seems little likely. All the same, such a possibility may not be dismissed altogether, since a closer scrutiny of the Pāli Abhidhammapiṭaka than was possible here may reveal pertinent material. Besides, such a scrutiny may uncover more passages in the Pāli Abhidhamma which are (like the Cittaṭhitiṭikathā discussed above) indirectly relevant.

2.2 No relevant material was identified by my cursory examination in the canonical Abhidharma works of the Sarvāstivādins, with the exception of a couple of passages in the Jñānaprasthāna (T 1544 and T 1543, henceforth: JP), the latest of these works, which is in fact not accepted as canonical by the entire Sarvāstivāda tradition (cf. Frauwallner 1971, p. 71f). By contrast, in the (Mahā)-Vibhāṣa, a huge compendium of Sarvāstivāda doctrine which is formally a commentary on the JP, there is clear evidence for the theory of momentariness. It is not treated as a topic in its own right, but, when dealing with other subject matters, frequently presupposed. Rather surprisingly, the momentariness of all conditioned entities

---

22 The first argument (Kv 620,5-10) seems to urge that the earth, oceans, mount Sineru, the elements and plants (i.e. inanimate matter) do not have the same duration as mental units. The formulation, however, is not altogether clear and possibly the locative citte is to be construed literally.

The second argument (Kv 620,11-621,14) rejects that all conditioned entities have the same duration as mental entities on the ground that sense organs and objects cannot be simultaneous (sahabhū) with perception, as is apparently held to be implied by the thesis that they are as momentary as a single mental entity (ekacittakkhaṇika), because this stands in contradiction to the process of perception. How precisely the argument is to be understood depends upon the interpretation of what exactly is meant by sahabhū. It may either be contended that it is unacceptable that material entities also exist when they are not currently perceived, because at that time they are not simultaneous with mental entities. This would presuppose a pregnant understanding of sahabhū that precludes a partial overlapping. Alternatively, it may be argued that object and sense organ can only underlie the perceptive process if they exist longer than the single mental entities which together form the succession of mental events that constitutes one unit of perception. In the latter case, the argument could reflect the later Theravādins' stance that the duration of matter corresponds to one unit of perception which is made up of seventeen mental entities (cf. § I.B.3). This, however, would stand in opposition to the first argument which quite clearly testifies to the belief that at least some forms of matter endure for a long time.

23 I.e. the Sāṅgītiparāyāya (T 1536), the Dharmaskandha (T 1537), the Prajñāptiṣṭāstra (T 1538), the Vijñānakāya (T 1539), the Dhatukāya (T 1540), the Prakaraṇapāda (T 1541, 1542) and the Jñānaprasthāna (T 1543, 1544).

24 Arguably, the passage Vi 787c17-788a21 (see below) constitutes an exception to this rule. In this passage it is set forth that the doctrine that sense organs and cognitions are simultaneous is taught in the JP in order to explicate that not only mental but also material entities are momentary.

25 The treatment of the saṃskṛtalakṣaṇas in chapter 1.6, for instance, is clearly based on the doctrine
seems to be taken for granted (i.e. is treated as a fact) and there is with one exception no
evidence in the Vi from which it could be deduced that it was or had earlier been a
controversial issue. Accordingly there is (with this one exception) no explanation, justification
or even less proof of momentariness. These only appear at a later stage — to my knowledge
for the first time in the AKBh — probably when required by the confrontation with other
schools.

These findings suggest that within the Abhidharma tradition of the Sarvāstivādins the theory
of momentariness came to the forefront sometime between the conclusion of their
Abhidharmapitaka and the redaction of the commentaries (notably the Vi) upon it. This has
to be qualified insofar as there are already traces of the conception of momentariness in the
aforementioned passages in the JP. In one passage it is asserted that the gross elements
constituting the sense organs (indriya-mahābhūta) arise and perish together with the
perceptions (citta) they generate. If it is presumed that the cittas in this context were

of momentariness. See e.g. Vi 198b4f, Vi 199b1f, Vi 199b9f (= Vi2 149a1), Vi 200a2-12 (= Vi2 149c1-
14; cf. the citations in n. 99, n. 101, and n. 136), Vi 201c4f (= Vi2 150c20-22; cited in n. 221). Also
chapter 7.3.1 (Vi 836c23-841b10) which deals with the ten notions (saṃjñā) presupposes the
momentariness of all conditioned entities (cf. the citation of Vi 840c21-841a11 in § II.E.3.2). This can
be illustrated by the following passage (Vi 838a18f) among others: "If one contemplates that the
conditioned factors (saṃskāra) are without permanence for [even] a moment (ksanānityatā), then this
notion is called the notion of anitvātā." (for kaṇānityatā cf. Vi 503a14-16 [= Vi2 369b4f] cited in n.
196).

As further examples, the following passages may also be cited:

— Vi2 151c7f (Vi 202c7-9): "A complete night and day consist of 6,480,000 kṣanas in each of which
there are the five groups [of factors constituting the living being] (skandha) originating and perishing"
(cf. n. 218 where the deviating translation by Hsuan-tsang is discussed).

— Vi 701b12f (cf. the citation of Vi 701b8-12 in n. 218): "Arising and perishing so many times (i.e. as
indicated in the preceding sentence, viz. 6,480,000 times) in the course of one night and day, the person
[constituted by] the five skandhas is impermanent."

— Vi 711c6f (same explanation in Vi 310a14 = Vi 233c22f): "As for the continuum of moments (kaṇānityatā), immediately after the skandhas of the initial moment, the skandhas of the second moment
become present. That the later moment succeeds (saṃvāian) the earlier moment is called succession of
moments (kaṇānityatā)."

— Vi 975c20-22: "... the conditioned factors (saṃskāra) which are swallowed by anitvātā have, once
they have arisen, no power to persist for a short while and perish immediately after one moment." (cf.
the formulation anitvātāvyāghṛimukha pravīṣati in the commentary on the Abhidharmadipā [henceforth:
AD], i.e. in Viṁbhasāprabhāvṛtti 106,18 [henceforth: ADV], cited in n. 124).

Besides, reference may also be made to Vi 902c11-22, where it is presumed that non-mental entities
are as short-lived as mental ones, and to Vi 237a26-b1 (= Vi2 182c22-24 translated in n. 420).

Part of the passage Vi 787c17-788a21 (extracts cited in n. 61 and in n. 296) is presented as a proof
of momentariness (cf. § II.B.2.1). The argumentation is, however, directed against the view that matter
lasts three moments and not one. Since this view may be understood as a peculiar form of the doctrine
of momentariness, the controversy is really not so much about whether things are momentary or not, as
about how precisely their momentariness is to be understood.

JP (T 1544 998e20-24 = T 1543 876b18-22): "Those dharmas which originate together with the
citta and not without it, do they endure together, do they perish together and not without the citta?
Answer: As for sentient beings of the realms of desire and of matter (kāma- and rūpadhātu), if they do
conceived of as momentary events (rather than as mental states that have a certain duration), then this implies that they have to be momentary, too. This will only have entailed that all matter is invariably momentary, if it is presumed in addition that the Buddhist tendency to generalize properties had precluded that some material entities may be momentary while others are not. Given that the Yogācāras derive the momentariness of all conditioned entities on the basis of the proof that the sense organs (and objects) are momentary, it is feasible that, on the stage recorded in the JP, the Sarvāstivādins had come to regard the gross elements of sense organs and, in a further step, matter in general as momentary. This possibility is confirmed by the explanation in the Vi that the passage under consideration is taught to demonstrate that matter in general is momentary. On the other hand, leaving aside the second passage in the JP which is to be discussed subsequently, I know of no other passage in the entire Sarvāstivāda Abhidharmapiṭaka where any allusion to the momentariness of non-mental entities is made. Thus it has to remain dubious whether the passage under consideration really testifies to the stance that the sense organs and, by extension, matter in general are momentary. There is one further passage in the JP which, in the version translated by Hsūn-tsang and commented on by the Vi, attests to the doctrine of momentariness. Chapter 1.6. of the JP (926a1-b22) deals with the so-called marks of the conditioned (samskṛtalākṣana), i.e. the forces which—themselves hypostatized to entities in their own right—operate on not abide in the asamjñī(ījñā)samāpatti (i.e. the absorption into [the state of] an unconscious [being]) or in the nirodha samāpatti (i.e. the absorption of the suppression [of consciousness and feeling]), then the gross elements constituting the sensory organs (indriyamahābhūta) arise together with the citta and not without it, and abide and perish together with the citta and not without it. If [the sentient beings] abide in the asamjñāsamāpatti or the nirodha samāpatti, then they (i.e. the indriyamahābhūtas) [originate, abide and perish] without the citta."

28 Strictly speaking, this follows only if it is presumed that the mode of existence of the gross elements of the sense organs does not differ, when the flow of mental entities comes to a halt in the asamjñī(ījñā) samāpatti or nirodha samāpatti.

29 Vi 787c17-23: "'Those dharmas which originate together with the citta and not without it, do they endure together, do they perish together and not without the citta?' and so on. Why is this discussion made? Though it was taught in an earlier chapter that citta and caittas are momentary, this was not yet explicated for matter. In order to explicate this now, this discussion is made."

a The passage commented upon is cited in n. 27.

b Presumably the Vi refers back to the beginning of ch. 6.4 where the doctrine that "the cittas of all sentient beings arise together, endure together and perish together" (JP 997b23) is explicated thus: "All those [cittas] arise and perish in one moment, because they all perish immediately after they have arisen from [their respective] conditions" (Vi 769c11f).

30 That there are no other passages to this effect in the JP is also suggested by the explanation in the Vi that the passage presently discussed is taught in order to elucidate that not only mental but also material entities are momentary, while in fact it only teaches that the gross elements making up the sense organs have the same duration as the perceptions they give rise to. The fact that this passage, which at best testifies indirectly to the theory of momentariness, is identified in the Vi as the passage where the momentariness of matter is demonstrated implies that there are no other passages which testify more directly to this momentariness.
conditioned entities causing their origination, modification and destruction (see below). In the last section of this chapter (JP 926b20f) the Trilakṣaṇa-sūtra, on which this doctrine is based, is cited in the following form:

"Conditioned entities have three marks which [characterize them as] conditioned. On the one hand, the origination of conditioned entities can be observed; on the other hand, [their] destruction and [their] change-while-enduring can be observed."\(^{31}\)

In the version of the JP translated by Hsüan-tsang (T 1544 926b20-22) and recorded by both Vi (199c23f) and Vi,\(^2\), the sūtra is commented on in the following manner:

"With respect to one moment (ekasmin kṣaṇe) what is origination? Answer: Birth. What is cessation? Answer: Impermanence (anityatā). What is change-while-enduring? Answer: Old age."

The Vi (Vi 200a2-8, Vi, 149c1-11) understands this passage in the JP to teach that the three samskṛtalakṣaṇas all occur in one moment, and explicates that this is taught in order to stop the view of others, notably the Dārśāntikas, that the three samskṛtalakṣaṇas cannot exist in one moment. That origination, change and destruction all happen in one moment implies that the qualified entity is momentary. Given that by definition all conditioned entities are qualified by samskṛtalakṣaṇas, the explication of the sūtra in the JP reveals according to the Vi the acceptance of the doctrine of momentariness.

There is, however, another version of the explication in the JP, which is recorded in the translation by Gautama Saṁghadeva (T 1543 780c23-781a1) and in a quotation in the AKBh (77,19f, cited in n. 35), that reads ekasminī citte (i.e. in or with respect to one mind) instead of ekasmin kṣaṇe (i.e. in or with respect to one moment). The correlation of the samskṛtalakṣaṇas with a single citta instead of a kṣaṇa no longer allows for an interpretation of the passage in terms of the momentariness of all conditioned entities. For with the reading ekasminī citte the passage only refers to mental entities and, leaving aside the problem whether they are here conceived of as momentary or not, does not refer to conditioned entities in general.

It is difficult to settle which of the two readings is original, because in both cases it is not easy to understand the precise import of the explanation in the JP. The equation of "origination" with "birth," of "change-while-enduring" with "age," and of "destruction" with "impermanence" (anityatā) accords with the standard terminology of the Śarvāstivādins, who

---

\(^{31}\) The quotation is taken from the Trilakṣaṇa-sūtra (AN I 152 = T 125 607c15, SN III 36 = T 99 12a29-b1, Nidānasamyuṣṭa p. 139,7-12 = T 99 83c16, cf. MPPU, III 1163, n.1). Vasubandhu (AKBh 77,1f) refers to this sūtra, and Yaśomitra quotes the passage concerned in full: trīṇimāni bhikṣavaḥ samskṛtasya samskṛtalakṣaṇaṃ. katamāni trīṇi. samskṛtasya bhikṣavaḥ upādā pi prajñāyate, vyayo pi prajñāyate, sthitanyathāravam api. (AKVy 171,26-28; almost identical wording in the quotation in Pr 145,4f). For the translation of samskṛtalakṣaṇa as "marks which [characterize as] conditioned," see AKBh 77,3-6)

\(^{32}\) Here the JP is not quoted, but the reading ekasmin kṣaṇe is clearly presupposed by the commentary.
generally (so already in the Pañcavastu; see n. 81) designate the four *samskṛtalaksānas* as *jāti* (birth), *sthiti* (duration), *jarā* (age), and *anītyatā* (impermanence). Thus it seems that, as in other Sarvāstivādā sources,33 the expressions in the *sūtra* are in the JP matched with the technical terms used within the Abhidharmic tradition (cf. n. 81). It is difficult to see, however, why this explanation is correlated by the locative construction to a single *kṣaṇa* or *citta*.34 Possibly, the passage tries to resolve the problem how origination, cessation and change-while-enduring can all occur in one moment by equating these terms with the technical expressions employed in the Abhidharma tradition, viz. birth (*jāti*), impermanence (*anītyatā*) and age (*jarā*). In this case, the problem would be solved by showing that *sthityanyathātva*, as the only problematic mark, does not imply modification of a persisting entity but only the loss of energy, as entailed by age. This would match the explanation by the Sarvāstivādins that age does not imply transformation, but only the loss of energy (cf. § I.C.3.2.3 and particularly n. 118). In such a case, *citta* would have been the original reading, which will later have been substituted by *kṣaṇe*, when the scope of momentariness, which had formerly been restricted to mental entities, had been extended to encompass material entities, too. Thus, the fact that *citta* will have been read originally would corroborate my impression that the all-encompassing doctrine of momentariness is still absent in the original version of the JP.

It has to be conceded, however, that the passage in the JP under review also allows for other interpretations.35 But as long as it cannot be shown conclusively that the reading *ekasmiṁś*

---

33 Vi 200a17-19: "There [in the *sūtra*], 'change-while-enduring' is another name for 'age' and does not signify 'transformation.' As birth is called 'origination' and as *anītyatā* is called 'destruction,' so one should know that 'age' is called 'change-while-enduring.'"

Cf. also AKBh 75,24f cited in n. 78 and Vi 787b19f.

34 Given that the Abhidharmic terms for the *samskṛtalaksānas* relate both to material and mental entities (cf. e.g. JP 926a4f), it is hardly possible that *ekasmiṁś* *citta* is meant to indicate that the terminological explication refers specifically to mental entities. Besides, in such a case the alternative reading *kṣaṇe* could no longer make any sense.

35 Vasubandhu, who reads *ekasmiṁś* *citta* (see above), contends (AKBh 77,20f: *tatrāpi nikāyasabhāgacitam yuyate.*) that *citta* is used in the sense of *nikāyasabhāgacitta* (i.e. the mind of an entire existence). He also reads *maranam* instead of *anītyatā* (cf. the preceding explanation in the JP [T 1543 780c14-16, T 1544 926b10-13] that death, in contrast to *anītyatā*, refers to the end of an existence), a reading to my knowledge not attested elsewhere and in all likelihood secondary, and thus can maintain that the JP renders the general expressions (i.e. "origination" and so on), which the Buddha used with respect to all conditioned entities, in terms of sentient existence:

"With respect to one mind (*ekasmiṁś* citta, that is, according to Vasubandhu, with respect to the mind of one existence), what is origination? Answer: Birth. What is destruction? Answer: Death. What is change-while-enduring? Answer: Age." (AKBh 77,19f: *yad api ca Jñānapraśthānā uktam: "ekasmiṁś citta ka utpādaḥ. āha: jātih. ko vyayo. maraṇam. kim sthityanyathātvam. jare".*) While this interpretation accounts both for the locative and the explication of the canonical terms for the *samskṛtalaksānas*, it is problematic on account of its interpretation of *citta*. Given that *citta* is generally used to refer to specific mental events or states, it is not probable that *ekasmiṁś* *citta* in the JP should, despite the lack of any specification to this effect, not refer to a discrete mental state, but to the mind viewed as a unit extending over the entire span of an existence. By contrast, it is very likely that
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citte is secondary, this passage in the JP may not be taken as an unambiguous testimony to the doctrine of momentariness. Given the uncertainties of the other passage of the JP discussed before, it must, therefore, on the whole remain doubtful whether the theory of momentariness is attested in the JP. My findings suggest that, if at all, it only played a marginal role and had not yet come to the forefront by the time of the compilation of the JP, which marks the conclusion of the Abhidharmapitaka of the Sarvāstivādins.\(36\) Of course, this needs to be verified by a more systematic investigation than was possible here, since it cannot be excluded completely that the momentariness of all conditioned entities is presupposed in some other portions of the JP or even in one of the other (exclusively earlier) canonical Abhidharma works of the Sarvāstivādins.

Unless all passages in the Vi testifying to the theory of momentariness were added after the compilation of this text,\(37\) the doctrine of momentariness can be dated back to at least the second century A.D., that is, provided the account that it was compiled at the time of Kaniska is accepted.\(38\)

Vasubandhu interpreted ekasMiś citte in this way because it supports his claim that the saṃskṛtalakṣaṇas should be correlated to series of momentary entities, rather than to these entities themselves. This motivation is also borne out by Yaśomitra’s argumentation that ekasMiś citte has to refer to the mind as viewed over the entire span of an existence and not to a discrete mental unit, because “how should a single momentary mental entity (lit. mind-moment, cittaSaṇa) have birth, death and modification [as would follow] otherwise (i.e. if citta was understood in its usual meaning).” (AKVy 176, 5f: anyāthaḥ hi katham ekasyaiva cittakṣaṇasya jāti ca maraṇaṁ cānayaḥdharmam ca syāt.)

\(36\) The alteration may have been inspired by the association of “birth” (jāti) and “old age” (jara) with “death” (maraṇa) on account of the terminology of the final clause of the doctrine of dependent origination (pratītyasamutpāda), namely that “depending upon birth (jāti) there is old age (jara) and death (maraṇa)” (jāti-pratītyāmaranam; cf. n. 81). Note that while jāti and jara are the standard Abhidharmic expressions of the Sarvāstivādins for the mark of origination and age, in *Tattvasiddhi (henceforth: TSi) 289a18-20 (cf. n. 81) maraṇa is listed side by side with destruction (vyāya?) as a saṃskṛtalakṣaṇa.

\(37\) As suggested by a comparison of the older translation by Buddhavarman (T 1543, fifth cent.) with the later translation by Hsüan-tsang (T 1544, seventh cent.) — the possibility that from the beginning there were two different versions, viz. a shorter and a larger one, should be borne in mind, however —, further material probably came to be incorporated after the initial composition of the Vi.

\(38\) On the basis of Hsüan-tsang’s report (T 2087, 887a) that Kaniska (according to Lamotte [1958, p. 648] he ruled from 128 to 151, according to Hirakawa *Indo Bukkyōshi Tokyo 1974, p. 185* from 132 to 152) convened the council of monks who composed the Vi, the text is generally dated back to the 2nd cent. A.D. (Lamotte 1958, p. 303; Kato 1989, p. 120, where the second half of the cent. up to the third cent. is singled out). However, this dating can only be accepted with certain reservations. On the one hand, Kaniska may, as Basham concludes in his introduction to the *Papers on the Date of Kaniska* (Leiden 1968: p. x f), also be dated back some further fifty years to 78 A.D. On the other hand, in one
current at the time of its composition, parts of the material incorporated — and this may include also some of those passages where the theory of momentariness is presupposed — could date back beyond the second century A.D. Moreover, considering that the momentariness of all conditioned entities is accepted as a matter of fact, and given that the doctrine of the samskrta-lakṣaṇas and the contemplation of the ten notions (saṃjñā) are already adapted to the theory of momentariness, it can be safely assumed that the origination of the theory of momentariness must be earlier than the respective passages in the Vi, in order to allow for a period during which the momentariness of all conditioned entities could have been conceived, systematized into a coherent doctrine and become so current that it was not subject to doubt and no need was felt to substantiate it by argumentation. This, too, raises the possibility that the theory of momentariness may be dated back even beyond the second century A.D.39

On the other hand, my examination of the relevant sources suggests that there is no clear evidence of the theory of momentariness either in the canonical Abhidharma works of the Sarvastivādins or in Dharmaśri’s Abhidharmaśāra. This, however, does not necessarily imply that the doctrine of momentariness cannot date back to the second century A.D. or even earlier. Beside the fact that a close scrutiny of all relevant sources may actually reveal textual material to this effect, this is not compelling because the theory of momentariness may well have originated outside the Abhidharmic current of the Sarvastivāda (indeed even within an altogether different school) so that it would for that reason not have found entry into the aforementioned Abhidharma works, but may later have gained so much ground that it came to be presupposed at a later time when the JP was commented upon.

A further problem in dating the doctrine of momentariness back to at least the second century A.D. on the basis of the Vi is raised by my examination of the Amṛtarasa by Ghoṣaka (T passage in the Vi (Vi 593a15; cf. p. 387 of E. Zürcher’s contribution "The Yūeh-chih and Kaniṣṭha in the Chinese Sources" [pp. 346-390] in the aforementioned Papers on the Date of Kaniṣṭha) Kaniṣṭha is depicted as a "king of old" so that the Vi can only be dated back to the time of Kaniṣṭha if it is held that this passage was added later. P. Demiéville (L’Inde Classique. Edited by L. Renou and J. Filiozat. Paris 1953. Vol II § 2133), by contrast, argues that the composition of the Vi was only retrospectively associated with king Kaniṣṭha — such a possibility had already been envisaged earlier by E. Frauwallner ("Die buddhistischen Konzile." In: ZDMG vol. 102, 1952: p. 256) — and suggests that the Vi originated in the third century A.D.

39 In this context, mention may be made of the refutation in the Ratañāvalī (I. 63-69, henceforth: RA) of the marks of the conditioned (samskrta-lakṣaṇa) where the momentariness also of matter is clearly presupposed (cf. I. 69-70ab quoted in n. 217). If it is accepted — as it is done by Lindtner (1987, p. 11) and Frauwallner (together with the Mula-Madhyamaka-kārikā [henceforth: MKK] and the Vigrahavya-vartani, Frauwallner presents the RA in his Die Philosophie des Buddhismus [pp. 204-217] as a characteristic work of Nāgārjuna) — that the RA is an authentic work by Nāgārjuna, who is variously dated back to the first three centuries A.D. (cf. Ruegg 1982, p.4 n.11), then the theory of momentariness must have been current when he flourished. On the other hand, the doctrine of momentariness is to my knowledge not presupposed in the MKK — a systematic survey of the MKK is required in order to investigate whether any traces of the conception of momentariness can be identified — so that it is possible that the RA (or at least the pertinent portion) may not be attributed to Nāgārjuna, the author of the MKK.
1553) which suggests that there is no evidence of the conception that all conditioned entities are momentary in this text. Since it is unlikely that the Amṛtarasa is older than the Vi (cf. van den Broek 1977, p. 81), this poses the question why the doctrine of momentariness is attested in the Vi and not in the treatise by Ghoṣaka. Therefore, in addition to a systematic investigation of all canonical and early post-canonical abhidharma works of the Sarvāstivāda tradition, a more thorough examination of all pertinent passages in the Vi (considering all three translations) is required in order to settle (provided this is possible at all) whether all references to the doctrine of momentariness will have been added after the initial compilation of the Vi, so that the doctrine of momentariness would have only (at least among the Sarvāstivādins) become current after the second century A.D., or whether at least some of the references pertain to the core of the Vi compiled in the second century A.D. In the latter (in my eyes more probable) case, the lack of any reference to the doctrine of momentariness in the Abhidharmāmṛtarasa by Ghoṣaka — the same explanation could be applied to the Abhidharmasāra by Dharmasārī if it was not accepted that it is earlier than the Vi — could reflect that this text originated in a different milieu than the Vi⁴⁰ where the notion of momentariness had either not yet become current at all or, more likely, where for one reason or other it only played a marginal role. In support of such an explanation reference could be made to other post-canonical Abhidharma texts of the Sarvāstivāda tradition where the doctrine of momentariness hardly features at all, though there can be little doubt that it was known and not rejected. In the *Saṃyuktābhidharmahṛdaya[śāstra]? (henceforth: SAH) ascribed to Dharmatrāta and in the Abhidharmavatārahāśāstra by Skandhila, for instance, the doctrine of momentariness, though presupposed in at least one passage in each text, seems to be ignored for the most part.⁴¹ This is particularly stunning in the case of Skandhila who is contemporaneous with Vasubandhu and Samghabhadra (M. van Velthem 1977, p. xi) and hence must have been acquainted with the debates on momentariness as they are recorded in the AK and in the NA.⁴² Therefore, the lack of any testimony to the notion of momentariness in the Abhidharmāmṛtarasa does not necessarily imply that all passages in the the Vi testifying to the doctrine of momentariness were added after the initial compilation. By contrast, it is well possible that among Sarvāstivādins the doctrine of momentariness first gained ground in a milieu that is closely connected to the tradition recorded in the Vi, but far removed from the commentary tradition associated with Dharmasārī and Ghoṣaka. This, however, is not more than an assumption. As mentioned before, without a closer examination of the pertinent material, it cannot be ruled out that all passages testifying to the notion of

---

⁴⁰ A comparative study of the Amṛtarasa with the Vi could shed some light on this issue.

⁴¹ I have only identified one passage where Skandhila alludes to the notion of momentariness, namely when setting forth the functioning of the sanskritalakṣanas, more precisely, of the mark of age (jarā; T 1554 987c1f, P. thu 412b7f, van Velthem 1977 p. 67f). In the SAH the notion of momentariness is attested when it is taught that the application of mindfulness entails that the body (as well as the other objects of smṛtyupasthāna) is to be viewed as impermanent "because it perishes from moment to moment" (T 1552 909b13f).

⁴² The fact that the notion of momentariness only played an important role among certain strands of the Abhidharmic tradition of the Sarvāstivādins, corroborates my impression that this notion originated outside the mainstream Abhidharmic tradition.
momentariness in the Vi were only added after its compilation in (probably) the second century A.D.

2.3 In the Śāriputrābhidharma it is taught at least three times (T 1548 591b8-11, 698a5-7, 715a20-23; cf. Bareau 1955, p. 197) that the mind (citta) absorbed in the "diamond-like contemplation" (vajropamasamādhi) persists for immeasurable time. This stands in clear contradiction to the doctrine that all conditioned entities are without exception momentary and suggests that the theory of momentariness is not subscribed to by the tradition of the Śāriputrābhidharma. This impression is also conveyed by Bareau’s (Bareau 1955, pp. 193-197, Bareau 1950, p. 69ff) and Frauwallner’s (1972, pp. 133-152) summary studies of the Śāriputrābhidharma where no indication of the theory of momentariness is to be found. It cannot be excluded, however, that a systematic examination of the Śāriputrābhidharma — a task exceeding the scope of this study — would disclose (if only, as the erroneous view of opponents) material testifying to the theory of momentariness.

3 The cursory examination of the still-extant Abhidharmapitakas undertaken in this chapter suggests that in them, as in the Nikāyas/Āgamas, the theory of momentariness is not postulated as a canonical doctrine and is only attested, if at all, as a sectarian stance to be refuted. This implies that the theory developed after the schism of the sects within certain schools and is in that sense a post-canonical development which, judging from the little evidence reviewed here, may date back as far as the first century A.D. and possibly even beyond.
I.B The Doctrine of Momentariness in the Hīnayāna Schools

1 The cursory examination of the Nikāyas/Āgamas and the various Abhidharmapiṭakas in the preceding chapter suggests that the doctrine of momentariness is post-canonical and originated among a certain section of Buddhists. This calls for a survey of which of the early Hīnayāna schools subscribed to this theory and in which form. Again, the loss of most of their works (or their non-existence in written form, to start with) hampers such a survey so that relevant information has to be gathered from other sources. Of particular importance is the doxographical account by Vasumitra (second century A.D.?, cf. Lamotte 1958, p. 574 n.3), the *Samayabhedoparacanacakra (T 2031, T 2032, T 2033; P. 5638 u 159a3-168b7; henceforth: SBhC), which reports — regrettably without any accompanying explanations — the stance taken by the various Hīnayāna schools on controversial issues. This information can be supplemented by the doxographical account in the fourth chapter (prakarana) of the Tarkajñālī by Bhāvaviveka (6th century) which is also transmitted in the Tibetan Tanjur as a separate text ascribed to Bhavya (Śrāmanāpancaśatārikāpadābhīsmarāṇa P. 5630 u 35b1-54b6). Also useful is the Kathāvatthu, referred to above, even though the commentary's ascriptions of the refuted doctrines to specific schools are retrospective and hence not to be trusted (cf. Norman 1983, p. 104).

2 To start with, the Mahāsāṅghikas, who split from the Sthaviras (first schism) sometime during the Mauryan period (324-187 B.C.; Lamotte 1958, p. 572), and their sub-sects will be examined. Which stance the Mahāsāṅghikas themselves took on the issue of momentariness is, to my knowledge, not explicitly recorded. They are, however, credited by Vasumitra (SBhC 16a8, SBhC, Ib.6 and 7) with the following position:

"The seed becomes the sprout. The four gross elements constituting the matter of the sense organs (i.e. the entire body insofar as all corporal matter is at least endowed with the tactile sense?) are subject to change. The mind and the factors associated with the mind (caitasika dharma) are not subject to change."

---

43 Since there are no significant discrepancies between the two versions (cf. Walleser 1927, p. 77), I am citing here only from the independently transmitted version ascribed to Bhavya, i.e. the Śrāmanāpancaśatārikāpadābhīsmarāṇa.


45 The precise dating of the schism depends on the dating of the Buddha and is also beset with other difficulties which are too complex to be entered into here.

46 I do not see on which grounds Silburn (1955, p. 236) advances her (undocumented) claim that the Mahāsāṅghikas subscribed "en tous points au dogme de l'instantanéité."
It could be thought that this doctrine of the Mahāsāṃghikas reflects their particular theory of momentariness insofar as mental entities are held not to change because they are too short-lived to do so, while matter (or at least some forms of matter)\textsuperscript{47} is held to be subject to change because it is said to possess some duration. This line of thinking would presuppose that the susceptibility to transformation depends upon the duration of the concerned entity, insofar as any change entails a "before" and an "after" and hence requires existence at at least two different points of time.

It is more likely, however, that the susceptibility to change is derived differently. Change implies that there is a persisting factor — material substance may for instance be regarded in this way — underlying the alteration, on account of which the changed entity is identical with the entity before it changed. As for the mind, the denial of a Self (anātmavāda) entails that such an enduring element cannot be accepted lest it be identified with an eternal soul. Thus the anātmavāda's denial of a lasting Self underlying the fluctuations of the mind excludes that the mind can be subject to change (cf. see § II.A.2.1). With regard to matter, the Mahāsāṅghikas were apparently not so radical and, contrary to other schools, admitted (at least with regard to some forms of matter) an enduring substance underlying transformation. Thus they interpreted change as the mutation of a persisting entity and not as the destruction of an old and the origination of a new entity.\textsuperscript{48}

Therefore, the doctrinal stance reported by Vasumitra does not depend upon the Mahāsāṅghikas' acceptance of the momentariness of mental entities and the denial with regard to matter. It only allows one to infer that the Mahāsāṅghikas can hardly have considered material entities (at least not in general) to be momentary since the very susceptibility to change presupposes existence beyond a bare moment.\textsuperscript{49} As for mental entities, the position that they cannot change only implies that they are momentary if it is assumed that they do

\textsuperscript{47} It is conceivable that the transformation of the seed is representative for external (i.e. non-corporeal) matter in general. Similarly, the susceptibility to change of the gross elements of the sense organs may refer to the entire body. In support of this, it could be argued that all corporeal matter is at least endowed with the tactile sense. On the other hand, if the doctrine of the Mahāsāṅghikas thus related to corporeal and non-corporeal matter in general, the question poses itself why mention is made only of specific forms of matter. Moreover, the teaching in JP that the gross elements of the sense organs are simultaneous with mental acts (cited in n. 27), suggests that this form of matter may also be addressed specifically by the Mahāsāṅghikas (and not because it stands for all corporeal matter). Furthermore, it is possible that at least fire and sound, though material, were held by the Mahāsāṅghikas not to be subject to change. Cf. the position of the Vātsiputriyas-Śāntapiṭakas that fire and sound are, in contrast to all other forms of matter, momentary.

\textsuperscript{48} Cf. Vi 996c11-14 (= LVP 1937, p. 137): "The supporters of the doctrine of transformation (i.e. the Sāṃkhya?) have this opinion: Milk turns into sour milk, seeds into sprouts, wood into ashes and so on. If one [entity] exists in continuation of another [entity], then this [entity] is the product of transformation of that other [entity] and it is not the case that that other entity (dharma) perishes and this entity originates. Therefore, the essence of all dharmas persists eternally."

\textsuperscript{49} Silburn (1955, p. 240) interprets the passage under discussion in the same way, but maintains (without substantiating this claim) that the stance expressed here is "heretical" and does not accord with the general opinions of the Mahāsāṅghikas.
change every moment. To presuppose this for all mental entities requires that the self-evident transitoriness of most mental events had been developed into a general doctrine about the nature of all mental entities (cf. § II.A.2.5). On the basis of Vasumitra’s report it cannot be decided whether such a development can be surmised in the case of the Mahāsāṃghikas or whether they held — as the Śāriputrābhidharma and the partisans refuted in the Cittatītikāthā of the Kv (see above) did — certain mental states to last for a long time. The latter is suggested by the fact that Vasumitra (SBhC 17a24, SBhC,M, p. 65) correlates (despite their differing Vinaya affiliation) the doctrines of the Dharmaguptakas, to whom the Śāriputrābhidharma is attributed (see above), with those of the Mahāsāṃghikas. Moreover, the Kv-a attributes the refuted doctrine in the Cittatītikāthā to the Andhakas who belong, again according to the Kv-a (p. 57), to the fold of the Mahāsāṃghikas (cf. Bareau 1955, p. 89).

At any rate, the fact that mention is only made of the mental and material entities’ susceptibility to change and not, as in the case of other schools in Vasumitra’s account, of their duration suggests that the theory of momentariness was, at least on the stage recorded by Vasumitra, of no importance to the Mahāsāṃghikas — possibly because it had not yet originated at all or, at least, had not yet penetrated their circles.

The stance in the aforementioned Khaṇḍikakāthā that all conditioned entities are as momentary as mental entities is ascribed by the Kv-a (p. 195f) to the Aparaseliyas (Sanskrit: Aparāśailas) and to the Pubbaseliyas (Sanskrit: Pūrva- or Uttaraśailas), both sub-sects of the Mahāsāṃghikas. If this attribution is correct the theory of momentariness will eventually have been espoused at least by certain sections within the Mahāsāṃghika fold of Buddhism. On the other hand, the attribution of the Kv-a is not only dubious to start with, but also incoherent insofar as the Aparāśailas and Uttaraśailas are elsewhere in the Kv-a (see above) said to belong to the Andhakas who, as we have seen, are credited with the view that certain states of consciousness are not momentary. Moreover, Vasumitra does not report that the Aparāśailas and Uttaraśailas held all conditioned entities to be momentary but, by contrast, specifies (16a24, p. 38) that their doctrines — excepting those listed by him — generally accord with those of the Mahāsāṃghikas, which suggests that they, too, did not subscribe to the theory of momentariness. This also applies to the Prajñāpātivādins (T 2032 16a20f, p. 38) and Caityāśailas (16a24, p. 38), both of which were also Mahāsāṃghika sub-sects.

From this it does not follow, however, that there were no Mahāsāṃghika sects at all that professed the momentariness of all phenomena. Thus the doctrines of the Bahuśrutīyas, probably a further sub-sect of the Mahāsāṃghikas, are said by Vasumitra (SBhC 16a15f, SBhC,M, p. 36) to generally agree with those of the Sarvāstivādins, which indicates, given that

50 Such an explanation is problematic, however, insofar as the stance under discussion would be attributed to the "late" Mahāsāṃghikas, if 末 and 本 in the stock phrase 末/本宗異義 was understood temporally. On the other hand, such an understanding is not compelling. Instead, Vasumitra’s qualification may just as well be understood as referring to "secondary" differences among the Mahāsāṃghikas.

51 Cf. the literature cited in Schmithausen 1987a, p. 370, n. 304.
no specific opinion of the Bahuśrutiyas to the contrary is reported, that they accordingly held all conditioned entities to be momentary. This is indeed confirmed by Harivarman's Tattvasiddhi provided it pertains to the Bahuirutiyas tradition, as has been variously claimed (among others by Paramārtha) — where it is asserted several times that all conditioned entities are momentary.

It seems that as in the case of the Bahuśrutiyas so in the case of the Dharmaguptakas, the doctrinal conformity is not matched by the sectarian affiliation. While the Dharmaguptakas are closely related to the Mahāsāṅghikas from which they reportedly seceded (cf. Bareau 1955, p. 190), their doctrines are said by Vasumitra (SBhC 17a26f, SBhC₉ p. 65) to concur generally with those of the Mahāsāṅghikas. This leaves one to gather that, unlike the Mahāsāṅghikas (or at least some sections thereof), the Dharmaguptakas did not subscribe to the theory of momentariness — an assumption supported by the claim in the Śāriputrābhīdharma that some mental entities last immeasurably long (see above).

3 With respect to the Sthaviras, the sources reveal that they generally held mental entities to be momentary, but that the Sarvāstivādins and closely related sects, as well as the later Theravādins, the Kāśyapiyas and at least some sections of the Mahāsāṅghikas do not conform with its philosophical accordance with the Sautrāntikas.

52 Cf. Demiéville MCB I 1931-2, p. 22 and 47. See also Bareau 1955, p. 81 n.2
53 E.g. TSi 264b25, 266c17f, 273b2f, 279b24f, 283c18, 317b16-18, 359a17.
54 Cf. Schmithausen 1987a (p. 370f) where it is likewise suggested that the sectarian affiliation of the TSi (namely with the Bahuśrutiyas and thus with the Mahāsāṅghikas) does not conform with its philosophical accordance with the Sautrāntikas.

According to Bareau (1955, p. 201f) it seems that the Kāśyapiyas shared the Śūrpatīka (or at least had a very similar version) and probably also the Abhidharmapiṭaka (i.e. the Śāriputrābhīdharma) with the Dharmaguptakas. Vasumitra (SBhC 17a27-b2, SBhC₉ p. 65f) confirms that the issue of momentariness was one of only a few doctrinal points that separated the Kāśyapiyas doctrinally from the Dharmaguptakas (cf. also Bhavya: P. u 182b4f, Walleser 1927, p. 87).

55 It is difficult to ascertain which stance the Mahāsāṅghikas took on the issue of momentariness because there is conflicting evidence. On the one hand, Vasumitra reports (SBhC 17a13f, SBhC₉ IXa.23) that the fundamental doctrines of the Mahāsāṅghikas include the stance that "all conditioned factors (samskāra) are momentary." This report is confirmed by Bhavya who relates that the Mahāsāṅghikas held all conditioned entities (samskṛta) to be momentary (P. u 182a7: ḍus byas thams cad ni skad cig maho/). On the other hand, the attribution of this stance is problematic, because Vasumitra (SBhC 17a10-12, SBhC₉ IXa.20) credits the same Mahāsāṅghikas with the view that the gross elements constituting the sense organs as well as the mind and mental factors are subject to change, which suggests — so also the interpretation by the Chinese commentator K'uei-chi (cf. Bareau 1955, p.185) — that they cannot be momentary. Moreover, among the "secondary positions" of the Mahāsāṅghikas reported by Vasumitra there is the view that "the great earth lasts for eons (kalpa)" (SBhC 17a17f, SBhC₉ IXb.6).

Since Bhavya does not attribute any position to the Mahāsāṅghikas which is at odds with their adherence to the doctrine of momentariness, it has to be investigated whether Vasumitra’s testimony may be interpreted in such a way that it does not conflict with the doctrine of momentariness. As I will show presently this is indeed possible. To start with, the endurance of the world may have been taught by the secondary Mahāsāṅghikas with reference to the series (or more precisely to the complex of series) of
the Haimavatas\(^5^7\) propounded (in contrast to the Vātsīputrīyas and the schools derived therefrom) also the momentariness of material entities.

As for the Theravādins, it was argued before (§ I.A.2.1) that the refutation in the Kv (Khaṇikakathā) of the doctrine that all conditioned entities have the duration of a single mental event (ekacittakkhanika) indicates that the early Theravādins had not yet espoused the theory of momentariness. As argued below (§ II.A.2.5), the refutation in the same text (Cittaṭhiti-kathā) of the position that there are mental states which are not momentary, points to the doctrine that all mental entities are invariably momentary. It may thus be gathered that, like the Vātsīputrīyas-Sammatiyas (see below), the early Theravādins regarded mental entities as momentary while they held material entities to endure for a stretch of time.\(^5^8\)

In their post-canonical literature, by contrast, the duration of material entities, too, is drastically reduced. Unlike the Sarvāstivādins and Sautrāntikas, however, the Theravādins did not give up the old conception that mental entities are briefer than material ones. They

momentary entities which is commonly conceptualized as the earth, so that this teaching would be completely dissociated from the question of the momentariness of existence. Besides, it is also conceivable that the secondary doctrines refer to such doctrines which were not common to all Mahāsāsakas, but only held by certain factions, so that the secondary view of the duration of the earth would not alter the fact that the mainstream Mahāsāsakas adhered to the theory of momentariness. Such a possibility is in fact confirmed by the case of the existence of past and future entities which is said to have been accepted by the fundamental Mahāsāsakas (SbhCM IXa.1) but denied by the secondary Mahāsāsakas (SbhCM IXb.1). Moreover, such a doctrinal deviation of some sections of the Mahāsāsakas would be in accordance with the fact that the Dhammaguptakas, who are closely associated with the Mahāsāsakas (cf. § I.B.2), did not accept the momentariness of all conditioned entities (in fact, they probably did not even hold all mental entities to be momentary). Likewise, it is also possible to explain how the mainstream Mahāsāsakas could have taught that sense organs and mind are subject to change if they held them to be momentary. Since it is unlikely that they should — as seemingly implied by Vasumitra’s testimony — have held ordinary mental entities (i.e. not only special mental states as those attained to in meditation) to be non-momentary, it may be argued that the susceptibility to change reported by Vasumitra does not refer to discrete entities but to the sensory organs and the mind viewed as series. Such a possibility is indeed confirmed by the report (cf. Sīk 180) that the Mahāsāsakas differentiated between the skandhas viewed as momentary, viewed as lasting for one lifetime and viewed as lasting for the entire existence within samsāra.

Thus it is possible to account not only for the attribution of the stance that the earth endures also for the position that the sensory organs as well as the mind are subject to change in such a way that it does not conflict with the doctrine of momentariness. Given Bhavya’s report, which lends substance to such an interpretation of Vasumitra’s testimony, I, therefore, arrive at the conclusion that at least certain sections of the Mahāsāsakas will have subscribed to the doctrine of momentariness.

\(^{57}\) There is no further evidence than Vasumitra’s testimony (SbhC 16c13f, SbhCM p. 53) that those teachings of the Haimavatas which are not specified generally accord with those of the Sarvāstivādins.

\(^{58}\) Stcherbatsky (Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, p. 112) asserts that the Theravādins had from the beginning espoused the doctrine of momentariness and that only later they introduced the differentiation between the duration of material and mental entities. This hypothesis reflects Stcherbatsky’s bias to regard the doctrine of momentariness as an integral part of early Buddhism (Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, p. 108; but see also Stcherbatsky 1979, p. 38, where he seems to adopt a more moderate approach) and is not substantiated by any textual evidence (cf. n. 9).
advanced the peculiar doctrine that material entities last seventeen times as long as mental entities do. My cursory examination of some of the pertinent sources suggests that, despite this reduction of their duration, the material entities were not regarded as momentary, or at any rate not referred to as such (i.e. as khanika). All the same, this teaching presupposes that material entities are extremely brief and that they form series which constitute the temporally extended units which we experience in ordinary life. As such, their teaching may be considered as a peculiar form of the theory of momentariness.

This raises the question whether this teaching originated within the Theravāda school, or whether it resulted from the adoption of the theory of momentariness from some other Buddhist school on the Indian mainland. Given that momentariness is on the whole dealt with as a marginal issue of little consequence, I am inclined to believe that the theory of momentariness was adopted from outside and was possibly even introduced by Buddhaghosa himself. The peculiar form it acquired may have resulted from the reluctance on the part of the Theravāda tradition to give up the old distinction between the life time of mental and material entities. It is, however, also feasible that the doctrine of momentariness had already differentiated between the duration of mental and material entities before it was adopted by

---

59 Cf.: — VisM XX.24: "While matter abides, the subliminal mind (bhavaṅgacitta) arises and perishes sixteen times. In the case of mind (citta), the moment of origination, of duration and of destruction are all fully alike [as to their length]. But in the case of matter, only the moment of origination and of destruction pass quickly. For they are [in the case of matter and mind] alike; the moment of duration, however, is long. It lasts as long as it takes sixteen mental events to arise and perish." (ripe dharante yeva hi solasavāre bhavaṅgacittān uppajjītā nirujjhati. cittassa uppādakkhaṇo pi thītikkhaṇo pi bhaṅgakkaṇhaṇo pi ekasadiśā. ṛūpassa pana uppādabhagakkaṇhaṇa yeva lahukā; te hi sadisā. thītikkhaṇo pana mahā; yāva solasa cittān uppajjītā nirujjhanti, tāva vattati.)

— Vibhaṅga-āṭṭhakathā p. 25f: "While matter abides, sixteen mental events (citta) arise and perish. Together with the seventeenth citta it undergoes destruction." (ripe dhārante yeva solasa cittāni uppajjītā nirujjhanti. tam pana sattarasamena cittena saddhiṁ nirujjhati.)

— Abhidhammatthaṅkhaṇga by Anuruddha (11th/12th century according to Norman 1983, p. 151) ch. 4, paragraph 3: "The three moments [required] on account of origination, duration and destruction are called 'the moment of (i.e. taken by) one mental event' (citta).The lifetime of material entities is seventeen of these moments of a citta." (uppādaṭṭhitibhaṅgavasena khaṇattayaṁ ekacittakkhaṇam nāma. tāni pana sattarasas cittaṁ khaṇhati rūpādhammaṁ āyu.)

From these three extracts the following position can be gathered. The material and mental entity arise simultaneously. While the material entity persists, the mental entity perishes and a new entity originates. This occurs sixteen times until the material entity vanishes simultaneously with the seventeenth mental entity. Since the phases of origination and destruction of material and mental entities are identical, the phase of duration of the material entity must encompass also the phases of duration and destruction of the first mental entity (= ¼ cittakkhaṇas) as well as the phases of origination and destruction of the last mental entity (= ¼ cittakkhaṇas). Thus a material entity consists of a phase of origination corresponding to ¼ cittakkhaṇa (i.e. it has one third of the duration of a citta), of a phase of destruction corresponding to 16½ cittakkhaṇas (viz. ¼+15+½ cittakkhaṇas) and of a phase of destruction corresponding to a further ¼ cittakkhaṇa. Cf. also the treatment of this topic by Sarathcandra (1958, pp. 44-46).

60 This is also suggested by Kv-a XXII.7 where the stance that all phenomena are momentary (sabbe dharmā khanikā) is ascribed to Uttarapathakas, that is, to people from Northern India, from where Buddhaghosa himself hailed.
1.B The Doctrine of Momentariness in the Hinayana Schools

...the Theravadin.

In this context, reference may be made to the so called "Three-Moments"-doctrine which is known from its refutation in Vi (787c20-788a9). According to this doctrine, "material entities endure for three moments" while "mental states (citta) and mental factors (cetasas) perish immediately in the moment [they have originated]" (Vi 787c21f). Teaching that three units of consciousness arise and perish while one sense organ does, this tradition computes the duration of the material entities, like the Theravadins, by correlating them to mental entities. It is not clear which reasoning underlies this teaching, but the correlation of the sense organs with their respective acts of perception suggests that the analysis of the process of cognition may have played an important role (cf. § II.B.2.1). This doctrine, of which two versions are reported in Vi, is not ascribed to a particular school (it is only said to have been espoused

---

61 Vi 787c22-788a9: "That [Three-Moments-doctrine] is of two kinds, namely 1) the doctrine of mixed origination) and 2) the doctrine of succession.

The supporters of the doctrine of mixed origination give this explanation: On the basis of an initial caksurindriya (i.e. organ of vision), an initial caksurvijñana (i.e. visual consciousness) arises. Having arisen together, the caksurindriya abides, while the caksurvijñana perishes. On the basis of a second caksurindriya, a second caksurvijñana arises. Having arisen together, the caksurindriya abides, while the caksurvijñana perishes. On the basis of a third caksurindriya, a third caksurvijñana arises. Having arisen together, the caksurindriya abides, while the caksurvijñana perishes. One should know that it (i.e. the third caksurvijñana) perishes precisely together with the initial caksurindriya.

Question: What is wrong with this?
Answer: The initial caksurvijñana meets with (lit.: 'has') the origination of its base, but it does not meet with the destruction of its base. The same holds good for the second caksurvijñana. The third caksurvijñana meets with the origination of its base. Though it also meets with the destruction of a base, this is [not its base, but] the base of another, namely the first, caksurvijñana. One calls this (i.e. the fact that the caksurvijñana do not meet with the destruction of their bases) the fault of their [doctrine], because [rightly] the vijñana has [both] origination and destruction in accordance with its base (i.e. arises and perishes when its base does).

The supporters of the doctrine of succession make this explanation: On the basis of an initial caksurindriya, an initial caksurvijñana arises. Having arisen together, the caksurindriya abides, while the caksurvijñana perishes. Then, again on the basis of [that initial caksurindriya], a second caksurvijñana arises. The [initial] caksurindriya abides, the [second] caksurvijñana perishes. Thereafter, again on the basis of [that initial caksurindriya], a third caksurvijñana arises. This [caksur]vijñana perishes at the same time as the [initial] caksur[indriya].

Question: What is wrong with this?
Answer: The initial caksurvijñana meets with (lit.: 'has') the origination of its base, but it does not meet with the destruction of its base. The second caksurvijñana meets neither with the origination of its base nor with the destruction of its base. The third caksurvijñana does not meet with the origination of its base, but it meets with the destruction of the base. One calls this (i.e. the fact that the caksurvijñana do not meet with both the origination and the destruction of their base) the fault of their [doctrine], because [rightly] the vijñana has [both] origination and destruction in accordance with its base (i.e. it arises and perishes when its base does).

The doctrine of mixed origination seems to entail that not one but three sense organs of one type exist simultaneously. It is noteworthy that the destructions of the first and second vijñana (i.e. consciousness) are not correlated to the destructions of the second and third indriya (i.e. sense-organ) of the preceding set of three vijñana, though they should take place at the same time. This suggests that every three acts of consciousness form a unit (that possibly differs as to its nature from the preceding...
by some śramaṇas, i.e. religious mendicants) and with the exception of the later Theravādins' teaching, does not resemble any doctrine known to me.\(^{62}\)

The hypothesis that the doctrine of momentariness was adopted by the Theravādins from outside needs to be verified by a systematic examination of the early post-canonical sources. In particular, it has to be investigated whether pertinent material can be found in Buddhaghosa’s commentaries on the Nikāyas, and if so, whether this can be identified as his personal contribution or whether it may be traced back to the Singhalese commentary used by him. If textual evidence can be disclosed from which it follows that the doctrine of momentariness was adopted from outside, it may also be possible to decide whether the distinction between the duration of material and mental entities was already inherent in the adopted doctrine, or whether the distinction was only introduced by the Theravādins.

4 As for the Vātsiputriyas and the four schools evolving from them, namely the Saṃmatiyyas (or Sāmmitiya following Pr 148,1, 192.8, 276.2), Dhammottariyas, Bhadrāyaniyas and Saṅnagarikas, the only extant work pertaining to this tradition, the Chinese translation of the Saṃmatiyanikāyaśāstra (T 1649), does not provide any information from which it could be inferred which stance they took towards the issue of momentariness. The doxographies by Bhāya\(^{63}\) and Vasumitra,\(^{64}\) however, report that the Vātsiputriyas did not subscribe to the theory of momentariness, but held some entities to be momentary and others not. Since they

and subsequent unit, e.g. śrotraviṇāṇa after caksurviṇāṇa) and lends substance to the assumption that the differentiation between the lifetime of matter and mind results from the underlying theory of perception. Without further textual evidence, however, it is impossible to arrive at a reliable understanding of this bizarre doctrine.

The refutation on the basis of the presupposed simultaneity of sense organ and consciousness will be examined in § II.B.2.1. Vi concludes its refutation by a further argument (Vi 788a9-13 cited in n. 296) which will be dealt with in § II.B.2.2.

\(^{62}\) The refutation of this doctrine in Vi (Vi 788a9-13 cited in n. 296) presupposes that the first moment after death already pertains to the new existence and thus denies an intermediate state (antarābhava) between death and rebirth. Given that the Sarvāstivādins postulate an intermediate state, Vi may argue here on the basis of the opponents' doctrine. Thus there would be a further agreement between the doctrine of the three moments and the Theravādins who (beside the Mahāsāṅghikas, Mahāsātras and the tradition of the Sāriputrābhidharma; cf. Bareau 1955, p. 291) also denied the existence of an intermediate state.

\(^{63}\) Śramaṇapaṇcāsakārikāpadābhisamāraṇa (P. u 182a8 and 182b3; Walleser 1927, p. 87, forth point of the Vātsiputriyas): "The fundamental doctrines of the Vātsiputriyas: ... As for conditioned entities, there are momentary and non-momentary [entities]." (yañ gnas mahi\(^{a}\) ḥbuḥi dam tshig ni ... ḥdus byas ni skad cīg ma dañ skad cīg ma ma yin pa yod do!)

\(^{a}\) P.: mihi

\(^{64}\) SBhC 16c14-16 (SBhC, VII.2): "The main doctrines held in common by the Vātsiputriyas: ... There are some conditioned factors which endure for a while; there are also some which are momentary."

Bareau (1955, p. 116) cites this passage in order to document that the Vātsiputriyas held that "tous les composés (sanskrta) ne durent qu’un seul instant (ekakṣaṇīka)." This is clearly not correct, and the table on p. 287 summarizing the doctrines of the various schools should be emended accordingly.
The Doctrine of Momentariness in the Hinayana Schools

The Doctrine of Momentariness in the Hinayana Schools do not attribute to the four secondary schools a doctrine that conflicts with this position, they imply that on this point there were no doctrinal differences between the Vatsiputriyas and these secondary schools. While for the Sammatiyas this is confirmed by the reports of other sources (see below), in the case of the Dharmottariyas, Bhadranyaniyas and Sangagarikas there is no corroborating evidence (but also no evidence to the contrary) for the assumption that they, too, only held some entities to be momentary.

The sparse information of the doxographies can be supplemented by those sources where the Vatsiputriyas or Sammatiyas feature as opponents to the theory of momentariness. From the positions attributed in these sources, no doctrinal difference can be inferred between the Vatsiputriyas and Sammatiyas. By contrast, it seems that they were held to propound the same doctrine, that is, if they were not even identified altogether. Hence I refer to them in the following jointly as "Vatsiputriyas-Sammatiyas."

As perilous as it is to construe a position from the writings of their opponents, there can be little doubt that the Vatsiputriyas-Sammatiyas held all and only those entities to be momentary where it was, at least for them, self-evident that their mode of existence implied their momentariness. Thus they took all mental entities to be momentary and all material entities (excepting flames and sounds) to be non-momentary. The momentariness of flames and sound, which was regarded as a self-evident fact, is not specified in all sources, but reported by Kamalaśīla and P'u-kuang. It is also presupposed in Vasubandhu's 65 This statement has to be qualified insofar as there are some mental states where the momentariness is not self-evident (cf. § II.A.2.5).

That the momentariness of some material entities is self-evident is arguably also confirmed indirectly by Śrībh 485,7-10, namely if the relative clause qualifying rūpināṁ sanskārānāṁ is in the following way understood to specify which kind of material conditioned factors (sanskāra) the following proof refers:

"Of those material sanskāras of which the origination, destruction and disappearance in one moment, albeit a matter of fact, cannot be perceived, [the yogin] deduces [the momentariness] on the basis of considerations (manaskāra) which relate to perception."

According to this understanding, it would be implied that there must be other kinds of material sanskāras, namely those where the momentariness can be perceived, and does not have to be inferred. However, it cannot be ruled out that the qualification of rūpināṁ sanskārānāṁ is not meant to single out specific forms of material sanskāras, but instead is meant as a general characterization applying invariably to all material sanskāras (if so, in contradistinction to mental entities).

According to this understanding, it would be implied that there must be other kinds of material sanskāras, namely those where the momentariness can be perceived, and does not have to be inferred. However, it cannot be ruled out that the qualification of rūpināṁ sanskārānāṁ is not meant to single out specific forms of material sanskāras, but instead is meant as a general characterization applying invariably to all material sanskāras (if so, in contradistinction to mental entities).

65 This statement has to be qualified insofar as there are some mental states where the momentariness is not self-evident (cf. § II.A.2.5).

That the momentariness of some material entities is self-evident is arguably also confirmed indirectly by Śrībh 485,7-10, namely if the relative clause qualifying rūpināṁ sanskārānāṁ is in the following way understood to specify which kind of material conditioned factors (sanskāra) the following proof refers:

"Of those material sanskāras of which the origination, destruction and disappearance in one moment, albeit a matter of fact, cannot be perceived, [the yogin] deduces [the momentariness] on the basis of considerations (manaskāra) which relate to perception."

According to this understanding, it would be implied that there must be other kinds of material sanskāras, namely those where the momentariness can be perceived, and does not have to be inferred. However, it cannot be ruled out that the qualification of rūpināṁ sanskārānāṁ is not meant to single out specific forms of material sanskāras, but instead is meant as a general characterization applying invariably to all material sanskāras (if so, in contradistinction to mental entities).

66 AKV 179,10f: "According to him (viz. the Ārya Sammatiya), matter abides for some time, [while] mental events (citta) and factors (caītta) are momentary." (kālāntaravasthiḥ hi tasya (= āryasaṃmatiyasya) rūpam. cītaccittānām tu kṣaṇikatvam.)

Cf. cītacittānām ca kṣaṇikatvābhāvyapagamāt in the quotation of AKBh 79,11-15 (cited in n. 113) to which Yaśomitra's explication refers.

I do not think that by this Yaśomitra wanted to exclude the momentariness of flames and sound. Rather, he will have been less precise in his rendering of the Sammatiyas' position than Kamalaśīla, concentrating on the rule that only mental entities are momentary, while neglecting the exceptional cases of flames and sound.

67 TS 352: "Some hold that there is a two-fold division of things (bhāva) according to whether they
are produced or not; others believe that [this division] is according to whether they are momentary or not."

"(kr̥takṛtakatvena dvaīrāśyaṁ kaścid iṣyaṁ/ kṣanikākṣanikatvena bhāvānāṁ aparārī matam/)

TSP hereon (132,6-8): " ... But others as the Vātsiputrīyas and so on hold that there is a two-fold

division of things (bhāva) also according to whether they are momentary or not. Thus cognition (buddhi),

sound, the flame and so on are according to their opinion momentary whereas the earth, the sky and so

on are not momentary." (aparārī tu vātsiputrīdyadhibhī kṣanikākṣanikatvenāpi bhāvānāṁ dvaīrāśyaṁ

iṣyate. tathāḥ buddhīśabdādārīchprabhīrtayās tanmatena kṣanikāḥ, kṣītvyomādayas tv aksanikā itī.)

68 Chū-shē-lun-chi (T 1821) 201b22-24: "The Sammatiyas believe that among the conditioned

timeless entities, mental events (citra) and mental factors (citta), sound, flame etc. are momentary. Therefore,

they are necessarily without movement. The conditioned factors dissociated [from the mind] (viprayuktasamāskāra),

the karmic matter of corporeal actions (kāvyavijñaptirūpa), the body, mountains, wood and so on are not

momentary (kṣanika), [but] abide for a long time."

As indicated by the use of "and so on", Kamalaśīla's and P'u-kuang's enumeration of momentary

entities are not exhaustive. This is problematic because there are to my knowledge no material entities

beyond sounds and flames which are, within the Buddhist tradition, considered to be obviously

momentary. It could be held that "and so on" was added with reference to the frequently adduced

e.g. Laṅkāvatārasūtra VI.9 [= X.116], MPPU 229b15f [quoted in n. 425] and 222b2-5 [= MPPU L 1370], TSi 279a26f). These examples are, however,

usually cited to illustrate that something perceived as a unity (river, breeze) is actually made up of ever

new particles (water, dust). Thus it is the formation of series by conditioned entities and not their

momentariness that is exemplified. Accordingly, in both examples it is not, as in the case of sound and

flames, presupposed that the particles themselves are evidently momentary (the water and dust move on

beyond the observer). It may, therefore, be that "and so on" merely indicates that the list is in principle

not exhaustive, that there could be, at least theoretically speaking, further entities than those listed which

are momentary.

The momentariness of sounds and flames is only self-evident if it is assumed that they do not exist

before or after they become manifest (i.e. are heard or seen). This assumption was not shared by the

Mīmāṃsakas who denied that sounds and flames are momentary (cf. Ślokavārttika: Sabdaniyatādhikarana

kā 434-438). Also in the Yuktidīpika (p. 57,16-22 [pārvapakṣa], p. 57,29-58,7 [uttarapakṣa]), a

relatively early (circa 700 A.D.?) commentary on the Saṃkhyaśāstra, the Buddhist argumentation that

flames are momentary is repudiated. Even if it is accepted that flames only exist when they are observed,

it is still not self-evident that flames are as short-lived as mental events. The Naiyāyikas (Nyāya-vārttika

833,2-9, ad 3.2.14), for instance, held that during the existence of a flame several mental entities arise

and perish.

b In one passage in the TSi (280a24), however, the actions of wind are said to be momentary: "Also

the actions belonging to wind [are], even though perishing from moment to moment, [causally efficient

insofar as they] move things."

69 That the opponents in the debate concerned are the Vātsiputrīyas-Sāṃmatīyas is reported by

Yaśomitra (AKV 345,16: gaiti ity apare iti. Vātsiputrīyāḥ) and by P'u-kuang, who in this context

explicates their position (T 1821 201b22-24, cited in n. 68). Also Sumatiśīla in his Karmasiddhiṃkā

identifies the opponents as the Sāṃmatīyas (P. ku 74b8: gītan dag na re ṣes bya ba ni 'Phags pa man

pos bkar ba'i sde pa rnam so/ cf. Muroji p. 6, note d).

70 It has to be conceded, however, that in the AKBh the arguments, which presuppose the opponent's

tolerance of the momentariness of mental events, sound and flames, do not seem to be directed

primarily against the Vātsiputrīyas-Sāṃmatīyas, but against the Brahmanical schools, notably the

Vaiśeṣikas, who feature (side by side with the Vātsiputrīyas-Sāṃmatīyas) as opponents in the course of

the proof of momentariness in the AKBh (cf. AKV 346,29). This is borne out by the terminology

(buddhi instead of citta) and by the fact that Vasubandhu does not envisage the mark of destruction as

the refutation of the Vātsiputrīyas-Sāṃmatīyas' position in the AKBh and the KSi. As will
§ I.C.2.4, the Vātsīputriyas-Sammatīyas taught, similarly to the Sarvāstivādins, that each conditioned entity is, irrespective of its duration, qualified by a set of forces (sanskṛtalakṣaṇa) which determine its existence.

5 As for the Sarvāstivādins, it has been seen that already in Vi the theory of momentariness is presupposed (cf. § I.A.2.2). As will will be seen below, also the Dārśāntikas and Sautrāntikas, who evolved from the Sarvāstivādins, accepted, albeit in a different form, the momentariness of all conditioned entities.

The extensive corpus of Sarvāstivāda literature transmitted in Chinese translation and, to a lesser extent, in Tibetan translation and in the Sanskrit original allows for a detailed reconstruction of the Sarvāstivādins' conception of momentariness. Particularly instructive is the well-documented treatment of the sanskṛtalakṣaṇas and the controversy on this point between the Sarvāstivādins and Sautrāntikas. This will be dealt with in the next chapter. Here it may be pointed out that the Sarvāstivādins' theory of momentariness has to be viewed against the background of their doctrine that things also exist when they are still future or already past. Thus, the Sarvāstivādins do not contend that all conditioned entities only exist for a moment, but merely that they are only present for a moment, namely when they are causally efficient.\(^7\) Before this moment they exist in the future and thereafter in the past so that they are not momentary in the sense that they only exist for a moment. This doctrine that also future and past entities exist does not seem to be intrinsically linked up with the doctrine that their existence in the present is limited to a moment. Rather, both doctrines seem to have been developed independently on different grounds and are propounded side by side because they do not conflict with each other.\(^7\)

a possible cause for the destruction of mental events, sounds and flames, but instead refutes (AKBh 193,20-17) that destruction may be effected by the immediately succeeding entity, by the absence of a cause of destruction or by the functioning of merit (dharma) and demerit (adharma). That the mark of destruction can neither effect destruction on its own nor in conjunction with external causes is, by contrast, established in another context, namely when dealing with the sanskṛtalakṣaṇas (cf. § I.C.3.2.2).\(^7\)

Hence the discharge of causal efficiency became eventually (that is, when the positions developed by Dharmatṛata, Ghoṣaka, Vasumitra and Buddhadeva were superseded; cf. Frauwallner 1973, pp. 101-106) the generally accepted criterion for differentiating between the future, present and past states of conditioned entities. When they have not yet discharged their causal efficiency they are future, when they are in the process of doing so they are present, and when they have already been causally efficient they are past.\(^7\)

This is not the place to examine the origins of the doctrine that entities not only exist in the present but also in the past and in the future (for this consult e.g. Frauwallner 1973). It may be pointed out in passing that this doctrine reflects the Satkāryavāda of the Sāṅkhyaś, according to which the effect (i.e. a particular state of the permanent material cause) exists latently in the material cause before and after it has manifested itself. Cf. also the instructive argumentation by Saṃghabhādṛa (NA ch. 5.6-9, 620c25-636b16, translated by LVP [1937, pp. 25-128]) which reveals some of the functions of the doctrine that entities in the past and future exist — it explains, for instance, how past and future things can be the object of knowledge and accounts for the causal efficiency of past acts (karman).
I.C The *sāṃskṛtalakṣaṇas*

1 In the preceding chapter, I have attempted to survey which of the various Hinayāna schools held either all or at least some kinds of conditioned entities to be momentary. No attention was paid, however, to the question how precisely those schools that accepted the momentariness of some or even all entities conceived of their momentary existence. It is the purpose of the present chapter to shed some light on this question. Given that the conception of momentariness is — at least to my knowledge — not set forth explicitly in any of the pertinent sources, it will be necessary to turn for further information to the treatment of related concepts (cf. also the examination of the various definitions and usages of *kṣaṇa* in ch. I.E), notably to the teaching of the so-called characteristic marks of the conditioned entities (*sāṃskṛtalakṣaṇa*).

As mentioned in § I.A.2.2, already in the Nikāyas/Āgamas (namely in the Trilakṣaṇasūtra), the origination, destruction and modification of conditioned entities were taught to be the specific marks that characterize these entities, i.e. *sāṃskṛtalakṣaṇas*. These *sāṃskṛtalakṣaṇas* were not only taken up in the Abhidharmapitaka of the Sarvāstivādins, but can also be found in the Abhidharmic tradition of various other schools. The doctrinal treatment of these *sāṃskṛtalakṣaṇas* varies significantly from school to school. Since this treatment reflects how precisely the existence of the conditioned entities was conceptualized, it also conveys how their momentariness was conceived of (if at all). Hence, I like to examine in the following pages how the *sāṃskṛtalakṣaṇas* are dealt with in the various schools. The most comprehensive treatment of the doctrine of the *sāṃskṛtalakṣaṇas* can be found in the sources of the Sarvāstivādins. This chapter will focus on this treatment and — because of the particular relevance for the issue of momentariness — on the critique of this treatment by the Dārṣṭāntikas, Sautrāntikas and early Yogācāras.73

2.1 As we have seen (cf. n. 31), in the Trilakṣaṇasūtra the conditioned entities were taught to be characterized by three marks, namely by origination (*utpāda*), destruction (*vyaya*) and change-while-enduring (*sthityanyathātva*) — or in the Pāli form, change-of-the-enduring, that is, change-of-something-[while-it-is]-enduring (*ṭhitassa aññathatta*). Whereas the characterization by origination and destruction posed no problems, the attribution of the third mark was interpreted in various ways. In the Theravāda tradition,74 the mark of change-of-the-enduring (*ṭhitassa aññathatta*) is equated with age (*jaratā*), which in turn is identified with the phase of duration (*ṭhitikkhāna*). According to this interpretation, the phase between origination and

---

73 A comprehensive treatment of the *sāṃskṛtalakṣaṇas* is not aimed at here. In particular, the beginnings of this doctrine which predate the theory of momentariness will be neglected, as they are of no immediate interest for the present study. These and other aspects not dealt with here will possibly be treated by Colette Cox who is currently conducting research on the *cittaviprayukta sāṃskāras* (i.e. the conditioned factors dissociated from the mind, which include among others the *sāṃskṛtalakṣaṇas*; see below).

74 Cf. the commentary on AN I 152, viz. Āṅguttaranikāya-aṭṭhaṅkhāṇī II 252.
destruction is referred to as "duration" (thiti) but only the process occurring during this phase, viz. decay (jaratā), qualifies as a mark of the conditioned (saṅkhatalakkhana). There is evidence that this approach, which conforms with the wording of the sūtra, was also adopted by at least some Dārṣṭāntikas (cf. n. 136). Unlike the mainstream Theravadins, the Abhayagirivāsins seem to have held that things are only characterized by two marks, namely by origination and by destruction. A further position is attested in the Saṃskṛtāparikṣā

75 In the Abhidhamma of the Theravadins four entities similar to the saṅkhatalakkhanas are taught, namely accumulation (ācaya), continuity (santati), age (jaratā) and impermanence (aniccatā). As Karunadasa (1989, pp. 78-81) shows, they refer originally to sentient existence: ācaya and santati refer to growth (cf. also Dhammasaṅgaṇī 642-643 and the Visudhimagga [henceforth: VisM] XIV.66), the former to the development of the senses, the latter to the corporeal growth in general, age refers to the decay brought about by old age and impermanence to death. In later times they are identified with the saṅkhatalakkhanas (ācaya and santati with jāti, jaratā with jaratā and aniccatā with vācya). It may also be mentioned that in Patissambhidamagga I.54-57 and in VisM XX.97 yet again a different terminology is employed. There it is the so-called mark of coming-forth (nibbatilakkhana) that is correlated to the process of origination, while destruction is, rather surprisingly, connected with the so-called mark of transformation (viparītāmalakkhana). This terminology is derived from SN V 184 (cf. n. 433) and points to yet another strand in the development of the marks qualifying conditioned existence. A detailed examination of these different strands and their interdependence was impossible within the framework of the present study. Reference may be made to Karunadasa 1989 (pp. 78-91) where this topic is dealt with. It has to be mentioned, however, that Karunadasa's claim (p. 81 and 88) that the four aforementioned entities from the Abhidhamma (viz. ācaya etc.) are based on the three saṅkhatalakkhanas from the Trilakṣaṇasūtra is not substantiated by textual material. As far as I can see, there is no reason why these four entities should not have been conceived of independently so that their correlation with the saṅkhatalakkhanas would have occurred only later in a phase of systematization. As argued in n. 81, in the case of the Sarvāstivādins the differing terminology employed for the saṃskṛtalaksānas suggests that two different strands can be distinguished, one going back to the Trilakṣaṇasūtra and one to the pratityasamutpāda.

76 As testified in the Abhidharmamulāṭikā (cf. Norman 1983, p. 148) adduced by Jaini in his edition of ADV (p. 104, n. 3), the Abhayagirivāsins did not accept a phase of duration. Similarly, Sumanagala, who himself takes great pains to explain that the treatment of age as a saṅkhatalakkhana does not imply the mutability of the qualified entity (cf. Karunadasa 1989, pp. 86-88), reports in his Abhidhammatthanātivikāsa (p. 305, cited in Karundasa 1989, p. 88, n. 2) that a certain Ananda held that things only undergo two phases, viz. origination and destruction. The stance that phenomena do not undergo a phase of duration also seems to be presupposed in a canonical work of the Theravadins, namely when in the Kathāvatthu (vaggo II.7; p. 204,17-205,16) the position is refuted that mental states (citta) may last for a day (or more). It is argued that in this case the moment of origination (upādakkhana), and the moment of destruction (vayakkhana) would each last half a day. This reasoning clearly presupposes that mental entities are only qualified by the marks of origination and of destruction, each of which make up half of the entity's total existence. It could be held that this position was only assumed for the sake of the argument — the unacceptable consequence only follows if a phase of duration is precluded from the outset — and does not correspond to the doctrine of the early Theravadins. This indeed seems to be surmised by the explanation in Kv-a (57,13-16) that the phase of duration is not taken into account because the argument is based on the canonical saying that conditioned entities are subject to origination and destruction (uppādavayadhammin) and not — one may add — on the Trilakṣaṇasūtra. On the other hand, it is also possible that the argumentation in Kv genuinely reflects a position like that of the Abhayagirivāsins.

As witnessed in the argumentation in Kv, the denial of a phase of stability still allows for the
(chapter 7) of the (Mūla-)Madhyamaka-kārikā (henceforth: MKK) where the argumentation is directed against a stance that ignores the attribution of change and takes duration (sthiti) only to be the third mark beside origination and destruction. The dominant stance, however, was that of the Sarvāstivādin and Vātsiputriyas-Saṃmatīyas. They understood that conditioned entities are characterized both by a mark of duration and a mark of transformation, thus teaching that there is — not reckoning the secondary marks — a total of four and not (as in the sūtra) three samskṛtalakṣaṇas. In order to account for the discrepancy between this position and the wording of the Trilakṣaṇasūtra, the Sarvāstivādins either took the stance that the sūtra does not mention duration as a mark at all — change-while-enduring is understood as a synonym of age (jāra) — and adduce various reasons why it is ignored; or, alternatively, they argued that the sūtra teaches duration only in conjunction with transformation and not as a distinct mark, because by this conjunction duration is qualified negatively so that the danger of attachment, entailed by the attribution of duration, is counteracted.

Without assenting to the hypostatization of the samskṛtalakṣaṇas to entities differentiation of the period of existence into a phase of origination and a phase of destruction. Thus the stance of the Abhayagirīvāsin differs from the approach adopted by the Sautrāntikas, Dārṣṭāntikas and Yogācāras who reduced the four samskṛtalakṣaṇas to existence and non-existence which precludes the differentiation of existence into any phases (see below). Hence, their conception of momentariness is more radical than that of the Abhayagirīvāsin.


This also holds good for Piṅgala’s commentary (but not for the commentarial tradition referred to in n. 93) which, commenting on MKK VII.4, presumes that change and duration are two distinct samskṛtalakṣaṇas.

Abhidharmakokalavājī (Vi 201a29-b22, Vi 150b29-c15). First it is argued (AKBh 75,24-76,5, AK, 11, 223c VI 201b13-16 VI 159c1-4) that duration (sthiti) is not mentioned, because — in contrast to the mark of origination which moves things from the future to the present, and in contrast to the marks of change and impermanence (anityatā) which move them from the present to the past — it does not effect a change of the temporal localization of the qualified entity. Then it is added (AKBh 76,6; VI 201a29-30(!), VI 150b29f) that duration is also the characteristic feature of unconditioned entities (asamskṛta) and hence not mentioned as a mark of conditioned entities, lest unconditioned entities come to be regarded as conditioned (AV 172,13-16).

This position is adopted in ADV 104,3-105,2. In AKBh 76,6-9 and in VI 150b18-22 (not in VI) it features as yet a further alternative to explain the deviation of the Abhidharmic doctrine of four samskṛtalakṣaṇas from the sūtra.

The discrepancy between the number of samskṛtalakṣaṇas in the sūtra and in the Abhidharma suggests that the doctrine of the samskṛtalakṣaṇas cannot be traced back solely to the Trilakṣaṇasūtra. This impression is confirmed by the fact that the standard terms used for the samskṛtalakṣaṇas in the Abhidharma tradition of the Sarvāstivādins differ significantly from those employed in the sūtra. jāti (= birth) is used instead of utpāda (= origination), jāra (= age) instead of anyathāra (= change), anityatā (= impermanence) instead of vyaya (= disappearance). The terms jāti and jāra suggest that the marks only qualify sentient existence and not conditioned entities in general as is the case in the Trilakṣaṇasūtra. This impression is confirmed by the explanation in the Pañcavastuka (T 1556 and T 1557) — and thus
(see below), the Sautrāntikas (and Yogācāras) took over the Sarvāstivādins' position that in addition to origination and destruction there are the marks of duration and change.

On a doctrinally more advanced level, however, their radical conception of momentariness according to which conditioned entities do not exist beyond origination and thus do not endure or change (see below), prompted the position that conditioned entities are only characterized by non-existence and an existence (or: origination) which allows for no further differentiation. This existence and non-existence are usually not identified with the canonical sanskṛta-lakṣaṇas, but are instead taught to underlie them. This is explicitly stated in the Bodhisattvabhūmi (henceforth: BoBh) and clearly also the case in Vasubandhu's explication of how

in the Prakaraṇa (T 1542, T 1541) the first chapter of which is identical with the Pañcavastu — that they operate on skandhas (i.e., at least originally, the groups of factors constituting sentient beings; cf. § I.C.2.3) and not, as sthiti ("duration causes the arisen conditioned factors [sanskāra] not to perish"; T 1542 694a26f; cf. T 1556 997c26f, T 1557 1001a27f) and anityatā do ("impermanence causes the arisen conditioned factors to get destroyed"; T 1542 694a27f; cf. T 1556 997c27, T 1557 1001a28), on conditioned entities in general. Moreover, reference may be made to the correlation of the aforementioned (n. 75) four "marks" taught in the Theravāda Abhidhamma (viz. ācaya, santati, jaraṇā and aniccatā) with sentient existence.

It may then be assumed that the terminology of the four sanskṛtalakṣaṇas reflects two different currents, one relating them — in accordance with the Trilakṣanaśāstra — to all conditioned entities, the other grasping them exclusively in terms of sentient life. This seems to be confirmed by the testimony of TSI 289a18-20 which considers in addition to origination (upāda or jāti?), destruction (vyaya?) and change-while-enduring (sthitvanyathātva) also age (jāra) and death (marana) as non-material factors dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayukta sanskāra). Whereas there can be no doubt that the current relating to conditioned entities in general has its root in the Trilakṣanaśāstra, it is likely that the current referring to sentient existence can be traced back to the final clause of the causal nexus (pratityasamutpāda), namely that "depending upon birth (jāti) there is old age (jarā) and death (marana)" (jātipratyāyaṃ jarāmaranam).

A more detailed examination than was possible here will be required to study these two strands closely and examine how they have been merged. Such an examination will also have to take into account the complicated situation in case of the Theravādins (cf. n. 75). For the present purposes it has to suffice that, at least by the time of the adoption of the doctrine of momentariness, the different strands had become unified and all conditioned entities were, irrespective of the terminology employed, held to be qualified invariably by the same set of four sanskṛtalakṣaṇas.

82 BoBh 278,25-279,6; BoBh 189,11-16: "Being taken together (abhisamāvas), all (api) these four marks of the conditioned (sanskṛtalakṣaṇa) are summarily (samāsata) characterized (prabhāvita) by two kinds of states of the conditioned factors (sanskāras), [namely] characterized (prabhāvita) by existence (bhāva) and characterized by non-existence (abhāva). With regard to this, the Lord established coming to be (bhāva) as one sanskṛtalakṣaṇa; he established non-existence (abhāva) as the second sanskṛtalakṣaṇa; and he established existence (bhāva) as the third sanskṛtalakṣaṇa in the sense (iti kṛtvā) that it (i.e. existence) is characterized by 'change-while-enduring' (sthitvanyathātva) of the conditioned factors (sanskāra)." (tāny etāni catvāry api sanskṛtalakṣaṇāny abhisamāsya sanskārāṇām samāsato dvayāvasthāprabhāvītī, bhāvaprabhāvītī abhāvaprabhāvītī ca. tatra bhagavatā yo bhāva, tad ekam sanskṛtalakṣaṇam vyavasthāpitam, yaś tva abhāvas, tad dvītyāṃ sanskṛtalakṣaṇam vyavasthāpitam, sa ca bhāvas teśāṃ sanskārāṇāṃ sthitvanyathātvaṃ prabhāvītī iti kṛtvā trīyāṃ sanskṛtalakṣaṇāṃ vyavasthāpitam.)

The four sanskṛtalakṣaṇas taught by the Sarvāstivādins and others — clearly also the starting point for the Yogācāras — are reduced to bhāva and abhāva so that there are really only two sanskṛtalakṣaṇas
the four *samskrtalaksanas* may be attributed to individual momentary entities (cf. n. 134). It is, moreover, borne out by the approach of the Dārśāntītikas who, following the account by Saṃghabhādrea (cf. n. 138), arrived at their stance that there are only two *samskrtalaksanas*, namely origination and non-existence, by reducing the marks of change and of destruction to non-existence, rather than by dismissing them from the outset.

2.2 The various schools not only differed as to the processes which were regarded as *samskrtalaksanas*, but, as the controversy reported in the Vi reflects, also on the question which function and ontological status to attribute to these *samskrtalaksanas*. The Sarvāstivādins took the stance that in the Trilakṣānasūtra origination and so on are treated as objects of knowledge (*upādo 'pi prajñāyate*) and thus — compare their argument that past and future objects have to exist because they can be thought of — must be really existing entities.

left, namely *bhāva* and *abhāva*. The three *samskrtalaksanas*, taught by the Buddha in the Trilakṣānasūtra, are accounted for by differentiating *bhāva* into two marks, namely coming-to-be and change-while-enduring. This reasoning exploits the ambiguity of *bhāva* which denotes both "coming-to-be" and "existence."


In the Vi the ontological status of the *samskrtalaksanas* is discussed at the beginning of chapter I.6 which deals with the *samskrtalaksanas*. As the Sautrāntikas in the AKBh (cf. n. 130), the Dārśāntītikas (cf. n. 137) opine that the *samskrtalaksanas* are not real entities in their own rights but only conceptually given, just like all other entities which are classified by the Sarvāstivādins as non-material factors dissociated from the mind (*cittaviprayukta samskāra*). To the Vihāryādins (Vi 198a18-22, = Vi₂ 148b8-12), by contrast, the position is attributed that all *samskrtalaksanas* are unconditioned (asamskrta) because only as unconditioned entities can they be potent enough to effect their function. The Dharmaguptakas (Vi 198a22-26, = Vi₁ 148b12-15, Vi 977b15-19) held the same view with regard to the mark of destruction but considered the marks of origination and duration as conditioned. According to yet another stance reported in Vi 198a26-b1 (Vi₁ 148b18-21, Vi 977b19f), the nature of the *samskrtalaksanas* depends upon the entity they qualify. If they are attached to a material entity they are material, if to an entity of consciousness they have the nature of consciousness and so on.

The Theravādins (Dhammasangani 596, VisM XIV.36 = PTS p. 444) classified the four aforementioned (cf. n. 75) marks, viz. accumulation (*ācaya*), continuity (*santātī*), age (*jaratā*) and impermanence (*anīyatā*) in their Abhidhamma, as derived matter (*upādārāpa*) — an approach they also adopted with regard to other entities, which were classified by the Sarvāstivādins as non-material factors dissociated from the mind (*cittaviprayukta samskāras*). Insofar, as these four entities came to be identified with the *sakkhatalakkhaṇas* from the Anguttaranikāya, it can be deduced that the ontological status of the *sakkhatalakkhaṇas* in the Theravāda tradition corresponds to that of the *samskrtalaksanas* in the Sarvāstivāda tradition. Though the Theravādins did thus regard the *samskrtalaksanas* as entities in their own right, they appear not to have attributed them causal efficiency as the Sarvāstivādins did (see the characterisation in Dhammasaṅgani 642-645 and in VisM XIV.66-69 (= PTS p. 449f). In the Dīghanikāya-atthakathā (cf. the references in n. 433) the *nibbātalakkhaṇa* and the *viparināmalakkhaṇa*, which in this context correspond to the mark of origination and of destruction, are enumerated alongside with the conditions of origination and destruction (viz. ignorance and its cessation etc.), but are themselves not treated as conditions.

a I do not see on which grounds Silburn (1955, p. 241) maintains that the Theravādins regard the entities "impermanence," "death," "decline" (i.e. age) and "duration" as mere concepts (*paññatti*).

84 Likewise, reference may be made to Saṃghabhādrea's argument (NA 533c13-15) that non-existence
This was also suggested by the use of the genitive ("the origination etc. of the conditioned entity" etc.), which was taken to entail that origination etc. are something apart from the entity they refer to.\textsuperscript{86} It followed, moreover, from their understanding that marks (i.e. origination etc.) can only characterize their respective object (lakṣya, i.e. the conditioned entities) if they are distinct from them.\textsuperscript{87} Thus the Sarvāstivādins — in accordance with their tendency to hypostatize conceptual terms to real entities (cf. the other cittaviprayuktasamskāras) — conceived of origination, endurance, transformation and destruction as entities in their own rights which (partly in conjunction with external causes) respectively originate, stabilize, transform and destroy the conditioned factor they qualify.\textsuperscript{88}

Like other hypostatized entities, the samskṛtalakṣanas were classified by the Sarvāstivādins as cittaviprayuktasamskāras, that is, as non-material factors which are dissociated from the mind.\textsuperscript{89} As such they were themselves considered to be conditioned entities and — given that the Trilakṣaṇasūtra implies that all conditioned entities are invariably characterized by origination etc. — had to possess their own samskṛtalakṣanas. The infinite regress which seems to be entailed by this (these secondary samskṛtalakṣanas require their own origination in turn, and so on) was avoided by teaching that the primary and secondary samskṛtalakṣanas qualify each other mutually. According to this teaching, the secondary mark of origination engenders the primary mark of origination which at the same time engenders the other three primary marks as well as all four secondary marks (among them the very secondary mark of origination by which it is engendered itself) and, most importantly, the principle entity, to which all these marks are attached. The same applies to duration, transformation and destruction. Thus the origination of a conditioned entity always entails the origination of nine entities,\textsuperscript{90} viz. the entity itself and the four primary and secondary marks of the conditioned.

does, contrary to Vasubandhu’s claim, qualify as an effect, because it causes the perception of itself and as such functions as a cause, which for the Buddhist implies that in turn it itself also must have a cause.

\textsuperscript{86} E.g. AKBh 79,22: jātām ity eva tu na syād asayād jātāu. Cf. NA 533c11-15 where Saṃghbhadra argues on the basis of the Trilakṣaṇasūtra that non-existence does, contrary to Vasubandhu’s claim, qualify as an effect, because it causes the cognition of itself — this is witnessed by the canonical depiction of destruction (= non-existence) as an object of knowledge — and as such functions as a cause, which for the Buddhist implies that it itself also must have a cause.

\textsuperscript{87} Cf. AKBh 78,5: kathām idānīṃa sa eva dharma laksyasy tasyaiva laksanam yoksyate.

\textsuperscript{88} If my contention is right that one strand underlying the doctrine of the samskṛtalakṣanas is based on the causal nexus (pratityasamutpāda) (cf. n. 81), then the hypostatization of the samskṛtalakṣanas may also have followed from the status of jātī (i.e. birth), jāra (i.e. age) and maraṇa (i.e. death) as causes and effects within the pratityasamutpāda.

\textsuperscript{89} This is already the case in the Pañcavastu (T 1556 995c18-23, 997c25-27, T 1557 1001a27-29) and thus in the Prakaraṇa (T 1542 694a25-28, T 1541 628c21-23).

\textsuperscript{90} That all nine entities arise at the same time seems to be implied by the fact that they are (with the partial exception of the primary marks) all qualified by the same sets of samskṛtalakṣanas. That their
2.3 This, in brief, is the doctrine of the samskṛtalakṣaṇas as postulated by the Sarvāstivādins. It is in all these details already to be found in the Abhidharmasāra by Dharmārjī (T 1550 811b17-28) and reproduced among others in the Abhidharmāṁśtarasāstra by Ghoṣaka (T 1553 970a5-9). In this classic form there is no trace of the conception that the conditioned entities are momentary. By contrast, the very fact that they are said to endure and to undergo change presupposes that they exist for a stretch of time. Moreover, the terminology chosen by the Sarvāstivādins (viz. birth [jāti] for origination and age [jāra] for change) leaves no doubt that the samskṛtalakṣaṇas originally referred to the entire span of one existence. This is confirmed by the definition in the Pañcavastuka that "birth causes the origination of the skandhas" (i.e. the groups of factors constituting a sentient being) and that "age causes the transformation (lit. maturation) of the skandhas" (T 1542 694a25f; cf. T 1556 995c25f, T 1557 1001a27). That the samskṛtalakṣaṇas were originally correlated to existence over a span of time follows, furthermore, from the fact that the Vi not only treats the samskṛtalakṣaṇas in terms of momentariness but also in terms of extended existence, though with the qualification that the samskṛtalakṣaṇas in this context are only conceptually given and not to be identified with the causally efficient samskṛtalakṣaṇas which qualify momentary conditioned entities (cf. n. 131).

2.4 In order to demonstrate that the doctrine of the samskṛtalakṣaṇas is not intrinsically connected with the doctrine of momentariness, reference may also be made to the Vātsīputrīyas-Saṃmatīyas, who did not follow the Sarvāstivādins in their acceptance of the momentariness of all conditioned entities, but shared with them the doctrine that the samskṛtalakṣaṇas are causally efficient factors which determine the existence of the entity they are correlated with, and which in turn are qualified by secondary marks. As in the case of the Sarvāstivādins, the number of entities tied by the Vātsīputrīyas-Saṃmatīyas to mental entities was not limited to those forces governing the course of the entity's existence, but included also a number of factors which determine the entity's quality. Thus they taught according to a commentarial tradition on MKK VII,4 that dharmas — this precludes simultaneity was, all the same, not accepted universally is indicated by the Vi where the stance is reported that "at the time when an entity arises, three entities arise together, namely 1) the [principal] entity, 2) the [mark of] origination, [and] 3) the [mark of] origination of [the mark of] origination" (200c20f), and not, as in the following (200c25-28), that nine entities arise.

91 The secondary samskṛtalakṣaṇas are not yet taught in the Pañcavastuka; nor are they, to my knowledge, recorded in the JP. Thus, they may not feature in the canonical Abhidharma works at all. While the non-canonical Abhidharmasāra is clearly later than the Pañcavastuka, it may antedate the canonical JP as Frauwallner contends (cf. n. 36). For an exposition of the doctrine of the secondary marks, see also Vi 200c12-201a17 (= Vi, 150b8-21) and AKBh 76,9-22.

92 This is clearly documented by the explication in the Abhidharmasāra (T 1550, 811b18-20): "All conditioned entities have each four marks, [namely] origination, duration, transformation and destruction. Because it arises in the world(?): origination; because having arisen its essence is established: duration; because having endured it decays: change; because having been transformed it perishes: destruction."

93 This position is reported in Buddhapālīta's commentary, the Mūlamadhyamakāvatī (P. 5242 tsa
material entities\textsuperscript{94} — are accompanied by seven entities, namely by origination, duration, age and impermanence, as well as by an entity "possession" (\textit{saman\textit{vāgama}}) correlating the qualified entity with a particular \textit{santāna},\textsuperscript{95} and by two further entities that determine its spiritual status (\textit{mithyāvimukti} or \textit{samayagvimukti} and \textit{nairyānikatā} or \textit{anairyānikatā}).\textsuperscript{96} In

\begin{quote}
212b1-312a1; in Walleser's edition p. 96,5-97,9) as well as in the almost identical *Akutobhayā (i.e. the alleged auto-commentary; P. 5229 tsa 52a4-53a1) on MKK VII.4. In Bhāvaviveka's Prajñāpradīpa (P. 5253 tsha 125b8-126a6, T 1566 75c1-12) and in Prasannapāda (henceforth: Pr) 148,1-149,2 (cited in n. 97) this passage is reproduced and attributed respectively to the Vāṣṭuṭrīyas and to the (Sāṃmatīyas (lit.: Sāṃmitīyas). In the \textit{kārikā} commented on, Nāgārjuna's accusation that the doctrine of the \textit{samskrītalakṣaṇas} entails an infinite regress is rejected by the opponent on the grounds that the primary and secondary marks operate mutually on each other (see above).

LVP (Pr p. 148, n.1) claims that in Pr "les Sāṃmitīyas représentent le Petit Véhicule" so that the ascription could not be taken literally. May (1959, p. 111, n. 278) and Schayer (1931 p. 84, n. 56; cf. p. 77, n. 53) have shown that this is not correct. This is also suggested by the passage under consideration. Whereas the MKK itself only refers to the doctrine of the secondary marks (\textit{anulakṣaṇa}) and may thus refer to the Sarvāstivādins as well, the stance reported by Buddhapāliita cannot — according to our present knowledge — be ascribed to the Sarvāstivādins (cf. their deviating treatment of \textit{prāptī} and \textit{anuprāptī} in AK Bh 66,25-67,12). Nor do I know of any other Hinayāna school which could be identified with this stance. Therefore, the ascription to the Sāṃmatīyas in Pr should, in accordance with May and Schayer and as confirmed by Bhāvaviveka, be taken to refer to the Vāṣṭuṭrīyas-Sāṃmatīyas and not to the Hinayāna in general.

In the commentary by *Pīgala on MKK VII.4 (T 1564 9c13-18), the opponent (who is not identified) contends — in contrast to the commentaries mentioned above and in accordance with the stance repudiated in the MKK — that there are only three primary marks, namely origination, duration and destruction, so that seven entities originate when a phenomenon arises, namely the principle entity and the three primary and secondary marks (cf. Walleser 1970, p. 39).

\textsuperscript{94} The commentaries on the MKK do not expressly state such a restriction and only refer to the qualified entity as \textit{dharma} (i.e. entity). The *Akutobhayā, however, mentions that this entity may be "consciousness (\textit{vijñāna}), feeling (\textit{vedanā}), ideation (\textit{samjñā}) and so on" (P. 5229 tsa 52a4), while Buddhapāliita specifies that the qualified entity "arises from among the entities of consciousness and so on" (P. 5242 tsa 212b1f: \textit{hdi la nmaṁ par ṣes pa la sogṣ pa chos rnam las chos gah yan rul ba ṣig skye na de bdag ŋid dan bco iha stel}). Furthermore, Avalokitavrata explains in his sub-commentary (Prajñāpradīpatīkā P. 5259 134a7-b5 [\textit{prātika}], 134b5-135a8 [\textit{explanation}]) that the principle entity occurs together with its primary and secondary marks in one moment, which confirms, given the Vāṣṭuṭrīyas-Sāṃmatīyas' opposition to the all-encompassing doctrine of momentariness, that material entities are not in view in the passage under consideration. This situation raises the question why the report of the Vāṣṭuṭrīyas-Sāṃmatīyas' doctrine at this point does not, as called for by the context, refer to conditioned entities in general.

\textsuperscript{95} This entity corresponds to the \textit{prāptī} (lit.: acquisition) of the Sarvāstivādins which is said to be constituted by the acquisition (\textit{lābha}) and by the possession (\textit{samanvāgama}) of what has been acquired before (AK Bh 62,17 [ad AK II.36b]: \textit{dvividhā hi prāptir aprāptavighīnasya ca lābhaḥ pratilabdhenā ca samanvāgamanāḥ}).

\textsuperscript{96} May (1959, p. 111, n. 279) has pointed out that there is no indication\textsuperscript{7} that also these additional three factors qualifying the principle entity are considered as marks (\textit{lakṣaṇa}). Since they may only be attributed to mental entities, and certainly not to non-sentient matter (\textit{bāhyarūpa}), they cannot characterize invariably all conditioned entities, as the marks of origination, duration, change and destruction are held to do. Accordingly, they may hardly be considered as characteristic marks of conditioned entities in general and thus do not, at least not in the true sense of the word, qualify as
samskrtalakṣaṇas. This is also borne out by the fact that they do not feature in the Trilaksanaśūtra or the Pratītyasamutpāda.

On the other hand, samanvāgamah, mithyāvimuktiḥ/samyagvimukti and nairyaṇīkatā/anairyaṇīkatā are treated in exactly the same way as the marks of origination, duration, age and impermanence (anityatā), from which they are not even kept apart in Pr (samanvāga follows origination and precedes duration, age and destruction) and in the *Akutobhya (samanvāga follows destruction and precedes age). They characterize the principle entity and in turn derive their quality from the respective secondary mark — in the case of samanvāga from the secondary samanvāga, the so-called samanvāgasam-anvāga. Thus they and the samskrtalakṣaṇas are closely related concepts.97

9 In the passage under consideration, the set of primary and secondary entities qualifying the principle entity (dharma) is referred to respectively as parivāra and as parivāraparivāra (or anuparivāra) and not as samskrtalakṣaṇas and anuskrtalakṣaṇas. On the other hand, the explanation "this does not entail an infinite regress because the [primary] marks (laksana) and secondary marks (anuskrtalakṣaṇa) effect each other mutually" may not only refer to origination, duration, age and anityatā, but also to the other factors enumerated in the following.

97 Pr 148,1-149.2: "The Sāṃmitīyas object at this point: 'The [marks of] origination and so on have [each their respective marks of] origination and so on, and yet this does not entail an infinite regress because the [primary] marks (laksana) and secondary marks (anuskrtalakṣaṇa) effect each other mutually. For an originating conditioned entity, be it good or polluted, is originating as the fifteenth entity (i.e. together with fourteen other entities), [viz.] [1] this entity (i.e. the principle entity itself) and its [2] origination, [3] possession (samanvagama), [4] duration, [5] age, [6] impermanence, [7] its wrong delivery (mithyāvimukti) if the entity is soiled [by passion], its correct delivery (samyagvimukti), if it is good, [8] its emancipation (nairyaṇīkatā) if it is conducive to emancipation, [or] its non-emancipation (anairyaṇīkatā), if it is not conducive. This (i.e. the entities 2 to 8) is the set of the [primary] concomitants [of the principle entity]. Now origination has [9] another origination and so on up to non-emancipation has [15] another non-emancipation. This (i.e. the secondary marks 9-15) is the set of concomitants of the concomitants [of the principle entity]. The [entity] that is the principle origination, leaving out itself, produces the fourteen other entities, while the origination which is a secondary mark (anuskrtalakṣaṇa) is referred to respectively as 'the origination of origination' (utpādotpāda) produces only the primary origination. And so on until: the [primary] non-emancipation does not emancipate fourteen entities, that is, does not secure for them extinction (i.e. ensures that they do not attain to nirvāṇa), while the non-emancipation of non-emancipation (i.e. the secondary non-emancipation) secures the non-emancipation only for the [primary] non-emancipation." (atrāhuh Sāṃmitīyah: 'santi cotpādādinām utpādāyo, na cānavaśthāprasaṅgo lakoṣṭhānulakoṣṭhānām parasparanir-sūyāt. yasmād ita sāṅkṣerō dharmaḥ kusālaḥ kliṣṭo va utpadyāmāna ātmānapaṅcādaśā utpadyāṅjite. sa dharmās tasya cotpādah samanvāgamah sāṅkṣīr jorāṇītāt. yady asau dharmah kliṣṭo bhavati, tasya mithyāvimuktiḥ; atha suḥsās, tasya samyagvimuktiḥ. yady nairyaṇīko bhavati, tasya nairyaṇīkatā; athānairyaṇīkās, tasyānairyaṇīkātṛtye esa parivāraḥ. idāṁnā utpādāsyaśyāpana utpādāḥ yāvad anairyaṇīkatād anairyaṇīkātṛtyesa <parivāra>-/ṣya) 'parivāraḥ. tatra yo 'yam maula utpādāḥ, sa ātmānām vihāyānyān caturdāsa dharmān janayati. utpādotpādasamjñikās tv anuskrtalakṣaṇahūtā utpādo maulu evotpādam janayati. evam yāvad anairyaṇīkatā caturdāsa dharmān na niyāyayati, na t <ā > nē nirvāṇāṃ prāpaya ity arthāḥ. anairyaṇīkatānairyaṇīkatā tu prāpayaḥ anairyaṇīkātām anairyaṇīkatām eveti.)". As far as can be gathered from this report of the Vāṣṭiputrīyas-Sammatīyas' position, there is, leaving aside the question of momentariness, no principal difference between their treatment of the marks of the conditioned (samskṛtalakṣaṇa) and that of the Sarvāstivādins. They both differentiate between
3 The Sarvāstivādins did not give up their doctrine of the samskāralaksānas when they came to view all conditioned entities as momentary. This was impossible because the four samskāralaksānas had become the indispensable corollary of each conditioned entity, once they had been hypostatized to causally efficient factors which account for the origination, duration, decay and annihilation of these entities. Thus the Sarvāstivādins had to carry on attributing the samskāralaksānas to discrete conditioned entities even after the duration of these entities had been reduced to a bare moment. This meant that the operation of the four samskāralaksānas which really requires a certain stretch of time had to be squeezed into a moment once the momentariness of all conditioned entities was espoused. If the reading ekasmin kṣane in the JP is secondary in the way suggested above (§ I.A.2.2), the alteration of the reading would testify to this change.

3.1 The teaching of the Sarvāstivādins that the samskāralaksānas of one entity all pertain to one and the same moment was already repudiated by the Dārṣṭāntikas in the Viṅgūlaṇa (cf. n. 113), the Vātsiputriyas-Saṃmatiṇyas, see also AKVy 79,11-15 cited in n. 113), the Vātsiputriyas-Saṃmatiṇyas, too, attributed the samskāralaksānas also to those entities which they regarded as momentary.

As follows from their allocation of primary and secondary marks to discrete mental entities (cf. § I.C.2.4; see also AKVy 79,11-15 cited in n. 113), the Vātsiputriyas-Saṃmatiṇyas, too, attributed the samskāralaksānas also to those entities which they regarded as momentary. This passage here comments on the treatment of the Trilaksanasūtra in the JP. Therefore both here and in the rejoinder by the Sarvāstivādins (cf. n. 101), the three samskāralaksānas of the sūtra (rather than the four Abhidharmic samskāralaksānas) are referred to. Cf., however, the remarks below in n. 136).

98 Strictly speaking, this incompatibility poses itself as a problem also when the qualified entity is not momentary, insofar as all samskāralaksānas are taken to arise simultaneously with the principle entity. Thus the absurd situation that all the samskāralaksānas should discharge their function at the same time is in one passage in the AKBh, and in Si (5c24-6a1; Sp, p. 65) said to result from their simultaneity (saḥabhūtvat) and not from the momentariness of conditioned entities. I know of no text, however, prior...
rejected by the Sarvāstivādins who held that the samskratalakṣaṇas are, despite their simultaneity, not causally efficient at the same time. The mark of origination, so the line of reasoning, discharges its function when the qualified entity arises, whereas the marks of transformation and destruction — the mark of duration is not envisaged because the discussion refers to the Trilakṣaṇasūtra where this mark does not feature — operate simultaneously at the time when the entity concerned undergoes destruction. Thus it was ensured that the marks of origination and destruction do not function at the same time and, to accommodate the doctrine of momentariness, that the qualified entity does not exist at any other time but that of its origination and destruction. This still invited the charge that the qualified entity is all the same no longer momentary as it thus exists at two necessarily distinct points of time. In order to preclude this, the moment was defined as the time taken by the completion of origination and destruction.101

to the adoption of the doctrine of momentariness, where the simultaneity of the principle entity with its primary and secondary marks is criticized. Beside the paucity of relevant textual material, this may be accounted for in the following way: The solution that the marks are despite their simultaneity successively active is only hard to accept against the background of the doctrine of momentariness where it is difficult to explain why they should become causally active at different times (see below). By contrast, if the marks are not related to momentary existence, they may be held to be dependent upon the advent of according external causes so that this dependence can explain why the samskratalakṣaṇas discharge their activity at different times. That this indeed was the position before the adoption of the theory of momentariness is supported by the Vātsiputryā-Śaṃmatīyas' stance that the mark of destruction does, in case of non-momentary entities, not operate until the fitting external causes are encountered (see n. 113). This dependence upon external causes continued to be given in the case of the mark of origination after the functioning of the samskratalakṣaṇas had been adapted to the doctrine of momentariness (see below).

101 AVBh 78,12-14: "Furthermore, even if birth (jāti) and so on were distinct entities, why would this nevertheless be impossible? [Because] one entity (dharma) would have to be born, supported, transformed and destroyed at one and the same time since these [marks] arise simultaneously. " (athāpi nāma dravyāntarāny eva jāyādīni bhaveyuh. kim ayuktam syāt. eko dharmah ekasmin eva kāle jātaḥ sthito jīrṇa naṣṭaḥ syād esām sahabhūvatā. AVBh 178,2: esām sahabhūtvāt. jātyādīnāṃ samānākālōt-pādvāt.)

Cf. AVBh 79,14f (... sthitaniyate kāritram abhinakālam kuryātām ity ekasyaikatra kāle sthitivināṣtatā samprasajyeta.) which is quoted in full and translated in n. 113.

101 AV 200a7-12 (Vi, 149-14): "So as to stop this opinion (viz. the position of the Dārṣṭāntikas that the samskratalakṣaṇas refer to existence over a stretch of time, Vi 200a6f cited in n. 136) it is explicated (namely in the version of the JP commented upon by the Vi, viz. T 1544 926b20-22 cited in § I.A.2.2) that the three marks co-exist in one moment.

Question: If so, then one qualified entity (dharma) would have to originate and decay and perish at one time.

Answer: Because the time of their activity differs, [these marks] are not mutually exclusive. That is to say, when the dharma originates, the [mark of] origination has its activity. When the dharma undergoes destruction, then the [marks of] age and destruction have their activity. Even though [as] entities [they exist] simultaneously, their activity is sooner or later. That the operations of origination and destruction of one dharma have been completed is called 'one moment.' Therefore, there is no mistake [in our teaching]."

This definition is taken up in AVBh 78,24 cited in n. 236.
This definition of the *ksana* is difficult to reconcile with the conception of the moment as the shortest conceivable unit of time, and possibly because of this the Sarvāstivādins argue somehow differently in the AKBh. In contrast to the Vi where it is taken for granted that the mark of origination is causally efficient at the time when the qualified entity originates (this time is considered to pertain already to the entity's existence in the present), it is held in the AKBh that the mark of origination discharges its function the moment before the qualified entity exists, so that it is causally efficient one moment earlier than the marks of duration, change and destruction are.\(^{102}\) The difficulty that the mark of origination has to be simultaneous with the entity it qualifies was solved on the basis of the doctrine that things also exist in the future and past, namely by postulating that the mark of origination is causally efficient before it itself has passed from the future to the present.\(^{103}\) Thus the mark of origination is not causally efficient at the same time as the other three marks, and yet during the moment at which the qualified entity and hence its marks exist in the present, there is only one point of time (and not two as in the Vi) at which the marks discharge their activity.\(^{104}\)

This solution was still problematic insofar as it restricts the incompatibility among the four marks to the relationship between origination and the other marks, thereby presupposing that

---

\(^{102}\) AKBh 78,14-16: "Because of the [temporal] difference of [the *samskratalakṣanas*'] operation, [the *dharma* (i.e. the qualified entity) would] not\(^{6}\) [endure, decay and perish at the same time if the *samskratalakṣanas* were distinct entities]. For the [mark of] origination discharges its activity [when it is still] future, because [if it did so when it was already present, the *dharma* to which it is linked would be so, too, and] something having [already] originated is not originated [again]. But when the *dharma* has originated, the [marks of] duration etc., being present themselves, discharge their activity. Therefore, it is not the case that the *dharma* endures or decays or perishes when it originates." (na\(^{6}\) kārtrikā-la-

\(^{103}\) This functioning in the future was criticized by the Sautrāntikas (AKBh 78,17-20) on the grounds that it contradicts the definition of the future as the time at which the causal efficiency has not yet been discharged.

Though this is not explicated, the reciprocal relationship between the primary and secondary mark of origination implies that also the secondary mark should function when it is still future.

\(^{104}\) In addition to the aforementioned explanation (see n. 101) of how the *samskratalakṣanas* may co-exist in one moment without the qualified entity originating, decaying and perishing all at once, the following alternative explanation is offered in Vi 200a12f (missing in Vi\(_2\)): "The states of origination and destruction do not occur in one moment, and yet the own-beings of the three [samskratalakṣana] exist simultaneously in one moment." It seems that the mark of destruction is here meant to exist before its effect, viz. the state of destruction. This temporal separation between the existence of the *samskratalakṣana* and the corresponding action or state is reminiscent of the stance in the AKBh reviewed here. The fact that the argumentation advanced in Vi 200a12f is missing in the Vi\(_2\) indicates that it must have been conceived of at a later age and thus seems to corroborate the impression that it is akin to the position in the AKBh. It has to be conceded, however, that the cryptic wording in Vi allows here for more than one interpretation.
duration, transformation and destruction may occur all at once. The Sautrāntikas did not accept this and argued that, leaving origination aside, the simultaneity of duration, transformation and destruction is impossible, too.\textsuperscript{105} That, alternatively, these marks operate successively implies that the qualified entity undergoes several phases and as such is no longer momentary.\textsuperscript{106} Vasubandhu concedes that this criticism could be countered by the definition of the moment as the time taken for the completion of the discharging of all four operations (AKBh 78,24 cited in n. 236). Of course, this definition is (at least if based on the assumption that this discharge takes place successively as in the given context) even more at odds with the conception of the moment as the shortest conceivable unit of time than the corresponding definition in the Vi (see n. 101) to which Vasubandhu seems to refer here.\textsuperscript{107}

Leaving this problem aside, the Sarvastivādins face the further difficulty of why the \textit{samskṛta-lakṣaṇas} should discharge their causal efficiency one after another rather than at the same time, even though they are simultaneous entities which are qualified by the same set of \textit{lakṣaṇas}, and notably by the same mark of duration, which effects that the entity qualified by it discharges its causal efficiency (AKBh 78,21-79,3).\textsuperscript{108} It would go beyond the scope of the present study to follow the debate on this point any further and examine the lengthy vindication of the Sarvastivāda doctrine in the Abhidharmadīpa (103,12-108,15) and Saṅghabhadra's NA (405c1-412c27).\textsuperscript{109}

3.2 The difficulties, which the Sarvastivādins had to cope with as a consequence of their compression of all \textit{samskṛta-lakṣaṇas} into one moment, are also reflected by their treatment of the individual \textit{samskṛta-lakṣaṇas} and in particular, by the opponents' (notably Vasubandhu's) attempts to demonstrate that their functioning as causally efficient factors cannot be accounted for coherently. The debate on this point contributed in turn to the further refinement of the Sarvastivādins' position and sheds much light on their (and also the

\begin{footnotes}
\item[105] AKBh 78,20-23: "And also the [marks of] duration etc., which are simultaneously present at [the time of their] activity, entail [an unacceptable consequence, namely] that the qualified entity (\textit{dharma}) has endured, decayed and perished in a sole moment. For precisely when the [mark of] duration sustains it, the [mark of] change changes it and the [mark of] impermanence (\textit{anityatā}) destroys it. Should this one at this time endure or change or perish?" (\textit{sthityādāyo 'pi ca yugapat kārītre vartamānā ekakṣaṇa eva dharmasya sthitajīrṇavānaṣṭātām prasaṇī <ay > eyuḥ, yadaiva hy enam sthitī sthāpayati, tadaiva jara jara jārayati anityatā vināśayati. kim āyaṃ tatra kāle tiṣṭhatvā āhosvij jīryatī jīryatī vīnaśyatāt vā.).

\item[106] AKBh 78,23f: "Clearly (hi), also he who maintains that also (i.e. as in the case of the mark of origination; cf. AKBh 78,14-16 cited in n. 102) the [marks of] duration etc. discharge their activity successively, [is wrong because] this infringes upon the momentariness [of the qualified entity]." (yo 'pi hi brāyat sthityādinām api kārītraṃ krameneti, tasya kṣanikatvam bādhyaite.).

\item[107] Saṅghabhadra (NA 409c) passes over the definition in silence and does not offer it later when he presents several definitions of \textit{kṣaṇa} (533b, cf. n. 211). Nor do I know of any other source than the Vi where a definition of this type is brought forward.

\item[108] Cf. MPPU 171b6-8.

\item[109] Saṅghabhadra's lengthy defense of the orthodox system against Vasubandhu's attacks is shortly referred to by LVP (1937, 154f) and will possibly be dealt with in detail by C. Cox.
\end{footnotes}
Sautrāntikas') conception of momentariness.

3.2.1 As for origination, the Sarvāstivādins taught that the mark of origination does not produce the qualified entity until it is united with the corresponding external causes.\(^\text{110}\) Thus they could explain why the mark, which, as we have seen, has always existed together with the qualified entity in the future and which operates while still in the future state, does not discharge its activity earlier.\(^\text{111}\) The Sautrāntikas criticize that in this case the causal efficiency should be attributed solely to those external causes, since there is no basis for the assumption that the mark of origination is causally efficient, too.\(^\text{112}\)

3.2.2 With regard to destruction, the situation is more complicated. In the NA it is explicitly taught that the mark of destruction destroys on its own without being dependent upon external causes. This stance corresponds to the position held by the Sautrāntikas and Yogācāras that conditioned entities are not destroyed by a cause, but perish spontaneously because it is their nature to do so (cf. § II.D.2.1). Accordingly, Saṃghabhadra (NA 533c28-534a18) adopts parts of Vasubandhu's argumentation for his proof that destruction does not depend upon an external cause. In order to allow for the operation of the mark of destruction, Saṃghabhadra (NA 533c9-29) has to reject, however, Vasubandhu's central argument that destruction as non-existence does not require any cause whatsoever. Before the momentariness of the qualified entity was presupposed, the operation of the mark of destruction must, as in the case of the mark of origination, have been dependent upon the advent of external causes. For how else could the delay between the origination of the qualified entity, when the mark of destruction becomes present, and between its destruction have been accounted for? This is confirmed by the testimony of the Vātsiputriyas-Saṃmatiyas who taught with regard to non-momentary entities that the mark of destruction (anityatā) operates in combination with an external cause of destruction which actualizes its latent efficiency, whereas they held the

\(^{110}\) Cf. Vi 201a4-17 (=Vi, 150a22-b8).

\(^{111}\) AKBh 79,17-19: "And also, if the future [mark of] origination engenders the entity to be produced, why does not everything future arise simultaneously? Because: The [mark of] origination does not engender the entity to be produced without [the corresponding] causes and conditions. For without [the corresponding] complex of causes and conditions, the [mark of] origination does not become productive." (api ca yady anāgatā jātir janyasya janikā, kimartham sarvam anāgatam yugapan notpadyate. yasmāt: janyasya janikā jātir na hetupratyayair vinā ///II 46cd/// na hi vinā hetupratyayaya-sāmagrīḥ jātir janikā bhavati.)

\(^{112}\) AKBh 79,19-21: "In that case (i.e. if it is contended that the mark of origination only brings forth when united with causes and conditions [AK II.36cd]), we see the causal efficiency only of causes and conditions. [We do not see the causal efficiency of the mark] of origination, because when the [causal] complex is given, there is existence, and when not there is non-existence. Hence, only the causes and conditions are bringing forth." (hetupratyayānām eva tarhi sāmarthyaṃ paśyāmah, sati sāmagrye bhāvād asati cābhavān na jāter iti hetupratyayā eva janakāḥ santi.)

AKVy 179,18f explicates that the mark of origination does not qualify as a cause because no correlation between its existence and that of the effect can be established: "For it is not the case that even when the complex of causes and conditions is given, at times the entity to be produced comes into being and at times not." (na hi hetupratyayāsāmagrye ‘pi taj janyāṃ kadācid bhavati, kadācin na bhavati.)
The refutation of the causal efficiency of the mark of destruction in the AKBh is directed primarily against this position of the Vātsiputriyas-Sammatīyas. As in the case of the mark of origination, Vasubandhu objects that there is no basis for the assumption that the mark of destruction participates in the process of destruction. He likens this position to the stance that, when a laxative is taken, it is not that laxative, but a goddess having come into contact with it that loosens the bowels (see n. 113). While the same argument is urged in the Hsien-yang, it is demonstrated in the Viniścayasaṃgrahaṇi section (henceforth: VinSg) of the Yogācārabhūmi and in Vasubandhu’s KSī that the joint functioning of the mark of destruction and an external cause of destruction is impossible. In all these three sources this issue is not dealt with as part of the treatment of the samskṛtalakṣaṇas (as in the AKBh), but as part of the proof of momentariness (in the KSī, as part of the proof of the impossibility of movement) on the basis of the spontaneity of destruction.

The VinSg and the Hsien-yang take great pains to demonstrate that it is also impossible for the mark of destruction to destroy on its own (see appendix, § 2.3.3). For all I know, this position, which is in the context of the treatment of the samskṛtalakṣaṇas also refuted in the AKBh114 and in the BoBh,115 was postulated by the Sarvāstivādins and Vātsiputriyas-

113 AKBh 79,11-15: "A follower of another school (according to AKVy 179,9 an Ārya Sammatīya) contends that the [mark of] anīyatā destroys once it has encountered a cause of destruction. For him an unacceptable situation has resulted, [a situation that is analogous to the situation of someone maintaining] that when a laxative is taken (lit.: encountered) the goddess loosens the bowels. What is the point of imagining the anīyatā (= goddess), rather than the cause of destruction (= laxative) to be the factor effecting destruction? [Because there is no point,] destruction should [accordingly under the terms of the advanced thesis] be brought about by that cause of destruction alone [and not by the mark of anīyatā]. And because the momentariness of mental events (citta) and mental factors (caitā) is acknowledged, the [mark of] anīyatā of these [entities] would not depend upon a cause of destruction so that the [marks of] duration and anīyatā would discharge their causal efficiency at the same time. This would entail that one [entity] would be enduring and undergoing destruction at one place and [one] time." (yo 'py aha nikāyāntariyo: "vināśakāraṇaṁ prāpyānitya vimāṇaṁ "ti, tasya "haritakīṁ prāpya devatā virecayaṁ"ty āpannam bhavati. kim punas tāṁ kalpayitvā? tata evāstu vināśakāraṇāṁ vināśaḥ, cittacaitāntānām ca kaśanikatvābhuyapagamāt tadanityatāyā vināśakāraṇānapekṣavatā sthityanityate kāritram abhinnakālam kuryātam ity ekasyaikatra kāle shhitavānaśtattā samprasajyeta.)

114 Vasubandhu (AKBh 79,13-15; translated in n. 113) argues that the mark of destruction cannot destroy on its own, because, not being dependent upon an outer cause, it would have to do so as soon as it has originated — a consequence the opponent cannot accept, because he contends that the mark of duration discharges its activity first.

115 BoBhw 279,25-280,6; BoBho 190,2-8): "If the so-called destruction (vināśa) was an entity (dharma) really existing by its own nature (svabhāvataḥ parinīspanna), it would originate and perish. And when the destruction would have originated, all conditioned factors (samskāra) ought to be destroyed. Thus, with little effort there would be the discontinuation of the mental events (citta) and mental factors (caitāsaka dharma) as in the case of someone having entered the absorption of cessation (nirōdhasamāpanna). And again, after the cessation of this destruction even the previously destroyed samskāras ought to — considering (iti krivā) that their destruction would no longer exist — become
Sammatiyas only with respect to momentary entities (cf. n. 113). It had to be refuted by the Sautrantikas and Yogācāras, all the same, because it contradicted one of the most important aspects of their conception of momentariness, namely that destruction is spontaneous and does not depend upon any cause whatsoever. Conversely, the proof of the non-existence of a cause of destruction in the AKBh is refuted in AD 142 and, as mentioned above, by Samghabhaddra in order to establish the causal efficiency of the mark of destruction (and of the mark of age).

3.2.3 A further problem the Sarvāstivādins had to face was how to reconcile the attribution of the mark of change-while-enduring to discrete conditioned entities (rather than to a series thereof) with their stance that these entities cannot be subject to change because beyond their properties there is no underlying substance which could account for the identity of the entity concerned before and after its change (cf. § II.C.2.1).116 Vasubandhu adduces a śloka where this problem is clearly stated:

"In the case of being thus (i.e. as always), there is no ageing; in the case of difference, this one is but another [thing]. Therefore, the so-called age is not reasonable [as referring] to a single entity."117

This position that qualitative change implies numeric difference (i.e. the substitution of the old by a new entity) was not only held by the Sautrantikas who brought forward this charge, but also by the Sarvāstivādins themselves. Hence, already in the Vi numerous solutions are offered to reconcile the attribution of the mark of change to individual momentary entities with the stance that they cannot change without losing their identity. The first solution offered argues that they are not subject to change and that the attribution of change-while-enduring

existential again. It is, therefore, impossible that the destruction originates and perishes." (sāc ca vināśa nāma svabhāvato dharmah parinīpannah syāt, so 'py utpadyeta nirudhyeta ca. yadā ca vināśa utpannya syāt, taddā sarvasaṃskārān niruddhān bhavitavyam syāt. evam sati alpakṛṣṭhena nirodhamsaṃapāṇasyeva cittaśaktasantānāṃ dharmān apravṛttiḥ syāt. tasya ca punar vināśasya nirodhān niruddhān apī taḥ saṃskārān punar eva bhavitavyam syād — vināśa eṣām nāśīti kṛtvā. ato vināśa utpadyate nirudhyate ceti na vuyate.

116 Of course, before this stance was adopted by the Sarvāstivādins no such dilemma posed itself.
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(sthityanyathārva) in the sūtra only refers to age (jarā). This of course raises the question in what precisely the difference between change and age consists, or, to put it differently, why the operation of age should not imply qualitative difference. It seems that the next solution offered in the Vi (Vi 200a19-29, Vi 2 149c23-29), even though it is formally an alternative solution which does not supplement the first one, answers this question. According to it, the own-being of the entities remains unaltered, and yet their energy — numerous attributes are listed which are all in one form or another expressions of energy — which is not conceived of as a property, differs at the time of origination and destruction.

Similarly, it is argued that they change insofar as they only have causal efficiency when they are present, but not before or afterwards (Vi 200a29-b12). Though not explicitly stated, these explanations point to the conception of the mark of change as the factor which causes the loss of their energy.

This implication is clearly worked out in the AD. Here the numerous attributes (i.e. the various expressions of energy), which the conditioned entities are said in the Vi to lose because of age, are narrowed down to causal efficiency so that the mark of age becomes the factor which deprives the qualified entity of its power to be causally efficient:

"Because of the loss of the power (śakti) [to be causally efficient] 'old age' is established."
The commentary explicates that this function ensures that the entity does not discharge its function more than once:

"With opened eyes the dharma (i.e. the qualified entity) arises happily and projects its fruit (i.e. is causally efficient). Hence (?, for iti), if its power [to be causally efficient] (śakti) was not lost due to old age, it would also project a second fruit (i.e. become once again causally efficient); but it is not able to do so. Therefore, it is understood that there is some enemy called 'age' who causes the [entity] to age and who, having taken away its capability (to be causally efficient), hands it over to the demon anityatā." 

Insofar as śakti (i.e. power) not only refers to the capacity to be causally efficient but also to the strength of the entity as such, its suppression by the mark of age not only ensures that the entity projects its fruit only once, but — as witnessed in its function to hand over the dharma to anityatā — also prepares the ground for destruction. This is clearly explicated thus:

"The loss of causal efficiency is given, because [an entity only] acts once and because it is destroyed." (AD kā 140cd)

"If the entity (dharma) [continued] to be endowed with just that strength on account of which it has projected one fruit, then it would also project a second [fruit] and anityatā would not destroy it [as long as it] was endowed with [this] power. Therefore, it is understood that having been modified (that is, by the mark of age), the [entity] enters the jaws of the tigress anityatā." (ADV thereon)

Though this characterization of the mark of age does — as long as energy is not regarded as a property — solve the dilemma that the mark of change is attributed to immutable entities, it poses the problem that the mark of age operates after the mark of duration and before the mark of destruction and thus does not comply with the above-mentioned attempts to reconcile momentariness with the operation of all four samskṛtalakṣaṇas.

3.2.4 As mentioned above, duration was not taught as a separate mark in the Trilakṣaṇasūtra, and the Sarvāstivādins took great pains to explain that it is, all the same, to be understood as

---

122 Alternatively, the first phrase could be understood as a citation that is terminated by iti.

123 ADV 106,3-6: unmiśito hi dharme jāyate hṛṣitaḥ phalam ākṣipatiti(?) tasya yadi jaraśā sakti na vihanyeta, sa dvitiyam api phalam ākṣipet, na ca śaknoty ākṣeptum. tasmād gamyate: kaścij jāraḥkhyāḥ śatrus taṁ jarajāktṛtyaḥ <ā> pahṛtasāmarthān anityatāpiśācyāḥ samarpayatiti.

4 Depending on the interpretation of iti (cf. n. 122), the clause either terminates with iti or does not.

124 AD 140cd: ekakāritranādābhyaṁ saktihānīḥ prasidhyati//

ADV 106,16-18: yena khalu dārdīṛṇopetō 'yam ekam phalam ākṣipate, yadi tenaiva yuktah syād, dvitiyam apy ākṣipet. na ca inām śaktimantam anityatā himsyāt. tasmād gamyate: 'nyathāḥhūtō 'yam anityatāvyāgrhimukham praviśatīti.}

4 I understand that iti marks the end of the phrase introduced by gamyata (cf. 106,5f), though it cannot be excluded that it functions also (or instead, as Jaini takes it to do) as a causal particle introducing the next sentence.
a distinct *samskrtalaksana*. As the factor which ensures that the conditioned entities do not perish immediately after origination, it enables them to become causally efficient. It is thus indispensable because by definition (see above) every entity existing in the present acts as a cause. This doctrinal position is clearly stated in the Vi but missing in the Vj. In both translations, however, there is the further argument that without the mark of duration mental events and factors could not grasp their object. This argument probably reflects

125 AD 139cd: "There are four [and not three *samskrtalaksanas*], because if there were not the [mark of] duration, it would not be established that [the conditioned entities] are causes and so on." (catvarī sthityan < a > sitve< hetavādya>prasiddhih!).

ADV 105,4-7: "If the [qualified] entity (dharma) did not have the [mark of] duration, the entity, not abiding in its self, would not have the special power called 'causality.' And something devoured by anityatā (rather than being supported by the mark of duration) has no power with regard to the origination [of something else] and hence would not commit an action. Because of the non-existence of an action, there would be non-existence of a fruit. But this undertaking (i.e. actions in general and the Buddhist striving for emancipation in particular?) has as its object the result. Therefore, having done away with the position of those who deny the existence [of the yonder-world, the law of retribution etc.] (nāstika), the [mark of] duration is accepted by those affirming the existence of [the yonder-world etc.] (āstika). Thus [duration] is established [as a *samskrtalaksana*]." (yadi hi dharmasya sthiti na syāt, tasyātmān < an > avasthitasya het < ut > vākhyāt śāktiprabhāvaviśeṣo na syāt. anityatāgrastasya ca noptattisaktir ity ataś ca kriyām na kuryāt. kriyābhāvāt phalābhāvāt. phalārthās cāyam ārambhāhā. tasmād āstikār nāstikapakṣam viśiṣyā sthitiḥ pratigrhyata iti siddham.).

126 The text reads "anāstīte" which, for all I can see, could only mean non-non-existence (a-nāstīta) which does not fit the context. I, therefore, suggest to emend the text and read "an-astīve" (i.e. non-existence).

b For āstika and nāstika, cf. Pr 329,10-12.

127 For the expression "to grasp the fruit" cf. AKVy 226,12f: "They grasp [the fruit'] (AK II.59ab) means they project [their fruit], i.e. are present as [the fruit's] cause." (pratigrhṇantī ti. ākṣipanti, hetubhāvenavātisṭhanta ity arthā.).

128 This argument reflects the stance of the Sarvāstivādins that the object and the perception of it occur simultaneously (sahabhbhū), and not successively as the Sautrāntikas (among others) maintained, according to whom the mind arises as the perception of something (cf. § II.B.2.1.4). I do not see how the doctrine that the perception only grasps the object after it has originated can be reconciled with the momentariness of mental entities and with the doctrine of the Sarvāstivādins expressed in AKBh 145,15-17 (cited in n. 288) that the cognition of an object is caused by the simultaneously originating object and sense organ. Probably (cf. § II.B.2.1.4), the latter doctrine has been introduced to replace the earlier one, once cognitive acts had come to be viewed as momentary entities. In this case, the question poses itself whether this doctrinal development is later than the argument which is advanced (i.e. probably reproduced) at this point in the Vi, or whether it refers — for the sake of the argument — back to an
an earlier stage at which present existence had not yet been defined exclusively in terms of causal efficiency.

The Sautrāntikas not only disagreed with the postulation of a causally efficient entity "duration," but denied categorically that the conditioned factors have any duration beyond origination at all, no matter how it is accounted for. Thus the arguments brought forward against the mark of duration match in parts those employed in MSA(Bh) 149,27-30 and 150,5-11 (cited in n. 393) and Hsien-yang 549a7-17 (cited in § 2.3.1) against a hypothetical cause of duration (sthiitihetu) when proving the doctrine of momentariness. It is argued (AKBh 78,28-79,1) that a mark of duration would have to go on functioning for ever, because, in contrast to the mark of production which can only beget once since there is nothing more it could do once it has transferred the entity from the future to the present, there is no reason why the mark of duration should on its own account stop supporting the entity. As witnessed in AD 140cd (cited in n. 124), the Sarvāstivādins argue that the mark of age causes the qualified entity to lose its power and thus terminates, together with the mark of destruction, the operation of the mark of duration (AKBh 79,1), thereby ensuring that the entity does not endure longer than is necessary to discharge its causal function. This, however, entails the problem that it cannot be explained why the marks of age and destruction should only have the ability to override the mark of duration after that one has discharged its function and not before (AKBh 78,25-27, 79,1f). Moreover, age and destruction are qualified by the very mark of duration that qualifies the principle entity and should hence become causally efficient when the mark of duration operates and not afterwards (AKBh 79,2f).

3.2.5 The treatment of the individual marks by the Sarvāstivādins reflects that they did not radically alter their conception of conditioned entities when they came to regard them as momentary, but, by contrast, continued to look upon many aspects of their existence in much the same way as they had done before, when they had still considered them to be temporally extended. This tendency is particularly evident in the case of the above-cited argument in the Vi (see n. 126) where the mind (citta) is, despite the presupposed conception of it as a momentary mental event, characterized as a grasping subject which points to an earlier understanding of the citta as an underlying mind of some sort (or, at the very least, to the conception of the citta as lasting for several phases).

It has already been seen that the attempt to reconcile the attribution of origination, duration, age and destruction to conditioned entities with their momentariness raised many problems. Also the conceptualization of the individual marks which entails that the entities arise, then undergo a phase of stability which allows them to discharge their causal efficiency, and thereafter perish, once their efficacy has been taken away from them, confirms the impression that the Sarvāstivādins ultimately did not solve the conflict between their conception of the existence of conditioned entities, their conviction that this existence lasts but a moment (kṣaṇa), and their understanding that the kṣaṇa is an indivisible unit of time.\(^{128}\)

earlier stance, which at the time of the argument's conception had already been (largely) superseded.

\(^{128}\) This is also reflected by Haribhadra's doxographical account (Ṣaḍdarśanasamuccaya p. 46,14f)
4 Like the Sarvāstivādins, the Theravādins attributed the *samskṛtalakṣaṇas* to momentary entities and not to series thereof and explicitly taught that each entity undergoes origination, duration and destruction. They did not have to face the predicament of the Sarvāstivādins, however, because they did not share their conception of the *ksana* as a definite unit of time which allows for no further subdivision (see § I.E.1.2). Instead they used *khana* (i.e. *ksana*) as the expression for a short while, the dimension of which is not fixed, but may be determined by the context and in particular by prefixing an according noun to *khana*; the *khana* in *cittakkhana* (lit.: mind-moment), for instance, refers to the instant taken by one mental event. Thus, it was possible for them to admit that a momentary entity is made up of a phase of origination, a phase of duration and a phase of destruction which in turn they could even refer to as *khana* (*uppādakkhāna, thitikkhāno, bhaṅgakkhāno* = the moment of origination etc.; cf. § I.E.1.1).

5 The Sautrāntikas shared the Sarvāstivādins’ conception of the *ksana* as the smallest, indivisible unit of time, but, in contrast to the latter, solved the problem of how to squeeze a conditioned entity into an indivisible moment by adapting the mode of existence of conditioned entities to the theory of momentariness. The characteristic features, which were attributed to conditioned entities when they were still regarded as temporally extended, were not retained when their duration was reduced to a moment, but became instead assigned to chains of moments (*sāntāna*). This included the assignment of the *samskṛtalakṣaṇas*, so that origination, duration, transformation and destruction were — in accordance with the original import of the *sūtra* — related to existence over a span of time and not crammed into a moment. To do so was possible because, unlike the Sarvāstivādins, the Sautrāntikas did

of the doctrine of the Vaibhāṣikas (whom Haribhadra identifies at this point with the Śaṃmatīyas) according to which "things have [a duration of] four moments: [The mark of] birth originates, [the mark of] duration stabilizes, [the mark of] age causes ageing [and the mark of] destruction destroys" (*catuḥkṣaṇikam vastu. jātīr janayati, sthitih sthāpayati, jārā jārjarayati, vināśo vināśayati*).

129 TSi 289b18-20: "As for origination, that the five groups of factors [constituting a person] (skandha) exist in the present world is called 'origination' (*uppāda or jāti?). That they abandon this present world is called 'destruction' (*vyaya?). By [forming] series they endure. Because of the transformation of these enduring [series], one says 'change-while-enduring' (*sthitīyanyathāvāt)*." AKBh 77,6-14: "The beginning of the series is 'origination' (*uppāda*), its cessation is 'destruction' (*vyaya*). The very series in so far as it continues is 'duration' (*sthitī*). Its [qualitative] difference between earlier and later is 'change-while-enduring' (*sthitīyanyathāvāt*). And in this respect it is said:

'The beginning of the series is birth (*jāti*); its termination is destruction (*vyaya*); duration (*sthitī*) is this [series itself]. Change-while-enduring (*sthitīyanyathāvāt*) is its [qualitative] difference between earlier and later.'

'Birth (*jāti*) is existence which is not preceded [by earlier existence], duration is the series, destruction is its termination; change-while-enduring (*sthitīyanyathāvāt*) is held to be the [qualitative] difference of the series between earlier and later.'"

(*tatra pravāhāsyādir uppādo, nīvṛttir vyayaḥ. sa eva pravāhō 'nurvartamānaḥ sthitīḥ. tasya pūrvāparaviśeṣaḥ sthitīyanyathāvatam. ... āha cātāra: jātī rādī pravāhāsya vyayaś chedaḥ, sthitī tu saḥ! sthitīyanyathāvam tasyaiva pūrvāparaviśeṣatā// jātī apūrvo bhāvah, sthitī prabandho, vyayas taducchedah! sthitīyanyathāvam iṣtām prabandhapūrvāparaviśeṣa iti//).

Vi 198b1-5 (missing in Vi₂ [should have followed after 148b21]) and in Vi 977b, and hence must have
I. C. The samskrtalakṣanas

not accept that origination etc. are causally efficient entities in their own right that exist apart from the thing that originates etc. Rather than considering the marks of origination etc. as the indispensable cause of origination etc., they looked upon them as only conceptually given terms (prajñaptimātra, AK Bh 79,28) which express the fact that something has originated etc. (cf. the quotations below in n. 129). Thus the samskrtalakṣanas were not needed to account for the origination etc. of the conditioned entities and could be correlated to series of momentary entities rather than to these entities themselves.

This correlation of the samskrtalakṣanas to temporally extended phenomena accords with the original position of the Sarvāstivādins before they adopted the doctrine of momentariness. In the Vi, this is still admitted of as a possibility, though with the qualification that the samskrtalakṣanas which are correlated to existence over a span of time are only conceptually given, while in truth the samskrtalakṣanas are causally efficient entities that operate on discrete conditioned entities. Thus, at the stage recorded by the Vi, the Sarvāstivādins do not dismiss the approach of the Sautrāntikas as outright wrong, but do not accept that the

been added later): "Or there is this opinion: 'When the five groups of factors [constituting a person] (skandha), i.e. matter (rūpa) and so on, come forth from the womb, one says 'birth' (jāti). When they perpetuate (samvātan) themselves, one says 'duration' (sthiti). When they decay one says 'change' (anyathāvāta?). At the end of the life one says 'destruction' (vyāyā). So the Sautrāntikācārya(s)."

Instead of referring to the time when the skandhas originate etc., it is also possible to understand that jāti etc. designate the skandhas when they originate etc., so that the skandhas at the time of origination etc. would be called "birth" (jāti) etc. This would accord with the definition of jāti as it is attested in AK Bh (132,23) in the context of pratītyasamutpāda (i.e. when defining its penultimate member, viz. jāti).

For example, one might say: 'Before the impermanence of moments (i.e. referring to the destruction at every moment) was dealt with. Now the impermanence over a period of time is going to be dealt with.' (Vi 199a2: "Before [the samskṛtalakṣanas] were dealt with with regard to moments. Now they are dealt with with regard to series.")
samskṛtalakṣaṇas of the Sautrāntikas' definition are the real samskṛtalakṣaṇas which are taught in the Trilakṣaṇasūtra. 132 This line of reasoning is repudiated by the Sautrāntikas who argue in the AKBh that the origination etc., as they define them, qualify as true samskṛtalakṣaṇas because the conditioned entities which the samskṛtalakṣaṇas are meant to qualify in the Trilakṣaṇasūtra are not discrete momentary entities, but series formed by them. 133

However, Vasubandhu also shows that it is possible to attribute the samskṛtalakṣaṇas to individual conditioned entities without accepting that these entities persist beyond origination and are subject to change. According to this reasoning, which is again based on the stance that the samskṛtalakṣaṇas are merely conceptual constructs and not causally efficient entities, their origination refers to the fact that they exist after not having existed before (abhūtvā bhāva); their duration consists in the origination of consecutive entities in the same continuum; their transformation is established by the qualitative difference between earlier and later entities within that continuum, while their destruction is nothing but their non-existence after existence. 134 This characterization retains the four samskṛtalakṣaṇas only nominally (i.e. without associating with them four different states or phases), while it reduces the states of conditioned entities factually to that of existence and non-existence (cf. § I.C.2.1). It thus reflects a more radical (that is, more radical than that of the Sarvāstivādins) conception of momentariness, according to which the discrete conditioned entities neither undergo a phase of duration nor of transformation, but perish immediately after their origination. Since this

132 Vi 198b3-5: "In order to repudiate this opinion (i.e. the opinion of the Sautrāntikācārya, Vi 198b1-5, cited in n. 129), it is explicated that [the origination etc. of this definition] are the marks of a span of existence (nikāyasabhāga) and not the marks of conditioned entities. As for the marks of conditioned entities, [they are] the four marks with [which] all conditioned entities are endowed in every single moment."

133 AKBh 76,29-77,3: "... the Lord taught: 'The conditioned entities have three marks [which characterize them as] conditioned entities' in order to elucidate that the series of conditioned factors are conditioned, [i.e.] dependently originated, and not [in order to teach this] for moments (i.e. the momentary entity). For the origination etc. of moments are not cognized; and not being cognized, they cannot function as characteristic marks (lakṣaṇa)." ( ... bhagavāṃs tasya saṃskārapravāhāsya saṃskṛtāvatam praṇītyasamutpannatām dyotayitukāma idam āha: "trīṇīmāni saṃskṛtasya saṃskṛtalakṣaṇāni, " na tu kṣaṇasya. na hi kṣaṇasyotpāddādayah prajñāyante. na cáprajñāyamānā ete lakṣaṇām bhavitum arhati.").

134 AKBh 77,21-24: "These marks may also be attributed to conditioned entities in each single moment, though without imagining [them to be] distinct entities. How is that? For every moment, existence after not having existed is origination; non-existence after having existed is destruction; that later and later moments follows upon earlier and earlier ones is duration; the dissimilarity of this [duration] (i.e. of the later moment with respect to the earlier one) is change-while-enduring." (pratikṣaṇam cápi saṃskṛtāsyyatāmi lakṣaṇāni yujyante vināpi dravyāntarakałpanayā. katham iti. pratikṣaṇam abhātvā bhāva utpādaḥ, bhutvābhava vyavah, pūrvasya pūrvasyottar <ottar> "a-kṣaṇānubandhah sthitih, tasyā visadṛśavatam sthitāyaṃkhyāmānā iti.")

* In the Trilakṣaṇasūtra (cf. n. 31), the samskṛtalakṣaṇas are set forth as objects of knowledge (utpāda 'pi prajñāyate etc.). Hence, so the argument, they cannot refer to momentary entities, because the origination etc. of these entities cannot be observed.

* Emendation in accordance with the Chinese (T 1558 28a1f) and Tibetan translation (P. 5591 gu 93b2f: sna ma sna ma daṅ phyi ma phyi maḥi skad cīg ma rjes su ḡrel ba ni gnas paḥo/).
destruction was not viewed as a time-demanding process, but as the simple fact that something having existed before has stopped to do so (bhūtvābhāva), existence was reduced by the Sautrāntikas to mere acts of originating (to flashes into existence, one might say) which do not allow for a temporal subdivision — a conception which accords with the understanding that the moment (kṣaṇa) is infinitesimal.

The stance which the Dārṣṭāntikas take in the Vi and in the NA on the issue of the samskṛtalaksanaḥ accords with this doctrinal position of the Sautrāntikas. Besides the fact that the Dārṣṭāntikas, too, maintain that the samskṛtalaksanaḥ are — as all other cittaviprayukta saṃskāras — only conceptually given and not really existing entities, they also argue that the samskṛtalaksanaḥ should be correlated to series rather than to distinct moments, and they also show that if they are attributed to distinct entities they can be reduced to existence and non-existence. On the basis of this position it can be safely assumed that the Dārṣṭāntikas, too, have held that conditioned entities perish immediately after their origination and are thus devoid of duration and change. This is also suggested by their denial.

135 This, of course, raises the question to which extent they represent two distinct schools at all. I do not want to enter into this problem here. For the present purposes it may suffice to say that with respect to the doctrine of momentariness I was not able to identify any doctrinal differences between the position of the Sautrāntikas espoused in the AKBh on one side, and the opinions attributed to the Dārṣṭāntikas in the Vi and the NA on the other side.

136 Vi 200a4-7 (Vi₂ 149c8f, cf. n. 99 for the citation of the phrase omitted here and n. 101 for the rejection of the Dārṣṭāntikas' argumentation): "The Dārṣṭāntikas make this explanation: '... one should say that the origination of the phenomena (dharma) at the beginning is called 'origination' (jāti). Their annihilation later is called 'destruction.' Their transformation in between is called 'age.'"

In contrast to the Sarvāstivādins and Sautrāntikas, the Dārṣṭāntikas assume in this passage in accordance with the Trilakṣaṇaśāstra that the only mark beside origination and destruction is change. That the Dārṣṭāntikas take this position here follows from the context (viz. the commenting on the Trilakṣaṇaśāstra with its three sārūpya-laksanaḥ). However, also in the passage which Saṃghabhadra attributes to the Dārṣṭāntikas, when the sāmśkritalaksanaḥ are reduced to origination and non-existence, only one sārūpya-laksana, beside the marks of origination and destruction, is considered, namely the mark of change. Therefore, it is possible that unlike the Sautrāntikas, at least some sections among the Dārṣṭāntikas took the canonical position that origination, change and destruction alone are sārūpya-laksanaḥ as their starting point.

137 Vi 198a15-18 (= Vi₂ 148b5-8, Vi 977b9-11, Vi 198c22f): "Others, like the Dārṣṭāntikas, hold that the sāmśkritalaksanaḥ do not really have an own-being. They make this explanation: 'The sāmśkritalaksanaḥ are subsumed under the group of [non-material] factors dissociated [from the mind] (vīpratyuktasaṃskāraskandha). Because the [entities of] the group of [non-material] factors dissociated [from the mind] do not have a real own-being, the sāmśkritalaksanaḥ do not have a real own-being.' In order to repudiate this opinion it is explicated that the sāmśkritalaksanaḥ really have an own-being." Vi 198c22 (not in Vi₂): "The Dārṣṭāntikas maintain: 'An own-being of the marks of origination and so on does not really exist.'"

138 NA 533c21-24: "And the Dārṣṭāntikas brought forth an argumentation contrary to the correct [teaching], a way of explanation which has not been heard of before. They hold [the view] that the sāmśkritalaksanaḥ [consist of] origination and non-existence [only]. Thus there would then not result a total of three sāmśkritalaksanaḥ; i.e. that the conditioned entities obtain their own-being (ātmālābha) would be origination; the mark of destruction and change would be the non-existence of this own-being."
of a cause of destruction (cf. § II.D.2.6), Vasubandhu’s principle argument for the proof of the theory of momentariness.

7 The position of the Sautrāntikas and Dārśāntikas was also espoused by the early Yogācāras. Thus in the BoBh the *samskṛtalaksanās* are only accepted as conceptually given and not as really existing, causally efficient entities.\(^{139}\) Moreover, also in the AS\(^{140}\) and in the Hsien-

---

139 BoBh\(_w\) 278,10-25, BoBh\(_h\) 189,2-11 and BoBh\(_w\) 279,6-9, BoBh\(_h\) 189,16f: "He sees with respect to every single moment constituted by a conditioned factor (*samśkāraksana*)\(^ a\) three marks of the conditioned (*samskṛtalaksana*) of the conditioned entity (*samskṛta*). After the [respective] moment he sees the fourth mark of the conditioned (*samskṛtalaksana*). On that occasion he sees that the appearance of the own-being (*svabhāva*) of a samškāraksana, which has not existed before (*apūrva*), immediately after the destruction of the own-being of\(^ b\) the preceding samskṛtalaksana, is birth (*jātī*). That the originated [factor] does just for that time (*tattālāvīpṛaṇāśa*) not vanish he sees as duration (*sthiti*). He sees that the otherness (*anātva*) or difference (*anyātva*) of this arisen [factor] with respect to the own-being (*svabhāva*) of the samśkāraksana which has ceased before is age (*jara*). He sees that the destruction of the own-being of just this arisen samśkāraksana immediately after that moment of origination is annihilation (*vyaya*).

With the same own-being, that (*yatsvabhāva*) he sees the arisen momentary conditioned entity (*samśkāraksana*) to be endowed with, he [also] sees its birth (*jātī*), duration (*sthiti*) and age (*jara*) to be endowed with. He does not [see] them to be endowed with different own-beings than that of this [samśkāraksana]. And in accordance with truth, he sees that the disappearance of the own-being (*svabhāva*) of this samśkāraksana after the moment [of birth] is precisely [the disappearance] of the [marks of] birth and so on. ... Apart from the conditioned factor [itself], the Bodhisattva does not at any time see its birth, its duration, its age, its impermanence (*anītyatā*) as fully existing in the sense of a real own-being." (*ekaikaśnām samśkārakṣane trīni samskṛtyā samskṛtalaksanānā paśyati. kaśaṇād urydhvaṃ caturtham samskṛtalaksanāṃ samanupāsyati. tatra pūrasamskāraksanaṃ svabhāvavindinānantaṃ yo *pūrasamskāraksanānā svabhāvavāpyaśaro dhvāvāḥ sā jātī iti paśyati. utpammasya yas tattālāvīpṛaṇāśaḥ sā sthiti iti paśyati. tam pūrvaruddhāṃ samskāraksanānā svabhāvāṃ apekṣya tasyotpammasya yad anātavam anyātavam vā sā jareti paśyati. tasmāj jātikṣaṇād urydhvam tasyāvotpammasya samskāraksanāsya yah svabhāvavindināḥ sa vyaya iti paśyati. sa yatsvabhāvan eva tam utpamnāṃ samskāraksanāṃ samanupāsyati, tattsvabhāvām eva tasya jātīṃ sthitiṃ jārāṃ ca paśyati, <na>\(^{c}\) tadanyasvabhāvāṃ. tasmāc ca kaśaṇād urydhvam ya eva tasya samskāraksanāsvabhāvasyāpyagamah, sa eva teṣām jāyādīnāṃ iti yathābhūtāṃ paśyati. ... tatra bodhisattvah samskāramārṇam sthāpayīvā na tasya jātīm, na sthitiṃ, na jārāṃ, nāniyaṭāṃ sarvakālaṃ dvayaṃsvabhāvaparipinispattāḥ paśyati.)

That the *samskṛtalaksanās* are not real entities is in the following proved on the basis of perception — they are not perceived as distinct from the qualified entity (BoBh\(_w\) 279,9-13) — and by argumentation (BoBh\(_w\) 279,13-280,11; cf. the citation of BoBh\(_w\) 279,25-280,6 in n. 115).

\(^{a}\) For the term *samskṛtalaksana* which in this passage clearly designates the momentary entity itself, cf. n. 248.

\(^{b}\) Both Wogihara and Dutt read *samskārakṣane*, which is the reading on which also the Tibetan translation (P. 5538 zi 167a2, D. wi 146b7: *ḥdu byed kyi skad cig ma dan po la* — P. reads *skad cig pa*) is based. This reading is not convincing, given that *samskārakṣaṇa* is generally compounded with *svabhāva*. Therefore, I have emended the text in accordance with the Patna manuscript (fol. 189b4), which clearly reads *na* and not *ne*. If this emendation is not accepted, the translation would have to read "in" instead of "of."

\(^{c}\) *na* has been added by Wogihara and Dutt in accordance with the Tibetan (P. zi 167a5) and Chinese (544b10f) translation.

140 AS 11,7-11: *jātīḥ katamā. nikāyasabhāge samskārāṇām abhāvabhāve jātī iti prajñāpith. jara*
yang⁴¹ it is taught that the saṃskṛtalakṣaṇas qualify an entire span of existence rather than discrete momentary entities. In the BoBh, however, the saṃskṛtalakṣaṇas are attributed to individual entities and not correlated to series.⁴² Furthermore, the mark of duration is understood to be the non-destruction of the arisen entity. This accords with the position of the Sarvāstivādins and is at odds with Vasubandhu’s definition of duration as the production of consecutive entities. The conception of age as the qualitative difference between the present and the preceding entity, however, is identical with the position put forward by Vasubandhu in the AKBh. Furthermore, in accordance with the Sautrāntikas and Dārṣṭāntikas, the four saṃskṛtalakṣaṇas are in the BoBh reduced to existence and non-existence (cf. § I.C.2.1). Thus also the treatment in the BoBh does not differ fundamentally from that of the Sautrāntikas and Dārṣṭāntikas who, after all, also teach how the saṃskṛtalakṣaṇas may be attributed to discrete momentary entities.

That the conception of momentariness espoused in the early Yogācāra works accords with the position of the Sautrāntikas is also borne out by the testimony of PG 5. This gāthā, which by its incorporation into the Yogācārabhūmi is accepted by the Yogācāras, posits that conditioned entities are without duration and hence do not have time to discharge any activity, as the Sarvāstivādins claim, who teach that the momentary entities become causally efficient on account of the mark of duration. By contrast, their very origination (and hence their existence, for they do not endure beyond origination) as such is taught in PG 5 to constitute action.⁴³ In other words, these acts of origination (again one may speak of flashes into

katamā. nikāyasabhāge saṃskārāṇām prabandhānyathārve jareti prajñaptiḥ, sthitī catamā. nikāyasabhāge saṃskārāṇām prabandhāvipraṇāśe sthitir iti prajñaptiḥ. anityatā catamā. nikāyasabhāge saṃskārāṇām prabandhāvināśe anityateṇi prajñaptiḥ.

⁴¹ Hsien-yang 550c16-20: "The stanza says:

The beginning of one life-time (janman), [its] end and the interval between comprise the three marks of the conditioned entities (saṃskṛtalakṣaṇa). (kā 22ab)
The explication says: The three marks of the conditioned are comprised by one life in a [specific] form of existence. That is to say: The time of birth at the beginning comprises the mark of origination; the time of death at the very end comprises the mark of destruction; the time of the duration of the continuum between these two (i.e. from birth until death) comprises the mark of change-while-enduring (sthitīanyathātva)."

⁴² It is noteworthy that the treatment of the saṃskṛtalakṣaṇas in the BoBh forms part of the instruction on how to contemplate impermanence. This shows that the issues discussed here were spiritually relevant and not mere scholastic quibbles.

⁴³ Cf. the explanation of the commentary on PG 5 (cited in n. 15) in the Yogācārabhūmi (Wayman 1984, p. 341,34-38): "It was said (in kā 1cd): 'All phenomena are devoid of activity.' It was not, however, explained why they are devoid of activity. Hence it is said here: 'All conditioned factors are momentary. How [could these] non-persisting [factors] have action?' It was [also] said in (in kā 1cd): 'But yet, action occurs.' Hence, it is explained how action occurs though action is non-existent: 'That which is their existence, precisely that is called 'action' and precisely that is called 'doer.'" Because [the existence] is the fruit of the preceding entity), it is action; because it is the cause [of the subsequent entity], it is a doer." ("dharmāh sarve 'pi nīṣceṣṭā ity uktam. na tūktam kathāṃ nīṣceṣṭā iti. ata āha: "kṣaṇikāḥ sarvasaṃskārā, asthirānām kuteḥ kriyā"iti. "aha ced vartate kriyāty uktam" tāt kathām asatyaṃ kriyāyāṃ kriyā vartata iti āha/ "bhūtir yeśāṃ kriyā saiva kārakah saiva cocēya" iti/ phalatvāt
existence) do not have any activity — in the words of PG1, they are *niśceṣṭa* "devoid of activity" (cf. n. 143) — but are the activity themselves. Thus, what is ordinarily perceived as a unit of action is constituted by a succession of these acts of origination. The difference between the attribution of activity to conditioned entities by the Sarvāstivādins on one side, and the identification of activity with the entity’s existence by the Yogācāras (and Sautrāntikas and Dārśāntikas) on the other side is characteristic for the way the former retain their old doctrines based on the conception of entities as temporally extended, while the latter elaborate and accept the consequences of their radical theory of momentariness.

---

*a* PG 1cd: "All phenomena are devoid of activity, but yet there is action." (*dharmah sarve 'pi niśceṣṭa atha ced vartate kriyā*).

*b* The Sanskrit manuscript of the Yogācārabhumi (henceforth: Y) (photos of which are kept in the K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna) seems to read *yaisāṃ*. Cf. n. 15.

*c* Emendation of Wayman’s reading confirmed by both manuscripts (cf. Schmithausen 1987, n. 1394).
As documented in the first chapter, there is very little evidence for the doctrine of momentariness before it emerged in the post-canonical Abhidharma literature of the Sarvāstivādins. In this literature, momentariness is not dealt with as a topic in its own right before the AK. Therefore, in the preceding chapter more detailed information on the conception of momentariness had to be deduced from the controversy on the marks of the conditioned (samskṛtalaksanā) between the various Hinayāna schools, notably between the mainstream Sarvāstivādins on one side and the dissident Dārṣṭāntikas and Sautrāntikas on the other. In this context reference was also made to the position of the Yogācāras which was found to accord with that of the latter two schools.

In contrast to the paucity of pertinent material uncovered in the Abhidharmic literature examined so far, the theory of momentariness is dealt with extensively in the writings of the early Yogācāras, that is, in the textual tradition associated with Maitreyanātha and Asaṅga. These texts, notably the Yogācirabhiṣumi (ŚrBh, BoBh, VinSg), AS, Hsien-yang and MSA, are older than the AKBh, AD and NA and thus constitute, to my knowledge, the oldest textual material in which the doctrine of momentariness is dealt with as a topic in its own right. Most importantly, it is here that the doctrine of momentariness for the first time is proved extensively and not taken for granted. Moreover, it can be witnessed how the theory of momentariness is placed in the wider context of the Buddhist doctrine. On the one hand, the sources reveal how the Yogācāras reconciled the position that all conditioned entities are momentary with their Mahāyāna stance which denies the substantial existence of these entities. On the other hand, it can be observed how the original conception of anityatā as the impermanence correlated to existence over an extended period is not dismissed entirely, but features side by side with momentariness in the Abhidharmic enumeration of the various forms of anityatā. In this chapter, after a brief summary of the various kinds of proof, these two aspects of the treatment of momentariness by the Yogācāras will be documented. Particular attention will be paid to the differing interpretation by Prof. O. Hayashima who argues that the entire treatment of anityatā and momentariness in the Yogācāra school is based on the trisvabhāva-doctrine.

---

144 Even in the AK the issue of momentariness comes up only in the context of another controversy, namely whether kāyavijñapti, that is, manifest bodily action, is movement, as the Vātsiputriyas-Sammatīyas contend, or not. The latter stance is taken by the Sarvāstivādins and Sautrāntikas on the basis of the doctrine of momentariness according to which entities are too short-lived to move, so that a change of spatial localization is due to the re-origination of a subsequent entity at a new point.

145 In the TSi, only the momentariness of the mind is addressed, whereas the momentariness of matter is, as in the Vi, taken for granted (cf. T 1646 279b23-26, cited in n. 287).

146 Following Hacker's definition of "substance" (Grundlage indischer Dichtung und indischen Denkens. Aus dem Nachlass herausgegeben von Klaus Rüping. Wien 1985. p. 109), I refer with the expression "substantial existence" to existence on account of an own-being (svabhāva), that is as a distinct entity in its own rights. The qualification of this form of existence as substantial does not imply that the concerned entity is endowed with a material substance.
1. Basically, three different kinds of proofs can be identified in the aforementioned Yogācāra sources. They are of particular interest (and hence will be studied closely in the chapters II.B, II.C and II.D, because they allow one to infer some of the reasons and motivations which may have led, or at least contributed, to the development of the doctrine of momentariness. Besides, these proofs are important because most of the proofs of momentariness in later sources — the most important exception being the sattvānumāna developed by Dharmakīrti — can be traced back to them.

The first type of proof, which will be studied closely in chapter II.B, derives the momentariness of all conditioned entities on the basis of the presupposed momentariness of mental entities by demonstrating that the various ways in which mind and matter interact (in particular their causal relationship) preclude that matter can be non-momentary while the mind is momentary. The probably oldest and most complex argumentation of this kind can be found in the MSA (cf. n. 269). As I argue in n. 340, this argumentation was in different ways taken up and developed in the Hsien-yang (see appendix § 2.2) and in the AS(Bh). This kind of proof also found its way into the Vi (787c17-788a13).

The second kind of proof, which will be examined in chapter II.C, derives the momentariness on the basis that things, in particular the body, change at every moment, even though change, sometimes in the form of destruction, becomes only manifest after a time. This is the only argument advanced in the Šrībh (486,1-14), to my knowledge the oldest source (with the possible exception of Vi 787c17-788a13) proving the momentariness of all conditioned factors. This argument is also very prominent in the MSA where it is first advanced in general (XVIII. 82d, 83a) and later applied specifically to sentient beings (XVIII. 86bc, 87, 88ab) and to inanimate objects (XVIII. 89cd, 90b, 91b). Furthermore, the Hsien-yang (appendix, § 2.4) and the AS (AS 41,12) adduce this type of argument.

The third type of proof, which will be scrutinized in chapter II.D and in the translation in the appendix (§ 2.3), argues that it is the inherent nature of things to perish spontaneously and deduces from this that they must be momentary. Of central importance for this proof is the argument that the seeming causes of destruction (e.g. fire) do, contrary to appearance, not destroy their respective object but only modify it. This argumentation is already advanced in the Šrībh, though not as part of the proof of momentariness, but because the spontaneity of destruction is an intrinsic aspect of the Yogācāras' conception of momentariness and as such had to be substantiated by reasoning (cf. § II.D.3.2). By contrast, in the VinSg (Y+ P. zi 58a4-b4, D. zi 55a5-b5 cited in the notes in appendix, § 2.3 and in ch. II.D), the AS (41,12f) and the Hsien-yang (549a7-b12, translated in appendix, § 2.3), the non-existence of a cause

147 Besides these proofs, the recurrent discussion of how the phenomenon of recognition does not, as the Brahmanical opponents allege, contradict the doctrine of momentariness can also already be found in these sources (Hsien-yang 550c9-15, MSA kā XVIII.82d, MSABh 150,19f, 154,22-26). Moreover, in Hsien-yang 549b21-550b13 the refutation of the permanent entities taught by the Brahmanical schools features already as a further corollary of the treatment of anityatā. By contrast, in the Y, on which the Hsien-yang is based at this point, the refutation of these entities is still completely dissociated from the topic of anityatā.
of destruction is proved in order to establish that all conditioned entities are momentary. As these entities perish due to their own nature, so the argument runs, they have to pass out of existence as soon as they have arisen, because they are produced with this nature. Also in the MSABh (150,9-16; and also in the MSA?) it is argued that there are no causes of destruction, but this argument only plays a subordinate role in the proof that conditioned entities cannot endure at all and hence do not persist beyond origination (cf. § II.D.2.1)

2.1 With the exception of the Yogācāras, all schools mentioned so far as subscribing to the doctrine of momentariness belong to the fold of "Hinayāna" Buddhism. On the level of highest truth, they accepted the existence of discrete momentary conditioned entities which have, despite their temporal and spatial minuteness, specific properties and make up the macroscopic world we live in. In the Mahāyānist strand of the Yogācāra school, by contrast, the substantial existence of conditioned phenomena was not accepted on the level of highest truth. This stance stood in conflict with the teaching that all conditioned entities are momentary, insofar as this teaching implies the substantial existence of these entities. The dilemma alluded to here posed itself for all followers of the Mahāyāna irrespective of whether they understood the impermanence taught by the Buddha in terms of momentariness or not. It (i.e. the dilemma) followed from the authoritative status of the teaching that all conditioned entities are impermanent — a status which made it impossible for any Buddhist, no matter how little he consented to the implication that there are phenomena which are subject to origination and destruction, to outright dismiss the characterization of conditioned entities as impermanent. The conflict between this characterization and the stance that no such entities can be said to exist at all is neatly expressed in MPPU 222b27-29 (MPPU, 1376):

---

148 As for the MSA, it is likely that "abhāvā" in kā XVIII.82c refers either to the non-existence of a cause of destruction (so in the Chinese translation, T 1604 646c2ff) or — the solution I favour — to the non-existence of both a cause of destruction and a cause of duration (cf. MSABh 150,5-9). All the same, it cannot be excluded entirely that "abhāvā" originally only alluded to the non-existence of a cause of duration (cf. MSABh 150,5-9). Hence it is not impossible that the argumentation with regard to the non-existence of a cause of destruction has only been introduced by the commentary and is missing in the MSA itself.

149 Cf. the argument of the realist in BCA IX.7d that the Buddha taught the momentariness of all conditioned entities from the point of view of the highest truth, because momentariness is not ordinarily conceived and hence does not pertain to the level of conventional truth (cf. the refutation of this argument in BCA IX.8ab, cited in n. 427). See also e.g. Vi 198c27f and 199a2 quoted in n. 196.

150 In the oldest strata of the Yogācāra texts (notably in the Śrībh, in considerable portions of the AS, as well as in some parts of the Y and Hsien-yang), the Mahāyāna ontology is not (or at least not consistently) presupposed (cf. Schmithausen 1969, p. 820 and Schmithausen 1973, p. 165f).

151 Cf., for instance, the effort in the San-wu-hsing-lun (872b16-20, quoted in n. 161) to explain that anityatā in the ordinary sense of origination and destruction does not entail that there are real entities which originate and cease.

152 The teaching that all conditioned entities are impermanent (anitya) lies at the very roots of Buddhism because it accounts for the ultimate non-satisfactoriness of these entities. Accordingly, it came to be accepted as one of the cardinal tenets in Buddhism.
"Question: Mahāyāna propounds\textsuperscript{153} that the phenomena (dharmā) do not arise and do not perish, that they have but one characteristic (lakṣaṇa), namely not to have a characteristic. Why is it said here, that the phrase 'all conditioned entities are impermanent' is a seal of the doctrine (dharmamudrā)?\textsuperscript{154} How do these two teachings not contradict each other?"

2.2 Already in the Akṣayamatinirdeśasūtra (henceforth: AkṣM) which belongs to the corpus of Prajñāpāramitā literature,\textsuperscript{155} this dilemma was solved by interpreting anityatā as non-existence rather than as impermanence:

"What is the meaning of "impermanent" (anitya)? It has the meaning 'non-existent' and '[something] not to be attached to,' but it does not have the meaning that things perish. The meaning of anitya is that the phenomena (dharmā) are devoid of a self. That there is nothing which perishes because [the dharmas] are devoid of an own-being: this is the meaning of anitya."\textsuperscript{156}

\textsuperscript{153} MPPU₁ 1376 n. 1 cites Pañcaviṃśati p. 164,8f (= T 223, 242c2-4 and 278c1f): sarva ete dharmā ... ekalakṣaṇā yadutālakṣaṇāh.

\textsuperscript{154} For the expression dharmamudrā see MPPU₁ 1368 n.1.

\textsuperscript{155} The AkṣM was translated into Chinese in 308 A.D. Braarvig (1988, p. xlv) reckons that it may be dated back to the first or second century A.D.

\textsuperscript{156} The quotation of this passage in the SAVBh reads "\textit{med paḥi don daḥ mi rag paḥi don te/}" (has the meaning "non-existent" and the meaning "anitya"). The Chinese translations also read "\textit{anityārtha,}" but construe it as a predicate rather than integrating it by "and" ("'non-existent' is the meaning of anitya").

It seems that already at an early stage there were two divergent readings. On one hand, the Tibetan translation of the AkṣM reads in all versions *asakārthās? (ca (\ldots daḥ mi chags paḥi don te/; for mi chags pa cf. the Tibetan translation of the MSAbh [P. phi 25a8-b5] which renders \textit{na sakta} in MSA XVI.30-35 with \textit{mi chags,} and consult the entry in Lokesh Chandra’s \textit{Tibetan-Sanskrit dictionary} [s.v.] where \textit{alipta} and \textit{alobhya} are given as equivalents of \textit{mi chags pa).} This reading is also commented upon by Vasubandhu. On the other hand, the SAVBh reads "\textit{anityārthās ca} (\textit{daḥ mi rag paḥi don te/}). By omitting "and," the Chinese translations (or the version translated by them) aim to improve upon this reading.

Probably the reading of the AkṣM recorded in the Tibetan tradition is closer to the original. In this case, "*asakārthā" may have been an explication of the anityatā of non-existence, specifying that the non-existence referred to potential objects of attachment such as a Self (ātman) or things considered "mine" (ātmiya). Either by scribal error (possibly the original read *asadartho 'saktārthās cânitya-tārtha') or because "*asakārthā" was not understood in this context (but in this case the copulative particle should have been left out, too), "*asakārthā" may have been omitted or replaced subsequently. At any rate, the reading anityārtha poses (that is, if anitya is understood in the sense of impermanence) the problem that in the following sentence it is expressly stated that the destruction of things is not a meaning of anityatā."
As will be seen, the qualification as non-existent does not refer directly to the characterized entity as such, but to its own-being or essence. Thus, the Buddha’s teaching that all entities are anitya comes to affirm here the Mahāyāna teaching that all entities are devoid of substantial existence and in that sense empty (śūnya). This interpretation of anityatā was made possible by analyzing a-nitya (=im-permanent) as nityam a-sat (= permanently, i.e. forever, non-existing).  

§ 2.3 2.3.1 The Yogācāras adopted this Mahāyāna interpretation of anityatā. Already in the Bodhisattvabhumi it is advanced in the following way:

"And how does the Bodhisattva envisage all conditioned entities as anitya? Here the Bodhisattva sees (paśyati) all conditioned factors as anitya by perceiving the [supposed] expressible own-being of all conditioned factors (saṃskāra) to be non-existent in all [the three] times. Further, of that very (eva) inexpressible thing (nirabhilāpya vastu, i.e. True Reality, tathātā), he perceives, insofar as it is not [yet?] completely known as it really is, the origination and destruction which are caused by the absence of [this] complete knowledge, and in this way he envisages (samanupāsyati) all these conditioned factors, which are all devoid of an own-being that could be expressed, as anitya."  

Alternatively, the following explanation for the two divergent textual traditions may be brought forward. The reading recorded in the Tibetan translation of the Aṣṭāṅga yoga maṇḍaliya maṇḍalā (henceforth: MSAT) by *Asvabhāva, P. bi 169b6-170a1, D. bi 151b6-152a1): "As for the teaching 'For the Bodhisattvas the meaning of anitya is 'non-existent' (MSABh 149,7), 'a' [in 'anitya'] expresses the negation, while 'nitya' [in 'anitya'] expresses permanence. Therefore, 'anitya' means that (yat) it is for all times non-existent ...). (byah chub sems dpah rnam kyi mi rtag paḥi don ni med paḥi don" ces bya ba ni/ "mi" žes bya ba ni dgag par brjod pa yin la/ "rtag pa" žes bya baḥi sgra ni rtag pa brjod pa yin pas ni rtag pa žes bya ba ni gandus rtag u med paḥo žes bya baḥi tha tshig ste/)

The same explanation can be found in SAVBh P. tsi 156b4f (D. tsi 132a4f): med paḥi don daḥ žes bya ba la/ "mi rtag" ces bya baḥi sgra/ rgya gar skad du/ "a ni ta tā"žes bya ba ḫbyuḥ ste/ "a" ni med paḥi don to/ "ni ta tā" rtag paḥi don te/) and in ASBh 50,10f: ... akārasya pratiśedhārthatvāt nityaśabdasya ca sarvakālaṁarthatvāt iti.")  

* P.: don stel/, P. of SAVBh don to/
* nram par missing in SAVBh
* d. par missing in SAVBh
* D. of SAVBh: med/
* P. of SAVBh reads ḡdi la ni

157 Cf. the (Mahāyāna)-Sūtraśāṅkāraṭīkā (henceforth: MSAT) by *Asvabhāva, P. bi 169b6-170a1, D. bi 151b6-152a1): "As for the teaching 'For the Bodhisattvas the meaning of anitya is 'non-existent' (MSABh 149,7), 'a' [in 'anitya'] expresses the negation, while 'nitya' [in 'anitya'] expresses permanence. Therefore, 'anitya' means that (yat) it is for all times non-existent ...). (byah chub sems dpah rnam kyi mi rtag paḥi don ni med paḥi don" ces bya ba ni/ "mi" žes bya ba ni dgag par brjod pa yin la/ "rtag pa" žes bya baḥi sgra ni rtag pa brjod pa yin pas ni rtag pa žes bya ba ni gandus rtag u med paḥo žes bya baḥi tha tshig ste/)

The same explanation can be found in SAVBh P. tsi 156b4f (D. tsi 132a4f): med paḥi don daḥ žes bya ba la/ "mi rtag" ces bya baḥi sgra/ rgya gar skad du/ "a ni ta tā"žes bya ba ḫbyuḥ ste/ "a" ni med paḥi don to/ "ni ta tā" rtag paḥi don te/) and in ASBh 50,10f: ... akārasya pratiśedhārthatvāt nityaśabdasya ca sarvakālaṁarthatvāt iti.")  

* corrupt for a ni tya or a ni tya ta?

158 Cf. BoBh2 276,2-5 (BoBh2 187,15-17): iha bodhisattvasya sarvābhāṣyante svabhāvena virañhitam nirabhilāpavyovabhāvam vastu paśytaḥ yā cittasya sthitih, ayam asyocaya sūnyatāsamādhiḥ.

159 BoBh2 277,16-22, BoBh2 188,16-20: kathām ca bodhisattvah sarvasaṃskārān anityataḥ
In contrast to the AkṣM where non-existence seems to be — provided the rendering mi chags pahi don of the Tibetan translation of the AkṣM is accepted as faithful to the original (cf. n. 156) — explicitly taught to the exclusion of the understanding of anityatā as impermanence, the Yogācāras advance the Mahāyāna interpretation of anityatā without dismissing the original meaning entirely — an approach characteristic for their Abhidharmic background. As follows from the instruction in the BoBh of how the rise and fall of the conditioned factors (samskāra) are to be contemplated, the impermanence is understood in its radicalized form as momentariness. However, as documented in the passage adduced here, this understanding of impermanence is only provisional and secondary to the realization of the "inexpressible thing" (nirabhilāpya vastu), i.e. tathatā.

The approach adopted by the BoBh corresponds to the treatment of anityatā under the terms of the trisvabhāva-doctrine, which was developed on the basis of the BoBh. Whereas the non-existence entailed by anityatā applies in the BoBh to an expressible own-being that could be attributed to conditioned entities (abhilāpyasvabhāva), it refers under the terms of the trisvabhāva-doctrine to their imagined characteristic (parikalpītalakṣaṇa), that is, to their purely fictitious aspects. Similarly, the conventional understanding of anityatā in terms of the origination and destruction of conditioned entities corresponds to the paratantralakṣaṇa, that is, to the nature of these entities that has arisen in dependence upon other factors. As in the BoBh where origination and destruction are understood to occur in every moment, so the anityatā of the paratantralakṣaṇa is generally understood in terms of momentariness.161

samanupāśyati? iha bodhisattvāḥ sarvasaṃskārāṇām abhilāpyasvabhāvāṃ niyakālam eva nāśity upalabhyaṇiityataḥ sarvasaṃskārān paśyati. punar aparipāttasyāḥ bhūtataḥ tasyaiva nirabhilāpyasya vastunāḥ aparipātanahehetukāḥ udayavyayam upalabhya tāṁ nirabhilāpyasvabhāvān sarvasaṃskārān anityatāḥ samanupāśyati.

160 In the passage under discussion, the "knowledge of the inexpressible thing" referred to in the second sentence corresponds to the realization that the samskāras do not have an expressible own-being. Thus the Bodhisattva should only contemplate the rise and fall of conditioned entities as anitya if he has not mastered the task laid down in the preceding sentence, namely to realize the non-existence of an expressible nature. The realization of the non-existence of an expressible own-being corresponds to the level of True Reality (tathatā). By contrast, though an improvement over the erroneous conception of things as permanent, the observation of the fall and rise of phenomena is not in accordance with highest truth, because it presupposes the substantial existence of discrete entities. The superiority of the former realization is reflected by the use of paśyati (i.e. direct vision) in the former and samanupāśyati, which refers to a more indirect mode of observation (roughly: viewing something in a certain way), in the latter case. In terms of the later developed scheme of the three natures (trisvabhāva), the former realization matches the parinīspanna level, whereas the latter observation relates to the paratantra level.

161 A different approach is adopted by Paramārtha in his San-wu-hsing-lun, which seems to be based on MAV III.5 (adduced in n. 164). He refrains from understanding origination and destruction in the ordinary sense in order to avoid the impression that something substantially existing originates or perishes. Instead, he takes origination to refer to the fact that the dependent nature is not truly non-
The understanding of anityatā in the sense of non-existence corresponds, as the MSA and the commentatorial tradition specify, to the stage of a Bodhisattva because it is his task to existing, while destruction is understood to refer to the fact that the dependent nature is not truly existing either. The normal understanding of anityatā is not correlated by Paramārtha to any of the three natures. Instead, he teaches that on the level of conventional truth, anityatā consists in the non-existence before and after existence (i.e. in ordinary impermanence).

T 1617 872b12-23: "Anityatā has three meanings:
Firstly, the anityatā of non-existence: it refers to the imagined nature of suffering which forever is non-existent. This non-existence is the meaning of anityatā. The fact that this non-existence exists on the level of the highest truth is called 'true tathatā.'
If non-existence before and non-existence after [existence] are defined as anityatā, then this is conventionally true (samvṛtisat). The non-perverted (aviparīta) is defined as 'tathatā,' but not as 'true tathatā.'
Secondly, the anityatā of origination and destruction: it refers to the dependent nature of suffering. This dependent nature is neither substantially existing, nor substantially non-existing. Because it differs from the perfect nature (parinispannasvabhāva), it is not substantially existing; because it differs from the imagined nature (parikalpitasvabhāva), it is not really non-existing. Because it is not substantially existing, it is [something] perishing; because it is not really non-existing, it is [something] originating. Thus 'origination and destruction' are the meaning of anityatā. Origination, however, is not real origination (i.e. of something substantially existing); nor is destruction real destruction. This is true tathatā.
Thirdly, the anityatā of separation and non-separation: it refers to the perfect nature of suffering. Before the path, this nature is not yet free from pollution; after the path it is then free from pollution. Because regarding the state it is not fixed, one speaks of anityatā. The fact that this nature does not change is called tathatā."

The text differentiates between true tathatā and ordinary tathatā. Normally tathatā refers invariably to the absolutely true reality so that there is no scope for distinguishing between a truer and a less true form of tathatā.

Should Ḍ be read instead of ṇ?

As far as I can see, the differentiation between tathatā and true tathatā must have been given up at this point. For I see no reason why the immutability referred to here should, in contrast to the preceding cases, not have been characterized as "true tathatā."

162 MSA XVIII.81: "For the wise, the meaning <of anitya> is 'non-existent.'" (asadartho ... dhīmatām ...).

MSABh 149,7f and 11f: "For the Bodhisattvas, the meaning of anitya is 'non-existent.' What is permanently non-existing, that is im-permanent (anitya), namely their (i.e. the saṃskāras') imagined characteristic. ... Also 'perishing in a moment' (kṣanabhaṅga, i.e. being momentary) is to be known as a meaning of anitya[, namely] of the characteristic which has arisen in dependence (paratantralakṣaṇa)." (bodhisattvānām asadarthaḥ nityārthaḥ/ yan nityām nāsti tad anityam teṣām yat parikalpita-lakṣaṇam/ ... kṣanabhaṅga-rtho'py anityārthaḥ vedītavyaḥ paratantralakṣaṇasya/).

SAVBh P. tsi 157b4f, D. tsi 133a3f: "As for [the teaching in the MSABh] 'For the Bodhisattvas, the meaning of "anitya" is "non-existent": The meaning of anitya is twofold, namely 'originating and perishing' and 'non-existing.' Now regarding the meaning of anitya for the Bodhisattva, the meaning 'originating and perishing' does not apply, as it does in the case of the Śrāvaka; by contrast, it is the meaning 'non-existence' that is accepted as the meaning of anityatā."*b (*byāṅ chub sens dpal chams kyi med pañi don ni mi rtag pañi don to' zes bya ba la/ mi rtag pañi don la rnam pa ghs te/ skye ba dan hjig pañi don dan med pañi don to// de la byāṅ chub sens dpal chams kyi mi rtag pañi don ni śan thos la sogs pa la/ bu skye ba dan hjig pañi don ni mi rtag pañi don ma yin gyi/ gaṅ med pañi don ni mi rtag pañi don du ḍod do//).
realize that all conditioned factors are forever devoid of the nature they are commonly imagined to have. The traditional understanding of anityatā as impermanence, by contrast, corresponds to the stage of the Śrāvaka, i.e. the adept who does not follow the path of the Mahāyāna.163

The treatment of anityatā within the framework of the trisvabhāva-doctrine eventually raised the question whether, and if so, in which way, anityatā can also be attributed to the parinispallalakaṇa. While this question is (still?) ignored in the MSABh (cf. the quotation in n. 162), the Hsien-yang felt the need to explicate that the parinispallalakaṇa cannot in any sense be said to be impermanent (cf. appendix, § 1.7). In the Madhyāntavibhāga (henceforth: MAV),164 San-wu-hsing-lun (872b12-23, cited in n. 161) and Si,165 by

---
a The translation follows Asvabhāva (MSAT P. bi 169b8-170a1) who glosses teṣām with saṃskārāṇām. Alternatively, teṣām could stand for bodhisattvāṇām (i.e. "... this is for them anitya, namely ...").
b It is not clear how gañ is to be construed. Possibly, it refers to Bodhisattva (rather than to med pahi don as presumed in my translation), so that it could be translated by "'in his case' it is accepted that...". A further possibility is that gañ renders a causally employed yat, so that the following translation would result: "... because (gañ) in the contrary (gyi) it is accepted that anitya means 'non-existing.'"
c dpah is missing in P.

163 The AS adopts the interpretation of anityatā as non-existence as one of the various forms of anityatā:

AS P. li 89a4: "What is the mark [consisting in being] non-existent? It is the non-existence of a Self and of what-is-mine in the skandhas (i.e. the five groups constituting the person), in the dhātu (i.e. the six senses, their objects and the corresponding six kinds of consciousness) and in the āyatanas (i.e. the six sensory organs and the corresponding six kinds of objects)." (med pahi mtshan ṭid gañ že na/ gañ phun po dāñ/ khams dāñ/ skye mched rnam na bdag dāñ bdag gi dus rtag tu med paññ/) In contrast to the other sources, it is specified here that the non-existence refers to a Self (ātman) and to what-is-mine (ātmya) rather than to the own-being of conditioned phenomena. The denial of these entities accords with the standard Buddhist doctrine (e.g. SN IV 54) and, hence, is not peculiar to Bodhisattvas. This interpretation is typical for the approach of the AS to present Mahāyāna teaching (here the interpretation of anityatā as non-existence) in a way palatable to an Abhidharma-orientated audience.

164 MAV III.5cd/6ab, MAVBh 38,21-39,3: "As a counter-agent against the perverted views [to regard the impermanent] and the non-perverted facts, namely impermanence, suffering, emptiness, and not-being-a-Self are [to be known] respectively in relation to the fundamental principle. How are "impermanent" (anitya) etc. to be understood in this context (tatra)? The meaning of anitya is respectively in relation to the fundamental principle 'non-existing,' characterized by origination and destruction [and being anitya in the sense of] being [first] polluted [and then] free from taints. (MAV III.5cd/6ab)

The fundamental principle is of course (hi) the three natures. With regard to them anitya has respectively the meaning 'non-existent,' "[endowed with] origination and destruction" and 'being polluted and not polluted.'" (aviparyāsatattvaṃ nityādiveśivisarpapratipakṣenāntityaduḥkhasūnyānātmatā mūlattattve yathākramam. katham ca tatrāntityādidiśa veditavyā? asadartho hy anityārtha upādāvayalakṣaṇanah// (= III.5cd)
samālāmalabhāvena mūlattattve yathākramam/ (=III.6ab)
trayo hi svabhāvā mūlā-tatvam[.] teṣu yathākramam asadartho hy anityārtha utpādavyayārthaḥ samalāma latārthaḥ ca.)

MAVṬ 117,1-9 (P. tshi 86b6-87a1, D. bi 245b7-246a3): "The meaning of anityatā is threefold, namely 'non-existent;' [endowed with] origination and destruction' and 'being polluted and not polluted.' What exists forever in the same way (i.e. without being subject to change), that is permanent (nitya); what is contrary to this is impermanent (anitya). 'Respectively with regard to these [three natures]':

[1] The imaginary nature is anitya in the sense of anitya as 'forever non-existent;' following others, it is to be understood, according to the principle of 'etymological' explanation (nirukti), that what is permanently non-existent (asan nityam) is anitya.c

[2] The dependent nature (paratantrasvabhāva) is anitya in the sense of anitya that is characterized by origination and destruction at every moment.

[3] Even though by nature free from any change, the perfect nature (parinispannasvabhāva) is anitya in the accidental sense of 'anitya' that is characterized by the meaning 'being [first] polluted and [then] not polluted.' (trividhā hy anityārthah: asadarthah, utpādavyayārthah samalāma <-av?=-ārthaḥ ca. yaḥ sarvadā tathāsti sa nityāḥ, tadviparīto 'nityāḥ. teṣu yathākramam iti tatra 's sarvadā 'sadarthaṁityārth-enah parikalpitasvabhāvo 'nityāḥ. asan nityam anityam iti niruktāyayena veditavyam ity anye. pratikṣāṇam utpādavyayalakṣāṇanānityārthanānītyah paratantrasvabhāvo <vah. tasya pratayopannatvāt vināśe cāhetukavāt! samalāma-av?=-ārthāla > kṣaṇenāgantukanānityārthanānītya 'vikāradharmo 'pi parinispannasvabhāvo iti.f The passages printed in brackets <...> are missing in the fragmentary Sanskrit manuscript. I have not always followed Yamaguchi's reconstruction.)

a The fundamental principle consists in the three natures (trisvabhāva), viz. the imagined, the dependent and the perfect nature (parikalpita-, paratantra-, and parinispannasvabhāva). Shhiramati (MAVṬ 111,20-23) explains this expression as follows: 'Explaining why the three kinds of nature are called 'fundamental principle,' [The MAVṬh] says: 'because of the determination of the other principles with regard to [the three natures].' This is to say, the other principles such as the marks (i.e. anityatā, duḥkhatā, śūnyatā, anātmatā?) are comprised by the [three natures].' (yena kāraṇena svabhāvas trividhā mūlatattvaṃ ity ucyate, tat pradarśayayānaḥ aha: tatrāṇyatattvavasthāpanād iti. tatrāṇasya lañcanādi- tatvasyāntargata <tvam ity arthaḥ>.)

 Cf. MAVṬh p. 38,3f (ad MAV Ṭ III.3cd): "That the imagined characteristic is permanently non-existing, this is the true fact with regard to the imagined nature because it is not perverted (i.e. because it is a matter of fact)." (parikalpitaśākanam nityam asad ity etat parikalpitasvabhāve tattvam, avipāratavāt.)

b The reading has been adopted from the pratīka in MAVṬ (116,20); The MAVṬh reads anityatātītā.

c According to my translation, Vasubandhu proposes two alternative ways in which it can be explained that anitya may mean "forever non-existent." In the former case, this meaning is arrived at grammatically by explaining the function of the alpha privativum. By contrast, in the latter case it is arrived at by way of nirukti (hence the awkward syntax), that is, by a quasi etymological explanation that does not purport to account grammatically for the derivation of a word.

Alternatively to this interpretation, asan nityam may be translated by "the non-existent eternal" (which would accord with standard syntax) so that anitya used in the sense of non-existence would refer to supposedly eternal entities which, as a matter of fact, do not exist at all, such as the Brahmanical Self (ātman). This is unlikely, however, as entities such as the proverbial hare's horn which are said to be anitya in the sense of non-existence (so SAVṬh P. tsi 156b5f, 157b6f) would no longer fall under this definition because they are not supposedly eternal.

d Since at both places the Sanskrit is lost and since the text at the spot in question is also corrupt in the MAVṬh (it reads samalāṭārtha), the term has to be reconstructed from the Tibetan. It is not certain whether the original reading is with or without an abstract suffix (-tā/-tva; i.e. whether samalāmalat(v)ārtha or samalāmālārtha is to be read), because the Tibetan translation reads the first time ... dri ma dan bcos sīṅ dri ma med pahi don to, while it reads the second time dri ma dan bcos pa dan dri ma med pa ṇid kyi don. However, given that the MAVṬ reads anityārtha (rather than anityatārtha)
contrast, it is conceded that the parinispannasvabhāva is anitya insofar as it is attained to by the process of purification and in that spurious sense linked to transformation. In the MAVBh167 this interpretation is accepted as the third form of anityatā.168

2.3.2 Hayashima contends that the application of the trisvabhāva doctrine to anityatā is intrinsically linked up with the issue of momentariness.169 His starting point is the differentiation between impermanence in the sense of duration for some time170 and impermanence in the sense of momentariness. According to Hayashima, under the terms of the trisvabhāva doctrine the former is imagined (parikalpita). On these grounds, it is correlated by him (1988b, diagram on p. 31) with the parikalpitalakṣaṇa and the understanding of anityatā in the sense of eternal non-existence (nityam asat). The momentariness, by contrast, is, as the adequate understanding of anityatā in the traditional sense of non-permanence, correlated with the paratantralakṣaṇa. Thus, according to Hayashima (1988b, p. 28f), the application of the scheme of trisvabhāva to anityatā serves to determine the status of momentariness and its relation to the impermanence as it is ordinarily perceived, viz. as entailing the existence over some time.171

and given the reading samalanirmanānityatā which is attested in MAVBh 39,21, it is more likely that the correct reading is samalānirmanārtha (or samalanirmanārtha).

166 See in particular Hayashima 1988b, pp. 27-32 and Hayashima 1988c, pp. (422)-(421).

167 MAVBh 39,20f (cf. n. 164): trividhe mūlatattve trividhānityatā paridīpītā, asadarthānityatā, utpādabhāṅgānityatā, samalanirmanānityatā ca.

168 As can be witnessed here, in the development of the treatment of the impermanence of the parinispalalakṣaṇa the Hsien-yang reflects a more advanced stage than the MSABh and a less advanced stage than the MAV. Though not a decisive argument for the relative chronology of these texts, this observation confirms my impression (cf. n. 340) that the Hsien-yang is later than the MSABh, or, more precisely, than the material reproduced in this commentary.


170 Hayashima calls this "santānānityatā." For a critique of this usage, cf. n. 199.

171 According to Hayashima (1988b, p. 28) the relationship between the paratantralakṣaṇa and the parikalpitalakṣaṇa in general (viz. the former is the ontological basis on which the latter is superimposed) also holds good between the momentariness and the conventional impermanence. Thus by the analysis of momentariness on the grounds of the trisvabhāva doctrine it can be explained how on the basis of
Contrary to this interpretation, I understand that the vital function of the application of the trisvabhāva doctrine to anityatā is to be seen in the coordination of the conventional understanding of anityatā as impermanence with the Mahāyāna interpretation of anityatā as non-existence (anitya = nityam asat). These two seemingly contradictory interpretations of anityatā are brought into accordance with each other by relating anityatā in the common sense of impermanence to the dependently originated mark, and by applying the interpretation in terms of non-existence to the purely imaginary aspect, that is, as the BoBh (cf. § I.D.2.3.1) and the Hsien-yang (cf. appendix, § 1.4) clearly state, to the supposed own-being of things, and not, as Hayashima seems to hold (1988b, diagram on p. 31), to their supposed duration. The question whether this anityatā of the paratantralakṣaṇa is to be understood in its radical form as momentariness or in its conventional form (i.e. as related to existence over a span of time) is an issue upon which the application of the trisvabhāva doctrine has no bearing. All that happens under the terms of the trisvabhāva doctrine is that anityatā in the traditional sense of non-permanence is identified with the paratantralakṣaṇa. Whether this non-permanence is conceived in terms of momentariness or not is secondary and not dependent upon the treatment of anityatā on the basis of the trisvabhāva-doctrine.

It is clearly documented in the Hsien-yang that the interpretation of anityatā according to the trisvabhāva-doctrine does not necessarily imply the theory of momentariness. Here it is stated that "the meanings of anityatā other [than non-existence] are to be understood in relation to the characteristic of dependent origination (paratantralakṣaṇa)." This refers to the other five, (if not to the other thirteen) forms of anityatā, viz. destruction, transformation and loss as well as the immediate present and the future anityatā (see § I.D.3.1). These forms (with the exception of the anityatā of the moment, if also the eight forms of anityatā of the second list is in view in the Hsien-yang) do not entail the momentariness, though they could of course be artificially understood to do so. Now, if it was intrinsic to the application of anityatā to the trisvabhāva-doctrine that the paratantralakṣaṇa corresponds to momentariness, the Hsien-yang should have specified that, contrary to appearance, the "other forms of anityatā" are all to be understood in terms of momentariness. In the absence of such an explanation one should not, as Hayashima seems to do (1988b, p. 28,7ff; 1988c, p. 422), resort to other texts (notably the MAV) where the paratantralakṣaṇa is supposedly set forth in terms of momentariness. 172

momentary entities ordinarily duration for some time is construed.

Cf. the fifth point of Hayashima's summary (1988b, p. 32) of the Hsien-yang where the kṣanānityatā and santānānityatā are said to be causally related insofar as they are respectively the paratantra- and parikalpitalakṣaṇa.

172 Hayashima claims (1988b, p. 28) that the understanding of anityatā with regard to the parikalpitalakṣaṇa and the parinispannalakṣaṇa are identical in the Hsien-yang and MAV and that hence the paratantralakṣaṇa in the Hsien-yang may be understood according to the MAV. Such an approach is precarious. Before resorting to other texts (whatever their relationship to the text considered may be) the text in question should, as far as possible, be understood on its own merits. In the given case, the teaching that all forms of anityatā but that of non-existence are subsumed under the paratantralakṣaṇa clearly suggests that the anityatā in the conventional sense of impermanence is correlated with the paratantralakṣaṇa irrespective of whether it is understood in terms of momentariness or not. By contrast,
Furthermore, reference may be made to the MAVBh in order to show that the understanding of the anityatā in terms of the paratantralakṣaṇa is not inherently linked to the issue of momentariness. Both texts refer to the anityatā in the conventional sense of impermanence as consisting in origination and destruction, without specifying that they occur at every moment (cf. n. 164). Again, such a specification would not be missing, if it had been essential for the incorporation of the anityatā under the trisvabhāva scheme that the paratantralakṣaṇa is anitya in the sense of momentariness.\(^{173}\)

To be sure, I am not contesting that in the Hsien-yang and MAV(Bh) the paratantralakṣaṇa should ultimately refer to momentariness for it is beyond doubt that these texts subscribe to the doctrine that all conditioned entities do not last for longer than a moment. The point I am trying to make is that in the immediate context of the application of the trisvabhāva doctrine to anityatā, the question whether the impermanence of the paratantralakṣaṇa is to be understood in terms of momentariness or not, is not addressed at all. This shows that for the purpose of coordinating the trisvabhāva doctrine with anityatā, it is sufficient to correlate the paratantralakṣaṇa with anityatā in the sense of impermanence, and that the issue of momentariness has no bearing at all in this context.

§ 2.4 2.4.1 As argued in the preceding discussion, in the Yogācāra tradition associated with Maitreya and Asanga the conflict between the doctrine of anityatā and the denial of substantially existing entities was solved by the application of the trisvabhāva doctrine to the analysis of anityatā. Before passing on to the Abhidharmic treatment of anityatā within this tradition, I like to consider some other approaches adopted in the face of this conflict. As we have already seen, in the AksM the characterization of entities as "anitya" is adapted to the highest truth by interpreting "anitya" to mean "non-existent," while rejecting the traditional meaning of anitya as "impermanent." In the MPPU, by contrast, anityatā is not reinterpreted

the interpretation of this passage in accordance with the MSA and MAVṬ raises problems (e.g. how the anityatā of separation is to be understood in terms of momentariness) and does to my mind only distort the original import of the passage under consideration.

Besides, Hayashima seems to overlook that it is not in the MAV or MAVBh but only in the much later MAVṬ by Sthiramati that the origination and destruction of the paratantralakṣaṇa are specified to take place at every moment. Furthermore, the teaching of the Hsien-yang and MAV with regard to the parinispānna-lakṣaṇa do not, as Hayashima presupposes (ibid.), accord completely. Whereas the Hsien-yang states that none of the meanings of anityatā applies to the parinispānna-lakṣaṇa, the MAV (cf. n. 164) concedes that the parinispānna-lakṣaṇa, though in reality not affected by anityatā, can be said to be anitya in the spurious sense that it is subject to change insofar as it underlies the process of purification from the accidental impurities.

Likewise, in the extract from the BoBh quoted above (n. 159), it is set forth that if anityatā cannot be grasped in the sense that all entities are forever without an expressible nature (abhilāpya-vabhāva), then their rise and fall is to be contemplated upon. It is at this point not specified whether the rise and fall take place at every moment or only at the beginning and end of a certain stretch of time. Only the subsequent instruction how the rise and fall are to be envisaged reveals that it is to be understood in terms of momentariness. Thus also here it is of no immediate relevance whether the rise and fall of the sanskārās takes place at every moment or not.
but instead dismissed on the level of śūnyatā (see below). Likewise in the BCA, the doctrine of momentariness is dismissed on the level of highest truth and only accepted on the level of conventional truth. This dismissal of momentariness (or, less specific, of anityatā in the conventional sense of impermanence) on the level of highest truth is equivalent to the Yogācāras' correlation of momentariness with the paratantralakṣaṇa and their denial that the parinīspannallakṣaṇa is in any but a spurious sense anitya.

2.4.2 The BCA (kā IX.2) stratifies the conventional truth, differentiating between the level of ordinary folk and yogins. The realization of momentariness obviously corresponds to the conventional level of Yogins (so BCA IX.8ab cited in n. 427). Similarly, in MPPU 372b19-24 (cited in n. 425, 229c3f quoted in n. 198) two forms of anityatā are distinguished below the level of highest truth, one form correlating anityatā to existence over a span of time, the other form correlating it to every moment. One should contemplate the former form at the beginning of the Buddhist path so as to become disgusted with common existence and thus strengthen the desire for emancipation. The latter form is employed in the MPPU as a "gate to śūnyatā," that is as a tool leading up to the realization of śūnyatā. This function entails that the doctrine of momentariness is, despite its ultimate dismissal, taught in such a way that it accords with the conception of śūnyatā as far as possible. This can be witnessed in the following passage (222c1-15, MPPU₇ 1376f):

"To ponder anityatā is nothing but pondering the causes and conditions of śūnyatā. Contemplating that matter (rūpa) is anitya at every moment, one understands that it is empty. Since past matter (rūpa) has perished and cannot be seen, it does not have the characteristic of matter (rūpa is characterized by visibility). Since future matter has not yet arisen, is devoid of action and function and [hence] cannot be seen, it does not have the characteristic of matter. Since also present matter, being devoid of endurance, cannot be seen and cannot be discerned, it does not have the characteristic of matter. And not having the characteristic of matter, it is empty (śūnya). ...

Question: Since past and future matter cannot be seen they lack the characteristic of matter. [But] the present matter can be seen when it abides. [So] why is it said that it lacks the characteristic of matter?

Answer: Also the present matter does not have any time to endure. ... The marks of origination and destruction always stick to the conditioned factors so that they do not have any time to endure. If they did have such a time, then they would have neither origination nor destruction. Therefore, the present matter is devoid of any duration."

---

174 BCAP₇, 181.28f, BCAP₇, 376.18-377.1: "In reality they (i.e. entities, bhāva) are not momentary" (= BCA IX.7c): In reality, that is on the level of the highest truth, they are also not (i.e. as they are not skandhas, āyatanas, dhātus) momentary because they do not have an own-being." (tattvataḥ kṣaṇikā naita iti tattvataḥ paramārthato nīhsvabhāvatvāt kṣaṇikā api na bhavanti.)

175 Cf. MPPU 200a22-b4 (cited in n. 417) where the same argument is applied to mental states, in order to demonstrate that they are devoid of anything that could be the object of desires.
Instead of posing a hindrance to the realization of Śūnyatā by affirming the substantial existence of conditioned entities, the doctrine of momentariness harmonizes here with the position of Śūnyatā. According to the radical conception of momentariness espoused by the Sautrāntikas and Yogācāras, conditioned entities perish immediately after they have originated and are thus without duration. On the basis of this understanding of momentariness, the MPPU advances its claim that conditioned entities are devoid of duration. However, while under the terms of the radical doctrine of momentariness the entities are without duration in as much as they pass in and out of existence without pausing in between, the MPPU equates the denial of the duration of conditioned entities with the denial of their existence.\(^{176}\)

This approach is not an expression of scholastic sophistry, but reflects how the doctrine of momentariness may be employed in a spiritual context to undermine the substantial existence of conditioned entities. By reducing the duration of momentary entities to such an extreme that it entails the denial of any duration including the time taken for coming into being and vanishing, the entire existence may be effaced. In other words, the reduction of the moment to a point-instant may be carried so far that the point itself becomes erased, too. In precisely this sense, the doctrine of momentariness functions as a gate to Śūnyatā (cf. also MPPU 290c2-6, MPPU L 2093).

2.4.3 It can also be witnessed in the Paramārthagāthās how the radical conception of momentariness (PG 5ab, 8cd, 9cd) may be applied to undermine existence rather than to affirm it.\(^{177}\) As mentioned above (§ I.C.7), on the basis of the position that conditioned entities are devoid of duration (asthira), their activity is in PG 5 identified with their very origination (bhūti). This position that entities do not have activity, but that their origination constitutes activity, entails that there is no subject of action at all.\(^{178}\) Thus it is taught that the sense organs do not perceive their respective objects (PG 6-7),\(^{179}\) and similarly (PG 39-

\(^{176}\) The same stance is documented in Śrīgupta’s (7th century according to Seyfort-Ruegg 1981, p.67) Tattvāvatārārvṛtti (P. 5292 ha 45b8-46a1): "As for [the question]: 'Given that in truth no entities exist, on what should momentariness be based?,' [the position is:] Considering that things are in truth non-existent, instantaneous destruction consists merely in the non-existence of duration." (yaṅ dag par na dhos med par// skad cig pa ṅid ci la brten// de ltar na dhos po rnam s yaṅ dag par med pa yin na/ skad cig la hjig pa ṅid gnas pa med pa kho naho//)

This argumentation derives some of its plausibility from the ambiguity of √sthā which not only means "to abide," "to endure" but also "to exist," "to be present" (cf. MW, s.v. sthā).

\(^{177}\) It has to be borne in mind that the Paramārthagāthās are an anthology of stanzas and as such may not be mistaken as the coherent exposition of a specific doctrinal position. Thus, the following observations do not apply to the Paramārthagāthās as a homogenous text but to some of the individual gāthās included in this anthology.

\(^{178}\) Cf. PG 5cd where the action and the subject of action are identified as two different aspects of the existence of conditioned entities. See the commentary translated in n. 143.

\(^{179}\) PG 6 and 7: "Neither does the eye see the visible (rūpa), nor does the ear hear sound, nor does the nose smell odor, nor can the tongue taste flavour, nor does the body feel touch, nor can the mind conceive mental objects (dharma). These [sense organs] do not have a governor; nor is there an inciter [impelling them]." (cakṣuḥ paśyati no rūpaṁ, śrotraṁ śabdam śrṇoti na/* ghrāṇam jīghrati no gandhān,*
1) that there is no agent or subject that undergoes the process of liberation from the defilements (kleśa).

Along these lines, the doctrine of momentariness serves in the Paramārthagathas as an instrument that decomposes the seeming unit constituted by a sentient being in a succession of discrete entities or events, and thereby stresses the non-existence of a Self.

Insofar as this approach is also adopted with respect to conditioned entities in general (besides PG 5, cf. PG 8ab and 9ab), the doctrine of momentariness is used to dissolve the existence of all things as they are ordinarily perceived by reducing them to a succession of momentary entities which can ultimately be reduced to acts of origination (cf. § I.C.7). In this sense, the doctrine of momentariness undermines the substantial existence of phenomena,

jīhvā nāsvādayet rasānām//6// kāya <h> spṛṣati na sparsān, mano dharmān na kalpayet/ nāsti caisām adhīśhatā prerako vidyate na ca//7//).

Emendations in accordance with the manuscripts. Cf. Schmithausen 1987, n. 1394.

PG 39-41 (translation by Schmithausen 1987, p. 233): "Defiled mind, of course (hi), is [something] that arises and ceases each time together with the Defilements. For it, liberation from the Defilements has [therefore] neither [already] happened nor will it [ever] happen (kā 39).

[For it is] not that this [very same defiled mind] arises afterwards as a pure one, but [rather what] arises [afterwards is] another mind [which is pure]. And [it is] this other mind, that, although it had] not been defiled before, is called 'liberated' from Defilements (kā 40).

That which is defiled is, in this [system], absolutely defiled; [what is] pure is radiant by nature. And [thus (?) there is], in this [system], no [person or even dharma which] is purified, nor is [he/it, a fortiori,] purified from anything. (kā 41)" (sahotpannaniruddhaṃ hi klesāḥ kliṣṭam manah sadā/ klesēbhyaḥ tasya nirmokṣo na bhūto na bhavīṣyati//39// na tad utpadyate paścāc chuddham anyat tu jāyate/ ta ca pūrvam asamkliṣṭam klesēbhya muktaṃ ucayate//40// yat kliṣṭam tad ihāyaṃtāc chuddham prakṛtiḥāsvaravam/ na ceha śudhyate kaścit kutaścid vāpi śudhyate//41//; text cited according to Schmithausen 1987, p.232; cf. also Sakuma 1990, pp. 51-55.)

Cf. TSi 278b21 where it is also taught that the impure mind cannot become pure so that purification implies the substitution of a defiled mind by a pure one.

PG 8 and 9: "It is not the case that someone else produces it; nor is it the case that it arises by itself. [Rather,] dependently entities (bhāva) arise ever anew without getting old. It is not the case that someone else destroys it, nor is it the case that it perishes by itself. [Rather,] when the conditions are given, [entities] arise and having arisen they are susceptible to destruction on account of their own nature." (na paro janayaty enam svayaṃ naiveda ca jāyate/ prātiṣṭhā bhāvā jāyante nispuruṣā navā navā<h> //8// na paro nāśayati enam svayaṃ nāpi ca naṣyati/ pratyaye sati jāyante jātāḥ svarasabhaṅgurāḥ//9//)

As taught in the c- and d-pāda, destruction is dependent upon being originated and occurs on account of the own nature of the perishing entity. In this sense, it is negated in the b-pāda that things perish by themselves, that is, without any reason. Cf. the commentary p. 342,10f: kim (anusvāra confirmed by the manuscript) yathā prātiṣṭhā jāyante, tathā prātiṣṭhā vipaśyantī aha: pratyaye sati jāyante jātāḥ svarasabhaṅgurāḥ//9//.

In analogy with PG 9, the b-pāda should read "nāpi" instead of "naiveda." This emendation is supported by the Chinese (T 1579 364c1f) translations.

As the visarga is missing in both manuscripts.
though without effacing them completely.

In the Paramārthaṭagathās in question, the existence of momentary conditioned entities is (albeit in a very reduced form) accepted on the level of highest truth — after all they are collected as "Stanzas of the Highest Truth" (= Paramārthaṭagatha). As we have seen, in the MPPU, by contrast, anityata, more specifically momentariness, functions explicitly as a gate to śūnyata and accordingly is discarded once this gate has been entered, i.e. on the level of śūnyata. This step is substantiated by the argumentation that the sanskritalaksanas are incoherent because they can neither discharge their respective function one after another within one moment (they are incompatible and there is no mechanism accounting for the succession in which they function; cf. MPPU 171b6-11, MPPU_L 922), nor over a longer period of time (cf. MPPU 60b17-28, MPPU_L 36-38). The function of momentariness as a gate to śūnyata and its subsequent dismissal on the level of śūnyata in this way may be documented by the following passage (MPPU 229b14-22, MPPU_L 1436):

"Question: Which is the complete notion of anityata?
Answer: To see the conditioned entities arising and perishing in every moment as dust blown by the wind, as water flowing from the mountain, as flames fading away one after another. All conditioned entities are devoid of solidity, devoid of energy; they can neither be grasped nor be clung to. As illusions, they deceive fools. Due to this anityata one obtains entry into the gate of śūnyata. Since in this śūnyata no phenomena (dharma) at all are to be found, also anityata is not to be found. How is that? The marks of origination, of duration and of destruction cannot be found (= do not occur) in one single moment. At the time of origination, duration and destruction are not found to exist. At the time of duration, origination and destruction are not found to exist. At the time of destruction, origination and duration are not found to exist. Since the marks of origination, of duration and of destruction are by nature incompatible, they do not exist [at all]. Due to their non-existence, anityata, too, does not exist."

2.5 In contrast to the MPPU, the Lānkāvatārasūtra (henceforth: LAS), a sūtra of the Yogācāra tradition which stands apart from the Asaṅga/Maitreya tradition, treats the doctrine of momentariness as an obstacle to the realization of insight which needs to be eliminated. Thus it ridicules this doctrine as the doctrine of fools and — besides the completely arbitrary re-definition of "ksanika" in kā VI.10 — no attempt is undertaken to reconcile it with the ontology of the Mahāyāna.183

182 Cf. also MPPU 171a28-171b15 (= MPPU_L 920-923) where the entrance into śūnyata by means of the contemplation of anityata is depicted similarly.

183 LAS VI.9-11ab (VI.9-10 = X.116-117): "Fools consider conditioned entities to be empty, impermanent [and] momentary. What 'momentary' means they conceive by way of example with the river (illustrates the illusion of identity), the flame (exemplifies a momentary entity) and the seed (exemplifies the formation of series by the origination of subsequent entities). (kā VI.9). The momentary is without activity, devoid [of an own-being] (vivikta), free of action, and the phenomena (dharma) are without origination. [This] I call the meaning of 'momentary.' (kā VI.10). Verily, I do not teach the fools (who propound this) the destruction immediately after origination (i.e.
Without going into details of the difficult stanzas VI.11cd-14 (= X.823-825), it may be said that the doctrine of momentariness is firstly rejected because it implies the existence of outer objects while in reality only streams of mental events exist. Secondly, even on a conventional level where the existence of outer objects is taken for granted, the theory of momentariness is not accepted insofar as certain precious entities (e.g. the relics of the Buddha, gold as well as spiritual accomplishments such as the perfection of knowledge) are held not to be momentary since this would infringe upon their excellence. Similarly, in the prose portion the *ālayavijñāna* is said to be non-momentary insofar as it is pervaded by undefined factors. This critical attitude towards the doctrine of momentariness is not only at odds with ordinary momentariness.

1 LAS VI.10 reads "ksayavarjitam." The reading "kriyāvarjitam" has been adopted from kā X.117. This is confirmed by the Tibetan translation of kā VI.10 (P. 775 ṅu 165a2); neither of the Chinese translations (T 671 560a27f, T 672 622a14f) render "ksayavarjita."

2 LAS X.117 reads "anuttapati." It is possible to construe the c-pāda of kā 11 "nairantaryena bhāvānām" with the a- and b-pāda: "Verily, I do not teach the fools that the things (bhāva) undergo destruction without interval immediately after origination."

184 LAS VI.15-16 (= X.826-827): "The absorptions of yogins, gold, the relics of the Victors (i.e. Buddhhas) and the heavenly palaces of the radiant [deities] (ābhāsvara)b cannot be destroyed by a worldly cause. (kā 15) Verily, how can the permanent things (i.e. gold etc.) and the entities of [spiritual] accomplishment, the attainment of the knowledge of the Buddhas, monkshood, the attainment of insight (?)b be regarded as momentary? (kā16)" (yoginām hi samāpattiḥ suvarṇām jinadhātavaḥ/ ābhāsvaravimāṇāḥ ca abhedyā lokakāraṇāt/15// sthitavyah prāptiharmas ca buddhānām jñānasampadhāh/ bhūksatvaṁ samayaprāptirb drṣṭā vai kṣaṇikāḥ kathama//16/).

185 In the realm of the ābhāsvara-deities, sentient beings sojourn between the destruction of the world and its subsequent re-creation (cf. BHSD, s.v. ābhāsvara).

The standard meanings of *samaya* (meeting, agreement, occasion etc.; cf. Monier Williams, s.v.) do not fit the current context. The translation proposed here presumes that "samaya" stands for "abhisamaya" (i.e. insight) which will have been shortened for metric reasons. The Tibetan translation (P. ṅu 165a5) which reads "ses thob rnam" (=attainment of knowledge) seems to corroborate this interpretation of *samaya*. Moreover, in favour of this solution the following extract (p. 236,10-12) from the corresponding prose portion (p. 236,9-15) may be adduced: yadi punar Mahāmate abhisamaya-prāptiḥ kṣaṇikāḥ syād, anāryatvat āryānām syān, na cānāryatvat āryānām bhavati. However, the Chinese translation by Bodhiruci (T 671, 560b11) translates "the attainment of sameness" which may render *samatāprāpti* ("the attainment of [realizing] the sameness [of all living beings]"). Thus, the reading "samayaprāpti" may, despite its confirmation by the prose passage and the Tibetan translation, be secondary and should possibly be emended to "samatāprāpti."

186 LAS X.826 reads suvarṇajinadhātavaḥ.

187 LAS X.826 reads ābhāsvaravimāṇāṁ.
with the MPPU but also with the Yogacāra tradition associated with Maitreya and Asaṅga where the contemplation of momentariness is clearly assigned the function of a preparatory exercise for the attainment of emancipation (cf. § I.D.3.4).

3.1 After it has been examined how the doctrine of momentariness was treated against the background of Mahāyāna ontogeny, it will be shown in the remaining part of this chapter how this doctrine was dealt with in the Abhidharmic sections of the early Yogacāra tradition. In these sections, anityatā is analyzed by distinguishing various forms or instances of anityatā for meditative purposes. The oldest list of anityatās can be found in Śrībhāgavata 472-489 where five kinds of anityatā are identified, namely the anityatās in the form of 1) transformation (viparītā, pp. 474-485), 2) of destruction (vināśa, pp. 485-488), 3) of loss (visāmyā, p. 488), and 4) the anityatā consisting in [the fact that perishing is] the inevitable destiny (i.e. the anityatā to come in the future; dharmatā, p. 488f) and the anityatā 5) which is [experienced in the] immediate present (samnyātā, p. 489).

The Vinśaṅga (Yc 586c11-18, Yt P. zi 24a8-b4) takes over this list from the Śrībhāgavata and adds to it a further form, namely the anityatā of origination, which refers to the fact that conditioned entities are also in that sense impermanent that they originate at a certain point of time and hence have not always existed in the past. In contrast to the Śrībhāgavata which, characteristic for its Śrāvakāna position, ignores the Mahāyāna interpretation of anityatā, the Vinśaṅga (Yc 672b2-4) in another passage juxtaposes the understanding of anityatā in the sense of non-existence with the traditional understanding of anityatā underlying the list discussed so far:

"Furthermore, under two aspects the meaning of anityatā is explicated: Firstly, under the aspect of the Mahāyāna doctrine; secondly, under the aspect of the Śrāvakāna doctrine because of the impressions (vāsanā) of the pravṛtti-vijnānas (i.e. the five ordinary forms of consciousness and the mind manifesting themselves in cognitive acts); because of the undefiled impressions (anāsrava-vāsanā) it (i.e. the ālayavijnāna) is non-momentary. But the foolish common people are attached to the doctrine of momentariness and do not realize this momentariness and non-momentariness of all phenomena. Because they do not realize this, they even do away with the unconditioned entities by their position of utter destruction (ucchedadṛṣṭi)."

This form of anityatā is not to be found in any other classification of the various forms of anityatā known to me, and is even missing in Paramārtha's version of the Vinśaṅga (T 1584 1024a5-12). It features, however, in the San-wu-hsing-lun when anityatā is examined on the basis of the trisvabhāva doctrine. Also the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas differentiate between the non-existence before and after existence (cf. Schayer 1938, p. 20).
doctrine. That is to say, [anityatā is explicated respectively] in the sense of non-existence and in the sense of destruction of the own being [of conditioned entities]."

The Hsien-yang (cf. appendix, § 1.2) went a step further than this juxtaposition and added the interpretation of anityatā in the sense of non-existence to the list of five anityatās which it either took over directly from the ŚrīBh (from which it also took over the treatment of the anityatā of transformation), or, less likely, which it adapted from the VinŚg by discarding the impermanence of origination. Side by side with this list of six anityatās that thus result, the Hsien-yang (ibid.) presents a further list composed of eight different kinds of anityatā, to wit: "1) the kind belonging to the moment (kṣaṇa), 2) the kind belonging to the continuum (santāna), 3) the kind constituted by illness, 4) the kind constituted by age, 5) the kind constituted by death, 6) the kind affecting the [fluctuating] mind, 7) the kind affecting the [periodically destroyed] insentient world, 8) the kind affecting the [sooner or later perishing] objects of enjoyment." As will be seen, this second list does not supplement the first list, but rather presents a rival way of differentiating anityatā. Hence it is likely that this second list, too, has been taken over from another source, which, however, I could not trace.

The AS went yet a step further and merged the two lists from the Hsien-yang. The list of six anityatās headed by the anityatā of non-existence was taken over without any changes. To this list, the second list of eight anityatās was added. This second list was reduced to six members by taking the anityatā of illness, of old age and of death to constitute one form of anityatā so that a list of twelve members resulted, viz. the anityatā 1) of non-existence (asallaksana), 2) of destruction (viniśalaksana), 3) of transformation (viparinatilaksana), 4) of loss (viyogalaksana), 5) the immediate present anityatā (sannihitalaksana), the anityatā 6) of the inherent nature (i.e. the anityatā to come in the future; dharmatilaksana), 7) of the moment (kṣaṇalaksana), 8) of the series (prabandhalaksana), 9) of illness, old age and death (vyādijārāmaranalaksana), 10) of the various forms of mental activity (cittacitrlikārvittilaksana), 11) of the ruin of worldly riches (bhogasampattivipatlaksana), and 12) of the dissolution and evolution of the material world (bhājanalokasamvarttavīrttalaksana).189

3.2 As can be witnessed here, the lists of anityatā are subject to constant modification and, as the addition of the anityatā of non-existence shows, are flexible enough a scheme to absorb new doctrinal developments. In this light it may be assumed that also the list of five anityatās as it is found in the ŚrīBh and the list of eight anityatās as it appears in the Hsien-yang have

187 The six forms of anityatā are: the anityatā 1) of non-existence, 2) of destruction, 3) of transformation, 4) of loss, 5) the immediately present anityatā, 6) the future anityatā.

188 AS p. 38,14-39,21 (reconstructed), P. li 89a4-90a4, D. ri 75b1-76a6; T 1605 674c4-675a9, ASBh hereon p. 50f, P. 514b1-46a8, D. li 36a3-36b7, T 1606 720a5-b26.

189 There can be no doubt that the list in the AS results from the combination of the two lists that are presented in the Hsien-yang, which in turn is based on Y. While it cannot be excluded that the AS is not directly based on the Hsien-yang but on a third unidentified source, it is hardly conceivable that the Hsien-yang is based upon the AS. Thus, the comparison of the lists in the the Hsien-yang and AS strongly suggests that the AS builds upon the Hsien-yang rather than the other way around.
gradually evolved and are not homogeneous. As for the list of five anityatās, the core may have been constituted by the anityatā of destruction, of transformation and of loss which, in this sequence, represent the three most striking ways of being affected by anityatā, viz. by destruction (corresponds to the anityatā of death), by decay (corresponds to the anityatā of old age and illness) and by loss (corresponds to the anityatā of the ruin of worldly riches).

In the list of eight anityatās, the core may have been constituted by the anityatā of illness, the anityatā of old age and the anityatā of death. The sequence here concurs with the sequence in which the Buddha was confronted by these forms of anityatā when he left his palace for the first time. As will be seen, according to this hypothesis the core of the shorter list refers to both animate and inanimate entities, whereas the core of the longer list refers exclusively to sentient beings. This reflects the fact that the list of eight anityatās is more differentiated and refers to non-sentient objects separately as the anityatā referring to the material universe (No. 7) and as the anityatā referring to objects of enjoyment (No. 8).

3.3 The understanding of anityatā underlying the core of both lists is clearly very old and does not in any way reflect the conception of momentariness. This called for a modification of these lists in order to account for the Yogācāras' stance that all conditioned entities are momentary.

In the Śrībh this modification was effected by the interpretation of the anityatā of destruction in terms of momentariness.¹⁹⁰ Since the conception of momentariness is only superimposed at this point¹⁹¹ — transformation and loss require that impermanence is viewed over some time, and the future and presently perceived forms of anityatā (No. 4 and 5) only specify the temporal location and not the nature of anityatā — the list effectively operates with two different conceptions of anityatā, one relating impermanence to an extended period, the other to every moment. There is, however, no open doctrinal conflict between these two

¹⁹⁰ The treatment of momentariness in the Śrībh follows upon the exposition of the various forms of transformation and their causes. Insofar as the origination and destruction of conditioned entities at every moment is dealt with as the constantly ongoing process underlying phenomenal change, this treatment still appertains to the explication of the anityatā of transformation. This identification of transformation with momentariness accords with Vi 503a14-16 (= Vi, 369b,3-5; quoted in n. 196), where it is specified that transformation refers to momentariness while destruction refers to the cessation of extended existence (i.e. to impermanence in the conventional sense). However, since there is besides the treatment of momentariness no passage that could refer to the anityatā of destruction or refers already to the anityatā of destruction, because the momentariness refers both to the anityatā of transformation (it explicates the mechanism of change) and to the anityatā of destruction (this anityatā is constituted by the destructions occurring at every moment).

¹⁹¹ That this form of anityatā was initially not understood in terms of momentariness follows among other things from the fact that in all other sources where this form of anityatā is enumerated, viz. in the VinSg, Hsien-yang and AS, there is no indication at all that the destructions referred to should take place at every moment.
conceptions of anityatā, because the contemplation of transformation and of separation (i.e. loss) are reconciled in the ŚrīBh with the doctrine of momentariness by depicting transformation and separation as the alteration of states and not as processes undergone by enduring entities.

As for the longer list, the anityatā of the moment was added to this list — possibly because, in contrast to the shorter list, none of its members was suited to be interpreted in terms of momentariness — as a new form of anityatā in order to account for the doctrine of momentariness, just as the incorporation of the anityatā of non-existence in the shorter list accommodates the Mahāyāna interpretation of anityatā. As the counterpart of the anityatā of the moment, the anityatā of the series was added.

As follows from the explication in the AS, the impermanence of the series (prabandhānityatā) does not refer to the cessation of the series, i.e. to the operation of impermanence as viewed over a span of time. By contrast, it refers to the fact that, as long as it is not liberated from the cycle of rebirth (samsāra), the series constituting sentient beings incessantly moves from one existence to the next and does not come to a standstill. Thus the prabandhānityatā is ultimately identical with what is called prabandhena nityatā (permanence in the sense of succession) in other sources. It differs from this form of permanence only insofar as the stress is not laid on the non-cessation of the series within samsāra, but on its fluctuating and in this sense impermanent mode of existence (ājavanjavībhāvena vṛtti). This form of anityatā has been included in order to counterbalance the detrimental effect which the realization that everything is subject to constant destruction may have (see below), namely when momentariness is wrongly understood to entail the complete disruption between the present and the past.

---

192 AS li 89a7f. "What is [anityatā's] character with respect to the series? That the series of arising conditioned factors (samskāra) do not break off within the cycle of existence (samsāra), which is without a beginning." (rgyun gyi mishan niid gan že na/ thog ma med paḥi dus kyi ḍu byed rnam kyi skye boḥi rgyun ni ḍhad pahol/)

AS Bh 50,16: "[Anityatā's] character with respect to the series is the occurrence in a mode of restless moving to and fro within the samsāra, which is without a beginning." (prabandhalaksanam anādīmati samsāre ājavanjavībhāvena vṛttiḥ.)

193 Cf.: — MSABh 46,12-15: "With regard to the three bodies, the permanence is to be known respectively in three ways. Hence the Tathāgatas are said to have permanent bodies. ... The [permanence is to be known] by way of succession (prabandhena nityatā), because when the supernaturally produced [body] disappears [at the time of death], again and again a [new] supernaturally produced [body] manifests itself." (teṣu triṣu kāyeṣu yathākramasya trividhā nityatā vedītavyā yena nityakāyas tathāgataḥ ucyante...prabandhena nairmanikasyaśāntardhāya punah punar nirmāṇadarśanāt.)

— Tāranātha: "gZan ston dbu maḥi shīn po" in Collected Works of Tāranātha. Leh 1983-87, Vol. 4, p. 512,4-6: "Also the opinion that the meaning of 'permanent' is 'permanent in the sense of succession' is incorrect. For permanent in the sense of succession are also the samsāra and everything grasped (grāhya) and grasping (grāhaka). Therefore, if 'permanent in the sense of succession' conveyed the full meaning of 'permanent,' then all conditioned entities would be permanent." (rtag paḥi don rgyun gyi rtag pa la ḍhad paḥaḥ mi ḍhad del/ rgyun gyi rtag pa tsam ni ḍhkor ba daḥ gzun ḍzin kun yin paḥi phyir daḥ/ rgyun gyi rtag pa tsam gyis rtag paḥi go chod na ḍhus byas thams cad kyaḥ rtag par ḍgyur ro/).

Tāranātha discusses the eternal existence (nityatā) of the tathāgataagarbha.
and future so that any striving for emancipation becomes pointless. The interpretation accords with the TSi which teaches that the view of momentariness guards against the erroneous view that things are eternal (śāsvatāvāda), whereas the contemplation of series refers to the fact that objects arise in series (rather than isolated) and thereby stresses the continuity and thus ensures that the momentariness is not wrongly viewed as implying total destruction (uccchedavāda).

While the prabandhānityatā (= anityatā of the series) does not refer to the cessation of series (i.e. to the operation of anityatā as viewed over a span of time), the remaining forms of anityatā of this list (viz. No. 3-8 in Hsien-yang or No. 9-12 in AS) clearly relate the impermanence to an extended period of time. Thus also the longer list operates with two conceptions of anityatā, one grasping it in terms of momentariness, the other in terms of extended existence. Such an approach can also be witnessed in other sources, such as the Vi,163 the Saṃdhinirmocanasūtra (henceforth: SNS)167 and the MPPU.168 In these

194 Note that by this interpretation of the prabandhānityatā it is avoided that the anityatā of the series overlaps with the anityatā of death, old age and illness, or with the anityatā of the material world or with the anityatā of objects of enjoyment, all of which already refer to series.

195 TSi 317b16-18 (= 327b12f): "By practicing the middle path, the two extremes are destroyed. How is that? Seeing that the phenomena (dharma) arise in series (samdna), the view of utter discontinuity (uccchedavāda) is destroyed. Seeing that they perish from moment to moment, the view of eternity (śāsvatāvāda) is destroyed."

Cf. Si 12c12-14: "From times with no beginning onwards, this consciousness (vijñāna) from moment to moment arises as a fruit and perishes as a cause. Because it arises as a fruit, it is not cut off; because it perishes as a cause, it is not eternal. Being neither cut off nor eternal is the principle of dependent origination (pratityasamutpāda)."

196 Vi2 148c15-17 (Vi 198c27f and 199a2): "Before (i.e. when dealt with in terms of momentariness) the marks of the conditioned (samskṛtalaksāna) were explained on the basis of the highest truth (paramārthaśat); now they are going to be explained on the basis of worldly truth (i.e. are correlated to an entire span of existence). Again, there are [some] who say: 'Before the anityatā relating to moments (ksanānityatā) was explained; now the anityatā referring to one span of existence is going to be explained.' (Vi 199a2: "Before the samskṛtalaksānas of the moment have been explained; now the samskṛtalaksānas of the series are going to be explained.")"

In Vi 198c28f, this difference is referred to also in the following way: "Before the subtle samskṛtalaksānas have been explained; now the gross samskṛtalaksānas are going to be explained."

Vi 503a14-16, Vi2 369b3-5: "Question: What is the difference between transformation and destruction? Answer: Transformation indicates the subtle form of anityatā, destruction indicates the gross form of anityatā. Or rather, transformation indicates the anityatā of the moment (ksanānityatā), destruction indicates the anityatā of one existence (nīkāyasabhāgānityatā?; Vi2: destruction is the anityatā at time of the body's death)."

Vi 772c15-17: "There is this position: The subtle anityatā (sūkṣmānityatā) is called "wane of the world" (*lokākāya); the gross anityatā (sthālānityatā) is called "wane of the kalpa" (i.e. of a very long cosmic period, *kalpakāya). There is this position: The anityatā relating to moments (ksanānityatā) is called *lokākāya; the anityatā referring to one span of existence (ekajanmnānityatā?) is called *kalpakāya."

1 一世 無常 = (eka-)adhvānityatā?; cf. VisM XIII.114: ekabhavaparicchinnat pana addhāpaccuppannā nama.

197 SNS X.7 (cited in n. 368) juxtaposes momentariness (skad cig ma ṅid) and gross anityatā (mi riag
sources the anityatā operating at every moment is generally referred to as subtle (sūksma) or as the "anityatā of the moment" (ksanānityatā), while the anityatā related to an extended stretch of time is referred to as gross (sthila) or (if related to sentient beings) as the "anityatā of one span of existence" (eka\janman//adhva/\nikāyascar\ga-anityatā?) but, to my knowledge, never as santāna//prabandhānityatā.  

pa rags pa ŋid).

Cf. Ślokavārttika (Śabdānityatādhikaraṇa, kā 424 and 425, cited in n. 369) which, referring to the Buddhist deduction of momentariness from the eventual destruction of all things, juxtaposes subtle (= momentariness) and gross destruction (= anityatā viewed over an extended period of time).

198 MPPU 229c3f (MPPU\l 1437): "Furthermore, there are two ways of contemplating the notion of anityatā: 1) the death and destruction of the body, [and] 2) the constantly recurring origination and destruction." Cf. also MPPU 372b19-24 quoted in n. 425.

199 Hayashima adopts the expression santānānityatā from the Hsien-yang (1988b, p. 8) in order to refer to the impermanence of temporally extended units. He uses this expression indiscriminately to relate to series (i.e. a succession of momentary entities which only forms a conceptual unit) or to selfsame entities. Thus, he refers both to the stance of the Vātsiputriyas that material entities are not momentary (1988b, p. 10) and to the gross anityatā taught in the MPPU (cf. the citation of 372b29-24 in n. 425) as santānānityatā (1988b, p. 8 and p. 32). In the former case, one and the same entity (e.g. a mountain, the body, etc.) lasts over a certain stretch of time without undergoing destruction so that it is not acknowledged to be momentary. By contrast, in the latter case, the conception of duration over a stretch of time is not at odds with the momentariness of all entities. It is only attributed figuratively to a succession (santāna) of distinct and momentary entities.

As a matter of fact, in the first case the expression santānānityatā is a misnomer (at least if the compound is analyzed as "the impermanence of the continuum"). For, as a technical term for the series of momentary entities, the very concept of santāna entails the momentariness. Thus santānānityatā cannot refer to the uninterrupted duration of an entity identical with itself over a certain stretch of time. Even in the second case the usage of the term is problematic insofar as the equivalent expression prabandhānityatā is, as we have seen, not explicated in AS as referring to the annihilation of the continuum but rather to the very opposite, namely to its continuation within the circle of transmigration (samsāra) from beginningless time. Moreover, when differentiating in VisM XIII.111-114 between envisaging the present as a point instant (which cannot be perceived ordinarily), as a short while (the period ordinarily conceived of as present), or as an entire span of one existence, Buddhaghosa refers to the last form of present, which corresponds to what Hayashima means by santānānityatā, with the expression addhāpaccuppanna and not with the expression santatipaccuppanna, which he uses instead with respect to the second form of present. Instead of santāna//prabandhānityatā, the expression for referring to the anityatā related to a period of time (i.e. to the impermanence of series) seems to be "gross anityatā" or, if related to sentient beings, "anityatā of one existence" (eka\janma//adhva/\nikāyasca\b\ga-anityatā?; cf. n. 196).

The fact that Hayashima overlooks the difference between the view admitting the duration of conditioned entities and the attribution of duration to series has grave consequences. Thus he claims (1988b, p. 32) that the differentiation between the anityatā of the moment and the santāna in the Hsien-yang is characteristic for the Vātsiputriyas (among others). This hardly makes sense given that the Vātsiputriyas taught that some conditioned entities are momentary while others endure for some time, whereas the Hsien-yang, which supposedly took over this teaching, contends that all conditioned entities are momentary. By contrast, as fierce critics of the doctrine of momentariness (cf. AKBh, TSP), the Vātsiputriyas should be among the opponents in the Hsien-yang against whom the argumentation proving this doctrine is directed.
3.4 That anityatā is treated in terms of extended existence despite the acceptance of the doctrine of momentariness can be explained by the soteriological advantages this treatment has over the contemplation of momentariness. On the one hand, so much weight may be accorded to the destructions occurring at every moment that, at least on a beginner's level, the Buddhist striving for emancipation, as for that matter any other activity, may become pointless. As witnessed in the TSi and AS, this needs to be counterbalanced by stressing that the world is not completely annihilated at every moment insofar as there is an uninterrupted succession of momentary entities and hence continuity. On the other hand, the destructions occurring at every moment may be taken lightly because, with the exception of the rare moment that the series is cut off, they are followed automatically by immediate re-creation and are hence largely divested of the disturbing effect they are meant to have. To be sure, analogous tensions can also be identified in the case of the contemplation of ordinary (i.e. macroscopic) impermanence: On the one hand, in order to motivate the striving for emancipation, it is necessary to teach that, unless emancipated from samsāra, death is inevitably followed by rebirth. On the other hand, there is the danger that in this way death loses some of its horrors, and that the present life as a human being is no longer conceived of as a very rare chance for spiritual advancement. However, there is the following decisive difference between the contemplation of momentariness and of ordinary impermanence: In the case of momentariness, the destructions are not commonly experienced, while the continuity is, whereas in the case of macroscopic anityatā, the destructions are commonly observed (i.e. death), whereas the fact of continuity (i.e. rebirth) is not. Hence, the contemplation that all things (notably we ourselves), as we experience them normally, are destined to perish eventually is much better suited to stress the fleeting nature of existence and thereby inspire aversion and repugnance, than the consideration of the constantly ongoing process of destruction and re-creation, which obscures the soteriologically much more relevant fact that all existence over a span of time is destined to cease.

The contemplation of the gross anityatā is only superior in this way as long as the momentariness of existence can merely be grasped by discursive thinking and not by direct experience. For the direct experience of momentariness can yield a particularly immediate and pregnant realization of the impermanence of existence (cf. the sources cited in n. II.E.1.2), which — so the explicit statement in MSABh 150,3-5 (cited in n. 424) — cannot be attained to by the contemplation of macroscopic destruction. In this way, the experience of momentariness can be viewed as the perfection of the ordinary contemplation of imperma-

---

200 Note that in the Śrībh (p. 485,6-488,5) and SNS (X.7, cited in n. 368) the momentariness (viz. the destructions not perceived when contemplating anityatā in terms of momentariness) and the proof of existence before and after death (paraloka; viz. the continuity not perceived when contemplating ordinary impermanence) are proved side by side.

201 Probably because it was felt to be intrinsic to human nature to structure life in such a way as if death is but a remote possibility, much greater stress was placed in Buddhism on the impermanence of existence than on the aspect of continuity.

202 Cf. the quotation of MPPU 372b22-24 in n. 425.
Momentariness in the Early Yogācāra School

However, since a direct experience of momentariness is, as the sources report (cf. § II.E.3.6), exceedingly difficult to attain to and probably beyond the scope of most of those addressed by the currently examined teaching, the point remains that for the vast majority of Buddhist practitioners, the consideration of the momentary nature of existence of momentariness is less suited to inspire aversion and disgust than the contemplation of the ordinary, macroscopic anityatā. On the other hand, one should not underrate the soteriological relevance of the contemplation of momentariness. For, in addition to its Śrāvakayāna application to the realization of the impermanent nature of existence, it may, as we have seen, also serve as a Mahāyāna tool to undermine the substantial existence of things; hence the aforementioned designation in the MPPU of the contemplation of momentariness as a gate to śūnyatā. This function can also be witnessed in the BoBh where the Bodhisattva reflects upon the unsubstantiality (asdratā) of conditioned entities by envisaging their nature to pass away in the moment they have originated (kṣaṇabhaṅgura). The soteriological relevance of the contemplation of momentariness in the BoBh is also borne out by the passage, where the Bodhisattva is taught to contemplate the momentary nature of existence as long as he has not yet realized that things are devoid of an own-being.

As we have seen, the enumeration of the various forms of anityatā in the the Hsien-yang and AS does not only comprise the conventional and radical understanding of impermanence, but also the Mahāyāna interpretation of anityatā as eternal non-existence which, as mentioned above, corresponds to the level of highest truth. It can then be concluded that the enumeration of anityatā is structured in such a way that it allows for all forms of anityatā despite their differing claims to accord with truth. To be sure, as has been mentioned above, the juxtaposed forms of anityatā, though seemingly contradictory (how can the momentariness not be at odds with time consuming processes such as falling ill, and how can the impermanence of discrete entities be addressed at all if in truth they never have a substantial own-being?), can be — and indeed were — reconciled on a doctrinal level. Thus macroscopic destructions may be interpreted in terms of momentariness: the destruction after a certain period refers exclusively to those momentary destructions which are not automatically followed by re-origination, i.e. to the cutting of the series. In this way, the contemplation of momentariness and of ordinarily perceived destructions are not doctrinally opposed. Rather, they differ only as to their scope: the former referring to every destruction, the latter only to those of the final segment of a series. Similarly, transformation (and likewise separation, etc.) is not the change of a selfsame entity but the alteration between different

---

203 For example, cf. Vi 841a9f (cited in § II.E.3.2) where the vision of the rise and fall of the skandhas at every moment is called "the perfection of the viewing of origination and destruction" (*udayavayānupaśyanāsiddhi).

204 Cf. Bobhw 277,16-22 (adduced in § I.D.2.3.1) as well as BoBh 278,10-25 and 279,6-9 (both cited in n. 139).

205 Cf. Vi 199b9f: The destruction of the very last skandhas is called 'death' and also 'anityatā.' At [all] other times the destruction of the skandhas is called 'anityatā' but not 'death.' Cf. also 838a16f-18, 838b22-26.
states (cf. § II.C.1.1). And just as the conventional way of envisaging anityatā can be reconciled in this manner with the doctrine of momentariness, so it can be argued that the anityatā of eternal non-existence does not have to be taught at the expense of the other forms of anityatā because these are — at least if grasped in terms of momentariness — valid on the level of relative truth.

3.5 In contrast to my contention that the classification of anityatā as presented above represents a distinct strand within the early Yogācāra tradition that is essentially Abhidharmic in character, Hayashima maintains that the lists of anityatās in the Hsien-yang (1988b, p. 27,17f; 1988a, p. 69; 1989b, p. 15 and p.17) — and indirectly also in the AS(Bh) (1988b: p. 32,4-10)206 — are to be understood on the basis of the trisvabhāva doctrine.

He arrives at this position because he regards the interpretation of anityatā as non-existence as specific to the trisvabhāva doctrine and because in the fifth stanza of the anityatā-chapter of the Hsien-yang (548c4-9, appendix § 1.7) the six anityatās of the shorter list (and possibly also the eight anityatās of the longer list) are correlated to the parikalpitasvabhāva and to the paratantrasvabhāva. For the following reasons I do not share this view:

1) The interpretation of anityatā as non-existence is not a specific characteristic of the trisvabhāva doctrine. It was developed much earlier than this doctrine and, as I have documented above, was added to the lists of anityatā to incorporate the Mahāyāna view of anityatā. Hence the acceptance of anityatā as non-existence only shows that the Abhidharmic classification of anityatā was exposed to the doctrinal influence of the Mahāyāna.

2) Since the list of anityatās is only correlated in passing with the trisvabhāva doctrine in the Hsien-yang, it does not follow that the classification of anityatā is to be understood in terms of this doctrine.207 Besides, on Hayashima's own account the paratantrasvabhāva in the Hsien-yang consists in momentariness (1988b, p. 32), so that he is forced to understand the anityatās 2-6 (and likewise the eight anityatās of the longer list, should they also be in view here) in terms of momentariness (1988b, p. 28,7ff). However, as argued before, there is no evidence in the Hsien-yang which would suggest such an artificial understanding.208

206 Hayashima does not refer to the list in the VinŚg and advances no such claim with regard to the list in ŚrīBh.

207 In the course of the treatment of the various forms of anityatā, the Hsien-yang determines the scope of these forms. First (548a17-19, appendix § 1.3) it is specified which kind of entities (i.e. mental or material and, if the latter, corporeal or not) they affect, then (kā 3, 548c1-4, appendix § 1.6) in which cosmic realm they occur and finally (kā 5, 548c4-9, appendix § 1.7) to which aspect or characteristic of conditioned entities they refer. Thus the scheme of trisvabhāva is only dealt with in passing as one of three “dimensions” for which the extension of the various forms of anityatā has to be specified. The marginal role of the trisvabhāva scheme for the treatment of anityatā is also evinced by the fact that of the 23 kārikās (and the according prose sections) of the anityatā chapter of the Hsien-yang only one deals with the trisvabhāva doctrine.

208 Also Yeh Ah-yueh (1975, pp. 519-523) interprets the enumeration of the various forms of anityatā in the Hsien-yang against the background of the trisvabhāva-doctrine and its treatment in other Yogācāra sources. Thus she claims that the purification of tathatā, which in the MAV etc. is identified with the
I also disagree with Hayashima's assertion (e.g. 1988b, p. 29,9ff; 1988c, p. 422) that the treatment of momentariness in the Hsien-yang is based on the trisvabhāva doctrine. For all I can see, the treatment of momentariness in the Hsien-yang is quite independent from any schemes, but the treatment of anityatā with which it is loosely connected insofar as one form of anityatā is the anityatā of the moment (kṣaṇa). This is clearly the situation in the case of AS 41,8 where the proof of momentariness explicitly refers back to the earlier characterization of anityatā in terms of momentariness. If there was such a substantial link between the momentariness and the trisvabhāva doctrine, as Hayashima maintains, why is it not expressly stated? In the sole kārikā where the trisvabhāva doctrine features in the anityatā chapter, momentariness does not play any role (or is at best indirectly involved if Hayashima's claim that the anityatā 2-6 are to be understood in terms of momentariness is accepted). Moreover, this kārikā and the matching prose passage (appendix, § 1.7) are separated from the treatment of momentariness by the examination of the relationship between impermanence and suffering (appendix, § 1.8). Besides, parts of the argumentation making up the treatment of momentariness can also be found in other sources such as the Śrībh, AS, VinSg and AKBh where they are clearly not connected in any way with the trisvabhāva doctrine.

aniyatā of the parinispallakṣaṇa, is comprised in the Hsien-yang under the anityatā of transformation. This is hardly possible given that this form of change is not included in the elaborate exposition of the various forms of change in the Hsien-yang. Moreover, this interpretation would entail that this accidental transformation of tathatā would, in contrast to all other sources, not be associated with the parinispallakṣaṇa, but (as part of the anityatā of transformation) with the paratantra1akṣaṇa. In contrast to Yeh, I contend that this accidental purification does not feature at all in the Hsien-yang. Rather, it only came later to be regarded as a form of anityatā when the application of the trisvabhāva-doctrine to the analysis of anityatā led to the qualification of even the parinispallakṣaṇa as anitya, a development which had not yet reached this stage in the Hsien-yang, which still insists that the parinispallakṣaṇa is in no sense at all anitya.
I.E The Various Definitions and Usages of the Term *kṣaṇa* in Buddhist Sources

So far, the term *kṣaṇa* and the English equivalent "moment" were used without further explication in the ordinary sense of a very small but not precisely defined unit of time. The term *kṣaṇa* is, however, often used in a more technical meaning and came to be defined and understood differently depending on the doctrinal stance and the given context. Thus *kṣaṇa* may in some contexts be understood as a precisely defined unit of time (e.g. 1/75th second), while in others it may (at least in certain compounds) refer to the momentary entity itself. These various usages and definitions reflect the doctrinal development with which they are intrinsically bound up, and highlight some aspects of the underlying conceptions of momentariness. They will, therefore, be examined in the present chapter, so as to round up the exposition of the doctrine of momentariness. Most of the pertinent material has already been presented by LVP, but until now it has not been evaluated systematically either by him or — for all I know — by anyone else.

1.1 The term *kṣaṇa* in its basic meaning denotes a very brief unit of time, i.e. a moment, though it is also used quite differently. The term *kṣaṇa* as such does not entail the

---

209 "Notes sur le moment (*kṣaṇa*) des Vaibhāṣikas et des Sautrāntikas." In: MCB V, 1937, pp. 134-158. Cf. also "Notes sur le moment ou *kṣaṇa* des bouddhistes." In: Rocznik Orientalistyczny VIII 1934: pp. 1-9. For a more general (but, at least as far as the Buddhist material is concerned, obscure and unreliable) examination of the concept of *kṣaṇa* that also takes into account non-Buddhist sources, see the article by Saroja Bhave on *kṣaṇa* (Vol. II, pp. 235-246) in Kalātattvakośā (edited by Kapila Vatsayan, Delhi, 1992).

210 This accords with the etymological explanation by Mayrhofer (*A Concise Etymological Sanskrit Dictionary* Heidelberg 1956: s.v. *kṣaṇa*) who derives the word *kṣaṇa* from *aṃkaṇā* (= "eye"); the PW suggests *iṃkaṇā* which also means "eye") so that *kṣaṇa* refers to the winking of the eye, more precisely, to the time taken by the winking. According to this explanation, the term *kṣaṇa* would correspond to the term *nimeṣa* (cf. also German "Augenblick") which means winking of the eye and is by extension also used in the sense of a very short unit of time (cf. n. 214).

211 The expression *kṣaṇa* is not only used in the literal sense of "moment." In the Theravāda canon *khaṇa* (=*kṣaṇa*) often denotes "opportunity," "auspicious moment" (cf. Theragāthā 231, Jātaka IV 204 and V 455, Buddhavamsa 3 etc.). This usage seems to be derived from the evaluation of every moment of human existence as auspicious in the sense that it entails the chance for spiritual advancement (cf. AN IV 228, Dhammapada 315 etc.). Possibly the usage of the word *samaya* in Jainism for "moment" is conversely to be explained as a generalization of its (i.e. *samaya*') meaning "auspicious moment." Corresponding to the usage of *khaṇa* in the Pāli canon, *akkhāṇa* is used in the sense of "inauspicious time" (cf. "untimely"), and in particular as a technical term for the eight or nine times, at which it is, for lack of access to the Buddhist teaching, inopportune to be born (e.g. DN III 263 and 287, AN IV 225, Daśottarasūtra IX-X, Mahāvīryupatti 2299-2306).

The variety of meanings in which *kṣaṇa* can be used is documented by the various explanations (*nirukti*) put forward by Samghabhadra to account for the expression *kṣaṇa*. These *nirukti* are not to be taken as etymological in the sense that they purport to unravel the historic derivation of the examined word. They are of particular interest because they reflect various aspects of the conceptualization of the moment and momentariness, and are, therefore, reproduced here (cf. also the translation by LVP 1937, 152-154):
is quoted in full) it may be suggested that adduced by (edited by henceforth: to past and future entities) which have [this] measure of duration (momentary), as [an infant of one month is called]

mean? It means the briefest [unit of time] that does not allow for a division into earlier and later. (The present entities (by contrast with past or future) do not have any time for

This means that [entities] in the state of being present (rather than being past or future) are called kṣanika because they necessarily do not persist.

Or, kṣanika is commonly (loke) used in the sense of "empty" (śūnya). This means that [entities] in the state of being present (rather than being past or future) are called kṣanika because they necessarily do not persist.

This explanation reflects the dominant stance of the later Sarvāstivādins that the conditioned entities, which are held to exist in all three times, are only causally efficient when present, and that on this basis their present state can be distinguished from their past and future state.

The nirukti cited so far are preceded by the following definition (NA 533b7-12): "What does kṣaṇa mean? It means the briefest [unit of] time, [a unit] that does not allow for a division into earlier and later. ... Because it is the most compressed [unit of] time it is called kṣaṇa. ... The present entities (by contrast to past and future entities) which have [this] measure of duration (i.e. the kṣaṇa) are called kṣanika (momentary), as [an infant of one month is called] māsika (māsa = month and -ika)."

It is difficult to reconstruct a nirukti on the basis of the Chinese translation. In the light of the definitions recorded in Guṇaratna's Tarkarahasyadīpiṇī on the Saḍḍarśanasamuccaya by Haribhadra (edited by Luigi Suali, Calcutta Asiatic Society, 1905-1914. p. 28.5: paramanikṛṣṭah kālāḥ kṣaṇah) and adduced by Vyāsa (when commenting on Yogasūtra [henceforth: YS] III.52) in the Yogasūrabhāṣya (henceforth: YSBh): paramāpākarṣapsaryāntah kālāḥ kṣaṇah — cf. n. 215 where the pertinent passage is quoted in full) it may be suggested that (Mathews: close, crowded) renders an expression in the

...
conception of one definite and ultimate smallest unit of time (i.e. an atomistic conception of time) but leaves open the possibility that time is infinitely divisible (i.e. that there are always smaller units of time than the one currently designated as kṣaṇa). This is documented in the Theravāda tradition where the stretch of time referred to as kkhana (= kṣaṇa) varies depending on the specification in the given context, and where no particular unit of time is posited as being so short that it does not allow — at least in principle — for further subdivision. So a material entity (rūpadhamma) lasts 17 times as long as a moment corresponding to one mental entity (cittakkhana) does. This moment in turn is constituted by an equally long moment of origination (uppādakkhana), of endurance (thitikkhana) and of destruction (bhaṅgakkhana).212 Even the snapping of the finger is regarded as momentary (accharākkhana), though it is held that while it endures hundred and thousands of kotis213 of mental events take place (cf. Sāratthappakāsini II 99,27-31, cited in n. 449).

1.2 Within the fold of the Sarvāstivāda tradition, however, the term kṣaṇa is used more specifically in a technical sense as the smallest unit of time, as the Abhidharmic texts put it, as "time's furthest extreme" (kālaparyanta), that is as the definite final unit of time which cannot in turn be subdivided (bhettam asakyāḥ kṣaṇo bhavet, Pramāṇavārttikavṛtti cited in n. 216).214 This usage clearly presupposes an atomistic conception of time.215 This is

Sanskrit original which is derived from the root vṛks. This cannot satisfy, however, insofar as kṣaṇa differs considerably from any derivative of vṛks. Moreover, vṛks only yields the fitting meaning "compressed," "reduced" if ni- or apa- is prefixed to it. Therefore, the present definition may not be a nirukti, but simply a straightforward definition. This is also suggested by the fact that it is again taken up by Saṃghabhadra after the presentation of the above cited niruktis as the correct (or most satisfactory) definition (NA 533b20).

In the Nyāyārth it is repudiated on the grounds that time is not a real entity (i.e. purely conceptual) and hence cannot be possessed by the momentary entity, as the ika-suffix in kṣanika implies (Nyāyārth 867,17-868,2 (=TSP 142,14-16): aha "kṣaṇāvasthitikālāḥ kṣanikā" iti: sarvāntyām kālām kṣanatvena pratipadya "tatra ye vaṭīśhante, te kṣanikā" iti. etad api na yuktam, samjñāmātratvena kālasyābhuyagamāt. ... na hi samjñānātmaṃ vastuvīśeṣaṇatvena yuktam.). Šantaraksita responded to this criticism by defining kṣanika not as the possession of a moment's duration, but as the possession of a nature that lasts for a moment (TS 387ab: kṣaṇāvasthitāraṃ hi vastu kṣaṇikam ucycate.).

213 koti refers to the highest number in a given system of numbers. According to the PW, MW and Childers Pāli-English-Dictionary (s.v. koṭi) this is 10 millions, according to the PTS dictionary (s.v. koṭi) one hundred thousand.

214 Note that outside the fold of Buddhism, there is a tradition which treats the kṣaṇa not as the smallest unit of time but as a twelfth part of a muhūrtaka (= 4 minutes ?), whereas it is itself made up of 30 kalās, which in turn are composed of thirty kāṣṭhas, which again are constituted by 18 nimeṣas, which, so it seems in the Śāṅkhāyana-Ārānyaka (VIII.21), may in their turn be subdivided into dhvānস (cf. Bhat 1992, p. 238f).

215 I refer to the conception of time underlying here as atomistic only in the sense that time is — irrespective of its ontological status — not considered to be infinitely divisible. Though there are traces of a "somatic" conception of time (Schayer 1938, 14ff), Buddhism by and large does not consider time as a substance or entity (dharma) and does not postulate the existence of time-atoms of one kind or another (as the characterization as atomistic may have suggested). At any rate, as Schayer has pointed
out (Schayer 1938, 10f), the subdivision of time in the Indian context does not preclude that time is, like ether and unlike matter, conceived of as a homogenous substance which is not made up out of distinct entities.

This is not the place to examine the Buddhist views of time more closely. It may, however, be added that the atomistic conception of time within Buddhism probably has to be explained against the background of the atomization of time within Jainism. A direct influence is suggested by the Buddhist adoption of the Jaina determination of the moment as the movement from one atom to the next (see n. 233). There are also traces of an atomistic conception of time within the Brahmanical systems, and this raises the question whether they (or their forerunners) may have affected the Buddhist conception of time, too. As an example, the explanation of the concept of kṣaṇa in the commentary by Vyāsa on YS III.52 (p. 383,11-21; cf. the citation of this sūtra in n. 423) may be cited here:

"As the atom (paramāṇu) is the most reduced substance (dravya), so the moment (kṣaṇa) is the most reduced time. Or the instant it would take a moving atom to abandon the former point [of location] and reach the subsequent point, this time is a kṣaṇa. The non-interruption of their (i.e. the moments') flow is the succession (krama). There is no aggregate of the moment and the succession (i.e. of a given moment with the moments preceding it?) that would be a substantial entity. Hence, (ii) hours (muḥārās), days and nights and so on are [nothing but] conceptual aggregates (buddhīsamādāra). This time is devoid of reality, (vastuṣaya), is fabricated by the mind (buddhinirmāṇa), it follows from verbal knowledge (śabdajñānānupātin). It appears to the ordinary [people] with their strongly agitated viewing as if it had the nature of a really existing entity (vastu). The moment, by contrast, belongs to [the class of] real things (vastupatita) and occurs within (lit. is suspended from) the succession. And the succession has as its essence the uninterrupted sequence of moments. Those versed in time, the yogins, call this (i.e. the kṣaṇa) 'time.' And it is not the case that two moments coexist; nor is there the succession of two simultaneously existing [moments] because this is impossible. [Rather,] it is the immediate following of the later moment, which is coming to be, upon the preceding one that is the succession of the moment. Therefore, there is only one present moment; the preceding and following moments do not exist. Thus, there is no aggregate (samāhāra) of them." (vathāpakaśarparyantam dravyam paramāṇur, evam paramāṇaparśarparyantah kālaḥ kṣaṇaḥ. yāvatā vā samayena calitaḥ paramāṇuḥ pūrvadeśams jahyād uttarādesam upasampadaya, sa kālaḥ kṣaṇaḥ. tatpravāhāviccchedas tu kramah. kṣaṇat-kramayor nāsti vastusamāhāra iti buddhīsamāhāro muḥārāhorārādāyoh. sa khalv ayaṃ kālo vastuṣayaṃ buddhindmrnāmaḥ śabdajñānānupāti laukikānāṃ vyuṣhiṣaḍarśaṇānāṃ vastusvarāpaś vāvābhāsate. kṣaṇas tu vastupatitaḥ kramāvalambī. kramaś ca kṣanāntanyāyām. tamaḥ kālavidūḥ "kāla" ity ācākṣate yoginah. na ca dvau kṣaṇau saha bhavataḥ; kramaś ca na dvayoḥ sahahbhuvoh asambhavat; pūrvamāḥ uttarasya bhāvino yad ānanyāyam, kṣanasya sa kramaḥ. tasmād vastamāṇa evaikah kṣaṇo na pūrvottarakṣaṇaḥ santiti. tasmān nāsti tatsamāhāraḥ. ...) As can be seen, the moments and the larger units formed by a succession of moments are, in contrast to the Buddhist theory of momentariness, purely temporal categories relating to time and not to existence within time. Whereas in Buddhism conditioned entities are atomized temporally, in the YSBh time is atomized into moments which alone are considered to be real. Despite this fundamental difference, it seems that the position of the YSBh bears the mark of the Buddhist theory of momentariness. In Buddhism only the momentary entities are real (dravyasat), whereas the series formed by them (santāna) are not real entities but only conceptually existing (prajñāpatisat). Similarly, in the YSBh only the time atoms, that is the moments, are real, while all larger units of time are only imaginary entities which are nothing but the succession of a certain number of distinct atoms. The emphasis that only present and not past or future moments exist suggests that the YSBh is at this point influenced by the Sautrāntikas (or Yogācāras) rather than by the Sarvāstivādins.

a The samyama of the yogins is contrasted here with the vyuṣhitadarśaṇa of common people.

b I have refrained from understanding kramāvalambin as "supports the succession," because I know
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reflected by the fact that the kṣaṇa is treated in unison with the division of matter into atoms and of speech into syllables, which are equally considered not to be infinitely divisible. Also the numerous attempts to determine the kṣaṇa's dimension presuppose that time (and hence the kṣaṇa) cannot be divided infinitely. Such an atomistic conception of time seems to have been taken for granted. At any rate, I know of no textual evidence to the effect that at least the possibility that time may be infinitely divisible was envisaged in the Abhidharmic tradition of the Sarvāstivādins. Moreover, there are to my knowledge no passages that indicate what bearing the conceptualization of the kṣaṇa as a definite smallest unit of time has on the nature of time (e.g., whether time flows evenly or advances in leaps).

of no textual evidence showing that avalamb can (except in a causative construction) mean "to support." The passage adduced by MW (s.v. avalamb) to document such a meaning also for a non-causative formation, namely Raghuvamśa VII.9, reads avalambya, a gerund formation which may be causative and thus does not prove that a non-causative formation of avalamb can mean "to support." The edition by Gosvāmi Dāmodara Śāstri (Kashi Sanskrit Series 110, Varanasi 1989) reads uttarabhāvino; the other editions consulted accord with the reading adopted here. 216 The atomistic conceptualization of the moment and the conjunction of this with the atomization of matter and speech can be documented abundantly:

- Vi 701a27-29: "The conditioned entities (sanskṛta) are subject to three forms of dissection, namely as to time, as to matter [and] as to words. The smallest unit of time is called moment (kṣaṇa), the smallest unit of matter is called atom (paramāṇu), the smallest unit of words is called syllable (aksara)."

- SAH 886c9f and 17f: "There are three forms of dissection, [namely] as to words, as to matter and as to time. The [product of the] first dissection is called one syllable; [that of the remaining [two, respectively,] [one] atom, [one] moment. ... As for the small[est unit of] time it is called one moment. Because with the moment the smallest [unit of] time is reached, it is said that the moment is [the product of] the dissection of time."

- AK III.85bc: ... paramāṇavāksarakṣaṇāh/ rūpanāmādhyavaparyantāh ... AKBh hereon (176,11f): kālasya paryantah kṣanah.

- NA 521b20-22: "Dissecting matter with a sharp intellect, one reaches the atom (paramāṇu). Therefore, one atom is the smallest [unit of] matter. Likewise, dissecting words and time one reaches the syllable (aksara) and the moment (kṣaṇa) which constitute [respectively] the smallest [unit of] words and of time." Cf. NA 533b7-12 translated in n. 211.


- the Buddhist pārvapakṣa adduced by Uddyotakara in NyāVārt (on 3.2.10) 824,4f: kṣaṇaś calpiyān kālaḥ, kṣaṇasthitikāḥ kṣaṇikāḥ (cf also 867,18 sarvāntyāṃ kālam kṣaṇatvena pratipadya ... quoted in full in n. 211).

— Cf. also the quotations from the Tarkarāhasyādipikā and YSBh adduced above n. 211.

216 In Madhyamaka (RA I.69-70), however, the conception of the kṣaṇa as the smallest unit of time is— albeit from a different point of view— refuted:

"As the moment has an end, also its beginning and middle have to be assumed. Since the moment is thus endowed with these three sections, the duration of the world is not a moment.(kā 69) Beginning, middle and end [of the moment] should be considered [to have], in their turn, [beginning, middle and end,] just as the moment (which leads to an infinite regress).(kā 70ab)"
1.3 As the smallest unit of time, the ksāna's measure was by one Abhidharmic strand fixed by correlating it to larger units of times. Thus it was determined to be precisely 1/120th of a tatkāsaṇa, which corresponds to 1/75th of a second.²¹⁸ So as to render this dimension of the ksāna concrete — an obvious necessity, given the non-existence of clocks as a frame of reference — various comparisons are adduced in the Buddhist sources. The most frequent illustration is by reference to the snapping of the fingers which, in the case of a strong man, is said to take 65 (or 64) ksānas (i.e. just under a second).²¹⁹ Prominent is also the allusion to spinning where the threads are said to come forth between the fingers with the speed of one tatkāsaṇa so that a 120th part of that coming forth corresponds to one ksāna.²²⁰ In case

²¹⁸ Vi 701b8-12: "120 ksānas (0.014 seconds, more precisely: 0.013 period) make up one tatkāsaṇa (1.6 seconds). 60 tatkāsaṇas make up one lava (1.6 minutes), which [thus] has 7200 ksānas. 30 lavas make up one muhūrta (48 minutes), which [thus] has 216.000 ksānas. 30 muhūrtaścas make up one day and night (i.e. 24 hours), which [thus] has 6.480.000 ksānas."

The total number of ksānas per 24 hours deviates slightly in Hsüan-tsang's translation of a different passage of the same text where they are said to amount to 6.499.980 (Vi 202c8f) and not to 6480.000 as in the translation by Buddhavarman (Vi₂ 151c7, translated in n. 25). Probably the discrepancy can be accounted for like this. Both in Vi 701b11f and in Vi₂ 151c7 the text renders 6.480.000 by "6.500.000 minus 20." Since 6.4800.00 (i.e. = 30 x 216.000) must be the correct number of ksānas, it has to be understood that 20 has as an unmentioned coefficient 1000. Thus the rendering of 6.499.980 in Vi 202c8f is probably based on the rendering "6.500.000 minus 20," ignoring that "20" really means "20 thousands."

In the Buddhist sources consulted here (cf. *Samskṛtāsamskṛtaviśaśa* P. 40 184ff, AK III.88, SAH 887b7-15) the reckoning was found to be identical. There is, however, one exception, namely Divyāvadāna p. 643,2f and p. 644,8f, where the tatkāsaṇa is the smaller unit than the ksāna. In the face of the testimony of the other sources, it is likely that they were simply confounded. Such a mistake in the Divyāvadāna can be well explained because preceding the definition of the different units of time, an example is adduced (viz. spinning, cf. n. 220) illustrating the length of a tatkāsaṇa and not, as may have been expected, of the smallest unit, the ksana. In the Vi where the passage translated above is preceded by the same example (701b3-6), it is added that the duration of the ksana is, in order to facilitate comprehension, exemplified indirectly by the illustration of the tatkāsaṇa's dimension. Such an explanation is missing in Divyāvadāna so that erroneously it may have been thought that the illustration must refer to the smallest unit of time which hence would have to be the tatkāsaṇa and not the ksana. At any rate, the meaning of tatkāsaṇa may not be determined solely on the basis of Divyāvadāna as a 120th part of a ksana as Edgerton does (BHSD s.v. tatkāsaṇa).

²¹⁹ AKBh 176,13f: *balavatpurūṣaḥcaḥchaṭādityena paścasāśtiḥ kṣanā atikramaṁ ity abhidhārmikāḥ* (identical wording in Pr 547,15f and — judging from the Tibetan translation (folio 18b5f) — also in *Samskṛtāsamskṛtaviśaśa*.

Vi 701b14: "During the instant taken by snapping of the fingers of a strong man, 64 moments (kṣana) pass." Identical wording in SAH 886c20f. Cf. also n. 234. For further material, see MPPUL 921 n.1.

²²⁰ Vi 701b2-6: "The Prajñāpātimśāstra teaches: A middle aged woman when twisting animal hair (in the process of spinning) draws out a fine hair [in such a way that] it is neither long nor short. One says that this is the measure of a tatkāsaṇa. This does not refer to the length or shortness of the thread. It refers only to [the length in which] the threads come forth between the fingers, [so that] the measure of this coming forth is a tatkāsaṇa."²²¹ This explanation of the simile was possibly added by the Chinese translator. Cf. Divyāvadāna p. 644,9f: *tadāyā striyā nātiārghanāthrasvakartinīyaḥ sūtryāmāḥ evamārghas tatkāsaṇaḥ.*
of both similes, the reckoning coincides and can be taken as a serious attempt to circumscribe the length of one 75th of a second, so that it accords with the conception of the kṣaṇa as a 120th part of a tatksaṇa.

I.4 Side by side with this conception of the kṣaṇa, another strand can be identified which does not grasp the kṣaṇa as of small but yet computable dimension, but conceives it as an unimaginably short unit of time, the measure of which can only be known by the Buddha. Accordingly, the similes adduced in this context to illustrate the extension of the kṣaṇa depict it as infinitesimal. Thus in the Vi it is explicated that within the short span of time during which an arm is bent and/or stretched, the Buddha endowed with supernatural power moves from the realm of human beings up to the highest point within the sphere of material existence. For this it is necessary to pass through every single point between here and this realm. Since the passage from one point to the next takes exactly one moment (see below), as many moments will have passed within the span of the bending and/or stretching of the arm as there are points in space between the realm of humans and the highest point in the material universe. Obviously, their number is unimaginably high, though they are not infinite, so that the moments must in turn be unimaginably brief (though retaining a certain duration) so as to fit into the given span.\textsuperscript{221} Comparable to this example is the illustration of SAH according to which the number of moments passing while a strong man turns around quickly corresponds to the number of stars which he will have seen during this movement.\textsuperscript{222} In Pr it is likewise reported that when a pile of one hundred thousand lotus leafs is perforated by a needle, the perforation of each single leaf lasts exactly one kṣaṇa.\textsuperscript{223} In the same manner

\textsuperscript{221} Vi 201b28-c6 (cf. Vi, 150c19-22): "The character of duration of a moment is extremely minute, it is difficult to know, it is difficult to imagine. Therefore, it is taught that it does not endure. This is to say that the extension of a moment is known by the Buddha; it is not the object [of the knowledge] of Śrāvakas, Pratyekabuddhas, etc. As when [the Buddha] by use of supernatural power (ṛddhi) disappears from this place and reaches the summit of [the realm of] matter (rūpa/dhātu) (in the SN and MN Brahmaloka, in the Vi, mount Sumeru) in the short instant taken by the bending and/or stretching of the arm.\textsuperscript{a} This does not mean that in this time he could reach from this place to that place without forming a series (santāna). Nor does it mean that one entity (dharma) gets by locomotion to that [place] or that there is an entity that gets from this to that place by leaping over [the spatial points in between]. Therefore, it is definitely the series arising and perishing from moment to moment that moves from this to that place. The measure of the moments [falling] in the stretch of time [taken by this movement] are exceedingly minute and can only be known by the Buddha."

\textsuperscript{a} This teaching refers to Bakabrahmasūtra where it is taught (SN I 142,17-20; MN I 326,12-16) that the Buddha moved from Jetavana (SN) or Subhagavana (MN) up to Brahmaloka in the short instant taken by the stretching of the bent arm or the bending of the stretched arm (... seyyathāpi nāma balavā puriso samiñjitaṃ vā bāham pasāreyya pasāritāṃ vā bāham samiñjeyya). It is not certain whether in the Vi (which accords literally at this point with the Chinese version of this sūtra, viz. Samyuktāgama, T 100 412b11) the bending and stretching are, as in the SN and MN, conceived of as two alternative movements or whether they jointly form one unit of movement.

\textsuperscript{222} SAH 886c18f: "As for the measure of the kṣaṇa, there is this explanation: As when a strong man turns around quickly he successively sees a great mass of stars. As [he looks at them] successively, one star [being seen corresponds to] one kṣaṇa, and so do all [the others]."

\textsuperscript{223} Pr 547,14-18: "And in a sole moment the lowering and raising [of the cross-bar (danda)] of a
it is taught in Vi that when many fine threads of cloth from Benares are together torn or cut apart in one go, then the severing of each single thread corresponds to one moment.\textsuperscript{224} Similarly, when the reckoning in the comparisons adduced earlier was no longer intended to convey an idea of the precisely defined extension of the moment, it was changed so that the dimension of the \textit{kṣaṇa} became reduced almost to the point of having no duration at all. Thus Buddhaghosa says that in the moment of snapping the fingers not the traditional 65 but hundred thousands of \textit{koti}s of \textit{kṣañas} pass (cf. Sāratthappakāsini II 99,27-31, cited in n. 449).\textsuperscript{225}

scale (cf. e.g. May 1959, n. 908, Y 19,2) is not possible because [the act of] lowering and raising is split up by time because of the saying that 65 moments pass during the mere snapping of the fingers by a strong man. [As for the saying] 'as the perforation of hundred thousand lotus petals by a sharp needle,'\textsuperscript{a} in this case, too, [the action does not take place in one moment insofar as] the perforation of the hundred thousand lotus petals by a sharp needle is to be understood as a gradual perforation (i.e. which does not take place in a sole moment) because of the exceeding minuteness of the moment." (\ldots \textit{na caikasmīn}\textsuperscript{b} eva \textit{kṣane nāmonnāmānātaś sambhavaś, nāmonnāmāyōh kālabhedāt, "balavatpurusācchaṭṭhamātrenā pañcasaśṭiḥ \textit{kṣaṇā atikrāmanat"ti pāḥhāt. utpalapatraśatatasahasraśravadevāt sūcyagrenēti. atṛpāpy utpalapatraśatatasahasraśravadehāt sūcyagrena kramaśo vedhō 'vaseyaḥ kṣaṇānām atisūkyāṃmatvāt.}) It is not entirely clear whether the image of the perforation of a pile of lotus leaf is adduced by the upholder of the doctrine that death and re-birth are simultaneous or by Candrakīrti. In the former, less likely case the argumentation may be reconstructed thus: After the illustration of the co-occurrence of death and birth in one moment by the image of the simultaneous rising and lowering of the two ends of a scale has been refuted on the grounds that the movement of the scale's end from top to bottom and vice versa does not happen in one moment because the passage over each point of space takes one moment, the upholder of the simultaneity of death and birth would refer here to the piercing of a pile of lotus leaves, because this illustrates a process which takes place in one go and yet allows for several stages. This will be rejected by Candrakīrti because the perforation of each single leaf corresponds to a moment so that the perforation of the whole pile only seemingly takes place in one moment. On this interpretation, Candrakīrti's opponent would adduce an example which is elsewhere used to illustrate rather the opposite (namely that a process which is seemingly simultaneous is as a matter of fact temporally differentiated) of what he intends. It may, therefore, be more plausibly assumed that Candrakīrti adduces this image as a further example after the snapping of the fingers to illustrate the temporal differentiation of seemingly momentary actions.

\textsuperscript{a} The perforation of a pile of lotus leaves by a sharp needle is generally referred to in order to illustrate that something seemingly simultaneous is as a matter of fact temporally differentiated (cf. G.A. Jacob: \textit{A Handful of Popular Maxims current in Sanskrit Literature [Laukikanyāyāñjali]}. Vol. II, 77f [second edition. Bombay 1907-1911]; in the first edition: Vol II [1902], 43 and Vol. III [1904], 44). In this way it is, for instance, explained within the Buddhist tradition (cf. n. 265) that the seemingly simultaneous perception of a variegated object (= the perforation of the entire pile), is made up of a succession of distinct monochrome perceptions (i.e. the perforation of single leaves).

\textsuperscript{b} Emendations according to de Jong 1978, p. 247.

\textsuperscript{224} Vi 701b15f: "When two strong men pull many fine threads of cloth from Benares\textsuperscript{a} so that they tear apart, then as many threads are torn so many \textit{kṣañas} have elapsed." Vi 701b17f (almost identical in SAH 886c21f): "When two strong men hold and stretch many fine threads of cloth from Benares\textsuperscript{a} and there is a [further] strong man who quickly cuts them asunder with a sword from China hardened a hundred times, then as many threads are cut so many \textit{kṣañas} have elapsed."

\textsuperscript{a} Cf. BHSD, s.v. \textit{kāśi}.

\textsuperscript{225} Also in case of the the illustration by way of the perforation of a pile of lotus leaves, the number has been increased in such a manner to stress the brevity of the \textit{kṣaṇa}. As the other uses of this image
1.5 The conception of the *ksaṇa* as infinitesimal underlying these images results from an approach that does not compute the *ksaṇa*’s dimension by correlating it with other units of time, but by correlating it to the shortest conceivable incident. This determination follows from the atomistic conception of the *ksaṇa* which entails that there can be nothing briefer than it. Given the Buddhist stance that there is nothing more transient than mental events and that each event is a distinct mental entity, it is not surprising that in this way the *ksaṇa* came to be equated with the duration of mental entities (and of those entities which were regarded to be equally transient) and was in accordance with their utmost brevity conceived of as unimaginably short.

This process is documented in the Vi (701b19-c4) where, after the determination of the *ksaṇa* as one 75th of a second and after the illustration of this unit of time by way of example, the sūtra with the four archers (Dhanuggaho: SN II 265f) on the speed with which the āyuḥsamskāras pass away is adduced in support of the position that the duration of a *ksaṇa* is too brief to be comprehended. Being asked how fast the āyuḥsamskāras arise and perish, Buddha answers that this happens so fast that this cannot be understood by the interlocutor (i.e. "ordinary" monks) and proceeds to give a simile in order to convey at least an idea of their evanescence. By adducing this sūtra as a proof that the Buddha taught that the moment’s dimension is too brief to be comprehended, the Vi obviously equates the *ksaṇa*’s duration with the brevity of the āyuḥsamskāras. Thus it can be witnessed how the *ksaṇa* is regarded as infinitesimal once it is determined in the light of entities which are considered to be unimaginably short-lived.

attest (cf. n. 223), the number of lotus petals to be perforated was originally a hundred and not hundred thousand(s), as it indeed hardly can be if the pile is to be perforated by an ordinary needle in one go.

226 Thus the term *ksaṇa* will, at least if Mayrhofer’s etymology is accepted (cf. n. 210), first have referred to the time taken by the winking of the eye, then will have become a unit of time dissociated from this action and, as the shortest division of time, thereafter will have become identified with another, according to the Buddhists even briefer, unit of action, namely a mental event.

227 What exactly is to be understood by āyuḥsamskāra is a complicated issue (cf. AKp II, 122ff) I do not want to elaborate upon at this point. Roughly speaking, they — the same applies to the so-called jīvita or jīvetendriya or āyus — may be understood to be the forces or factors which determine the length of the life of the person they pertain to.

In the Pāli version instead of "arise and perish" the verb *khiyanti* (lit.: to waste away) is used which suggests that the Buddha does not illustrate the speed with which the āyuḥsamskāras arise and perish but with which they become weaker. Since the Vi adduces the sūtra to demonstrate how exceedingly short-lived the āyuḥsamskāras and hence the *ksaṇas* are, there can be no doubt that the rendering of the Chinese translation fits into the context. Of course it is another matter how the sūtra is to be understood in the Pāli version.

228 To start with, in the version transmitted in the Vi (701b19-c4; = LVP 1934, pp. 3-5) the speed someone would have to run — should he catch four arrows which are shot simultaneously by four mighty archers in the cardinal directions — is said to be slower than that of the terrestrial Yakṣas. In the following the speed with which the āyuḥsamskāras arise and perish is increased successively by enumerating ever faster heavenly beings.
Also in the Jaina tradition the moment (samaya) is equated with the shortest conceivable incident (and accordingly held to be infinitesimal) when it is defined as the time taken for the movement from one spatial point to the next or, following Masson-Oursel ("Die atomistische Auffassung der Zeit." In: Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie Vol. 40, 1931: p. 174 [of pp. 173-188]), for the compounding of two atoms. The former specification of the ksana's dimension can also be found in Buddhism, but most likely has been adopted from Jainism. Also in the YSBh by Vyāsa (on YS III.52, cited in n. 215) the moment is

---


231 Umāsvāti's auto-commentary on Tattvārthādhihamasūtra IV.15: "The time [needed] by an atom, which is endowed with the most subtle [form] of movement (paramasūksmaṛīḍa) [i.e.] which is completely turned around its axis (?), to pass to the [new] place it occupies (lit.: to the place of its immersion; i.e. the next spatial point) is called (itt) 'moment' (samaya)." (paramasūksmaṛīḍasya sarvajāghanyagatiparinātasya paramānoḥ svāvagāhanaṃ) (samaya iti.)

232 Cf. also the Ganitasarasamgraha by Mahāvīrācārya I.32: anur ānyantaram kāle vyatikramati yāvati/ sa kālah samayo 'samkhyaśa samayāvādir bhavet/.

233 That this determination of the moment is a discontinuous substance constituted by spatial points (pradesa). This is not, however, the case in Buddhism, where space is not subdivided into atomic units and where "the movement by one atom" can only be understood as referring to the movement which covers a distance corresponding to the size of one atom. On the other hand, it seems that the concept of space being subdivided into points is not completely absent in Buddhism either. Maintaining that the stream of concousness (cittasantāṇa) does not — as the Theravādins maintained — move from the place of death to that of rebirth without traversing the entire space between these two points, it is, for instance, taught that it (i.e. the cittasantāṇa in the intermediate state) moves by continuously re-arising at the point adjacent to the one it occupied the moment before (cf. also Vi 201b28-c6 cited in n. 221). This point is referred to as deśa, which calls to mind the Jaina term pradesa designating the spatial point.

Moreover, the specification of the moment's duration by movement is at odds with the Buddhist theory of momentariness insofar as according to the latter all conditioned things exist for too short a span of time to allow for any movement at all. Of course, it could be argued that this specification really refers to the disappearance at one, and reappearance at the next point. It is obvious, however, that such an interpretation would be the result of bringing new metaphysical assumptions (i.e. the theory of momentariness of all conditioned things) in accordance with an older pre-existing definition. Besides, such an interpretation would entail that the definition referred to the time between two momentary entities
defined by the movement from one atom to the next. Here, however, this definition may not have been taken over directly from Jainism (as the use of the expression *samaya* suggests), but may, similarly to other doctrinal tenets, have been adopted from Buddhism (as the other definition for *ksaṇa* which Vyāsa adduces [cited in n. 215] suggests).

§ 2

2.1 The equation of the *ksaṇa* within the Buddhist tradition with the duration of transient entities as the shortest conceivable incidents led to the direct determination of the *ksaṇa* in terms of these entities. Insofar as these entities were in turn regarded as momentary (*ksaṇīka*), the definition of the *ksaṇa* along these lines came to be intrinsically connected with their characterization.²³⁴ The definition of the Sautrāntikas, for instance, that the *ksaṇa* lasts "as

(namely to the interval between the disappearance of one and the reappearance of the next entity) and thus implies that momentary entities within a stream are not contiguous, but are separated from each other by interposing moments — a state, which would be contrary to the *santāna*'s uninterrupted continuity. This difficulty could only be solved by arguing that the "disappearance" merely refers to the fact that the old entity has been replaced by a new one (i.e. is not itself a time-consuming process), and that the "re-appearance at the adjacent point" includes the entire existence of the re-arisen entity. According to such a solution, however, the *ksaṇa* would no longer be defined by movement but by the appearance and existence of a momentary entity. Such a definition would, of course, have nothing left in common with the original definition as the movement by one atom, but would correspond closely to the one given by Vasubandhu in AKBh 176,12f (cited in n. 235). It can, therefore, be concluded that among the Buddhists at least the adherents of the theory of momentariness cannot have devised the specification of the *ksaṇa* in terms of atomic movement, but must have accepted it without considering its compatibility with the doctrine of momentary existence.

² AKBh 120,18f: "Entities (dharma), insofar as they exist as series (santāna), are observed to appear at other places without being disconnected, just as in the case of the series of rice." (santāna-varttināṁ hi dharmaṁ avicchedena deśāntareṣu prādurbhāvo drṣṭāḥ, tadyātāḥ vṛṣisantānāsya.)

AKVy 267,19-24: "For the later matter of the rice-series arises as one that is preceded by matter occurring as a series throughout the space lying between the one place, [viz. the one] from where [the rice] moves away, and the other place, [viz. the one] where it arises [anew]. For this is the doctrine of us *ksaṇīkavādīns* (i.e. the propounders of the doctrine of momentariness): When rice is taken from one village to another, then it is not the case that the rice having perished in the former village arises in the other village, even if many *yojana* (one *yojana* ca. 5 miles) away [from the former], without arising in the space between the villages. What instead? It arises in[ that is, it moves to] the other village gradually by originating and perishing without gaps at the points in the space [between the villages]."

(vṛṣisantānapaśaṁ cāṭararātipaṁ hi yato deśāntarād apaiti yatra ca deśāntara upadaye tadantarālasantāna-varttimāpūrvakam upadaye. *ksaṇīkavādīnḥ hy ayam asmākam siddhāntah: yaddā grāmād grāmāntaram nīyate vṛihḥ, na sa vṛihḥ pārvatra grāme nirudhya tadgrāmāntarāle 'nupādyaṃāno 'nekayojanāntarite 'pi grāmāntara upadaye. kim tarhi? nirantarākāsadeśotpādānirodhamenotpādyate grāmāntare.)

Cf. Y 19,1: ... *antarābhavasya tad=cyutidēsānirantarasya prādurbhavo bhavati.

²³⁴ That the equation of the *ksaṇa* with the duration of transient entities entails that these entities are in turn conceived of as momentary (*ksaṇīkā*), so that they come to be characterized indirectly by the definition of the *ksaṇa* is particularly evident in MPPU 171a28f (MPPU 920f; for the context, cf. n. 262 where MPPU 171a28-b2 is cited) where the duration of mental entities is — contrary to the general trend to adapt the duration of the *ksaṇa* to that of transient entities — computed on the basis of the standard Abhidharmic calculation of the moment's measure (cf. n. 219):

"During the instant of the snapping of the fingers there are 60 [points of] time. At every single [point of] time the mind is subject to origination and destruction."
long as the origination of an entity when the entire conditions [for its production] are given"\textsuperscript{235} specifies indirectly (for it refers to the entire existence of the originated entity) that momentary entities do not exist beyond origination and do not undergo a time-demanding process of destruction — the latter being only a word denoting that something having existed before does not exist any longer (AKBh 77,13: bhūtvābhāvo vyayāh). Similarly, the definition of the \textit{kṣaṇa} as the time taken by the four \textit{samskṛtalakṣaṇas} to discharge their function — Vasubandhu concedes that the Sarvāstivādins could put forward such a definition in order to circumvent the problem how to squeeze the four \textit{samskṛtalakṣaṇas} into one moment — implies that momentary entities are exposed to the causal efficiency of each of the four \textit{samskṛtalakṣaṇas}.\textsuperscript{236}

2.2 In fact, these specifications of the \textit{kṣaṇa} no longer convey a concrete idea about its duration at all,\textsuperscript{237} but only serve to characterize the momentary entity. Vasubandhu was bold enough to represent the \textit{kṣaṇa} accordingly in a further definition not as a unit of time but as the mode of existence of momentary entities. According to this definition,\textsuperscript{238} the \textit{kṣaṇa} no longer has the same extension as the origination of an entity but actually is the origination, an "origination which is characterized by the immediately subsequent destruction [of the originated entity]" (ātmalābhō 'nantaravināśī').\textsuperscript{239} To be \textit{kṣaṇīka} (i.e. momentary), that is

\textsuperscript{235} AKBh 176,12f: \textit{kṣaṇasya punah kim pramāṇam/ samagreṣu pratayavesu yāvatā dharmasyātmalābhah.}

\textsuperscript{236} AKBh 78,24: "Precisely this is the moment [according to] our [understanding, namely the time] in the course of which all these [activities of the \textit{samskṛtalakṣaṇas}] are completed." (\textit{esa eva hi nāh kṣaṇo yāvatātāt sarvam samāpyata iti.})

AKVy 178,18f: "'Precisely this is the moment [according to] our [understanding]' is to say that [the moment] is characterized by the completion of what is to be done [by the \textit{samskṛtalakṣaṇas}], and that it is not characterized by [the entity's] destruction immediately after its origination." (\textit{esa eva hi nāh kṣaṇa iti. kārayaparīsamāplāksanō na tūpattendantaravināśalakṣaṇa ity arthāḥ.})

The definition refers specifically to the activity of the mark of duration, old age and impermanence and is meant to solve the problem how these three forces can exercise their contradictory functions in the same moment (cf. § I.C.3.1). The forerunner of this definition can be found in Vi 200a11 cited in n. 101.

\textsuperscript{237} On this ground Saṃghabhadra criticizes the definition of the Sautrāntikas (NA 521c6-10): "By the Definition: 'The measure of a \textit{kṣaṇa} corresponds to the obtainment of the own-being (ātmalābha, i.e. origination) of an entity when the entire conditions [for its production] are given' it is not yet understood how much time this (and hence the \textit{kṣaṇa}) lasts. And ordinarily (loke) the moment (\textit{kṣaṇa}) of an entity (\textit{dharma}) is not perceived. Therefore, if asked what measure [of time] is called 'one \textit{kṣaṇa},' one ought to answer that the \textit{kṣaṇa}'s measure is so and so. Rather than [saying] 'the instant [during which] the \textit{dharma} obtains its own-being (i.e. originates), that is the \textit{kṣaṇa},' one [should] set forth the measure of the \textit{kṣaṇa} by referring to the \textit{kṣaṇa}. Therefore the principle of his (i.e. Vasubandhu's) explanation is not correct."

\textsuperscript{238} AKBh 193,2f: ko 'yam kṣaṇo nāma? ātmalābho 'nantaravināśī. so 'syāṣṭi kṣaṇikam, dandaṭkavat.

\textsuperscript{239} Literally, Vasubandhu's definition in the AKBh sets forth that the \textit{kṣaṇa} "is the origination that is characterized by an immediately following destruction" (for the rendering of the in-suffix, cf. p. 191 of Thieme's review of "Wackernagel, J.: Altindische Grammatik II.2: Debrunner, A.: Die Nominalsuffixe" in \textit{Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen} 209, 1955, pp. 182-216; reprinted in Thieme: \textit{Kleine Schriften}}
to be endowed with such a *ksana*, then entails according to Vasubandhu to perish immediately after having originated. Rather than defining *ksanika* as "being of momentary duration," Vasubandhu in this way specifies the nature of this momentary existence and thus excludes alternative conceptions such as that of the Sarvastivadins.\(^\text{240}\)

Wiesbaden 1971, pp. 661-695). Obviously, by this Vasubandhu must have meant that the originated entity and not the process of origination itself vanishes immediately afterwards. It is difficult to reconcile such an understanding with the actual wording.

One approach which has been adopted by Frauwallner (1956, p. 104) and the early LVP (AK\(p\) IV, p. 4, but later given up: 1937, p. 146 n. 1) is the modification of the wording so that the text reads *ātmalābhād anantaravināśi* (or *ātmalābhānantaravināśi*), the wording as quoted by Kamalaśīla [142,19] — provided the text has been edited correctly — instead, so that the *ksana* would be characterized by Vasubandhu as "ceasing immediately after the origination." This does not make sense, however, because the *ksana* which is defined by Vasubandhu is the *ksana* which a momentary entity possesses (see below) so that the destruction immediately after origination should pertain to the momentary entity (*ksanika*) itself and not, as it would do according to the proposed emendation, to the *ksana* this entity possesses. Moreover, besides the testimony of the TSP, such an emendation lacks the textual basis — all manuscripts used for the edition of the AKBh and AKVy, where the phrase in question is quoted, read *ātmalābhā* 'n\(^*\) — so that it cannot be accepted until more textual evidence can be adduced in support of it.

LVP\(^4\) later tried to solve the problem of Vasubandhu's definition by identifying *ātmalābha* with the essence (svabhāva, svarūpa) of the originated entity, maintaining that they are synonymous in this context. Unfortunately, he does not justify how the acquisition of one's being, that is the process of origination, can be identified with the originated essence. This identification is very problematic as it poses the problem how to correlate the qualification of the *ksana* as *utpāda*ānantarāsthāyisvarūpa (TS 388) with the Kośa's definition *ātmalābhā* 'nantaravināśi. Instead of identifying *ātmalābha* with svarūpa and accepting the qualification of *ātmalābha* as perishing immediately after its origination, it is much more obvious to equate *utpāda* with *ātmalābha*. The same applies to Yasomitra's equation (AKVy 345,19f; text cited in n. 338) of "to be momentary" (*ksanika*) with "to have the nature of perishing immediately after origination" (*utpāta*ānantarāvināśaśrūpa) and to the definition of impermanent (anitya) as "perishing immediately after the origination" in Pr (281,1: ye hy anityās, ta utpādasamanañātaram eva vināśāt). Furthermore, LVP's identification of *ātmalābha* with svarūpa stands in clear contradiction to Vasubandhu's own explication of his definition in which he explicitly uses *ātmalābha* in the sense of "originating" (AK Bh 193,3: sarvaḥ hi sanśkritam ātmalābhād ārdhvaṃ na bhavati ... ). Besides, in ASBh 50,15, where the anityaśa of the moment is defined along the same lines (viz. ātmalābhaṅnantaram avaśyavānīśātā), ātmalābha clearly means origination. In the face of this evidence, it is, for all I can see, only possible to come to terms with Vasubandhu's definition if it is understood in such a way that the origination is characterized by destruction not in the sense that it is destroyed itself, but only in the sense that the entity originated by it is destroyed.

\(^{4}\) LVP 1937, 146 n.1: "'L'ātmalābha — "acquisition de l'être, 'prise de l'existence,' 'coming into existence, birth' (Monier Williams), — n'est pas autre chose que le dharmā instantaneous lui-même; équivalents: svabhāva, svarūpa (Tattvasamgraha)." LVP 1937, 147: "On nomme *ksana* l'être (svabhāva, svarūpa) de la chose (vastu); est *ksanika* ce qui a le *ksana*. Comme dit Vasubandhu: 'La prise du soi (ātmalābha = svabhāva) périssant immédiatement, c'est le *ksana* ...'"

\(^{240}\) What is implied by Vasubandhu's definition, namely that the *ksana* is a property (svabhāva) of the momentary entity, seems to be explicitly stated by Saṃghabhadra (see n. 241) and possibly also by Śaṅtarakṣita, namely if svabhāva in his adaptation of Vasubandhu's definition (TS 388) should only refer to one of the properties of the momentary entity, so that the following translation results:
Vasubandhu's definition of the *ksana* occurs in the context of the explication of the term *kṣaṇika* (in AK IV 2d) and was possible because the *ika*-suffix in *kṣaṇika* (=momentary) implies a possessive relationship so that the *ksaṇa* Vasubandhu defined could be looked upon as a property possessed by the momentary entity. Of course, Vasubandhu could also have said that that entity is *kṣaṇika* which lasts for the moment taken by the origination of an entity. Such a circular definition, however, would have only obscured the main point Vasubandhu wants to make, namely that being momentary means to pass out of existence immediately after having originated.

2.3 Samghabhadra\textsuperscript{241} and Uddyotakāra\textsuperscript{242} assailed Vasubandhu's definition on the grounds

"The nature (*svabhāva*) of the thing not to persist immediately after its origination is called *ksaṇa*. What is endowed with this [ksaṇa] is considered to be *kṣaṇika*." (utpādānantarāsthāyi-svarūpam\textsuperscript{a} yac ca vastunah/ tadbucyate so 'sti kṣaṇah yasya tat kṣaṇikam matam //388//)

However, Śāntaraṇkṣita's definition can also (and admittedly more naturally) be understood differently, because svarūpa (i.e. "own-nature") is ambiguous. It can refer either to one particular property of an entity or to the sum of all its properties, that is, to its entire constitution and thus to the entity itself (Cf. Steinkellner: *Dharmakīrti's Hetuvinda*, vol. II, Wien 1967, pp. 100-102).

Therefore, it is also possible to understand (as LVP did)\textsuperscript{b} Śāntaraṇkṣita in such a way that the *ksana* is not a property of the momentary entity, namely to perish immediately after origination, but the own-being of that entity (and hence the entity itself) which does not endure beyond origination. According to this alternative, utpādānantarāsthāyin is not the property the svariipa consists in, but the property that qualifies the svariipa itself.

\textsuperscript{a} In the light of Kamalāśīla's gloss utpūdānantaravīnāsvisabhāvo (or utpūdānantaravīnāsvisabhāvo according to the edition by Shastri) it seems preferable to understand that utpūdānantarāsthāyī and svarūpam form a compound.

\textsuperscript{b} LVP 1937, 147: "L'être (svarūpa) de la chose ne dure pas (= périt) immédiatement après la production: c'est ce qu'on nomme kṣaṇa. Est kṣaṇika ce qui a le kṣaṇa."

\textsuperscript{241} NA 533b23f: "It is not the case that there is a distinct dharma being different from the nature which consists in perishing immediately after the obtaining of one's own-being."

In accordance with his interpretation of Vasubandhu's definition, LVP (1937, 146) translates this passage thus: "Il n'y a pas de dharma qui diffère de l'ātmalābha qui par nature périt immédiatement."

While such a translation is possible, it has the disadvantage that \textsuperscript{c}, contrary to standard Chinese syntax, follows, rather than precedes, the noun (viz. ātmalābha) it qualifies.

\textsuperscript{242} NyāVārt 837,14-17: "What does *kṣaṇika* (i.e. momentary) mean? ... Now it may in turn be held that the very existence which is characterized by destruction immediately [after origination] is [called] *ksaṇa* and that what is endowed with this *ksaṇa* is called *kṣaṇika*. Also in such a case [a suffix] having the value of the possessive suffix (*matup*)\textsuperscript{d} is not [rightly] employed, because that very [entity] is not due to itself (lit. due to that very [entity]) an [entity] endowed with that. (*kṣaṇika iti sa katham? ... atha punar bhāva evānantarena vīnāsena viśisyamānā kṣaṇa ity ucyate,\textsuperscript{e} tathāpi tenaiva tadeva tadvan na bhavatīti na yuktā matvarthiḥyah.)"

Again in accordance with his interpretation of Vasubandhu's definition, LVP (1937, 146) understands that *ksaṇa* is here defined as "un existant" ("*Si kṣaṇa* est défini comme un existant (*bhāva*) caractérisé par la destruction immédiate ... "). This understanding has the disadvantage that the *kṣaṇika*-entity would have to be endowed by "un existant" so that there would not even be a conceptual difference between the endowing and the endowed entity — a consequence which would render Vasubandhu's definition very defective indeed. Moreover, to understand *bhāva* as "existence" or even "origination," as I do in accordance with my interpretation of the AKBH, fits the context perfectly. For Vasubandhu's definition is presented as an attempt to avoid the shortcoming of the previous nirūkti-definition (NyāVārt
that according to it the kṣaṇa and the kṣanika-entity are not two distinct entities as the possessive relationship implied by the ika-suffix in kṣanika (cf. Pāṇini 5.2.115) requires. This charge is rejected by the interlocutor in NA on the grounds that the difference between kṣaṇa and kṣanika-entity is purely conceptual — an argument which Saṅghabhadra takes great pains to repudiate.\(^243\) A similar approach was adopted later by Saṁtārakṣita who argues that it is permissible that the ika-suffix in kṣanika does not imply a real possessive relationship,

\(^8\) For matvarthiya, see L. Renou Terminologie Grammaticale du Sanskrit. Paris 1942(?)-1957: s.v. mat.

\(^b\) In contrast to this wording, the citation of the NyāVārt in TSP 142,12f reads bhāvānantaravināṣena viśiṣṭamānāḥ kṣaṇa ity uacayate. LVP (1937, 146) favours the reading of the NyāVārt itself and emends the text of the TSP accordingly to read bhāvo 'nantaravināśena viśiṣṭamānāḥ kṣaṇa ...'. This should be correct because otherwise (and also if kṣanika was read instead of kṣaṇa in accordance with the variant reading of the NyāVārt) the momentary entity would still be endowed with a destruction of some sort which is precisely what this definition aims to avoid. Moreover, taking bhāva as the subject, the definition corresponds to āmalābhā in Vasubandhu's definition which will thus be reproduced by Uddyotakara with only a slight modification of the wording (bhāvo 'nantaravināśena viśiṣṭamāno instead of āmalābhā 'nantaravināśi').

\(^243\) NA 533b27f: "One should not argue that [kṣanika] is said with regard to something seemingly different because the man having a staff is adduced as a similar example."

The position that the term kṣanika is used without implying the distinctness of kṣaṇa and kṣanika-entity, is here refuted by Saṅghabhadra on the grounds that a similarity between the cited example and the possession of the kṣaṇa by the entity is not given, if it is assumed that they are not really distinct from each other. This refutation is only directed against the comparison with the man possessing a staff and leaves the possibility open to discard the example while sticking to the same definition. To counteract such a stance Saṁghabhadra argues in the following (NA 533b28-c2) that the term kṣanika cannot be used metaphorically:

"Or one may [maintain] that metaphorically speaking (假) one says kṣanika since by way of metaphorical language the principle should be so. One should, however, not permit a metaphorical kṣanika since there is no really existing entity which is kṣanika. That is to say that if [and only if] there existed entities which were [really] kṣanika one could concede that there are other [entities] which on the basis of similarity [with these] one could metaphorically call kṣanika. Since there is no [kṣanika]-entity to be similar with, no imitating metaphoric [can] be established."

The gist of Saṁghabhadra's position is that any metaphorical usage requires that it imitates other instances which are to be understood literally. The metaphorical sunrise, for instance, makes only sense if there are in reality things which arise. In the case of kṣanika, however, there is no such really existing thing to be imitated as no kṣanika-entities as defined by Vasubandhu exist in the literal sense implied by the ika-suffix. Of course, this argument is not very convincing because the metaphorical usage is limited to the ika-suffix, of which there are instances which exist in the literal sense (e.g. the man possessing the staff [dāndika]). At any rate, it is difficult to see how Saṁghabhadra's argumentation could pose a threat to the position of Saṁtārakṣita (see below). For, denying categorically that there is perform a link between language usage and reality, Saṁtārakṣita will not feel compelled to accept Saṁghabhadra's restriction on the use of metaphorical language.
because language is used only conventionally and does not necessarily correspond to reality. In support of this argument, Kamalaśīla adduces a few examples ("the body of the sculpture," "own own-being") where the genitive construction is only used in an inexact manner as a figure of speech without implying a real possessive relationship.

2.4 At least on the surface, Vasubandhu’s definition does not identify the kṣaṇa with the essence of the momentary entity and hence the entity itself (cf. n. 239). While it is possible, though not certain (cf. n. 240), that such an identification is entailed by Śāntarakṣita’s definition of the kṣaṇa, there can be no doubt that the term kṣaṇa is at times (particularly when it is compounded) employed to refer to the momentary entity itself. An obvious example is the expression cittakṣaṇa which is frequently used in the sense of "momentary mental entity." Similarly, in BoBh (BoBh\textsubscript{w} 278,10-25 cited in n. 139) samskārakṣaṇa designates the momentary entity itself and not the unit of time taken by the existence of one conditioned factor as it could also do. And there are also cases where kṣaṇa on its own

244 TS 389: "And even when there is no difference of entities, it is still not wrong to say 'this is his.' For language is a mere convention devised according to wish." (asaty apy arthabheda ca "so 'sty asye"ti na bādhyate/ icchārācitaśasanetkamatrabhāvi hi vācakam[\textsuperscript{1}]/389/)

245 TSP 142,26f: yathā "svasya svabhāvah, " "śilāpurasya śārīram" ity ādāv asaty api vāstave bhede buddhiparikalpitam bhedam āśritya vyatirekaśaśānvibhaktir bhavati, tathēhāpi bhavisyati.

A corresponding passage is found in the AKBh (78,5-9) where it is argued that, despite the genitive construction in "his characteristic" (tasya lakṣaṇam), the characteristic and the qualified entity are not distinct. As examples Vasubandhu cites the hardness of earth (for the Sautrāntika the elements are only names for certain properties) and the rising of smoke (for the kṣanikavādin the upward movement of smoke is nothing but smoke itself reproducing itself successively at higher points; cf. AKVy 177,19-24). Cf. also Si 5c21f, Si\textsubscript{p} p. 64f.

246 In order to account for the fact that the term kṣaṇa may refer both to an instant of time and to the entity existing during this instant, E. Steinkellner renders skag cig ma (= kṣaṇa) in his translation of Dharmakīrti’s Hetubindhu (Dharmakīrti’s Hetubindhu. Teil II. Übersetzungen und Anmerkungen. Wien 1967. Cf. the remarks on p. 95, note I, 40) by "phase."

247 Cf. the usage of cittaśaṇa in connection with the description of the path of insight (darśana-mārga) as for instance documented in AS 67,3f (almost identical wording in the Abhisamayālāṅkārakā by Haribhadra 347,4f [ed. P.L. Vaidya, Darbhanga 1960, 347,4f]): "These sixteen cittaśaṇas (i.e. momentary mental units) are called the path of insight (darśana-mārga). The accomplishment of the generation of knowledge with respect to the object of knowledge should be known as one cittaśaṇa." (ime śodaśa cittaśaṇanā darśanamārgā ākhyāyāh. jñeye jñānopattiparīsamāptir ekaś cittaśaṇanā* vedityayah// *emendation confirmed by the Abhisamayālāṅkārakā). This usage of cittaśaṇa is also testified in AKVy 176,5, cited in n. 35.

248 In BoBh, the compound samskārakṣaṇa could be analyzed either as "the moment which is a conditioned factor" or as "the moment of a conditioned factor." In the latter case, it would refer to the individual momentary segments (i.e. also the momentary entity) making up the series which would be alluded to as conditioned factor. The former analysis is more convincing given that samskārakṣaṇa is probably formed in analogy with cittaśaṇa where the latter analysis can be excluded.

However, there also occur cases in which kṣaṇa retains its original meaning as unit of time in such compounds. Thus, in the Abhidharmic tradition of the Theravādins cittakkhaṇa (= cittaśaṇa) sometimes mean "moment taken by a mental entity." This usage concurs with those cases where kṣaṇa is compounded with events rather than with entities, as for example in uppādakṣaṇa or accharākṣaṇa.
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(i.e. not as part of a compound) is used in the sense of momentary entity. Thus in the controversy whether the so-called marks of the conditioned (*sanskṛtalakṣaṇas*) are correlated to momentary conditioned entities or to series formed by them, Vasubandhu and Yaśomitra use *kṣaṇa* to refer to the discrete momentary entity.²⁴⁹

2.5 The usage of *kṣaṇa* in the sense of momentary entity documents that the change in the conception of the term *kṣaṇa* was brought to its logical conclusion. Starting out with the basic meaning of "very short time," the *kṣaṇa* came to be understood — reflecting an atomistic conception of time — as "the shortest unit of time," the length of which came to be equated with the duration of mental entities (or transient entities in general) as the briefest conceivable events. Conversely, these entities were understood to be momentary so that the characterization of the moment became a characterization of momentary entities, a constellation which — in the context of the definition of *kṣaṇika* (lit. endowed with a moment; i.e. momentary) — prompted the conceptualization of the moment as the evanescent nature of these entities. Given this identification of the moment with a (or in the case of Śāṅkraśīta possible even the) nature of the entity, it is understandable that *kṣaṇa* was also used to refer to the entity itself, which is after all held to be nothing beyond its properties.

²⁴⁹ AKBh 76,29-77,3: *bhagavāṃs tasya sanskṛtrapravāhāsya sanskṛtatvam praṇītyasamutpattatāṁ dyotayitukama idam āha: "trśīmāṇi sanskṛtasya sanskṛtalakṣaṇānī," na tu kṣaṇasya. na hi kṣaṇasyotpādādayah praṇītānte. na cāpraṇītāyamānā ete lakṣaṇam bhavitum arhati.

AKVy 174,16-18: *na tu kṣaṇasyeti. pravāhāsyaiva sanskṛtatvām dyotayitukāma idam āha, na tu kṣaṇasya sanskṛtatvām.*

AKBh 77,18f: *sthitih katamā. utpannānāṃ sanskṛtānāṃ avināśa iti. na hi kṣaṇasyotpānasyaśvāvināśo 'stītī.*

Cf. Brahmadīvyābharaṇa on Brahmasūtra II 2,20 (quoted in Thibaut’s translation of the Brahmasūtra [Oxford 1890 — Sacred Books of the East, vol. XXXIV — Vol.1 p. 407] by Advaitānanda Tīrtha [18th century]): "Among the Buddhists an object such as a pot is designated by the word *kṣaṇa* while apart from this [object] there exists no time by the name of *kṣaṇa.*" (buddhānāṃ kṣaṇapadena ghaṭādir eva padārtho vyavahriyate, na tu tadatirktāḥ kaścit kṣaṇo nāma kālo 'stī.)
II. The Origins of the Doctrine of Momentariness
II.A The Momentariness of Mental Entities

1 In § I.B.4 it was documented that the Vatsiputriyas-Sammatiyas only held mental entities to be momentary, while material entities were, with the exception of flames and sounds, considered not to be momentary. Traces of such a conception were also identified in the Abhidharma tradition of the Theravādins (cf. § I.B.3), according to which mental entities are momentary, while material entities last seventeen times as long. Similarly, in Vi 787c22-788a9 (adduced in n. 61) the stance is reported that the sense organs last three times as long as the corresponding momentary cognitions. This raises the question of how the position that only mental entities are momentary had developed. In this chapter I will try to establish that the stance that mental entities are momentary evolved a) from the denial of a subject of mental events which in turn is based on the denial of a persisting Self (ātman), and b) from the observation of the fleeting nature of these events, and thus is not (as it would have been possible) a reduced version of the original conception that all forms of conditioned entities are momentary. It is important to settle this issue not only for its own interest, but also because of its implications for the further inquiry into the roots of the full-fledged doctrine of momentariness.

§ 2

2.1 The decisive factor for the doctrine that all mental entities are momentary is, as far as I can see, the denial of a Self insofar as it was understood to entail that the mind is devoid of a lasting, let alone eternal, substance or layer that could function as the subject of psychic events. This position implies that the mind cannot change, as this would presuppose an

---

250 The stance that all mental entities are momentary is the result of a doctrinal development within Buddhism. This is borne out by the numerous passages in the nikāyas which still conceive of the mind as continuous rather than as a series of mental states. Reference may, for instance, be made to AN I 10,1-4 (quoted in n. 255) or to the simile with the roaming monkey adduced in SN II 95,5-9 (see the citation in n. 258 and the remarks in § II.A.2.3). Cf. also NA 534c14-17 (cited in n. 11) where Samghabhadra adduces canonical passages which do not conceive of the mind as momentary, and where he attempts to harmonize them with the doctrine of momentariness. Also the recurring formulations samudrayadhammānupassī cittasmiṃ viharati etc. in the Satipaṭṭhānasutta (cf. n. 433) indicates that the citta was, in contrast to feelings (vedanā), originally envisaged of as continuous. Besides, the depiction of meditative practices leaves no doubt that some mental states were not regarded as fleeting but as stable (cf. Kv II.7 [discussed in § II.A.2.5] and the treatment of the yogic absorptions [samāpatti] in LAS VI.15-16 [cited in n. 184]). Conversely, there is (to my knowledge) no testimony in the entire nikāyas attesting to the stance that all mental entities are momentary.

251 Whether the Buddha and pre-canonical Buddhism accepted a lasting Self of sorts or explicitly refuted it or ignored this issue as irrelevant cannot be settled conclusively with the textual material available. It is definite, however, that the doctrine that the mind is but a stream of distinct mental states or events does not date back to the beginnings of Buddhism but resulted later from the dogmatic elaboration of the denial of a Self. The denial of an ātman does not per se entail the denial of a subject of psychic events, and, conversely, as the example of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas shows, the analysis of the mind as a stream of momentary mental events does not necessarily preclude the acceptance of an eternal soul. Thus, I do not base my argument on a supposedly intrinsic link between the denial of a permanent Self and the denial of a subject of psychic events. Rather, I refer to the historic fact that it became the dominant view within the fold of Buddhism that a subject of psychic events does not exist because this
enduring element which accounts for the identity of the entity with itself before and after it has changed. Thus any mental fluctuation, that is, any new thought, perception, feeling or even any stage of a mental process entails the substitution of the old "mind" by a new one. According to Buddhist ontology, each mental event, therefore, constitutes a distinct entity in its own rights which is variably referred to as vijñāna (consciousness), as citta (mental state, thinking) or as manas (mental faculty). Hence, what is commonly perceived as the stable mind is only the uninterrupted flux of mental events devoid of any enduring substratum. From this in itself the momentariness of mental entities does not follow automatically. It only entails that mental entities are impermanent insofar as their substitution by a new mental unit implies their destruction.

2.2 The second factor underlying the momentariness of mental entities is the conviction that the mind is in constant flux, that with great speed mental events follow upon each other without standstill, so that an event, as soon as it has come to be, is replaced by the next one. Such a stance probably followed quite naturally from introspection and was explicitly taught in the sūtras. In AN I 10, for instance, the Buddha says that he "does not even perceive a single other entity which moves on as quickly as the mind" and adds that it is difficult to illustrate this by way of simile. This sūtra still grasps the mind as a unity would be at odds with the doctrine of No-Self (anātmanādā).
moving from one object on to the next one. This is confirmed by the Vi which explicitly states that it refers not to the mind conceived of as a momentary entity, but as a series.\textsuperscript{256}

\section*{2.3} Canonical Buddhism is not a systematic philosophy aiming at maximum coherency. Therefore, it is not self-evident that two disconnected teachings are seen in the context of each other and that the bearing they may have upon each other is worked out. Given the Buddhist preoccupation with the mind, it is, however, only to be expected that this rapidity of mental activity was seen in the light of the analysis of the mind as a flow of mental states. In particular, this may have happened in a meditative context where the attention is focussed onto the mind, as for instance in the course of the application of mindfulness (\textit{smṛtyupāsthāna}). Thus, according to the proposed hypothesis mental entities will have come to be conceived of as evanescent and hence momentary once the rapidity with which mental states succeed upon each other was viewed on the basis of the doctrine that each mental state constitutes a distinct mental entity in its own right.

\subsection*{2.3.2} In support of this hypothesis, the Markatāsūtra (SN II 94f, Nidānasamuyyaka pp. 115-120, Saṃyuktagama T 99 81c4-29; extracts quoted e.g.: in Tattvasiddhi T 1646 278c1f, in MPPU 200b23f, in NA 534c7-9 [cf. n. 11]; cf. MPPU, p. 1165 n. 1) can be adduced. Here the Buddha aims at eradicating any identification with or attachment to the mind. Explaining why "it is better if the stupid, un instructed common man accepts the body which is made up of the four gross elements and not the very mind as his Self,"\textsuperscript{257} he contrasts the relative stability of the body with the brevity of mental states.

For this he adduces the simile with the monkey who "roaming through the jungle, the forest, seizes a branch and letting go of it seizes another branch."\textsuperscript{258} The original import of this

---

\textsuperscript{a} In Kv 205,26-29 where this passage is cited, the reading is \textit{ekāṃ dhammāṃ}.

\textsuperscript{b} \textit{yāṃ} is missing in the Kv.

\textsuperscript{256} Vi 902c22: "Therefore, [the Buddha] only taught with regard to the series (\textit{samāna}) that the mind moves on quickly."

\textsuperscript{257} SN II 94,21-23: \textit{varam bhikkhave assutavā puthuijano imam cātumahābhūtikan kāyaṃ attato upagaccheyya na tveva cittam.}

\textsuperscript{258} SN II 95,5-9: "As, oh monks, a monkey roaming through the jungle, the forest, grasps one branch and letting go of it grasps another one, just so that which is referred to as 'thinking' (\textit{citta}) or also 'mind' (\textit{mano}) or also 'consciousness' (\textit{viññāna}) after night and after day arises as another and passes away as another."

This citation is discussed extensively with the parallel passages and the commentary by Buddhaghosa in n. 449. Suffice it to say here that according to Buddhaghosa (Sāratthapakāsinī II 99,23-27) the canonical formulation that the mind arises as another and passes away as another entity, does not
illustration will have been that the mind is as restless as the movement of a roaming monkey, never pausing at an object, that is, only grasping an object so as to abandon it the next moment just as the monkey does with the branches.\textsuperscript{259} Contrary to the very intentions of the sūtra under discussion, the mind at this stage will then still have been conceived of as a unity. Thus the simile will have originally corresponded to such a position as expressed in the sūtra dealt with before (AN I 10) illustrating how quickly and uninterruptedly the mind moves from object to object.

In order to illustrate with this simile that the mind is short-lived, the sūtra had to view it in the light of the doctrine that the so-called mind is nothing but a succession of mental events, that each seizing of an object is a distinct mental entity. Thus the seizing and abandoning of a branch by the monkey was likened to the origination and destruction of mind, and the monkey was no longer identified with the mind but with "that which is referred to as 'thought' (citta) or also 'mind' (mano) or also 'consciousness' (viññāna)," that is, with the stream of mental events. So as to keep to the structure of the simile, this purely conceptual mind is said to "arise [and pass away] as another and [to arise and] pass away as yet another [distinct entity]" (cf. n. 258).\textsuperscript{260} By this application of the simile to a context where the mind is not grasped as a unity, but as a succession of mental events or states which are conceived of as entities, the extreme brevity of these entities becomes implied. For according to the image, mental events have to be devoid of a stable phase, lest the restless mental activity would be interrupted by a pause. Thus it may be concluded that mental events and hence mental entities do not endure, but pass out of existence immediately after they have originated. According to the logic of the simile, they will be as brief as the moment during which the roaming monkey is suspended from a branch.

It seems that this implication is not fully worked out in the Pāli version. Here it is only said that after night and after day one mind arises and perishes and another one arises and perishes. By contrast, in the Sanskrit version and in the Chinese translation of the Samyuktāgama (cf. n. 449) this is specified further by adding that this also takes place after every moment. Buddhaghosa (cf. Sārathappakāsini II 99,27-31, cited in n. 449) explains the formulation of the Pāli version as due to tradition and adds that in the single moment of imply that the mind, after having originated, changes its identity and perishes as another one. Rather the formulation drives at the constant flux, the implication being that the entity perishing is not identical with the one having originated because in the meantime the originated entity has already passed away and been substituted by the origination of a new one (cf. the rendering of this phrase in the text below).

\textsuperscript{4} Some scribal errors (ardfiffe, ännad) as well as some anusvāras have been emended with the help of Kv 205,36-206,5 where this passage is quoted.

\textsuperscript{259} Cf. the visual representation of the 12 members (nīdāna) of the causal nexus (pradīpyasamutpāda) in the wheel of life (bhavacakra) where a monkey frequently symbolizes consciousness (viññāna) as the reincarnating principle, and, more particularly, is sometimes (e.g. Essen and Thingo: Die Götter des Himalaya. München 1989, Tafelband, plate i-28) depicted to represent grasping (upādāna).

\textsuperscript{260} Besides the artificiality of such a language usage, this entails that much of the visual image conveyed by the simile is lost. How, for example, should the seizing and abandoning of a branch illustrate the origination and destruction of separate mental entities?
snapping the fingers, many hundreds and thousands of *kotis* of mental entities (*citta*) arise. Of course, already in the Pāli version it must have been clear that new minds arise very frequently and not just twice within twenty-four hours, which according to Buddhaghosa (ibid.), is conveyed literally by the phrase "after night and after day" (*rattiya ca divasassa ca*). On the other hand, the explicit elaboration in terms of momentariness in the Sanskrit version suggests that only later were the full implications of the adoption of the simile realized. Thus the Markatāsūtra reflects how the observation of the restlessness and rapidity of mental activity may, once it was seen in the light that the mind is but a stream of distinct mental events, have led to the stance that mental entities originate and perish at every moment.

§ 2.4 2.4.1 This hypothesis can be further strengthened by the proofs of the impermanence and momentariness of mind adduced in later Buddhist sources, which confirm that the doctrine of selflessness (*anātmavāda*) forms the basis for the conception of mental entities as momentary. These proofs are based on the argument that the various mental acts which make up the stream of consciousness are distinct entities because they differ from each other with respect to the causes and conditions bringing them about, with respect to their object and with respect to their state, that is, their feeling, their intention and their moral character. Since this is taken to imply that these mental acts are impermanent, it is presupposed that any change of mental activity entails the replacement of the old by a new mental entity — that is, the destruction of the old and the origination of a new one. Thus these proofs are based

261 In the Hsien-yang the treatment of impermanence comprises the refutation of various permanent entities assumed by the Brahmanical schools, among them the perceptive faculty (*buddhi*) (550b6-13) and the soul (*ātman*) (549b22-c1). The arguments advanced accord largely with those adduced in Y 129-137. The perceptive faculty (*buddhi*) of the Sāṃkhya is identified with what the Buddhists refer to as *citta*, *manas* or *viññāna*. Thus it is reduced to a concrete mental act which is said to differ according to its object and to its properties, that is whether it is joyful, painful and so on, whether it is tainted by desire and so on, whether it intends good, bad or neutral deeds such as almsgiving and so on. The variation of the state along these lines is also applied to the soul (*ātman*) on account of which it cannot be eternal.

In Kv II.7 the opponent’s position that there are cases of mind lasting for an entire day is refuted. Presupposing that all mental entities have to be homogenous as to their mode of existence, it is argued that the mind does not last for a day because of the variety of mental activity within this span of time. The variety of mental acts refers to the quality (be hateful, ignorant etc.; 206,15-19), to the nature of consciousness (visual, auditory etc., 206,14f), to the organ and object of perception (206,23-30) and to the bodily movement it is associated with (because each movement presupposes a distinct volatile impulse [*cetanā*]; 206,34-207,3).

262 That the differentiation of the mental states entails the impermanence of the mind is evinced in AS li 89a8-89b3 (D. ri 75b5-7) — and also in the Hsien-yang, cf. appendix, § 1.2 — where one of the 12 forms of impermanence (*anityatā*) distinguished in this text is taught to be characterized by the manifold modes of existence of the mind (*cittacitrākāravṛttilaksanā*):

"What is the mark of the manifold modes of existence of the mind (*cittacitrākāravṛttilaksanā*)? It is the mind’s existence in the form that it is at times endowed with passion and at times free of it and in the same way endowed with hatred and free of hatred, endowed with confusion and free of confusion, collected (*samkṣipta*) and diverted (*vikṣipta*), sluggish and energetic, agitated and not agitated, calm and not calm, absorbed and not absorbed and so on." (AS P. li 89a8-89b3, D. ri
on the premise that the mind is devoid of an enduring element and can be reduced to mere mental activity.

This premise is explicitly stated in an analogous argument in the TSi (278bc) where it is proved that the mind is not an enduring unit but a succession of distinct entities. In a first step, mind is defined as consciousness (vijñāna; 278b8), thereby denying any enduring substance which may underlie the fluctuations of mental activity. Then it is shown that the different acts of consciousness constitute distinct entities because they differ as to their nature (visual, olfactory etc.), as to the conditions they depend upon (e.g. light and unobstructed vision) and as to their properties (be false or correct etc.).

2.4.2 The following argument adduced in TSi 280a26-28 does not only, as the preceding examples, testify to the fundamental role of the doctrine of selflessness, but also documents — that is, if the proposed interpretation is followed — how the momentariness ensues from the denial of a permanent subject of psychic events once it is seen in the light of the rapidity of mental activity:

"Furthermore, thought (citta), [that is,] mind (manas), [that is,] consciousness

...
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(vijñāna), perish without exception in each moment. Why is that? When a complex of colours, blue and so on, is in front of us, it is able to generate promptly a [corresponding] perception. [Since this perception is made up of a succession of distinct monochrome perceptions] one knows that [citta etc.] are without duration."

This argument is based on the presupposition that our visual impressions of the world around us are only polychrome because they are made up of a very fast succession of distinct monochrome perceptions. These perceptions have to be devoid of duration (i.e. be momentary) lest they delay the cognition of the next colour. Since it has been laid down before that the mind is nothing but perception and that the perception of each colour constitutes a distinct mental unit, it follows that mental entities have to be momentary. Thus it can be witnessed here, how the momentariness of the mind is proved by a) grasping the mind as a succession of mental acts and by b) referring to the speed with which these mental acts follow upon each other.265

264 Cf. TSi 280a12-15: "Furthermore, it is perception that is mind (citta). When blue is perceived, it is not the case that then yellow is perceived. Therefore, supposing that enduring for some while blue was perceived, then yellow could not be perceived. Moreover, the times when one perceives blue and when one perceives non-blue are different. One entity (dharma) cannot be associated with two points of time. The entity is joined to the point of time and the point of time to the entity." Cf. also the discussion of the latter argument in n. 373.

265 This interpretation is problematic insofar as the major presupposition is not stated explicitly, namely that multicoloured perceptions are impossible and that the polychrome experience of the world results from a sequence of monochrome sensations. On the other hand, this presupposition may have been alluded to by the preceding explication that the perception of blue is distinct from the perception of yellow (cf. n. 264). More importantly, such a presupposition seems to be implied by the pūrva-pakṣa (i.e. the opponent's argument which Harivarman refutes here): "Moreover, [one and the same] thought (citta) is able to grasp various colours such as blue and so on as a whole and is, therefore, not to be known as momentary" (TSi 279c23f).

Besides, the interpretation advanced here can be strengthened by other sources testifying to the position that the experience of complex objects results from the fast succession of distinct acts of perception. In Vi 64a18-20 (cf. Vi, 52b9-11 and Vi 64c3-5), for instance, the following position is ascribed to the Bhadanta Vasumitra:

"It is not the case that grasping simultaneously many colours (rūpa), one visual consciousness (caksur-vijñāna) arises. Because of the speed [with which these consciousnesses occur], the non-simultaneous is said to be simultaneous. This (i.e. the impression that they are simultaneous) is [merely] an imagination (abhimāna). As it is [merely] an imagination when in the case of the circle formed by revolving fire (ālata-cakra) something not a circle is said to be a circle."

Such a stance is documented (and also repudiated) in later sources, too. In TS 1246 for instance, so as to establish the position that perception (pratyaksā) is free of conceptualization (kalpanā), the position is refuted that the apprehension of an object results from the fast succession of distinct cognitions: "If it is held that consciousnesses arise successively but that there is the imagination that they exist simultaneously due to their fast occurrence as in the case of the glowing coal, [then this is refuted as follows in kārikā 1247-1255]." (kramaṇa-vopajeyante vijñānān ítīt cen ma; ma/ sakrābhāvābhimānas tu śīghrartṛer ālātavat//) Cf. also Madhyamakāvatārabhāṣya (P. 5263 ha 324b7f, LVP p. 168,7-9) by Candrakīrti and Madhyamālaṃkāra by Śāntarakṣita (kā 24; P. 5285 sa 58a4 = p. 84 in the edition Madhyamālaṃkāra of Śāntarakṣita with his own commentary or Vṛtti and with the subcommentary or Pañjikā of Kamalaśīla by M. Ichigō, Kyoto 1985.)

In Ījām dbyan tās bzo's account of the Sautrāntikas (Wassiliew 1860, p. 312 (= p. 284 in the
2.5 The theory that invariably all mental entities are momentary will not have followed automatically from the observation of the flux of mental activity in the light of the fragmentation of the mind into distinct mental entities. Besides the fact that the extreme evanescence of mental entities had to be conceptualized in terms of momentariness, the development of this theory requires that the intuitively plausible momentariness of ordinary mental events was also accepted with regard to such states of mind where this was less obvious, as for instance in the case of certain meditations where any mental fluctuation is suspended. In Kv II.7 the Andhakas (ascription according to Kv-a p. 57) maintain, for instance, that certain thoughts (citta) can last for an entire day (ekaṃ cittaṃ divasam titṭhātī) p. 204,17 with which they refer, following the commentary, to the mind absorbed in meditation (samāpatticitta) and to sub-conscious states (bhavaṅgacitta). They even argue that the mind of the deities in the immaterial sphere (i.e. in the ārūpyadhātu) lasts for 20 thousand aeons (kalpa), that is, for the entire duration of their life, because in the absence of a material body the destruction of their mind is tantamount to their death, so that their mind cannot perish before their span of life (āyus) has elapsed. Similarly, in the Śāriputrābhidharma the mind (citta) absorbed in the "thunderbolt-like-contemplation" (vajropamasamādhi) is held to persist for immeasurable time (cf. n. 42).

That momentariness is expounded also with regard to these special instances requires that the momentariness of ordinary mental entities had been developed into a rule or doctrine about the mode of existence of mental entities in general. Given the tendency characteristic for Buddhist scholasticism to unify the properties of all entities pertaining to the same class, there will have been the urge to apply the principle of momentariness also to those mental states where this is less evident or even problematic. This can in fact be witnessed in Kv II.7 (p. 206,10-207,25) where the position of the Andhakas is refuted on the grounds that it is not coherent since they do not hold ordinary consciousness to last for an entire day, nor do they accept that beings below the realm of space-infinity are endowed with one and the same mind during their entire life (cf. n. 261).

§ 3

3.1 To sum up, according to the hypothesis advanced here, mental entities will have come Russian original], this stance is illustrated by the perforation of a pile of hundred lotus petals by a sharp needle (cf. the application of this simile in n. 223). Though the pile seems to be pierced at once (= experience of a variegated object), as a matter of fact one petal is pierced after the other (= one colour is perceived after the other). Cf. the Sāhityadarpana by Viśvanātha where the perception of what is not directly expressed, but only insinuated (vyāṅgya) in poetry is taught to be built up successively. On account of its speed, so Viśvanātha, this process is not observed (i.e. it seems as if the perception in question arises at once), just as hundred lotus petals seem to be perforated at once though they are actually pierced one after another. (atra vyāṅgapratitter vihbāvādpfraitikāraṇakatvāt kramo 'vaśyam asti kintūpalapatraś'atavyātibhedaval ṭāghavān na saṁlaksyate. ad no. 255, p. 102 in the edition by Roer, Calcutta 1850-1875, repr. Osnabrück 1980)

266 The identification of the extreme brevity of mental event with the duration of a moment will have followed from the use of kṣaṇa which at this stage was not yet a precisely defined unit of time, and, in fact, never became so in Theravāda, but simply denoted the smallest unit of time under consideration (see § I.E.1.1).
to be looked upon as momentary when the fleeting nature of mental events was viewed in the light of the conceptualization of the mind as a flow of discrete mental entities, which ultimately is based on the denial of a persisting Self. Considering the plausibility of this explanation and the textual evidence which can be adduced to substantiate it, I think it can be excluded that the momentariness of mental entities resulted from the partial adoption of an all-encompassing theory of momentariness and in this sense is intrinsically bound up with the conception that all forms of conditioned entities are momentary. To be sure, the fact that the doctrine of momentariness originated on its own grounds does not necessarily entail that the full-fledged doctrine of momentariness was only developed later in a second step which then will not have been taken by all schools. This is, however, suggested by the fact that the textual evidence for the conception that mental entities are momentary is older than the testimony to the full-fledged doctrine of momentariness.

3.2 The findings of this chapter are important for the further inquiry into the roots of the doctrine of momentariness. For they raise the possibility that the all-encompassing doctrine of momentariness was developed on the basis that mental entities are momentary. Such a possibility, which will be scrutinized in the next chapter, accords with the deduction of the momentariness of matter from the presupposed momentariness of the mind, as it is attested in various forms in the Yogācārā sources. Moreover, even if it should turn out that the presupposed momentariness of mental entities was of no immediate consequence for the formation of the doctrine that all samskāras are momentary, the analysis how mental entities came to be conceived of as momentary is still relevant because it is possible that the all-encompassing momentariness was "discovered" along the same lines as the momentariness of mental entities. In chapter II.C, I will argue that this is indeed the case and refer back to the findings of the present chapter as corroborating evidence.

267 Reference may be made to the version of the Markaṭṭāsūtra preserved in the Nidānasamikṣa (cited in n. 449) according to which mental events arise at every moment, while the body may last up to one hundred years and more. The greater antiquity of the stance that all mental entities are momentary is also suggested by the fact that this issue (Citaṭṭhītikāthā) is treated in the first half of the KV (viz. VII.2), whereas the momentariness of all phenomena (Khaṇḍikākathā) is only dealt with at the very end of the KV (viz. XXII.8) which indicates a later time of incorporation into the KV (cf. the remarks in § I.A.2.1).
II.B The Deduction of the Momentariness of all Conditioned Entities from the Momentariness of the Mind

It has been argued in the preceding chapter that the momentariness of mental entities was in all likelihood derived independently from that of all conditioned entities. This raises the question whether the all-encompassing momentariness resulted from the extension of the scope. Such a course of development is indeed suggested by the numerous arguments which prove the momentariness of all conditioned entities by deducing from the presupposed momentariness of mental entities that matter, too, is momentary. This type of argumentation is found in the MSA(Bh), Hsien-yang, AS(Bh), NA and, as the opponents' opinion to be refuted (pūrvapakṣa), in the YSBh and the sub-commentaries. In the following, these arguments will be reviewed in order to examine whether they were only devised retrospectively to prove the momentariness of all conditioned entities, or whether they possibly reflect the considerations which led on the basis of the mind to the acceptance that matter, too, is momentary.

To start with, the arguments are arranged according to their structure in the following table reproduced on p. 124. I have followed the sequence as it is found in MSA XVIII.83bcd which I regard as the oldest source advancing the type of argumentation reviewed here (cf. n. 340). The arguments subsumed under 1b) and 6), which are adduced later in the MSA (XVIII.85d, 88c and 91c), have been placed into the sequence as seemed fitting. The arguments are summarized only by key terms which will make more sense once they have been dealt with in the course of this chapter. Under the heading "scope of the argument," I have specified which kind of matter the argument relates to. The argumentation which is based on the appropriation of the body (subsumed under 2), for instance, only refers to corporeal matter. In the case of the MSABh (with the exception of 1a), 1b) and 6) and

---

268 — MSA XVIII: 83bcd, 85d, 88c, 91c; MSABh: 150,28-151,14; 152,14-16; 154,17-21; 153,8f, 154,5f
— Hsien-yang 548c22-549a3
— AS P. li 89a4-6, D. ri 77a3-5; ASBh 52,8-53,2
— NA T 1562: 534b29-c7
— YSBh introducing YS IV.16: 434,3-5; hereon the Vivaraṇa attributed to Śaṅkarācārya, p. 343,22-30.

269 MSA XVIII.83: pariṇāmopalabdheś ca taddhetutvaphalatvatah/ upāttatvādhipatyāc ca śuddhasatvānvṛttatih//

* This emendation of Levi's reading adhipatvāc is confirmed by the manuscript A of Ōtani. It is also supported by the pratīka (MSABh 151,4) as well as by the Tibetan translation (P. phi 254b7 and 256b1).

270 The arguments subsumed under 1b) and 6) are taken from a different context where they are advanced to prove specifically the momentariness of bodily matter (1b), of matter pertaining to the group of mental objects (dharmiyatanaparyāpananṟuṟṟuṟṟum) in general (6b), and of meditative images in particular (6a). As for the argument subsumed under 1a), it is asserted that it only refers to the sensory organs and their objects (cakṣuṟṟuṟṟi). This reflects that, in contrast to the various ways in which mind effects matter, the causation of mind by matter was held to be limited to the production of perception by the respective organ and object.
of the Hsien-yang the specification of the scope has been provided by me. It is not expressly stated in these two texts, because there the arguments do not deduce momentariness directly, but are advanced as further proofs that all conditioned factors are effected by the mind. In their case, only in a second step is momentariness deduced on the grounds of this causal linkage. As can be gathered from the table, this is the most frequent mode of deriving momentariness. It will be discussed in some detail after all arguments have been dealt with.

Though I have considered all the relevant arguments known to me, the table may not be complete. Given the vastness of the pertinent Buddhist literature, it cannot be excluded that there are more arguments which are relevant in this context. It is hoped that they would not substantially affect the conclusions to which I come on the basis of the arguments examined here.

---

271 The arguments refer to the production of all conditioned entities. Insofar as the momentariness of mental entities is presupposed, they, however, only aim at the material entities.

272 However, I have not listed in the table the argument found in VinSg (cited in n. 327), because this argument is kept in very general terms and does not specify why all conditioned factors should be the product of the mind (cittaphala).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEXT</th>
<th>RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MIND (CITTA) AND MATTER (RUPA)</th>
<th>BASIS ON WHICH MOMENTARINESS IS DEDUCED</th>
<th>SCOPE OF ARGUMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a) MSA(Bh)</td>
<td>perception</td>
<td>causality</td>
<td>objects and sensory organs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b) JP/Vi, MSA(Bh), AS(Bh)</td>
<td>perception (MSA only: causation of mind)</td>
<td>relationship between basis (āśraya) and supported entity (āśrita)</td>
<td>āśraya (JP/Vi, MSA: sensory organs; AS:Bh: entire body)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c) pūrvapākṣa in YSBh and Vivaraṇa</td>
<td>perception</td>
<td>existential dependence upon perception</td>
<td>outer objects (bāhyā artha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) MSA(Bh), AS(Bh), NA</td>
<td>appropriation of the body</td>
<td>- causality (MSA) - existential dependence of the body upon the mind (NA, ASBh)</td>
<td>corporeal matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) AS(Bh), NA; cf. MSA(Bh)</td>
<td>bodily changes caused by the mind</td>
<td>body changes in accordance with the mind at every moment</td>
<td>corporeal matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) MSA(Bh)</td>
<td>domination (ādhi patya) of the mind</td>
<td>causality</td>
<td>corporeal matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) MSA(Bh), Hsien-yang, AS(Bh)</td>
<td>manipulation of matter according to yogic will (adhitom-kṣa)</td>
<td>causality (MSA, Hsien-yang); specific process of manipulation (ASBh)</td>
<td>manipulated matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a) MSA(Bh), Hsien-yang</td>
<td>generation of images in meditation (pratibimba)</td>
<td>causality (Hsien-yang); existential dependence (MSA:Bh)</td>
<td>meditative images (pratibimba)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b) MSA(Bh)</td>
<td>matter pertaining to the group of mind objects depends upon the mind.</td>
<td>causality (so SAVBh)</td>
<td>matter pertaining to the group of mind objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) MSA(Bh), Hsien-yang, AS(Bh)</td>
<td>conditioning of matter by karma</td>
<td>causality</td>
<td>corporeal and external matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1 1) Perception

According to the canonical formula "visual consciousness arises in dependence upon the eye and the visible" (cakkhuṁ ca paticca rūpe ca uppajjati cakkhuviśñānāṁ), cognition is dependent upon the respective sensory organ and object. This dependence of the mind on matter is exploited in the arguments 1a) and 1b). Whereas these arguments deduce the momentariness of matter from the momentariness of the entity depending upon it (i.e. the mind), all other arguments invert the relationship and refer to the dependence of matter upon mind. This holds good also for 1c), which reflects a more advanced stage of Buddhist thinking than 1a) and 1b), and presupposes, in contrast to them, that the object is dependent upon cognition.

2.1.1 1a) MSABh 151,1-3 comments on the argument in MSA XVIII.83b which derives the momentariness of sense organs and objects from their "being-the-cause of something [momentary]" (taddhetutva, MSABh: kṣanikahetutva). The MSABh explains that this reasoning refers to the causation of perception by the sensory organs and objects. Momentariness is deduced on the grounds that the momentariness of the effect implies the momentariness of its cause. This type of argumentation on the basis of the causal relationship will be examined below in § II.B.2.8.

2.1.2 1b) The arguments subsumed under 1b) only refer to the sensory organs and not to the objects. As the base (āśraya) on which cognitions are based (āśrita), the organs are held to have the same duration as those cognitions. Already in the JP (998c20-24, T 1543 876b18-22; translated in n. 27), the latest of the canonical Sarvāstivāda works, it is taught that the four gross elements constituting the matter of the sensory organs (indriyamahābhūta) arise, abide and perish together with their respective mental act (citta), which, provided the mental acts are conceived of as momentary in this context, implies their momentariness (cf. n. 28). This is taught, however, apart from the issue of momentariness and there is no indication in the JP that this simultaneity was taken to imply the momentariness of the sense organs or even of all material entities (cf. § I.A.2.2). In the Vi, by contrast, this passage is interpreted as the demonstration that not only mental, but also material entities are momentary (Vi 787c17-23);

273 E.g. SN II 72,18f; SN IV 33,22f; cf. AKp II, p. 105 n.4.

274 MSABh 151,1-3: "The mind (citta) is commonly known to be momentary, and the other conditioned factors, [namely] the eye, the visible and so on [are commonly known] as its cause. Therefore, it is proved that they also are momentary. It is, however, not possible that something momentary (i.e. mind) originates out of something non-momentary (i.e. matter), as it is said (iī) [to be impossible that] something impermanent [originates] out of something eternal."4 (kṣanikam hi citām prasiddham, tasya ārya samśkārā caksūriṇāpya hetuḥ. tasmāt te 'pi kṣanikā iti siddham. na tv aksanikāt kṣanikam bhavitum arhati, yathā nityād anityām iti.).

4 The last sentence explaining why the causal relationship implies the momentariness of the cause is cited (again) and discussed in n. 331.

4 Possibly hetavah should be read instead of hetutah. This is suggested by the Tibetan translation (P. phi 256a7f, D. phi 232b6f: sems ni skad cig mar rab tu <b?> sgrub pahoh/deh rgyu ni mig < dah gzugs > la sogs pa ḡdu byed gzan dag yin no/). Cf. also the Chinese translation T 1604 646c22.
translated in n. 29). Accordingly, the Vi argues on the basis of the simultaneity of sense organ and consciousness when it reasons that three units of consciousness may not arise and perish while one sense organ does (as the proponents of the doctrine of three moments contend), because "cognitions (vijñāna) have [both] origination and destruction in accordance with their base (i.e. originate and perish when their base does)" (Vi 788a1f and 8f; cf. the translation of the entire passage in n. 61).

As in the Vi, so also in the MSABh and ASBh the momentariness of the sense organs — in the ASBh even of the entire body275 — is deduced from their function as the base for perception. In the MSABh the relationship between the base and the entity supported by it is likened to that of a cart and the passenger, the argument being that the passenger only moves when the cart does.276 Thus the constant rise and destruction of consciousness (= the movement of the passenger) implies that of the sensory organs (= the movement of the cart).277 In the ASBh it is argued that the basis gives rise to the supported entity by its destruction so that they are not simultaneous, but stand in a causal relationship implying a time difference. The origination of a new mind entity at every moment implies that at every preceding moment the sensory organ and body perish in their function as basis and are thus momentary.278

275 The ASBh takes it as self-evident (prasiddha) that not only the sensory organs but the entire body are the basis for the origination of mental entities.

276 Strictly speaking, he could move on the cart from its front to the back, etc. Possibly Sthiramati (SAVBh P. tsi 189b2-6) wanted to exclude such a possibility when he exemplified the relationship with a mounted horse and the rider.

277 — MSABh 152,14-16: "In the case of the origination [of consciousness] on account of the [sensory organs'] functioning as a basis, [the momentariness of the organs ensues] because [without the basis being momentary] the-being-based-upon-it [of the consciousness] is impossible. For if the basis abides, it is not possible that [the entity] based upon it does not abide, just as it is not possible that the passenger of a cart does not abide while the cart does. For otherwise the functioning as the basis would not be possible." (āśrayabhāvenopattāvāśritavāsamabhavati. na hi tiṣṭhate āśraye taddāśritasyānava-sthānam yujyate, yāne tiṣṭhate taddāśrūdhānavasthānavad <. > anyathā hy āśrayatvam na sambhavet.)

— MSABh 154,17-19: "Again he (i.e. the opponent) should be asked thus: 'Do you maintain that the passenger moves while the cart abides?' If he answers, 'Of course not', he should be spoken to thus: 'When the eyes and so on (i.e. the other sensory organs) abide, it is [then also] not possible that the consciousness based on it moves as a series [of moments]." (punah sa idam prastavyah: "kaccid icchasi yāne tiṣṭhate yānādūṇḍho gacchey " iti. yadi "no hi" ti vadet, sa idam syād vacanīyah: "cakṣurādiṣu tiṣṭhatsu taddāśritam vijñānam prabandhena gacchatiti na vyujyate").

Prabandhena is ambiguous and refers both to the perpetuity of the movement and to the mode of existence, the nuance translated here. The ambiguity is clearly brought out by Sthiramati’s rendering of prabandhena as skad cig mahi rgyun gyis rgyun du (SAVBh P. tsi 189b7; in D. tsi 161b1 skad cig mahi is missing).

c in Levi’s edition has been elided in accordance with manuscript A and B of Ētani.

278 ASBh 52,16-20: "[As mind and the mental factors are momentary, so also matter is momentary] because it is the basis for the mind (citta). The body with the sensory organs is commonly known to be the basis of the mind. That which serves as the basis for the origination of something is not seen to do so without perishing itself, as in the case of firewood, the seed and so on [which are the basis] for fire, the sprout, and so on. Therefore, it is proved that the [body] is destroyed at every moment
The fact that the simultaneity of sense organ and consciousness was taught in the JP independently from the issue of momentariness suggests that this simultaneity was not postulated as a consequence of the acceptance of the doctrine of momentariness, but had been arrived at on other grounds. Given that there is to my knowledge no clear testimony to the doctrine of momentariness in the entire Abhidharmapitaka of the Sarvástivādins, it is well possible that this had happened even before the doctrine of momentariness was adopted. Considering the argumentation employed in the Vi, MSABh and ASBh, this raises the possibility that the doctrine of momentariness resulted from the elaboration of the implications that the material sense organs are simultaneous with the cognitions they generate. For it is feasible, given the Buddhist tendency to generalize qualities, that the momentariness of the gross elements of the sense organs, which is implied by their simultaneity with mental entities, was generalized into a property characterizing gross matter in general and thereby applying to all forms of material entities. As suggested by the ASBh, which considers the entire body as the basis of perception, this process may have happened in two stages. Thus the momentariness of the sense organs, which itself will have been deduced in a previous step from the momentariness of the mind, will have first been extended to encompass all corporeal matter and on this basis also all inanimate matter will have come to be conceived of as momentary in a further step.

Such a hypothesis presupposes that the simultaneity of sense organs and cognitions was understood in the pregnant sense that their existence is completely congruent. This is indeed the case in the JP which, as mentioned before, explicitly teaches that sense organ and cognition arise, persist and perish together. There can be no doubt, however, that initially the simultaneity of sense organ and perception was not understood in such a pregnant sense, but only entailed a partial overlapping, viz. that at the time of the cognition the corresponding sense organ exists, too. Thus, the simultaneity of cognition and sense organ will originally not have meant that the sense organ cannot exist before and after the corresponding cognition. Hence, under the terms of the hypothesis considered here the simultaneity because it functions at every moment as the basis for the mind."

279 Cf. the "Three-Moments"-doctrine cited in Vi 787c22-788a9 (adduced in n. 61) according to which the sense organs last for three moments so that they also exist when the momentary cognitions they generate do not exist. Reference may also be made to the doctrine of the Theravādins (cf. § I.B.3) that the cognized object (as all other forms of matter) lasts seventeen times as long as the discrete acts of cognition.

280 That it requires additional considerations to deduce the complete congruency of the sense organ and cognition from their relationship as basis and supported entity is borne out by the artificial argumentation that is advanced in the MSABh (see n. 277) in order to prove that the sense organs originate and perish together with the cognitions they generate. This argumentation equates the standstill of cart and passenger with the duration of viññāna and organ, and associates the subjection to continuous origination and decay with locomotion. This difficulty is glossed over by the use of derivatives of the root sthā (tiśṭhati and anavasthāna) which refers both to spatial as well as temporal fixation (cf. "to
came to acquire its pregnant sense in a first step, and on this basis the momentariness was deduced in a second step. This raises the question of which reasons could have been so pressing — certainly not those adduced in the MSABh (cf. n. 280) — to define the simultaneity of sense organs and cognitions as complete congruency, even though this would entail the contra-intuitive consequence that the sense organs, which hitherto had been conceived of as persisting, should now be regarded as constantly originating and perishing.

I have not been able to pursue this question systematically within the framework of the present study. However, it seems to me that the testimony of the JP is, in any case, not a sufficient textual basis for the presumption that the pregnant understanding of simultaneity had been established as such an undisputed tenet among the Sarvāstivādins (or some other school) that even such a far-reaching and contra-intuitive consequence as the momentariness of corporeal matter could have been derived from it. On the other hand, I find it cons-

abide"): tiṣṭhāti qualifying dārṣṭya means one time "fixed (at one place)" and one time "enduring (as the selfsame entity)," anavasthāna means with regard to the passenger "non-locomotion," while it means "non-fluctuation" with regard to consciousness. Similarly, the movement which is attributed to consciousness (prabandhena gacchati, i.e. "... consciousness moves as a series [of moments]") is not a movement in space but in time (i.e. the phrase refers to the reproduction of the stream of consciousness at every moment).

That it was by no means self-evident to see the relationship between basis and supported entity in the light of the relationship between cart and passenger is borne out by the objection brought forward against it (MSABh 154,19-21), namely that the relationship between vijnāna on one hand and senses and object on the other hand can be illustrated differently so that the endurance of the basis (the wick) and the fluctuation of the supported entity (flame) is entailed:

"If [the opponent] speaks thus: 'Is it not seen that when the flame which is based on the wick moves as a series [of moments], the wick abides?' this should be answered to him: 'It is not seen because due to the series of this [flame], a change of the wick (i.e. its burning down) is brought forth at every moment [so that it does not abide].'" (yady evam vader: "nanu ca dṛṣṭam varit-saṃnīśrite pradīpe prabandhena gacchati vartyā avasthānam" iti, sa idam vacantiḥ: "na dṛṣṭam tatrabandhena vartyāḥ pratikṣaṇaṁ vikārotapattār" iti.)

Also Sthiramati (SAVBh P. tsi 176b6f; D. tsi 150a2) admits of a different illustration of the relationship between basis and supported entity:

"Further, when the cloth is burnt, the colour blue and so on based upon the cloth will necessarily also be burnt. When the colour blue is not burnt, it is not possible that still the cloth is burnt."

(gyan yaii ras tshig nu ras la brten pahi kha dog shon po la sogs pa yan gdon mi za bar tshig par hgyur ro// gal te kha dog shon po na tshig na ras kyah tshig par mi rigs so/).

It could be held that the passage in the JP as the starting point and its interpretation in the Vi as the conclusion bear witness to the "discovery" of the momentariness of material entities in the way suggested above. Given that the proof of momentariness on the basis of the sense organs' function is more characteristic for the Yogācāra school and to my knowledge not recorded in any other Sarvāstivāda or Sautrāntika source, I think it is more likely, however, that the interpretation in the Vi did not evolve from the occupation with the JP, but had been superimposed from without and possibly been incorporated in the Vi some time after its initial compilation.

Also the derivation of the momentariness on the basis of the relationship between sense organs and cognitions as it is documented in the ASBh and MSABh will in all likelihood have been devised retrospectively. In the case of the MSABh, this is suggested by the artificial argumentation employed to substantiate the claim that sense organ and consciousness must originate and perish together because the former functions as the base for the latter (see n. 280). As for the ASBh, this impression is conveyed
ceivable that considerations about the simultaneity of the sense organs with the mental entities will have contributed towards the process — at the very least, by rendering the position that things constantly undergo destruction and origination less implausible — that led to the conviction that not only mental, but also material entities are momentary.

2.1.3 1c) As can be seen, the arguments under 1a) and 1b) operate on the basis that cognitions are dependent upon their respective sensory organ and object. This relationship is, as mentioned above, inverted in the argumentation of the opponent (pūrvapakṣa) as it is reported in the YSBh by Vyāsa and the Vivaraṇa thereon (attributed to Śaṅkarācārya) in the introduction to YS IV.16.²⁸² After the position of the Viññānavādins that the objects of the

by the premise that a base can only generate an entity if it itself undergoes destruction. Such a reasoning hardly accords with a doctrinally unprejudiced way of looking at things, and already presupposes the principle underlying the doctrine of momentariness, namely that the momentary entities within a series generate the subsequent entity. This is borne out by the illustration with the sprouting of the seed which is understood in the ASBh in such a way that the seed does not develop into a sprout, but is the basis which perishes and thereby gives rise to the sprout.

Thus the examination of the argumentation in the MSABh and ASBh as well as different considerations in the case of the Vi suggest that the doctrine of momentariness had been developed in a different context, and that the derivation of the momentariness of all conditioned entities on the basis of the sense organs’ relationship with consciousness has been devised retrospectively in order to prove the doctrine of momentariness.

²⁸² YSBh 429,1f (introducing YS IV.16): "Some maintain: 'The object only exists simultaneously with the cognition (jñāna) [of it], because it is something to be experienced (bhogyatā) as in the case of joy and so on'. In this way they refute [that one object] may be common [to several cognitions] and deny the very substance of the thing [i.e. its existence] in earlier and later moments [than its cognition]." (ke cid āhuḥ: "jñānasahabhūh evārthat bhogyatāt sukhamāvad" iti. ta etayā dvārā sādāraṇatvam bādhāmānāh pūrvottarākaṇāṇeṣu vastūrūpam evāpañcavitvam.)

Vivaraṇa (343,22-30): "Others among those very Buddhists, accepting the [existence of] outer objects, maintain: 'The object only exists simultaneously with the cognition (jñāna) [of it]. As the consciousness (viññāna), which is devoid of a substratum (dharmaśāya), arises and perishes every moment so the object arises and perishes exactly with the cognition (jñāna) of it [at every moment], because it is something to be experienced, as in the case of joy and so on. As things to be experienced, which are of such kind as joy, pain and so on, arise and perish with the consciousness [of them] and are not common [to several cognitions], so also [outer] objects like a pot and so on only arise and perish at the same time as the consciousness [of them], because they are something to be experienced. Thus they, too, like the Viññānavādins, refute that [one object] may be common [to several cognitions], that is, be the object of several cognitions [taking it as] agreeable and so on (as it is put forward in sūtra IV.15). [Thus by maintaining] that the thing does not exist [before or after its cognition], they deny the substance of the thing [i.e. its existence] in the earlier and later moments, [i.e.] in those [moments] which precede and follow the origination of the consciousness of it." (eṣān eva bauddhānām anyataṁ bāhyam artham abhiyapagacchanta āhuḥ: "jñānasahabhūh evārthatāh. yathā viññānam pratikṣaṇāṁ dharmiśāyaṁ utpadyate vināśya ca, tathā sahaśaViññānārtho viññāyatebvināśyatī ca, bhogyatāt sukhamāvad. tadyathā sukhaduhkhādirāpaṁ bhogyaṁ viññānasahoputtavināśaṁ asādāraṇaṁ, evamaṁ ghaṭādir arthaḥ 'pi viññānasamatanasaṃjñāghanavānīśa eva, bhogyatāvad" iti. te 'pi tathāvā viññānāvādvadviññānaraṇatvam anekasukhamādīciṭṭhālambanatvam bādhāmānāh, pūrvottarākaṇāṇeṣu svaivyavijñānāntapatteḥ paurastreyesa pāścātēyeṣu ca "vastu nāsti" ti vastusvarūpam evāpañcavitvam.)

² The Vivaraṇa reads vastusvarūpam.
senses only appear in the mind has been rejected in the preceding *sūtra*, the stance is disproved that external objects (*bāhya artha*) do exist but only in dependence upon the mind perceiving them. The Buddhists are credited with a position according to which outer objects only exist as long as they are actually perceived so that they arise and perish in every moment together with the perception of them. They are reported to argue that what applies to non-external objects of perception such as pain or joy (*sukhaduhkhādīrīpaṃ bhogyam*), namely that they only exist with the perception of them (there can be no unperceived pain), also has to apply to external things such as a pot because they, too, are objects of perception (*bhogyatvā*). If this argumentation renders the Buddhist position without distorting it (see n. 283), then it raises the possibility that the momentariness had become extended to material entities, because, being regarded as potential (if not actual) objects of perception, their mode of existence was determined in analogy with mental objects. Given that the momentari-

\[\text{If} \ vijñāyate \ \text{was adopted as the correct reading, the translation should run as follows:} \ldots \text{so the object is perceived by the cognition [and hence arises] and perishes with it [at every moment]...} \]

This seemingly unconvincing argument derives some plausibility from the particularities of the classical syllogism (*anumāna*) in Buddhism with its three conditions (*trairāpya*). So as to be valid this syllogism only requires that the logical reason (*hetu*, here *bhogyatva*, i.e. to be the object of experience) 1) inheres in the *pakṣa* (i.e. the subject of the syllogism, here external objects), 2) that it inheres in at least one entity other than the *pakṣa* in which the argued property (*śādhyā*, here *jñānasahabhātva*, i.e. the existential linkage with perception) is extant (in the present case, reference is made to *sukhādīvav*, i.e. to mental objects like joy etc., as cases where the proving property co-exists with the argued property), and 3) that it (i.e. the *hetu*) does not inhere in any *vipakṣa* instances (entities in which the argued property is not found; here not explicated). If the trust in the validity of such a formally correct syllogism was — despite its inductive nature — strong enough, the argument under review would have been accepted as conclusive.

On the other hand, it is to be expected that a syllogism like this one was only developed later to justify a doctrinal stance that had originally been adopted for other reasons. In the given case, it is difficult to identify what these reasons might have been without reconstructing what precisely the Buddhist position was that is referred to here. The refutation of the Buddhist position presupposes that they held eternal things to be non-existent when they were not perceived. To my knowledge, however, such a position is unknown in Buddhism. It therefore may well be that the Buddhist position is less radical. As a matter of fact, the citation of the Buddhist position in the *YS Bh* (cited in n. 282) may be understood as referring only to the fact that the perception and its object are simultaneous (probably in a pregnant sense, implying the momentariness of the object), so that the object is momentary and does not precede its perception as it did according to the Sautrāntikas (cf. § II.B.2.1.4). Such a position is well attested in Buddhism, and was for instance held by the Sarvāstivādins (cf. § II.B.2.1.4). In that case, the Buddhist position would have been distorted in the Yogasūtra tradition because the argumentation with the analogy of pain and so on would have suggested, contrary to the original import of this comparison, that material objects have the same ontological status as pain, etc., do.

\[\text{YS IV. 16:} \ \text{na caikacittatantrāṃ vastu, tad apramāṇakaṃ; tadā kim syāt?; the rhetorical question is answered by the Vivaraṇa: na hi kim cid api syāt. Cf. Vācaspatimīśa’s explanation in this context (Tattvavaiśāradī p. 429,13-15): bhavatv artho jñānād vyatikritkas; tathāpy asau jaḍatvāṃ na jñānam antarena śākyah pratipattum. jñānena tu bhāṣāniyāḥ. tathā ca jñānasamaya evāti, nānyadā, praṃābhādāv iti.} \]

Such a possibility is also implied by the following extract from the refutation of the theory of momentariness in the Brahmaśūtrabhāṣya. Here (Brahmasūtrabhāṣya by Śaṅkara on II.2,4,20, p. 532,10f) Śaṅkarācārya argues that the theory cannot account for the continuous origination and decay of

\[\text{\textsuperscript{284} Such a possibility is also implied by the following extract from the refutation of the theory of momentariness in the Brahmaśūtrabhāṣya. Here (Brahmasūtrabhāṣya by Śaṅkara on II.2,4,20, p. 532,10f) Śaṅkarācārya argues that the theory cannot account for the continuous origination and decay of} \]
ness of matter is first attested in realistic schools such as the Sarvāstivāda where the existence of external objects is in no way linked to their status as objects of perception, such a course of development is, however, highly unlikely.

2.1.4 With regard to 1a), 1b) and 1c), it can be summarily added that it is also unlikely that considerations about the process of perception led to the conviction that the sensory organ and the object need to be equally momentary as the mind they interact with, because there is evidence that their momentariness even posed serious doctrinal problems. Given the momentariness of mental entities, one unit of consciousness cannot first encounter the object on the basis of the organ and then perceive it. Rather, the perception of the object has to arise as a distinct mental entity in its own right at least a moment after the encounter. If the object is also momentary, this entails that at the time of perception the perceived object has already passed away, so that the cognition of the world is always delayed. This consequence must have been considered problematic because not all schools accepted it, as the Sautrāntikas (that is, at least the strand recorded in AKBh) did.285 The Sarvāstivādins286 and Harivarman287 maintained that the perception of the object and the object itself arise at the same moment. The effect of the object and sense organ on the perception the Sarvāstivādins explained with the concept of causality between co-existing factors (sahabhūhetu).288 This

momentary entities: "And if the perception and non-perception of the entity were its origination and destruction, also in this way the eternity of the thing would result because these two (darśanādarśana) are states of the perceiver and not states of the object." (yadi ca darśanādarśane vastuna utpādanirodham syātām, evam api draśṭṛdharmau tāu na vastudharmav iti vastunah śāśvatatvaprasāhga eva.).

285 AKBh 145,17f: tatrāpi pūrvam indriyārthau paścād vijnānam.

286 Vi 201c16-19 (cf. n. 126 where this passage is quoted in full): "By force of the mark of duration, the conditioned factors are, once they have originated, ... able to grasp their object. ... If there was no mark of duration ... mental states (citta) and factors (caitasika dharma) would be without an object."

I do not see how the doctrine that the perception only grasps the object after it has originated can be reconciled with the doctrine that the object and the perception thereof arise simultaneously (sahabhū). Possibly the latter doctrine has been introduced to replace the earlier one which may have become unacceptable once mental entities were viewed as infinitesimal. In this case, the question poses itself whether this development is later than the argument formulated here, or whether the Vi and the Vi, refer — for the sake of the argument — back to an earlier stance which at the time of the argument’s conception had already been (largely) superseded.

287 TSi 279b23-26: "And this visual consciousness (cakṣurviṇāṇa) takes the eye as its basis (āśraya) and the visible (rūpa) as its object (ālambana). [As] these two, being impermanent (anītya), arise and perish from moment to moment, how could it not be for the visual consciousness that it perishes from moment to moment?" As for example when there is no tree the shadow also will accordingly be non-existent, so also the consciousness, which arises with [the eye and the visible] as its basis, perishes from moment to moment because the eye and the visible perish from moment to moment."

Contrary to the arguments reviewed under 1), the momentariness of the mental entity is deduced from the presupposed momentariness of the sensory organ and of the object. The relationship between consciousness on one side and organ and object on the other side is likened to that between the simultaneously arising sprout and its shadow, with the Sarvāstivādins a standard example for the causality between co-existing factors.

288 AKBh 145,16f: <kāryakāraṇayoh> a sahabhāvo 'pi tu siddhah, tadyathā cakṣurviṇāṇādinām.
type of causality refers generally to mutual relationships where the existence of one entity implies the existence of the other and vice versa, as for instance in the relationship between candlelight and candle-flame.\textsuperscript{289} In the given case, this raises, as the Sautrāntikas objected, the question which effect the perception should have on the sense organ and — it may be added — on the object.\textsuperscript{290} As for the Theravādins, their doctrine that matter lasts as long as seventeen mental entities allowed them to teach that one and the same object underlies a complete unit of perception (cf. § I.B.3), so that the problem of the delayed perception of the world did not pose itself (cf. Sarathcandra 1958, p. 45f). This is not the place to enter upon the intricacies of the various Buddhist theories of perception. All that is of interest here is that they bear witness to the adaptation of the theory of perception to the momentariness of matter. This process of adaptation corroborates my contention that the momentariness had not initially been "discovered" by working out the implications of the Buddhist conception of perception.

2.2 2) Appropriation of the Body
The arguments of this type refer to the mind as the principle animating the body. A new embryo is only conceived when the impure substances of the parents (aśuci), i.e. sperm (śukra) and ovum (śonitabindu), merge with the mind of a being in the intermediate state between birth and rebirth (antarābhava) which for this purpose has entered the mother's womb. Not only the origination of the body in this way, but also the continued existence depends upon the mind's inherence in the body. For, once the mind parts from the body, the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{caksurāpādhibhir bhūtabhautikānāṁ ca.}
\item Cf. AKBh 34,9f: \textit{tatra caksurājñānasasya cakṣuḥ sahaja āśrayo yāvat kāyavigñānasya kāyaḥ.}
\item \textsuperscript{a} kāryakāraṇayōḥ has been supplied from the preceding sentence.
\item \textsuperscript{289} AK II.50b: sahabhūr ye mithahphalāḥ/
\item AKBh 83,19: \textit{mithah pārasparyena<.> ye dharmāḥ parasparphalās, te parasparaṃ\textsuperscript{b} sahabhū-hetur<.>}
\item AKBh 84,21f: \textit{katham sahotpannāṇāṁ dharmāṇāṁ hetuphalabhāva iti. tadyathā pradīpadrabhayor ankuracchāyayoṣ ca.}
\item \textsuperscript{b} The reading \textit{pāramparyena} has been emended in accordance with the Tibetan (gcig la gcig, P. 5591 gu 99b1) and the Chinese (T 1558 30b18) translation.
\item \textsuperscript{b} The reading \textit{parasparah}, though confirmed by the manuscript, must be faulty. Cf. AKBh 85,1 cited in n. 290.
\item \textsuperscript{290} AKBh 85,1: "There may be [the relationship of cause and effect (hetuphalabhāvai)] among simultaneously arisen [things]; but how should it be mutual?" (syāt tāvat sahotpānānāṁ, parasparaṃ tu katham.)
\item AKVy 197,27-31: "As for 'There may be [the relationship of cause and effect (hetuphalabhāva)] among simultaneously arisen [things]' and so on: The relationship of cause and effect (hetuphalabhāva) among simultaneously arisen [things] is accepted, just as the eye, though simultaneously arisen with the visual consciousness, is the cause for the origination of that latter one. But how should it be mutual? For the visual consciousness is not the cause for the eye." (syāt tāvat sahotpānānāṁ iti vistarāḥ: sahotpānānāṁ hetuphalabhāva igyate, tadyathā caksuḥ sahotpānām api caksurājñānena taduttattau hetur bhavati. parasparaṃ tu katham? na hi caksurājñānam tasya caksuṣo hetur bhavati.)
\end{itemize}

Possibly, the mutuality of the causal relationship between object and perception contributed to considerations that also the object in its turn is dependent upon the perception.
individual dies and the body decays. In this sense it is said that the body is appropriated by the mind (upātta). That the fate of the body is intrinsically linked up with that of the mind finds expression in the concept of "sharing the same destiny" (ekayogakṣematā). This concept is ambiguous. It refers both to the animation of the body as well as to the intrinsic bond between the welfare of the body and of the mind, insofar as the state of mind determines that of the body. A body endowed with a strong and "healthy" mind will itself have these qualities, whereas it will be ailing when the mind is afflicted. At least according to Y, this relationship is reciprocal insofar as the state of mind in turn will depend upon the condition of the body.291 Here, however, only the subjection of the body is of interest.

The MSABh specifies that the body is appropriated by the mind insofar as the former — or more precisely, insofar as the proto-embryonic matter (i.e. sperm and ovum) — coagulates (sahasamāṁrūcchanā) with the mind and then continues to exist only by its favour (tadanugrahānuvṛtti).292 In the ASBh293 the appropriation of the body is specified as consisting in

---

291 Y 24,16f: "And by the force of the mind, [the embryonic matter] does not rot. And by the fostering or damaging of it (i.e. the embryonic matter), the mind and the mental factors are fostered or damaged. Therefore, this [bond] is called 'the sharing of the same destiny' (anyonyayogakṣema)."

292 MSABh 151,4-6: "All conditioned factors, the eye and so on with their basis (SAVBh: the body) are appropriated by the mind insofar as they persist by its favour from coagulation (i.e. conception) onwards. Therefore, they are the effect of the mind." (citteṇa hi sarve sanskārās caksurādayaḥ sādhīśhānā upāttaḥ, sahasamāṁrūcchanā<1> tadanugrahānuvṛttiḥ. tasmā te cittaṣya phalam<.>)

I conjecture that sahasamāṁrūcchanā should be emended to sahasamāṁrūcchana so that saha 9 is used temporarily (cf. BHSD s.v. 1 saha-). Otherwise, it would (in addition to upātta) have to be construed with citteṇa, which would be clearly awkward, though not impossible. ("Coagulating with the mind [at the time of conception], all conditioned factors, the eye and so on with their basis are appropriated by it insofar as they persist by its favour.") The conjecture also is more satisfactory insofar as it is the proto-embryonic matter and not, as Lévi’s reading suggests, the sensory organs and their basis which coagulate with the mind.

Both the Tibetan and Chinese translation (646c28, where sādhīśhānā and sahasamāṁrūcchanā/ are not rendered at all) deviate substantially at this point from the Sanskrit so that it is difficult to establish the correct reading on their basis. The Tibetan translation (P. phi 256b2; D. 4040, 233a1), however, supports the assumption that sahasamāṁrūcchanā is not to be read as a nominative but as an ablative: mig la sogs pañi ḍu byed rnams ni [des] "sems dan lhan cig mishu's par ldan pañi phyir<oa<br>des> rjes su zin par ḍuug pañi sgo nas rtan dan bcas par zin pa ste'/ de lta bas na sems kyi hbras bu yin no/.<d> Fortunately, the textual uncertainty entailed by the conjecture is, for the present purposes, of no consequence.

Also the rendering of tadanugrahānuvṛttiḥ is problematic insofar as anuvṛtti means primarily "compliance with," "accordance to." This, however, does not fit with "favour" (anugṛha), but would require rather something like "state." Given that the ASBh and probably also the NA only explicate ekayogakṣemata in terms of the animation of the mind by the body and do not expressly refer to its other nuance, namely the qualitative determination of the body by the mind, I prefer to understand "anuvṛtti" in the sense of "to exist along," "to continue to exist." It cannot, however, be excluded that tadanugrahānuvṛttiḥ does, as Sthiramati seems to hold, refer also to the dependence of the body’s welfare upon that of the mind. This dependence would, as explicated in the SAVBh, corroborate the
the sharing of the same fate (ekayogäkṣemativa), a concept which, as mentioned above, refers to the existential bond between the body and the mind, and is ambiguous insofar as it may allude to both the animation of the body by the mind and to the body’s qualitative determination by the mind. At this point, this concept is only explicated in terms of the animation of the body by the mind. However, though no express reference seems to be made to the dependence of the body’s state upon that of the mind (i.e. its qualitative determination), the argumentation appears to derive some of its plausibility from this dependence. Despite the Chinese translation which renders ekayogäkṣemativa by “equality as to well-being and

causal relationship between mind and body:

SAVBh P. tsi 170a4-8, D. tsi 144a4-7: “For after the viśñāna has entered the mother’s womb, it merges (lit.: faint) [with the impurities of the parents (i.e. sperm and ovum)] and then out of the parents’ impurities the body (ātambahāva?) [of the new existence] develops [in the successive stages of] the kalala, the arbuda and so on. As long as the viśñāna has not entered the mother’s womb and merged there [with the procreative substances], for so long no kalala, arbuda and so on will originate from the parents’ impurities. Because the body [thus] complies with the mind, it is appropriated by it. …Moreover, when the mind becomes afflicted, the body also does; when the mind comes to fare well also the body does. Because the body hence complies with the mind, it is appropriated by it. Therefore, all conditioned factors are the fruit of the mind.” (हिं पति माहि मिमल दु माम पर शेस पा खुग्स नास, ब्र्ग्यल बारू ग्युर पा दाँ/ ग्दो द्फ पा माहि मि ग्स्तां बा लास नुर नुर पो दाँ नेर मेर पो ला सोग्स पा लुस क्यि धोस पर ह्ग्राब क्यि/ जि स्र्दु दु माम पर शेस पा माहि मिमल दु खुग्स नास ब्र्ग्यल बार मा ग्युर पा, दे स्र्दु द्फ पा माहि मि ग्स्तां बा लास नुर नुर पो दाँ नेर मेर पो ला सोग्स पा मि ह्ग्युर बासू ना, लुस नि। संस क्यि र्जि सु ह्ब्रां हांि प्यिर, संस क्यि लुस यौि सु ख्बुंि नो/ … ग्यां यां संस्ला ग्नोद पर ग्युर ना लुस यां यां ग्नोद पर ह्ग्युर ला/ संस ब्दे बार ग्युर ना लुस क्यां ब्दे बार ह्ग्युर बास, संस क्यि र्जि सु लुस ह्ब्रां हांि प्यिर/ संस क्यि लुस चिन पाि प्यिर/ दे बास ना ह्दु ब्येड र्नांस <संस> ह्यि ह्ब्रांस बु यिन नो/)

P. omits ...)

The position of des has been changed because it is not to be construed with sans dañ hlan cig mtshuns par ldan pahi phyir but with rjes su zin par hjiug pahi. Possibly sans dañ hlan cig mtshuns par ldan pahi phyir was originally also missing in D. and, being later taken over from a different tradition (cf. the SAVBh below), accidentally inserted after and not before des.

D. zin pa yin te/

The Tibetan translation that can be found in the SAVBh deviates to some extent: sans kyi mig la sogs pa gnas dañ bcas pa zin pa ste (P. tsi 170a2)/ hlan cig tu brygal ba dañ/ bde bar zin pahi rjes su hbrah bahi phyir ro (P. tsi 170a4)/.}

P. brygal par

D. ni lus na

D. dge

h) sans missing both in P. and in D.

29) ASBh 52,11-13 on AS 41,9f: “[As mind and the mental factors are momentary, so also matter is momentary] because of the appropriation [of the body] by the mind. For the body is appropriated by the momentary mind. In which sense? Because it shares the destiny with the mind. For the body only comes into being if endowed with consciousness (viṣñāna) and rots once the consciousness withdraws from it. Because of this sharing of the destiny with the mind, the [body] should be known to be momentary like the [mind].” (cittopatattam upādāyā. kṣaṇikena hi cittena kāya upāttaḥ. kenaṁ thā? cittākayogākṣematām upādāyā. tathā hi kāyaḥ savijñānakāra eva samudāgacchati, viṣñānapakrāntyā ca pūṭhavati. tasmācit cittenākayogākṣemanāvāt tattva evāsyā kṣaṇikatvāṃ veditavām.)

The emendation of Tatia’s faulty reading tādīvāṣya is supported by the manuscript.
affliction." and thus emphasizes the qualitative determination and not the animation, the NA reproduces the ASBh with only slight modifications and basically accords with it.

In the MSA the appropriation of the body by the mind is adduced as the first, and probably most fundamental, reason why the body is the effect of the mind. Thus it only implies the momentariness indirectly insofar as the body's momentariness follows from its production by a momentary cause. As mentioned above, this type of argument based on the causal relationship will be examined in more detail at the end of this chapter in § II.B.2.8.

In the ASBh (and hence also in the NA) the momentariness of the body is deduced directly as resulting from its existential bond with the momentary mind. "Because the body shares mind's fate," it is argued, "it should be known to be momentary just like that [mind]." The argument presupposes that the existential dependence of the body upon the mind — the (living) body's beginning and end are determined by the mind's entrance and withdrawal — entails that the body's mode of existence accords with that of the mind. For if the body continued to exist when the mind undergoes destruction, mind and body would no longer share the same fate.295

294 NA (534c3-7): "Moreover, because as to well-being or affliction the body complies with the mind (*kāyasya cittākayogākṣematvā). That is to say, because the body is appropriated by the momentary mind, it necessarily complies with it as to well-being or affliction. When the body is endowed with consciousness, it lasts as a series for a long time. When the consciousness withdraws from it, it rots. Because it complies with the momentary mind as to well-being or affliction, the body should be known to be necessarily momentary as the mind is."

295 Reflecting the ambiguity of the concept of yogākṣematā, there are basically two different possibilities of how precisely the argument is to be reconstructed here, one drawing on the animation of the body by the mind, and one on the qualitative determination of the body by the mind.

The former reconstruction requires that the existential dependence as it is commonly known to exist between the body and the mind series is presupposed to hold also between the body and the distinct momentary mind entity. What applies to extended existence, namely that the body does not continue to exist (as a living one) when it is left alone by the mind, also applies to momentary existence so that every destruction of a mind unit entails the destruction of the body. Similarly, as the presence of the mind effects the origination of the body at the time of conception, so at every other moment the re-origination of the mind prompts the re-origination of the body. Thus the argument would refer with "mind" one time to the momentary mind entity, namely when the body's momentariness is derived from that of the mind, and one time to the mind series, namely when, on the basis of the animation by the mind, the existential dependence of the body upon it is established.

According to the latter reconstruction, the argument deduces from the qualitative determination of the bodily state by the mind that the body's mode of existence accords with that of the mind. "Mind" in this sense refers to the mind series and not to a distinct momentary mind entity. It is conceived of as undergoing constant destruction and re-origination. Since the body's linkage to the mind is so tight that not only the beginning and end of its existence but also its state during this existence is determined by the mind, the body, too, has to perish and re-arise every moment. According to this reconstruction, the qualitative dependence does not only determine whether the body fares well or not, but also in which mode it is existing. In other words, the mode of existence (i.e. to constantly undergo destruction and re-origination) is conceived of as a property which like well-being etc. is "taken over" by the body from the mind because of its existential dependence upon the latter.

Though in the ASBh and NA explicit reference is only made to the animation of the body by the mind, the latter reconstructing drawing on the qualitative determination may not be discarded. Probably
II.B The Deduction of Momentariness from the Momentariness of the Mind

Though the sharing of the same fate is a powerful argument for the deduction of the body's momentariness, it hardly carries enough weight on its own to have led to the acceptance of the momentariness of the body. I, for one, do not see why the dependence of a persisting body upon a series of distinct mind entities should have been so problematic that the fragmentation of the body, hitherto conceived of as temporally extended, should have been preferred as more acceptable.296

2.3 3) Bodily Changes

The existential bond between the body and the mind, on the basis of which the body's momentariness is deduced under 2), includes the dependence of the body's welfare upon that of the mind. Here again the arguments are based on the physical effects of the mind. Especially, reference is made to short term changes brought about by particular psychic events. Hatred, according to the example given by Sthiramati, causes the contraction of the eyebrows, the clenching of the fist and a grin, whereas desire brings a smile on the face. This effect of mental states on the body constitutes, according to Sthiramati, one of the aspects of the domination of the mind over the body (ādhipatya) which is adduced as a separate argument in the MSA. This interpretation by Sthiramati will be dealt with under 4) where the

the two possibilities of reconstructing the argumentation were not distinguished at all. Rather, without being differentiated as distinct, they may both have underlain the argument accounting jointly for its plausibility. At any rate, the explication in the ASBh and NA is too brief to allow for a decision how precisely the argument should be reconstructed.

296 There is an argument in a Sarvāstivāda source, namely the Vi, that resembles the derivation of the momentariness of corporeal matter from the animation of the body by the mind, as reviewed in this paragraph. The Vi concludes its refutation of the Three-Moments-Doctrine (cited in n. 61) by the argument that it entails the absurd consequence that immediately after death there will be two bodies (which possibly even exist in two different realms of existence), because the old body which has originated together with the penultimate and/or with the ultimate unit of consciousness (vijñāna) should still exist for one or two more moments when the consciousness, having parted from it, has already acquired a new body belonging to the next existence:

Vi 788a9-13: "And both [versions of the Three-Moments-doctrine (viz. the doctrine of mixed origination and the doctrine of succession)] have a further common fault, namely: When someone dies in the realm of men (manusyagatī) and is born in hell, the realm of men not having been abandoned yet (the corporeal matter having originated together with the penultimate and/or with the ultimate unit of consciousness [vijñāna] abides for one or two more moments), hell will be attained to. Thus the realms of existence (gati) will become confounded and the bodies will become confounded. The confusion of the realms of existence consists in that this sentient being is [at the same time still] in the realm of humans and [already] in the realm of hell. The confusion of bodies consists in that this sentient being has a [new] body in hell (which arises together with the first unit of consciousness in hell) and it also has [at the same time] the [old] human body. This then amounts to a big mistake."

This argument, at least as it is formulated here, presupposes that the first moment after death already pertains to the new existence and thus denies an intermediate state (antarābhava) between death and rebirth. The continuation of the old body beyond death must be unacceptable, insofar as it is still regarded as animated, obviously because it is precluded that animated matter becomes inanimate without losing its numeric identity. Thus the argument is based on the principle that change implies substitution, while the existential bond between body and mind is only indirectly of avail.
argument alluding to the domination of the mind is examined.

In the ASBh\textsuperscript{297} and NA\textsuperscript{298} the momentariness of the body is derived directly from the fact that is is affected by mental states. As the mind changes every moment, the body, too, will have to do so because its changes are brought about by the mind.\textsuperscript{299} Since the body is in this way (at least at certain times) subject to change at every moment, it is momentary.\textsuperscript{300} The fundamental presupposition of this argument is that the changes of the body at every moment entail its momentariness. Presuming that any qualitative change implies the destruction of the old and the origination of a new entity (cf. § II.C.1), it is ruled out from the outset that the body continues to exist while its accidental characteristics are altered by the mind's changes. Thus the argument under review rests on the same principle as those proofs which deduce momentariness on the basis of change. The momentariness of the mind is only of minor importance insofar as the constant subjection of the body to change follows from it, whereas in other proofs of this type it follows from other considerations. In MSABh 152,16-18 (cf. n. 360) the momentariness of the body is even deduced from the bodily change brought about by desire and so on, without alluding to the mind's momentariness at all. Therefore, the argument as it is put in the ASBh and NA will not be examined further here, but will be dealt with together with the other arguments referring to change in ch. II.C.

2.4 4) Domination (ādhipatya) of the Mind

In the MSABh the reason "because of the dominance [of the mind over the body]" (ādhipatya) in kārikā 83c is commented upon by adducing the two following citations of the

\textsuperscript{297} ASBh 52,14-16: "Moreover, [as mind and the mental factors are momentary, so also matter is momentary] because when the mind changes the [body] changes. For in states of happiness and suffering, desire and hatred, and so on the body is observed to change on account of the change of the mind. Thus the momentariness of the body is proved because it complies with the mind which changes at every moment." (kimca cittavikāratadvikāratām upādāya; cittasya hi <vi> kāreṇa kāyasya vikāro drṣṭaya sukhadūkhārāgadvesādyavasthāsu. atāḥ pratiksaṇam vikāriṇaḥ cetaso 'nuvidhānaḥ kāyasya kṣanikatvam siddham.)

\textsuperscript{298} NA 534b29-c3: "The body is momentary because one observes it to undergo changes in accordance with the mind and so on.\textsuperscript{8} That is to say, one observes that the distinct features of the body change in accordance with the mind and so on when pain or joy, desire or hatred and so on arise. Because the body undergoes change in accordance with a momentary entity (dharma), namely the mind and so on, its momentariness ensues."

\textsuperscript{8} "And so on" should refer to the mental factors (caitā) accompanying the mind. (cf. AS P. li 91a5, D. ri 77a4: ji ltar sems danh sems las byul ba skad cig ma yin pa de ltar gzugs kyah skad cig mar bta ste/).

\textsuperscript{299} The argumentation seems to surmise that the mental change from one moment to the next has an immediate effect on the body so that the body changes, at least at times, as quickly as the mind does.

\textsuperscript{300} Given that the mind also undergoes relatively stable phases as for instance in deep sleep or meditation, the deduction of the body's constant subjection to change will be limited to situations where the mind changes very rapidly and the body follows suit. That the momentariness deduced in such a specific context holds good in general for corporeal matter will follow from the principle that entities of the same kind cannot differ with regard to such fundamental properties as that of being momentary.
Buddha. 301

"By the mind this world is led, by the mind it is dragged to and fro; it is subject to the power of the again and again arising mind."

and

"The mind-matter complex [constituting a living being] (nāmarūpa) is conditioned by consciousness (vijñāna)."

Sthiramati explains that the first part of the first quotation refers to the control over the body insofar as it follows the volitive impulses of the mind.302 According to him, the second part of this quotation alludes to bodily changes brought about unwillingly by the mind. This is exemplified by the effect hatred or desire have on the body.303 This aspect of the mind’s domination corresponds to the arguments subsumed under 3).

The second quotation cited by the MSABh is taken from the standard formulation of the causal nexus (pratītyasamutpāda). In accordance with the standard interpretation, the MSAT explains that it refers to the

---

301 MSABh 151,6-8: yathoktam bhagavatā: "citteṇāyaṁ loko nīyate cittena parikṛṣyate cittasyotpannasyotpannasya vaśe vartate" iti/ tathā "vijñānapratyayaṁ nāmarūpaṁ" ity uktam. tasmāc cittasya phalam.

a This passage is also cited in Hsien-yang 549a3-5 (translated in the appendix, cf. n. 515 where further material is adduced) in order to prove by canonical tradition that all saṃskāras are derived from the mind.

302 SAVBh P. tsi 170b2, D. tsi 144b1f: "Whereto the mind wills [the body], with this the body accords. Therefore it is said: 'By the mind [this world] is led and dragged to and fro.'" (sems kyiṅ gaṅ du bsams par lus kyan deḥi rje s su hbraṅ ba na sems kyiṅ khrīd pa na d driṁ pa žes byaḥo/).

303 SAVBh P. tsi 170b3-5, D. tsi 144b2-3: "As for '[the mind] is subject to the power of the again and again arising mind': When desire arises in the mind, the body complies with this so that its distinctive features (lakṣaṇa) change, that is, its comportment is rough (? for zed zed po), there is a smile on his face, and so on. When hatred arises in the mind, [the distinctive features of the body] change, that is the fists become clenched and the face wrinkled with anger and so on. Hence the dominance of the mind over the conditioned factors (saṃskāra)." (sems skye žiiṅ hgyuŕ < bahi d bar du > hgyur ro žes bya ba la/ sems la ḥaōd chags žig (sic.) skyes na[s] lus kyan deḥi rjes su hbraṅs nas spyod pa zed zed po dahi/ bžin ḥdsum pa la sogs pahi mtšan ņid gzan du hgyur ro// gal te sems la' ze sdaḥ žig skyes na ni khu tshur ḥchaṅ bā dahi/ bžin khrō gñer bs dus pa la sogs par gzan du hgyur ba na ḥdu byed mams la sems dbar no/).

Cf. SAVBh 172b5-7 where also the change of the body on account of mental events is set forth. Here desire is said to cause a smile on the face and a change in the complexion, whereas the effect of hatred is specified as the contraction of the eyebrows and a grin.

a I have not been able to identify the meaning of zed zed po. It is not listed in the indices consulted by me, nor in Lokesāndra’s Tibetan-Sanskrit dictionary. The meaning given for zed zed po in Sumatiratna’s Tibetan-Mongolian dictionary (p. 755,4), viz. "worne out" etc., does not fit the context here. spyod pa zed zed po should be the impassioned counterpart to the hateful clenching of the fists.

b MSABh P. phi 256b3 sems byuṅ žiiṅ byuṅ hgyur ro...

c Completed according to MSABh P. phi 256b3, D. phi 233a2; SAVBh D. reads ... hbyuṅ bar hgyur ro...

b D. hbraṅ.

d D. sems las.

e P. ḥchaṅs pa.
causation of a new existence by the pre-existing consciousness. This aspect of the domination of the mind corresponds to the arguments under 7) which allude to the karmic conditioning of matter by mind. It also has its parallels in the arguments subsumed under 2), which are based on the existential dependence of the body upon the mind.

It is subject to doubt whether the domination of the mind was already in the MSA itself conceived of as having these three aspects. Probably reference was made primarily to the control the mind has over the body insofar as it is subservient to its commands. That also the existential dependence as expressed by the second quotation was considered as an aspect of the mind's dominance is doubtful given that this function of the mind was already dealt with before in the context of the appropriation of the body by the mind. Possibly, it is only the commentary (viz. MSABh) which understood the mind's dominance also in this sense and therefore quoted the Pratityasamutpādāsūtra. As for the first citation of the Buddha, it is not clear whether it was adduced in the MSABh already with the differentiation in mind between the body's compliance to volitive impulses and the effect mental states have on it. Since this effect is not deliberately brought about by the mind, it does not fit so well with the conception of its dominance. Thus in the ASBh it is dealt with separately from the dominance of the mind, which is only seen in terms of the karmic determination of matter by mind. It may well be then that only Sthiramati identified the being affected of the body by mental states, which in the MSA and MSABh is dealt with elsewhere (see n. 360), as a further form in which the dominance of the mind manifests itself.

At any rate, the question of what precisely is referred to by the dominance of the mind at each stage of the compilation of the MSA and its commentaries is not so relevant here. For the dominance of the mind is only adduced to substantiate that the body is produced by the mind, and will thus be dealt with in § II.B.2.8 as part of the argumentation based upon the causal connection between mind and body.

304 MSAṬ P. bi 171a8-b1: "As for, 'thus it is also said: "the mind-matter complex [constituting a living being] (nāmarūpa) is conditioned by consciousness": consciousness is the dominant condition (adhipatiprayāya) for the mind-matter complex because it (i.e. nāmarūpa) comes to be by force of the consciousness." ('de bzin du 'rnam par śes pahi rkyen gys miṅ dāṅ gzugs' śes kyaṅ gsuṅs pa lta bu" śes bya ba ni rnam par śes pa ni miṅ dāṅ gzugs kyi bdag pohi rkyen te rnam par śes pahi dbaṅ gis de ḡrub pahi phyir rol/). Sthiramati does not comment on this quotation.

305 The ASBh refers with the term "domination of the mind (cittasyādhipatyā)" to the karmic effects mental acts can have (see n. 324). Hence the domination of the mind relates not only to corporeal but also to external matter which is conditioned by collective karma. Given that the function of the mind to condition external matter is dealt with elsewhere in the MSA (see n. 323), it is unlikely that it is also alluded to here. Thus the domination of the mind will at this point only refer to corporeal matter. Accordingly, the citations of the Buddha will have been adduced in the MSABh with reference to living beings so that "world" (loka) in the first quotation will not refer to the material universe (bhājanaloka) but to sentient beings (sattvaloka). This is confirmed by Sthiramati's explanation of the quotation in terms of the body.
2.5 5) Manipulation of Matter

Already in the canon (AN III 340f; Samyuktāgama [Chinese translation] No. 494, T 99 128c27-129a3; quotation in Vasubandhu’s Pratītyasamutpādavyākhya P. 5496 chi 15b7f, cf: Muroji: 1991 p. 54f) there is testimony to the yogic manipulation of matter by a corresponding act of willful concentration (adhimokṣa). The yogin who is absorbed in meditation applies his concentration to a particular object, for instance a log of wood, with the wish and conviction that it is not wood but, for instance, gold. By the power of this adhimokṣa, the wood not only appears to him as gold but actually turns into gold. The factual basis for this is the potential existence of the dhātus, that is elements, metals, etc., like gold, in the wood (cf. AKBh 53,14f, AKVy 125,5-11). The application of such a willful act of concentration requires a mind "which has been purified by discarding the obstructions to absorption" (Hsien-yang), which "is distinguished by might" (ASBh: prabhāvaviśīṣṭa) as it is found with "a monk absorbed in meditation who is endowed with special powers and has gained control over his mind" (MSABh: dhyāyī bhikṣuḥ rddhimāṁś citavaśiprāptatḥ).

In the MSABh and Hsien-yang this manipulation of matter by the mind of a yogin is cited as a further reason why matter is the effect of the mind. By contrast, in the ASBh momentariness is again deduced directly. Given the momentariness of mental events,
there will be a new *adhimokṣa* at every moment when the yogin engages in this practice. Each single *adhimokṣa* evokes a corresponding re-origination of the concerned object in changed form. Being thus subject to constant origination and — as part of this process — destruction, the object is momentary.

It is not explicated why the transformation of wood into gold by a series of *adhimokṣaśas* entails that each momentary act of *adhimokṣa* effects an altered re-origination of the object. Without a detailed knowledge of the practice of *adhimokṣa*, it is difficult to reconstruct the presuppositions underlying this argumentation. In the MPPU, the product of the transformation of elements into other elements (e.g. water into earth) and of the transformation of stone into gold is said to be an illusory entity (*nīrmanā*) (T 1509 105a18-22; MPPU₄, p. 382) which only lasts as long as the corresponding thought (*nīrmanacitta*), that brought it forth (T 1509 105b3; MPPU₄, p. 384). If the transformed object in the ASBh had the same ontological status, its momentariness would follow directly from its existential dependence upon the momentary mind. Given that the argument in the ASBh, as well as those in the MSABh and Hsien-yang, set out to prove the momentariness of real matter and do not, as the passage in the MPPU does, drive at the illusory nature of existence, this can be excluded here.

It is, however, quite possible that the nature which has resulted from the transformation (i.e. being golden instead of wooden) has a similar ontological status as the product of transformation does in the MPPU. Being dependent upon the sustained application of the yogin’s concentration, the new nature would be replaced by the original one as soon as this application was terminated, so that the object would revert to its original state (e.g. wood). In this case, the transformed object (e.g. gold) would have to be transformed every moment anew because its transformation would terminate together with each act of willful concentration that effected it. That the constant re-transformation of the object entails its constant re-origination can only be deduced if it is precluded that wood can change into gold without losing its numeric identity. For why else should it not be one and the same log of wood that is constantly transformed into gold?

The subjection to change at every moment and hence the momentariness can also be reconstructed differently if it is assumed that the transformation of the object is like the firing of pottery a gradual process extending over a span of time so that at every moment a certain quantum of change takes place. If this applied, the object would, as the fired pot, continue to exist in its newly acquired form also when it is no longer focussed upon by the yogin.

Both reconstructions deduce the momentariness from change at every moment and thus to the effect that [the object becomes] different, then [the object arises] differently at every moment. Therefore the momentariness [of matter] is established.” (*cittavaśavarttitāṁ copāḍāya; prabhāvavisṣāṣasya ca cittasya rūpaṁ vaśe varatate, tena yatheṣṭaṁ parisnāmāt. atah pratikṣaṇaṁ anyathādhiṃukṣe saty anyathotpādāt kṣaṇikatvasiddhiḥ.*)

310 In this sense, the argument would correspond to the proof (subsumed under 6a) of the momentariness of images generated in meditation (*pratibimba*) which are momentary because they only exist as long as the mind having brought them forth.
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presuppose that qualitative change implies — at least in the case of the transformation of wood into gold — numeric difference. Thus, it seems that here again the momentariness of the mind is only employed to derive the constant subjection of matter to change. It has to be borne in mind, however, that the proposed reconstructions of the argumentation have to remain highly speculative since we do not know how precisely the Buddhists conceived of the transmutation of wood into gold by means of adhimokṣa.

2.6 6) Matter Pertaining to the Group of Mental Objects (dhaṃmaṇyaṭṭāparāyapānnaṃ rūpaṃ)

6a) The third argument adduced in the Hsien-yang to establish that "all conditioned factors result from the mind" refers to the yogic practice of generating images in meditation so as to contemplate upon them. These images, the so-called pratibimbas, are usually considered by the early Yogacāras as a particular form of matter (rūpa) which is, contrary to ordinary matter, invisible (anidārśana) and penetrable (apratigha) and as such belongs to the group of mental objects (dhaṃmaṇyaṭṭāparāyapānnaṃ).
In contrast to the Hsien-yang, the MSAbh does not deal with the momentariness of the pratibimbas in the context of the argumentation deriving the all-encompassing momentariness from the causal linkage with the mind. In opposition to this mode of derivation, the momentariness of the pratibimbas is here deduced directly. "Given that they comply with the mind (citta) they should be," so it is maintained, "known to be momentary because at every moment they arise [anew] by force of a [new] mind." This argumentation presumes that the pratibimbas cannot exist detached from their respective citta which has generated them and thus have to pass away once their mind does. Hence at the time when the yogin engages in this practice, a new, that is, a numerically distinct, pratibimba arises whenever a new mind does, i.e. at every moment.

As plausible as the deduction of the momentariness of pratibimbas in this way may be, it cannot account for the view that also ordinary matter is momentary. This also follows from the fact that in the MSAbh the pratibimbas are not dealt with in the context of the deduction of the momentariness of matter from mind. Instead, their generation is added to a list of thirteen kinds of origination related to persons which all imply in one way or another the momentariness of corporeal matter.

(c.f. Schmithausen 1982, pp. 70-74).

Yaśomitra's example can be supplemented by that given by Shrīramati. He (see n. 316) specifies the images as consisting in "yellow, blue and so on" with which he refers to the objects of the kasīṇa practise in the course of which one object (e.g. earth, water but also a colour) is visualized to the exclusion of everything else and then expanded (cf. Lamotte's summary, MPPU, pp. 1287-1290; Schmithausen 1982, p. 72).

MSAbh 153,8f: pratibimbotpatau kṣaṇikatvam cittānuvṛttiito veditavyāṃ, pratikṣaṇam cittavaśena tadvipadāt.

It is not possible that after the cessation of the initial citta subsequent cittas can cause the pratibimba brought forth by this first citta to persist. For when the first citta ceases the pratibimba has to cease with it, because the second citta has not yet arisen — lest two cittas of one series co-exist — and hence is in no position to ensure the pratibimba's continued existence.

316 Shrīramati reconstructs the argumentation differently. In accordance with the other arguments which reason on the basis of the momentariness of the mind, he deduces the momentariness of the pratibimbas solely on the ground that they are the product of the momentary mind.

SAVbh P. 183a6f, D. 155b4f: "Also the images such as yellow or blue that appear every moment, appear each in such a way as they have been willed by the mind of the yogin. As they arise by force of the mind, the images such as blue which are produced by the mind should be known to be also momentary on account of the momentariness of the mind." (skad cig ma re re la ser po daḥ shon po la sog pa gzung brihan snāḥ ba yaḥ mal hbyor paḥi sens kyis ji ltar ji ltar bsams pa de ltar de ltar snāḥ ste/ sens gyi dbaḥ gis snāḥ la sens kyah skad cig ma yin pas na sens las skyes paḥi shon po la sog paḥi gzung brihan yaḥ skad cig mar rig par bya ste/).

It is also possible that sens gyi dbaḥ gis snāḥ la is to be construed with the preceding sentence as specifying snāḥ (i.e. ... appear, that is appear by the force of the mind ...).

MSAbh 152,5f: "[The origination] as an image is the origination of the conditioned factors which are called "images" by the force of the concentration (ṣamādhī) of the [yogins] absorbed in the eight liberations (aṣṭavimokṣa)." (pratibimbatvena yo aṣṭavimokṣadhātyāyināṃ samādhivaśena pratibimbākhyā-
6b) In a series of arguments establishing the momentariness of specific forms of non-corporeal (bāhya) matter, the matter appertaining to the group of mental objects (dharmaḥyatana rūpa) is the last kind of matter dealt with. Its momentariness is deduced on the basis of its accordance with the mind without specifying what kinds of entities precisely are referred to.\textsuperscript{318} Normally these would be the pratibimbas and the so-called avijñapti (lit.: the not-making-known) entities. The latter are special entities appertaining to individual persons (sattvākhyā)\textsuperscript{319} and basically accounting for their spiritual status. Here, however, where only external matter (bāhya) is dealt with, it is dubious whether the argumentation also refers to the pratibimbas, since their momentariness has already been established earlier when the momentariness of matter pertaining to the person (ādhāryāntika) was treated. Accordingly, Sthiramati takes it that this passage only alludes to avijñapti entities.\textsuperscript{320} On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that the pratibimbas are a border line case and are for the sake of completeness treated both as matter pertaining to the individual and as external matter. At any rate, there can be no doubt that the pratibimbas in the MSABh are conceived of as matter of some sort, because otherwise their momentariness would not be proved at all.

The deduction of momentariness from the conformity with the mind is not explicated by the

\textsuperscript{318} MSABh 154,5f: "Also the matter appertaining to the group of mental objects is known to be momentary because of its conformity with the mind as mentioned above." (dharmaḥyatanyāpya rūpasya kṣanikatvam prasiddham eva cittānवर्तित yathā pūrvar uktaṃ.)

\textsuperscript{319} AKVy 359,23f: sattvākhyā (=AK IV.6a) sattvasantarānapatitvāt.

\textsuperscript{320} SAVBh P. 187b1-3, D. 159a6-b1: "As for the group of mental objects (dharmaḥyatana), [proof of momentariness] is to be made with regard to the matter [pertaining to it], namely the avijñapti. And this [avijñapti] is of three kinds, namely the discipline [relating to the] prātimokṣa (prātimokṣasamvara), the discipline [relating] to absorption (dhyānasamvara) and the discipline free from evil influences (anāsravasamvara). Following the mind, these three kinds of disciplines are brought forth by it. Hence, because the mind is momentary, also the matter, namely the avijñapti which comes to be as its fruit, is momentary. [For] before it was established that whatever entities arise from the mind, those [entities] are momentary." (chos kyi skye mchag ni rnam par rig byed ma yin pañi gzugs la bya ste/ dehāḥ so sor thar pahi sdom pa dāh\textsuperscript{a} bsam gtan gyi sdom pa dāh/ zag pa med pahi sdom pa rnam pa gsum mo// sdom pa de gsum sams kyi rjes su hbras zin sams kyi rgyu las skyes pas ni nims skad cig yin pahi phyir/ dehī hbras bur gyur pa rnam par rig byed ma yin pañi gzugs khyān skad cig mar hgur te/ "chos gan sams las skyes pa, de dag ni skad cig ma yin no" žes shar bṣgrubs zin to/)³.

Sthiramati only refers to the three kinds of discipline (samvara) and does not make any mention of non-discipline (asaṃvara) and neither-discipline-nor-non-discipline (naivasaṃvara-nasaṃvara) which are, according to AK IV.13ab, also avijñapti entities. It is not evident why he does not include here non-discipline which, contrary to neither-discipline-nor-non-discipline, is explicitly taught in other Yogācāra texts such as the Hsien-yang and the Yogācārabhūmi (cf. n. 313).

\textsuperscript{a} saḍ missing in D.

\textsuperscript{b} Cf. AKBh 205,17f: trividhāḥ saṃvarah. prātimokṣasamvara ihatyānām kāmāvacaraṃ śilam. dhyānasamvaro rūpāvacaraṃ śilam. anāsravasamvaro 'nāsravāṃ śilam.
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Reference is only made to a prior but not clearly identified passage. There can be little doubt that Sthiramati's interpretation is correct that this reference alludes to the argumentation that the product of the momentary mind has to be momentary itself (see n. 320). For the *avīñapti* entities are, though their material cause is derived matter (*upādāyarrūpa*; cf. AK IV.4cd-6), brought forth by the mind. Thus the momentariness of the *avīñapti* entities (and, if included here, *pratibimbās*) is deduced from the mind's momentariness in the same way as in the arguments of the MSABh subsumed under 2), 4), 5) and 7), namely on the basis that by definition any product of the mind has to be momentary—a line of argumentation which will be scrutinized in §II.B.2.8.

### 2.7 7) Conditioning of Matter by Karma

The last group of arguments refers to the karmic effect of the mind. Insofar as those acts (*karman*) which entail retribution are not the bodily (*kāyakarman*) or vocal actions (*vākkarman*) themselves, but only the volition (*cetanā*) prompting these actions, karma is mental and its effects, therefore, are mind-made. The MSABh differentiates between the retribution which only affects the concerned individual and the retribution which determines the material world. The former kind of retribution was, at least according to the MSABh and SAVBh, referred to as one aspect of the domination of the mind over the body (see §II.B.2.4). The later kind of retribution is caused collectively by the karma of the individuals inhabiting the affected world. It will determine, for instance, the quality of the harvest or cause inferior things to appear as objects of great worth and vice versa. This compliance of the outer world with the moral quality of the beings populating it is added by the MSABh as a further proof for the causation of matter by mind.

---

321 The examples given in the SAVBh and also the phraseology in the MSABh (compliance with the mind) only allude to the determination of the state of already existing things by the collective karma. As known from other sources (e.g. AS P. 89b4-90a4, ASBh 50,20-51,1; AK III.90 and AKBh hereon, particularly 179,2ff and 12ff), this karma also determines however, whether matter exists at all or not. Thus the material world (*bhūjanaloka*) vanishes when there are no more beings to populate it and re-appears when there are again such beings because its existence is dependent upon the collective karma.

322 Cf. SAVBh P. 171a2-5, D.145a1f: "For by force of the mind of those committing evil actions, the harvest and so on will become weak in colour, in scent and in taste; even things like gold and so on will appear to be coal and so on. By force of the mind of those committing meritorious actions, grain, etc., will appear as perfect in colour and scent; even inferior things will appear to be jewels and so on. Therefore, it is evident that the conditioned factors are the fruit of the mind." (ṛdi lta r sti g pa byed paśi sems can rnam kyi sems kyi dbang gis lo tog la sogs pa yan kha dog dan/ dri dan ro la sogs pa rnam mtshu chen bar hgyur zhin gser la sogs pahi dhos po yan sol ba la sogs par snaḥ la/ bsod nams byed pa rnam kyi sems kyi dbang gis ḍhuru la sogs pa kha dog dan dri phun sum tshogs par snaḥ laḥ dhos po ḍhon pa rnam kyi rnaḥ rin po che la sogs par snaḥ bas naḥ ḍhu byed rnam sems kyi ḍbras bu yin par mthon no/)  

---

323 MSABh 151,11-13: "And because of the compliance with the mind of the sentient beings, [the conditioned factors are the fruit of the mind]. For the outer things become inferior when the beings commit evil actions and become excellent when they commit meritorious actions. Hence it is proved that
The Hsien-yang and ASBh, which also base themselves on the karmic determination of matter, do not differentiate between the two forms of retribution. The ASBh argues that "all corporeal and outer (ādhyātmikabhāya) matter originates under (or: due to) the domination of the mind" and is, therefore, the fruit of the mind. It is not sure whether the instrumental ādhipatyena (under/due to the domination) in the ASBh only refers to the determination of the quality of the matter as in the MSABh, or whether it also conveys that the mind’s domination prompts the causation of matter in the first place. It is in the latter sense that the Hsien-yang seems to grasp the domination when it argues that the conditioned factors (i.e. also matter) are products of the mind also because "they get to originate by force of the dominance of the impressions (vāsanā) in the mind." As can be seen, both the ASBh and the Hsien-yang refer to the conditioning of matter by the essentially mental karma as the mind’s "domination" (ādhipatyā), the latter source specifying which aspect of the mental complex the "domination" refers to precisely. The MSABh, by contrast, uses this term slightly different, only applying it to the sovereignty of the mind over the body.

Here for the first time the ASBh, too, advances an argument that drives at the production of matter by mind. Already all the arguments by the MSABh are, with the exception of 6a) which is taken from a different context, adduced to document that matter is in some form produced by the mind (table 2, 4, 5, 6b, 7) or, inversely, that mind is effected by matter (table 1a and 1b). Also all the three arguments of the Hsien-yang (table 5, 6a, 7) do not arrive at momentariness directly, but only establish that "all conditioned factors are effected by the mind" (citraphala). In a second step, so to speak, all these arguments deduce the momentariness of matter on the basis of its production by the mind (or causation of it).

The conditioned factors are the fruit of the mind because they comply with their (i.e. sentient beings’) mind.” (satvānuvṛttitas ca. tathā hi pāpākārīsu savesu bāhyā bhāvā hīnā bhavanti, punyākārīsu ca pranītāḥ. atas taccitānuvartanāt cittaphalatvaṃ sanskārāṇāṃ siddham.)

324 ASBh 52,20-24: "[As mind and the mental factors are momentary, so also matter is momentary] because it is brought forth under (or: due to) the domination of the mind. For all corporeal and outer (ādhyātmikabhāya) matter originates under (or: due to) the domination of the mind. Hence the effect (i.e. matter) is to be known as momentary because of the momentariness of the cause as follows from the [following] sūtra passage: 'Also all the causes and conditions for the origination of matter are impermanent. Having [thus] originated in dependence upon impermanent causes and conditions, how could matter itself be permanent?’" (citasyādhipatyasaṃbhūtāḥ upādāya. sarvam hy ādhyātmikabhāyaṃ rūpaṃ citasyādhipatyena saṃbhavati. ataḥ kāraṇasya kṣaṇikatvāt kāryasya kṣaṇikatvāṃ veditavyam ‘ye hetavāḥ ye pratyayāḥ rūpasyoṭpādāya te ‘py anityāḥ; anityāṃ khalu hetupratyayān pratityotpannam rūpaṃ kuto nityam bhaviṣyatā” ti sūtrapadānusārena.)

325 Hsien-yang 548c28-29: “Good and bad factors (dharma) impregnate (vāsayanī) the mind. By force of the dominance of the impressions (vāsanā) in the mind, the conditioned factors (sanskāra) get to originate.”

326 The term ādhipatyā is also used in this sense in the AKBh (179,13: ... sattvānāṃ karmādhipatyena bhājnāṇāṃ pūrvanimitattāḥ ākāśe madamandā vāyavah syandante) where it refers to the role of the collective karma in the process of the world’s re-evolution.
Without establishing in which respect all conditioned factors are effected by the mind, the Viniścayasāṃgrahaṇī, too, proves the momentariness of all conditioned factors on this basis. This is then the most frequent way of deriving the momentariness of matter from that of the mind, and it needs to be seen whether the assumptions and considerations underlying it may reflect the motivation which led to the conviction that not only mental but also all material entities are momentary.

2.8 ASBh 52,20-24 (cited in n. 324) and MSABh 151,13f justify the deduction of momentariness from the casual relationship between mind and matter on the basis of the principle that something impermanent cannot beget something eternal (nītya), or (so MSABh 151,2f) for the causation of the mind by matter on the basis of the inversion of this principle (i.e. nothing impermanent can be begotten by something eternal). This

---

327 VinSg (YT P. zi 55b5): "Moreover, because all conditioned factors are the fruit of the mind (cittaphalatvāt), they should, as the mind, be known to be momentary." (yaḥ hdu byed thams cad ni sams kyī hbras bu yin pahi phyir sems bzhin du skad cig pa ŋid yin par rig par byaḥo// Sanskrit manuscript folio 24b3: api khalu cittaphalatvāt sarvasanksā[ṇām]rāṇāṁ cittatv kṣanik <at > a veditavyā// * the manuscript seems to read cittacayalatvāt)

328 In a later section of the MSABh, also the momentariness of earth is proved on the basis of its production by a momentary cause. Because at the time of the evolution of the world the earth originates out of water and wind, which already have been proved to be momentary, it itself is momentary, too. (MSABh 153,23-25: prthivyās tatasambhavāt parināmacatuṣṭaye ca (=MSA Kā 90ab). tativadhānaś ca grhyante vāyuṣ ca. adbhyo hi vāyuṣaḥ bhīvyāḥ prthivī sambhūtā vivartakāle. tasmāt tatphalatvāt sāpi kṣanikā veditavyā.)

329 MSABh 151,13f: "...it is proved that the conditioned factors are the fruit of the mind. Therefore they are momentary. For it is not possible that the fruit of something momentary is not momentary, because [the fruit] complies with the [cause]." (... cittaphalavāṃ sāṁskārāṇāṁ Siddham. tataś ca kṣanikatvam. na hi kṣanikasyāṅkikaṁ phalam yujyate tadanuvidhiyātvtā.)

330 Strictly speaking, the origination by anything, no matter of what nature it is, entails that the originated entity is impermanent because, as the various forms of impermanence (anītya) clearly show, not being impermanent (āṅkya) not only entails that something will last forever but also that it has lasted forever in the past (cf. n. 186).

331 MSABh 151,2f (cf. this passage has been cited already in n. 274: "It is not possible that something momentary (i.e. mind) originates out of something non-momentary (i.e. matter), as it is said (iti) [to be impossible that] something impermanent [originates] out of something eternal." (na tv aṅkikaṁ kṣanīkaṁ bhavitum arhati, yathā nityaṁ anītyam iti.)

If iti, which is neither rendered in the Tibetan nor in the Chinese translation, is the correct reading, then the MSABh would refer here in the same way to the canonical tradition as the ASBh does in the parallel passage.

This is commented upon by Sthiramati as follows (SAVBh P. tsi 169b4f): "It has been said: 'as something impermanent out of something eternal', that is, it is impossible that something impermanent originates out of something eternal. Out of the eternal space, for instance, impermanent things such as pots, woven cloth and so on do not originate." ("ṛtag pa las mi rtag pa bzhin no" žes bya ba smos te/ rtag pa las ni mi rtag pa ḍbyun bar mi srid de/ dper na nam mkhaḥ rtag pa las bum pa dan snam bu la sogs pahi mi rtag pahi dhos po mi ḍbyun ba bzhin no/).

332 As for the Hsien-yang and the VinSg, no arguments are advanced to validate the deduction of momentariness on the basis of the production of matter by the mind. Hence, it is impossible to identify
principle is already attested in the nikāyas, and the ASBh cites the concerned passage in support of its argumentation. In a Buddhist context, this principle is valid because impermanent and eternal things, i.e. the conditioned (saṃskṛta) and the unconditioned (asaṃskṛta), exist on different planes that are not causally linked. The exemplification of this principle by Sthiramati (see n. 331), namely that eternal space (ākāśa) cannot beget a pot or cloth, clearly exploits this.

It is not at all self-evident, however, why the validity of this principle should entail that the duration of the product and cause have to be identical. This only ought to follow if it is assumed that momentary and non-momentary entities exist as much on different planes as impermanent and eternal entities do, so that there can be no causal linkage between them. Such an assumption, however, can solely be accounted for if it is presumed that not being momentary entails being permanent. Thus, the argument that matter has to be momentary because its cause (or effect) is momentary, is based on the presupposition that everything impermanent is momentary. Therefore, it can be excluded that the deduction of the momentariness from the causation by (or of) mental entities as it is recorded in the various

the precise reasoning underlying the deduction in these texts. It can, however, be assumed that the relevant considerations do not differ significantly from those explicated in the ASBh and in the two passages in the MSABh, so that my deliberations should also hold good for the Hsien-yang and the Vinśg.

333 Cf. SN IV 211,25-27 (aniccam kho pana saṅkhataṃ paṭiccasamuppānnam kāyam paṭicca uppānna sukā vedanā kuto niccā bhavissāti) and SN IV 68f cited in n. 324. On the basis of this principle also Āryadeva argues in his Catuḥśataka (IX.11: dhos po rtag pa las skyes pa/ ci ltar bur na mi rtag ḫgyur/ nam yaṅ ḫgyu daṅ ḫbras bu grīṣ/ mtshan īḥī mthun mthoṅ ma yin//).

334 Without the principle differentiation between momentary and non-momentary entities, it would be impossible to explain why the product of the mind does not have to be mental but may be material, whereas it is impossible that it is not momentary as the mind is. For such a position surmises that being momentary or not is conceived of as a more intrinsic quality than being mental or material. Given how fundamentally mind and matter are already differentiated in early Buddhism, this, however, could only be the case if the differentiation between being momentary and not momentary was more fundamental than that between existing for one moment or a certain stretch of time, i.e. if it was already understood that not to be momentary means to be permanent.

That the equation of non-momentariness with eternity underlies the argumentation reviewed here is clearly evinced by the following explanation by Sthiramati (SAVBh P. tsi 171a7-b1, D. 145a4-6):

"According to what kind the cause has been sown, so the corresponding kind of fruit originates. As for example when a seed of rice is sown [as the] cause, also only a fruit of rice matures [as its] fruit; likewise, since the cause of the conditioned factors, namely the mind, is momentary, also its fruit, namely the conditioned factors, should be known to be momentary. It is not reasonable that, while the mind is momentary, its fruit, namely the conditioned factors, should be non-momentary, [i.e.] be characterized as eternal." (rgyu ci ḫdra bar btav pa ḫbras bu yah de ḫdra bar skyeho/ de yah dper na rgyu ḫbras sā luṭī sa bon btav na ḫbras bu yah ḫbras bu/ sā luṭī ḫbras bu niṅ smin pa de bīṅ du/ ḫdu byed gnams kyi rgyu sems skad cig ma yin pas na deḥi ḫbras bu ḫdu byed gnams kyah skad cig mar rig par bya ste/ sems ni skad cig ma yin la/ deḥi ḫbras bu ḫdu byed gnams skad cig ma ma yin pa rtag pahi mtsan nih du ḫgyur bar ni mī rigs so/)

a D. ḫbras bu must be wrong; ḫbras sā lu is the translation of Sanskrit śālī (i.e. rice); cf. Udrāyana 3.9.
II.B The Deduction of Momentariness from the Momentariness of the Mind

proofs examined here underlay (at least not as the principle consideration) the formative process that led to the conviction that matter, too, has to be momentary (rather than being impermanent in a less pregnant sense).³³⁵

To sum up, the examination of the arguments subsumed under 1) to 7) suggests that none of them reflects the main doctrinal reasons for the development of the full-fledged doctrine of momentariness. Though it cannot be excluded entirely that the momentariness of the sense organs (and in further steps that of corporeal and external matter in general) was deduced from the stance that they have to be simultaneous with the cognitions they generate (≡ argument 1b), there is, as mentioned, too little textual evidence to suggest that such an approach could have carried enough weight on its own to have given rise to the conviction that all phenomena are momentary. In the case of the other arguments, they can best be accounted for if they are taken to be retrospectively devised in order to justify the already conceived theory of momentariness. This follows also from the fact that, in contrast to the argument 1b), they presuppose the pre-eminence of the mind over matter which is characteristic for the Yogācāra-school and not for the earlier Hinayāna schools among which the doctrine of momentariness originated. Thus the arguments examined here are, with the exception of the Vi, of the NA (which at this point adopts the argumentation from the ASBh) and of the pārvapākasas (i.e. the reported position of the opponents) reproduced in Brahmanical treatises, only attested in Yogācāra texts.

Though the types of argumentation examined here do not seem to reflect the main doctrinal considerations underlying the formative process of the theory of momentariness, it is yet possible that the momentariness of matter was derived from that of the mind on other grounds. For it is feasible that the main motivation for this derivation were not the considerations on which the arguments subsumed under 1) to 7) are based, but the drive, characteristic for Buddhist scholastic thinking, to standardize the qualities of all members belonging to the same class of entities. In support of such a possibility, reference may be made to an argument only alluded to briefly in the Kv as the false opinion (laddhi) that "all phenomena (dhamma) are as momentary as a single mental entity" (ekacittakkāṇika).³³⁶ The commentary on the Kv reproduces this position in more detail and attributes it to the Pubbaseliyas and the Aparaseliyas. These are quoted as arguing that "since all conditioned

³³⁵ That it was not the analysis of the causal relationship between mind and matter that gave rise to the doctrine of momentariness is also suggested by the arbitrary nature of the entire argumentation, which presupposes that the momentariness of the mind is beyond any doubt, whereas the duration of matter is at stake. While matter as an effect has to comply with the cause and be equally momentary, mind as an effect implies the momentariness of its cause, namely matter (arguments 1a and b). If the principle that the cause and the effect have to concur as to their duration had been so compelling, why is it that the duration of material entities should have been adapted to that of mental entities and not vice versa? How arbitrary the entire argumentation is also follows from Tattvasiddhi (279b23-25, cited in n. 287) where the relationship is inverted and the momentariness of the mind is deduced on the grounds that it originates on the basis of momentary entities, namely the sensory organs and the object.

³³⁶ Kv XXII.8, p. 620,5: ekacittakkāṇikā sabbe dhammā ti.
entities are impermanent, therefore they are as momentary as a single mental entity."337
This argumentation reflects the aforementioned tendency to standardize, as is evinced by the argument advanced in support of this position: "Given the impermanence common [to all conditioned entities], what [should] be the restrictive principle here, according to which one thing ceases quickly, [whereas] another does so [only] after a long time?" Also the fact that the proofs of momentariness and of the spontaneity of destruction are often exemplified by referring to mental entities bears witness to the tendency to generalize the evident momentariness of these entities.338

I think it is hardly likely, however, that the compulsion to standardize alone was so strong that it was deemed impossible that mind and matter were both impermanent and yet endured differently long. Rather, there must have been other doctrinal reasons that suggested the momentariness of matter. On the other hand, it is likely that the preconceived momentariness of mental entities will have favoured the acceptance of the position that all forms of phenomena are momentary.339 In this context the considerations about the interaction between mind and matter (in particular about the prevalence of the mind and about the simultaneity of cognitions and sense organs), which underlie the various arguments discussed above, may have played a significant role by furnishing the factual foundation for the tendency to generalize the mind's momentariness, thus adding momentum to it. At any rate, there can be no doubt that the conception of the mind as a stream of momentary entities must have paved the way for the stance that everything is momentary and by concatenation forms the macroscopic objects of ordinary experience.340

---

337 Kv-a XXII.8, p. 195f: "tattha yasmā sabbe samkhata-dhammā aniccā, tasmā ekacittastanikā yeva. saṁāna hī aniccatvāya 'eka lāhu bhijjati, eko cirenā' ti ko ettha nityamo" ti.

338 Cf. e.g. AKVy 345,19f: "[How is the momentariness of conditioned entities proved?] Because conditioned entities necessarily vanish, they have the nature to perish immediately after origination (i.e. are momentary), as in the case of the mind and mental factors." ("saṃskṛtāsāyaṁ vyayād" (= AK IV.2d) iti upatryanantaraviṁśiṁ, cittacaittavati).

339 That the preconceived momentariness of mental entities must have been of bearing also with non-Yogācāras is borne out by the fact that the deduction of the momentariness of all conditioned entities from the mind is also advanced as an argument by an orthodox Sarvāstivādin like Saṁghabhadra. There can, at any rate, be no doubt that this deduction does not in any way entail an "idealistic" conception. This is clearly evinced by the specific arguments examined before. The appropriation of the body by the mind (table 2), for instance, clearly entails the distinct existence of body and mind. Besides, the very undertaking to derive the momentariness of matter from the mind would be nonsensical if, at least on a certain level, its existence apart from the mind was not accepted.

340 The question of the relative chronology and interdependence of Yogācāra and related sources is far too complex to be entered into here. The examination of the same type of argumentation in different texts does, however, allow us to determine at least tentatively the relationship between the respective passages in the MSA(Bh), AS(Bh), Hsien-yang and NA. As can be gathered from the table at the beginning of this chapter, all the different types of arguments but the third are advanced in the MSA. In the AS this argument is also adduced, but the arguments subsumed under 6) are missing. As for the fourth argument, its factual basis is at least partially included by the ASBh under the seventh type of argument. By contrast, in the Hsien-yang only the arguments 5) to 7) are advanced. In the NA even only the second and third types of argument are brought forward. Though it is perfectly plausible that later
texts add more arguments when they make use of the reasoning in an older source, in the given case the development seems to have proceeded along the opposite lines. From the MSA as the oldest and broadest source (or from an unidentified further source on which also the MSA is based or which itself is based on the MSA), arguments were taken over selectively and, in the case of the ASBh (and subsequently the NA), modified.

This course of development is suggested by a comparison of the respective passages. That the ASBh is later than the MSA follows from a greater degree of sophistication in its argumentation. Rather than reducing the entire argumentation to proofs that mind and matter are causally linked and to conclude on this basis the momentariness, the ASBh deduces the momentariness directly from the particular relationship between mind and matter referred to by each argument and thus has a much broader basis for its conclusion that matter, too, is momentary, than the MSA does. This should also apply to the AS itself because, in contrast to the MSA, the various arguments here too seem, as in the ASBh, to be independent. At any rate, they do not serve to substantiate the causal linkage as they clearly do in the MSA. This suggests that the MSA is older than the AS and ASBh insofar as it is difficult to see why the MSA, if it was later, should have given up this argumentative superiority. Besides this, the treatment of momentariness in the AS and ASBh is, on the whole, more stringent and concise than in the case of the MSA and thus makes a later impression. As for the MSABh, it follows the argumentative structure of the MSA, and with the exception of its explication of the domination of the mind (ādhipatyā; cf. § II.B.2.4), there is no reason to assume that it does not accord with the MSA. Of course this does not imply that the commentary as a text has to precede the AS and ASBh, since it may only reproduce traditional material.

As for the relationship between the Hsien-yang and the MSA, no difference in the argumentative structure (i.e. exploitation of the causal relationship) can be discerned. I hold the Hsien-yang to be later primarily because, as in the case of the AS, its entire treatment of momentariness bears the mark of later systematization. Disregarding the dependence of perception upon matter completely, the Hsien-yang seems to have taken over only those arguments from which the causation of matter by mind plausibly follows, leaving aside other arguments where such a deduction is less evident (e.g. the appropriation of the body). It has to be conceded, however, that the establishment of such a dependence upon the MSABh is problematic insofar as there is to my knowledge no explicit proof that the Hsien-yang is familiar with the MSABh — it does not adopt the theory of the three Buddha bodies (trikāya) — or, for that matter, with any of the works attributed to Maitreyanātha. On the other hand, the assumption that the Hsien-yang is later than the MSABh is supported by my earlier finding (n. 168) that the express negation of the impermanence (in any sense) of the parinirvānākāṇa in the Hsien-yang reflects a more advanced stage than the complete disregard of this issue in the MSABh.

For all I can see, the passages under discussion do not yield any clue as to the relationship between the AS and the Hsien-yang. Both texts present different approaches to incorporate the material from the MSA. It seems that both the selective approach of the Hsien-yang and the approach of modification as adopted by the AS address what must have been considered as a weakness of the argumentation in the MSA, namely that widely varying relationships between mind and matter are reduced to causality. A comparison of the enumeration of the different forms of anityatā in the Hsien-yang and in the AS suggests, however, that at least at this point the AS is based on the Hsien-yang rather than vice versa (cf. n. 189).

As for the NA, its version of the second and third type of argument accords, as far as can be made out from the Chinese translation, almost verbatim with the rendering in the ASBh. Given that the AS will have been commented upon as a whole, it can be excluded that the ASBh adopted the interpretation from the NA. By contrast, the passage in the NA can be taken to be an extract of the ASBh (or, at the very least, an extract of a third unidentified source which is also reproduced in the ASBh).

To sum up, this comparison of the argumentation of the four sources suggests that the material presented in the MSA was adopted (either from the MSA itself or from a third source) both by the AS(Bh) and the Hsien-yang, though in different ways. The argumentation in the NA does not present a
further development and seems to be a mere (possibly even verbatim) reproduction of the ASBh. To be sure, the considerations underlying these findings are not conclusive and are thus presented here only tentatively. At any rate, they do not refer to the texts as a whole — though they will be of bearing for their chronological classification — but only to the passages where the theory of momentariness is proved on the basis of the presupposed momentariness of the mind.
II.C The Deduction of Momentariness from Change

As has been seen in § I.D.1, there are basically three types of proof of momentariness. They deduce the momentariness respectively from the momentariness of the mind, from the change of phenomena and from the spontaneity of their destruction. After it has been excluded in chapter II.B that the first type of proof reflects the doctrinal constellation that led to the assumption that everything is momentary, it remains to be seen whether the origins of the doctrine of momentariness may be inferred from the two remaining types of proof. In this chapter, I will argue that it is indeed likely that the doctrine of momentariness is primarily based on the analysis of change.

§ 1

1.1 The oldest argumentation (at least within the Yogācāra tradition) with respect to momentariness known to me can be found in the Śrībh. Its point of departure is the analysis of the process of transformation which concludes the extensive treatment of the various forms and causes of change (cf. n. 190). This analysis is set forth in the following central teaching, summing up the doctrine of momentariness in very much the same terms as it is summed up in PG 9ab (cited in n. 181):

"When these and these conditions (this may refer to the eight causes of transformation enumerated in 474,20-476,16; cf. appendix, § 1.5.2.2) are given, [the conditioned factors (samskāra)] arise in such and such a way; when they have arisen, they perish independently from a cause of destruction on account of their own essence."341

The proposition that when exposed to certain conditions, the conditioned factors arise in an according form is taken up in the first part of the argumentation in the Śrībh in the following way:

"This change between earlier and later (which was expounded before when the various forms of change were dealt with; cf. appendix, § 1.5.2.1) is possible in the case of such conditioned factors which have arisen, perished and vanished in [every] moment; but [it is not possible] in the case [of such conditioned factors] which persist in exactly the same way [as they have always done]. Therefore, conditioned entities are evidently momentary."342

Though phrased as a proof, this first part does little more than claim that change presupposes momentariness.343 What is of interest is the underlying claim that if an entity is not momentary, it has "to persist in exactly such a way [as it has always done]" (tathaiva-

341 Śrībh 485,13-15: teṣu teṣu pratyayeṣu satsu tathā tathotpadyante, utpānāṁ cānapeksya vināśakāraṇam svarasena vinaśyanti.
342 Śrībh 485,11-13: kṣaṇotpannabhagnavilāśanāṁ eṣaṁ saṃskāraṇāṁ iyam pūrvenāpārā vikṛtṛ yujyate, na tu tathaivaṅvasthitānāṁ: iti hi kṣaṇikāḥ saṃskārāḥ.
343 That there can be no change of something not changing (tathaivaṅvasthita) hardly makes an argument. Thus all the argument does is to assert that there can only be change of something arising and perishing every moment.
sthīta), i.e. without any modification. By this claim it is excluded from the outset that non-momentary entities may become modified. Since momentary entities are too short-lived to undergo change, there are no selfsame entities at all that change. Thus change between earlier and later can only be brought about by the destruction of an old and the origination of a new, dissimilar entity. Hence change only consists in the qualitative difference of distinct entities and never in the difference between an earlier and later state of one and the same entity. In other words, the subject of change cannot be a distinct entity but only a series constituted by a succession of distinct entities. The principle that any qualitative change implies numeric difference, i.e. the substitution of an old by a new entity, is exemplified in TSi 278b20f by the greying of hair: Black hair does not become white but is replaced by white hair. That this analysis of change underlies the presently examined passage in the Śrībh is confirmed by the fact that earlier in the Śrībh (cf. appendix, § 1.5.2.1) the fifteen forms of transformations relating to sentient beings are treated in terms of the substitution of one state (e.g. being healthy) by another (e.g. being ill).

On its own, the presupposition that change entails substitution is not sufficient to justify the claim that change is only possible with momentary entities. For change by substitution is also conceivable if the concerned entities last longer than a bare moment. In other words, additional considerations are needed to ensure that at every moment conditioned entities are substituted by new entities. In the Śrībh no argument is advanced to prove this. However, the repetition "tesu tesu" and "tathā tathā" in the above cited central teaching insinuates that reproduction is a constantly ongoing process. Moreover, immediately afterwards the Śrībh explains that the supposed causes of destruction, such as fire etc., function as agents which cause the exposed object to change. This suggests that at least these kinds of transformations entail the constant modification (and hence momentariness) of the concerned object. Therefore, it may be surmised that in the Śrībh substitution has to occur at every moment because the conditioned entities change their quality all the time.

Alternatively, it could have been held that it is impossible for things to endure for some time and then change, because this would require that they perish (so as to be replaced by the subsequent entity) after having endured for some time. To make this argument conclusive the additional consideration is needed that neither a change of disposition (this would require a change of nature which presupposes substitution) nor the causal power of an external agent (adventitious causes of destruction are not accepted) could explain why one and the same entity first endures and later undergoes destruction. In this case, however, the decisive point of the argument would no longer be that the change of non-momentary entities is impossible,

344 For the sake of the argument, as I understand it, it does not matter whether this persistence should be forever or not, i.e. whether tathāvāvasthīta means that the entity does not undergo change while it persists, or that the entity persists eternally in the same way.

345 Cf. the Sautrāntikas' definition of the mark of change as the qualitative difference between earlier and later entities (AKBh 77,21-24, cited in n. 134).

346 Therefore, the Śrībh should possibly not be understood as a full-fledged proof but rather as an allusion to such a proof.
but that only momentary entities can perish (this reasoning will be examined in the next chapter). The factum of change would only be of relevance insofar as it implies that entities are not eternal but eventually have to perish, namely when they are substituted by a new entity in the process of transformation. It seems that precisely this reasoning is employed in MSABh 153,25-29, where it is argued that the change of the earth implies momentariness "because there are no causes of destruction" (cf. § II.C.1.4). This, however, is the sole argument (but cf. the argument [MSABh 152,16-19 cited in n. 360] that sudden corporeal changes induced by desire etc. imply momentariness) known to me where the momentariness is explicitly deduced in this way from change. Generally in the proofs referring to change, the momentariness is — this is, however, not always specified — deduced on the basis that change and hence substitution occur at every moment. Thus, it is likely that also in the SrBh the momentariness of all conditioned factors follows in this way, and not indirectly on the grounds that change implies destruction which in turn presupposes momentariness.

1.2 In the other sources, the proof of momentariness of the basis of change is basically identical, though it is not as defective as in the SrBh. However, in these texts, too, the premise that qualitative change implies the substitution of an old by a new entity is usually not explicitly stated.\textsuperscript{347} A notable exception is the NA where Samghabhadra expressly states and explicates the premise that any qualitative change implies numeric difference, i.e. the substitution of an old by a new entity.\textsuperscript{348} In contrast to the SrBh, often great pains are taken

\textsuperscript{347} As in the SrBh, this premise may in some instances be deduced from the presupposition that everything which is not momentary has to be persisting in exactly the same way as it has always done (tathaiva\textsuperscript{vasthita}). Notably in the MSABh it is frequently presupposed that non-momentariness implies unchanging persistence. Cf. MSABh 150,21f (translated in n. 538), 152,12-14 (translated in n. 559), 152,16-19 (translated in n. 360), 152,19-24 (translated in n. 361) and 153,4-8 (translated in n. 362). Similarly, in the MSABh\textsuperscript{4} the momentariness of firewood, which is referred to at this point in order to demonstrate that the fire which is based upon this wood has to be momentary, follows because "it does not persist in the same way" (na tathaiva\textsuperscript{vasti\textsuperscript{thate}) when it is exposed to fire.

\textsuperscript{348} NA 534c20-26: "Furthermore, it is established that the entity/own-being (sva/bh\textsuperscript{āva}) is another one when there is a difference of character: It is not the case that with one [and the same] entity there can be a difference of character, because [whenever] one sees directly different entities then also the character differs,\textsuperscript{4} as an ox has a dewlap hanging down while the horse has the mane falling back. Since the characters within a series differ, for this reason one can infer that the entities have to be different. Though in the case of the colour of milk and sour milk the character is identical, they are yet necessarily different entities, because their accompanying [factors] differ. That is to say, because the two colours are [respectively] accompanied by sweet and sour taste, the entity necessarily has to differ numerically between earlier and later. The same applies to the body: since earlier and later states do not have the same character, for this reason one knows that the mass of bodily elements differ numerically between earlier and later and, therefore, are momentary."

Cf. also AKBh 193,5-10 (cited in n. 397) and TSP 141,1-4 (cited in n. 411) where the premise that selfsame entities cannot change their nature is explicited as part of the proof of momentariness on the basis of the spontaneity of destruction.

\textsuperscript{4} When numeric distinctness is perceptible, it always is accompanied by a difference of character.
I1.C The Deduction of Momentariness from Change

to prove that change occurs at every moment. As a typical example the following argumentation from the MSABh (150,20-28) may be cited:

"How is it known that this cognition (i.e. the recognition 'this thing now is that very thing perceived earlier') is caused by the similarity and not by the identity (lit. by being that) [of the presently perceived thing with the thing perceived earlier]? And [this is also ascertained] because at the end transformation is observed. For transformation means change (anyathātva). If this change did not set in right from the beginning, then transformation at the end would be observed neither of inward (ādhyātmi) nor of external (bāhya) things (bhāva, i.e. of no things whatsoever). Therefore, this is established: Change sets in right from the beginning so that, gradually gaining in momentum, it becomes manifest in the end, just as [the change] of milk [becomes manifest] when the state of sour milk [has been reached]; but as long as this change is not discerned because it is too subtle, one has the idea 'this [thing now] is precisely that [thing perceived before],' because one is [mis]lead by the similarity [between the presently and the earlier perceived entity]. And because there is hence change at every moment, momentariness is established."

The MSABh refers to the gradual transformation over a period of time. This transformation is either not caused (milk turning into sour milk) or effected by the constant exposure to the same condition (a pot fired in a kiln). Because the external conditions do not change (either the objects are not exposed to any external agent at all, or they are constantly exposed to the same agent) during the entire period of the process in question, so the argument runs,

Hence, it follows that, even though it may not be perceived, there is numeric distinctness whenever there is a difference of character. Though this is not stringent, there can be no doubt that Samghah-bradra contends here that a qualitative difference can only be given when there is numeric distinctness. The Chinese could be understood to express this explicitly. This would, however, require a rather artificial translation along the following lines: "... because [only] then the character is different, when one sees (objectively speaking) another entity."

340 The explication of the phenomenon of recognition on the basis of the doctrine of momentariness can also be found in Hsien-yang 550c9-15.

350 MSABh 150,20-28 (cf. n. 538 where the passage omitted here is translated): sādṛṣṭāt tadbuddhir, na tadbhāvād iti. katham gamyate? ... ante pariṇāmopalabdheṣ ca. pariṇāmo hi nāmaṇyathātvam. tad yadi nāditā evārabdhām bhaved, ādhyātmitābhāvānām bhāvānām ante pariṇāmo nopalabhyaeta. tasmād ādīta evāvasthātvam ārabdham, yat kramaṇābhivaardhanāmante antyākṣiṃ apādyate, kṣīraṣeyevā dadhyavasthāyāṃ. yāvat tu tad anyathātvam sūkṣmatvān na paricchidhyate, tāvat sādṛṣṭāvyavṛttiṃ tades evadāṃ iti jñāyata iti siddham. tatas' ca pratikṣaṇam anyathātvāt kṣanikatvāṃ prasiddham.

351 In the MSABh it is not stated explicitly that the outer conditions have to remain constant, but this follows from the nature of this argument. In other sources this prerequisite is often stipulated. E.g.:

— KSi (P. si 159a1f, KSiM 11,7-10): "Even though there is no change of the outer conditions (e.g. fire) for the products of burning (pākaṇa, e.g. fired pottery), a difference is perceived in the end. Thereby it is known that [there is] change at every moment." (ḥdi itar tshos byed las skye ba rnas kyi phyi rol gyi rkyen tha dad pa med kyi/ phyi maḥi khyad par bhun ba Ḥdi Ḥid skad cie re la gzhan du Ḥgyur baḥi khuṅ yin no/)

— Nyāyāvārtta (824,16f, ad NSBh 824,5-8 [cited in n. 363] on Nyāyāsūtra III.2.10): asya prayogah: pratikṣaṇam sarīram anyac cānyac ca bhavatī bāhyapratyayābhede satyante viśeṣadarśanāt pacyamāna-
the subtle changes which add up to the perceptible transformation of the object after some time have to take place from the beginning onwards at every moment, since there is no reason why they should take place at one moment and not at another. Given that change implies the substitution of the old by a new entity, a new entity originates at every moment so as to be replaced by yet another one immediately afterwards. Thus the objects of ordinary experience are fictitious units and in truth are nothing but series of constantly arising and perishing discrete entities. This proof only establishes that the objects are momentary while they undergo such a process, but insofar as all objects are at all times subject to ageing, they always undergo such a process of transformation and hence are, without exception, momentary.

The same argument is taken up again in the dispute with the opponent at the end of the treatment of momentariness in the MSABh. It is also brought forward in the ASBh, but the products of other gradually evolving processes such as erosion. Cf. the usage of pākaja in AKBh 194,1-9 cited in n. 402.

352 MSABh 154,7-12: "By interrogation, too, the momentariness of all conditioned factors (saṃskāra) is established. How is that? To start with, one should ask the opponent of the doctrine of momentariness the following: 'Why do you accept that the saṃskāras are impermanent, [but] not that they are momentary?' Should he answer thus: 'Because otherness is not perceived at every moment,' then this should be retorted: 'In the case of things which are evidently momentary such as flames, etc., why do you not maintain that they are not momentary when they are in a motionless state, on the grounds that this (i.e. otherness) is not perceived?' If he answers thus: 'Because later they are not perceived as [they were perceived] earlier,' this should be responded: 'Why is this not also maintained with respect to [all other] conditioned factors [which are equally perceived differently after some time]?'" (prcchātah khaly api sarvasaṃskārāni kṣanīkatvam sidhyat. katham kṛtvā. idam tāvad āyam kṣanīkavādā prastavyadh: "kasmād bhavān anityatvam icchāhī saṃskārāṇi kṣanīkatvām necchafti." iti. yady evam vadet: "pratikṣaṇam anyatvasya agrahanaṇād" iti. sa idam syād vacanīyāḥ: "prasiddhakṣanīkabhāveṣv api pradīpādiṣu niścalāvasthāyām tadagrahanād aṣkṣanīkatvam kasmān neṣyate. "yady evam vadet: "pūrvavat paścād agrahanaṇād" iti. sa idam syād vacanīyāḥ: "saṃskārāṇām api kasmād evam evam neṣyate.")

353 ASBh 53,2-5 (on AS 41,12): "Furthermore, because at the end change is perceived, [also matter should be understood to be momentary]. For it is not the case that the change of matter at the end is possible spontaneously without [being preceded] by a change of nature at every moment. But this change [at the end] is perceived. Therefore, it is proved that matter is momentary, because its
Hsien-yang (cf. appendix, § 2.4), KSi (quoted in n. 351) and, furthermore, testified in the Yuktidipikā (henceforward: YD)\(^{354}\) and, less explicitly, in RA.\(^{355}\) Reference may also be made to the YSBh where Vyāsa argues like the Buddhists that the final manifestation of change (notably ageing) implies the constant modification of the entity concerned from its origination onwards.\(^{356}\)

[perceptible] change at the end is caused by the [gradual] increase of the change occurring at every moment within its series." (api khalu ante vikāropanalabdhitām upāddya; na hi pratiksanaapraṇātāvikārītām antaraṇākasmīkā rūpasyānte vikāro yuktāh, sa copalabhyate. tasmā svāsāntānikapratiksana- navi-kārābhivṛddhidhihetukavād anyasya rūpavikārasya kṣanikāṃ rūpam iti siddham.)

\(^{354}\) YD 78,13f: "And even you taught this in the section on momentariness." 'For if something does not change at every moment, then it [could] not differ on account of external conditions, as it actually does.] when difference is later perceived, just as [there could be no difference] of the product of firing from the unfired clay[, if the clay did not change at every moment]." (tathā ca kṣanabhānādhihikāre bhavadbhir apy uktam: yasya hi pratiksanam anyathāvām nāsti, tasya bāhyapratvayayo bhedah paścād viśeṣagrahane nāsti, tadyathā bhūmer apacayamāṇāyaḥ pākajānam.)

\(^{355}\) Ratnāvali I.66: "If there is always transformation, how can an entity not be momentary. If there was no transformation, on what account could there in reality be change?" (katham akṣaniko bhāvā pariṁāmah sadā yadi/ nāsti cet pariṁāmah sāyād anyathāvām kuto 'ṛthataḥ //).

\(^{356}\) In the YSBh, and more explicitly in the Vivaraṇa, i.e. the sub-commentary ascribed to Śaṅkara, it is argued that the oldness of a pot becoming manifest after some time is the result of the constant change of the pot's state (avasthā) at every moment. As the the Vivaraṇa explains, these changes are too subtle to be perceived, but can be inferred from the eventually manifest oldness of the pot. Thus Patañjali deduces on the same grounds as the Buddhists that things are changing all the time. In contrast to the Buddhists, this is not taken to imply their momentariness, because there is an enduring substance underlying change (i.e. the clay out of which the pot is fashioned) that ensures the numeric identity of the things before and after their transformation.

YS Bh on YS III.15 (p. 312,9-11): "So also the series of the transformations referring to the state (avasthāparināmakrama): Of the new pot, oldness will be perceived at the end;\(^{4}\) and [it is] by being manifested by [this] series that proceeds according to the succession of moments [that] this [oldness] obtains its final manifestation (i.e. becomes perceptible)." (tathāvasthāparināmakrama 'pi, ghaṭasyābhinavasya prānte purāṇatā ṅṛṣyate. sā ca kṣaṇaparamparānupātānā kramenābhi-vyajyamāṇāḥ parām vyaktim āpadyate iti.)

Vivaraṇa 260,26-261,13: "The oldness will be brought forth by the erosion of the newness at every moment. ... But in the middle [between newness and manifest oldness], the oldness does not become apparent because of its minuteness. Therefore, though existing, the series [of transformations] is not perceived in the middle state. It will [however] be deduced on the grounds that [the oldness] manifests itself at the end: 'It is the very series [of transformations referring to the state] that has caused this oldness to attain to its final manifestation.'" (pratiksanam abhinavabhāvaparimardanena purāṇatā saṁjñānyate. ... madhye tu sāksmatāya na vibhāvyate. tene madyāvasthāyām sann api kramo na laṅkyate. prāntakālābhivyaktilyānunanumāṇīyate. yena iyaṃ purāṇatā parām vyaktim upapāpītā, so 'yaṃ krama iti.)

\(^{4}\) In accordance with the Vivaraṇa's gloss "avasānāvasthāyām" (p. 260,25, cf. also prāntakālābhivyakti on p. 216,12) I understand that "prānte" means "at the end" and not "on its rim," as Woods (1914, p. 230) translates.
1.3 The deduction of momentariness from change, which in the passages adduced above, refers indifferently to corporeal and inanimate matter, is frequently directed specifically at the body. Thus, later on in the MSA\(^{357}\), the momentariness of the conditioned factors constituting sentient beings (ādhyaṭmikā saṃskāra) is, among other reasons, deduced on the grounds that sentient beings are subject to change insofar as they evolve and grow up,\(^{358}\) consume

\(^{357}\) After the momentariness has been proved indiscriminately for all conditioned entities (saṃskāra, MSA XVIII.82-83), the MSA proves separately the momentariness of sentient beings (i.e. of the ādhyaṭmikā saṃskāras) and of external matter (bāhya saṃskāra, MSA XVIII.89-90), and then concludes the proof of momentariness by the direct exchange of arguments (again with reference to all conditioned entities) with the opponent. The momentariness of the ādhyaṭmikā saṃskāras is proved by enumerating fourteen kinds of origination of these saṃskāras (MSA XVIII.84-85) and then demonstrating for each kind that it implies the momentariness of the ādhyaṭmikā saṃskāras involved (MSA XVIII.86-88).

\(^{358}\) On the basis of the gradual evolution of a newly conceived embryo, the MSABh proves the momentariness of sentient beings (more precisely of the factors constituting them) separately for the first moment of their new existence (i.e. for the complex of mind and matter formed when the transmigrating consciousness, the semen and the ovum merge) and for the subsequent moments. The momentariness of the sentient being after the moment of conception follows from the fact that the evolution of the foetus (its growth and probably also the development and intensification of the senses and the consciousness) is a gradual process of transformation that takes place all the time. Since change implies substitution, the constituent factors perish at every moment as they are replaced by new factors. MSABh 151,29f and 152,10-12 (on MSA XVIII.86b): "[The origination] as more and more [grown] is [the origination] that [starts to occur] after the moment of the first production. ... In the case of the origination as more and more [grown, the momentariness follows] from the difference in measure. 'Measure' has the meaning of 'size.' For without difference (i.e. growing) at every moment, there would not be the difference of size (SAVBh, P. tsi 175b2f: between a newly conceived embryo and a foetus etc.)." (taratamena yah prathamajānanaṃkṣarād ārdhvaṃ ... taratamotpāde mānaviśeṣāt. māṇam pramāṇam ity arthaḥ. na hi pratikṣaṇam vināyatvena parimāṇaviśeṣo bhavet.)

Insofar as any specific moment in the cause of existence results from the moment immediately preceding it, it is presupposed that the sentient beings (more precisely, the entities constituting them) as they are present at any given moment are caused by the constituent entities as they were present the moment before. On this basis, it is argued that the causal efficiency of the constituent entities in the very first moment of a new existence must differ from their causal efficiency in the second moment and so on, because the effects differ: the entities in the second moment (= effect of the entities in the first moment) differ from the entities in the third moment (= effect of the second moment). If the causal efficiency in the first moment did not differ from that of subsequent moments, then all the time a being having the maturity of two moments (in Sthiramati's words a kalala, that is, an embryo shortly after conception) would be brought forth, because there would not be the difference in causal efficiency that would be necessary if a further evolved embryo (according to Sthiramati an arbudā, i.e. a foetus some weeks after conception which constitutes the next evolutionary phase of an embryo after that of a kalala) was to be brought forth afterwards. Thus there would be no evolution at all. Since the constituent factors of the first moment of a new existence, therefore, have to function differently from those of the second moment (they cause the less evolved entities of the second moment, whereas the entities of this second moment
and generate bodily energy, react to mental events and grow old. Furthermore, these cause the more evolved entities of the third moment), they are numerically distinct, because, following the line of thinking, having different effects implies numeric difference.

MSAbh 151,28f and 152,8-10: "The initial origination is [the origination] which consists in the appearance of the basis of personal existence (ātmabhāva) at the beginning (i.e. at the time of conception). ... To start with, in the case of the initial origination the momentariness follows because [the originated first moment of the new existence] differs as a cause [from subsequent moments]. If it did not differ as a cause [from subsequent moments], the difference between later and [still] later [moments in the process] of the evolution of the conditioned factors [following] upon this [initial moment] would not be perceived, because the cause [for these later moments] would not differ. But as there is the difference [between later and still later saṃskāras], the momentariness [of the ātmabhāva produced at the beginning of a new existence] is proved, because it is distinct from the [saṃskāras] following upon it." (ādyā upādā yā tatprathamatā ātma-

bhāvābhāvinirvaiḥ. ... ādyopadā tāvat hetuvarīṣeṣāt. yādhi hi tasya hetuvarīṣeṣāt na syāt, taduttarāyāḥ samākārapravṛttār uttarottaraviṣeṣo nopalabhya hetuvarīṣeṣāt. viśeṣe ca sati tad-

utteṣebhyas tasāyānvyatvāt kṣaṇikatvasiddhiḥ.)

As the causal efficiency of an entity is an expression of its nature, this argument, too, is indirectly based on the presupposition that qualitative difference implies substitution. Moreover, this argument also presupposes that transformation (at least in the initial phase after conception) takes place all the time. Thus this argument only differs from the argument cited before insofar as it deduces the momentariness of the cause and not of the effect. Thereby, the scope of the argument is shifted by one moment: The momentariness is already proved for the entity preceding the first entity that is subject to constant change.

This possibly explains why the momentariness of the entities constituting the first moment of a new existence is derived on different grounds than that of the subsequent moments. For commencing a new existence, the entities in the first moment do not differ from any preceding entities. Thus the reason for the momentariness at all subsequent moments, namely that there is a difference as to measure, can only be attributed to them insofar as they differ from the entity following upon them (viz. the constituent entities of the second moment), and not, as in the case of all subsequent moments (but the last one), because they differ both from the preceding and the following entity. However, it has to be conceded that this alone should have sufficed to imply their momentariness.

a Cf. SAVbh, P. tsi 175a6f: gal te rtog pa žig yin na ni rtog tu yah nur nur po hbaḥ žig tu snaḥ bar hgyur gyi/mer mer po la sosgs paḥi dhios po mi hdra ba gzan daḥ gzan snaḥ bar mi hgyur ro///

b The reading yīvat, which is clearly faulty, has been emended in accordance with the Chinese (T 1604 467a16) and Tibetan translation (P. phi 257a6: daḥ por skye ba ni daḥ po ŋid du bdag gi ṛho bo mnoon par grub pa gahn yin paho.; cf. the praṇīka in SAVbh, P. tsi 172a1).

359 MSAbh 152,12-14: "[The origination characterized] by accumulation is the [origination characterized] by the accumulation [of corporeal matter] due to nutrition, sleep, celibacy, absorption. ... In case of the origination [characterized] by accumulation, [the momentariness follows] because [without it] accumulation would be senseless. For accumulation is sustenance, [and] this would be senseless if there was no momentariness, because [in that case sentient beings] would persist in the same way [as they have always done] (so that there would be no exhaustion of nutrition etc. that would have to be compensated). Further, [the momentariness results] because [without it] accumulation itself would be impossible. For unless [corporeal matter] originates at every moment more and more strengthened, accumulation would not be possible." (cayena ya dhārasvapnabhāmacaryāsamatpattapacayena. ... upacayopadā cayāpārthyaḥ. upastambho hi cayah. tasyāpārthyaḥ syād antareṇa kṣaṇikatvam, tathāvāva-

sthitatvāt. ayoṅgār cayaṇcayasyatva. na hi prātiṣaṇam vinā puṣṭatarotpattā yuyetoṣcayah.)

350 MSAbh 151,31f and 152,16-19: "[The origination] on account of change is the [origination] because of the alteration of the complexion and so on due to desire and so on. [The origination] on account of maturation is the [origination] into the [various] stages [of life, namely that of] an embryo,
sāṃskāras change insofar as the maturation of karmic impressions presupposes the constant transformation of the beings to whom these impressions pertain,\(^{361}\) and insofar as the

an infant, a child, a youth, an adult and an elder. ... In case of the originations because of change and because of maturation, [the momentariness results] because [change] of something persisting is impossible since without destruction [right] from the beginning there is no change [at the end]. For change because of passion etc. is not possible of something persisting in the same way;\(^{4}\) nor is the maturation into different stages of life [of something persisting in the same way possible], because if there was not destruction right from the beginning there would be no change at the end." (vikārena yo rāgādhīnī varṇādvipaṇīnāma
dhārabhāvakumārakrayuvalamadhyanāweśvāvasthāsu. ... vikārotppattau pariṇāyat ca sthitāyasaṃbhavati adyaṇāvānāvātāh. na hi tathādhitasyaiva rāgādhīnī vikārāh saṃbhavati, na cāvasthāntareṣu pariṇākā daiva avināśe saty ante vikārabhāvāt.)

It can be seen here how the constant subjection of the body to change is one time deduced on the grounds that the eventual manifestation of transformation implies that the transformed being has been changing all the time before, and one time is deduced from the direct observation of change (here the change of complexion when desire etc. is aroused).

\(^{4}\) At this point, it seems that the momentariness does not follow because the body changes at every moment, but because something cannot change after having persisted before. Therefore, the argument seems to rest on the assumption that something cannot first persist and later perish. If this interpretation is correct, it derives its plausibility in the same way as the aforementioned argument that the changes undergone by earth imply its momentariness "because there are no causes of destruction" (cf. § II.C.1.4).

\(^{5}\) Cf. MSABh, P. phi 257a7f: hgyur bar ni ḭod chags la sog pas kha dog la sog pa ram par hgyur baḥi sgo nas gai yin paḥo// Cf. SAVBh 172b5-7 referred to in n. 303.

\(^{361}\) MSABh 151,32-152,3 and 152,19-24: "The [origination] as inferior and as excellent is [the origination] of those [beings who] are reborn in, respectively, a bad or a good form of existence (gati). The [origination] as shining is [the origination] of those [beings who] are, because in these states the fulfillment of wishes is only dependent upon the mind, reborn among those who supernaturally create their objects of desire, among those whose objects of desire are created by others supernaturally, [as well as reborn in the realms of subtle] matter or in the immaterial [realms] (i.e. the beings who are reborn in the two highest levels of the realm of desire or above). The [origination] as not-shining is [the origination] of those [beings who] are reborn elsewhere (i.e. in the realm of desire below the two highest levels) ..."

The momentariness in the case of inferior and excellent origination is to be known [on the same grounds] as in the case of the originations because of change and because of maturation. For if the conditioned factors persisted in the same way [as they have always done], the karmic impressions (karmavāsanā), on account of which there should be the rebirth in a bad or a good form of existence (gati), [could] not become [causally] efficient. For it is by the particular, gradually [realized] transformation of the series, which has been 'karmically impressed,' that [these impressions later] become causally efficient.

To the shining and not-shining origination, too, the momentariness pertains in this very way (i.e. as it does in the case of the originations because of change and because of maturation). To start with, in the case of the shining [origination, the momentariness results] because for something persisting in the same way [as it has always done] it is impossible to exist in a way depending upon the mind. But also in the case of the not-shining [origination the momentariness results, namely] because without destruction right from the beginning the change at the end\(^{5}\) is impossible." (hīnātvena viśīṣṭatvena ca yo durgatau <sugatau>\(^{6}\) cophyāmānānām yathākramām. bhāṣvaratvena yo nirmittakāmēṣu pararnīmitkāmēṣu rūpāparipyēṣu copapannānām cittamāradhindhāvat. abhāṣvaratvena yas tadanyatropapannānām... tathā hīnāviśīṣṭotpattau kṣaṇikatvam vedītvāya yathā viśāka-pariṇāmottpattau. na hi tathādhitīy eva sanskāraṣu karmavāsanā vṛttiṁ labhate, yato durgata vā syād utpattiḥ sugata vā, kramaṇa hi saṃtaiparināmaṇaviśeṣat vṛttilāḥo yuṣyate. bhāṣvarabhāsvare 'pi cophāde tathāvva kṣaṇikatvam yuṣyate.
skandhas constituting the sentient beings first incessantly perpetuate themselves, and then cease to exist entirely at the time of final emancipation from the cycle of existence (samsāra).\footnote{With the exception of the final skandhas before emancipation (i.e. the groups of factors constituting the emancipated “being” at the moment of death), all skandhas are followed by further skandhas which are regarded as the effect of the skandhas preceding them. In this sense, all but the final skandhas function as seeds for future skandhas (cf. n. 358). Since it presupposes a qualitative difference if something at one time functions as a cause and at another does not, the skandhas have to function as a cause and hence perish (because the process of procreation entails the self-destruction?) at every moment of their existence.\footnote{Likewise, in the Nyāyasūtrabhāṣya (henceforth: NSBh) the Buddhist deduces MSABh 152,4f and 153,4-8: “The [origination] with seed is [any origination] but that of the last skandhas of an arhat (i.e. the person emancipated from samsāra). The [origination] without seed is [the origination] of these last skandhas of an arhat. ... In case of the origination with and without seed, the momentariness is to be known [respectively] because something persisting cannot [function as a seed after it has not been functioning as a seed before], and because it cannot be the last. For it is impossible that something persisting thus, [i.e.] without functioning as a cause at every moment, could function on the contrary as a seed at another time. Nor [is it possible that something persisting] is without seed at the last moment [if it had been endowed with a seed all the time before].\footnote{And one cannot accept that something first has a seed and at the last moment does not have a seed, because without this (viz. the destruction of the old and subsequent origination of a new entity at every moment)\footnote{The beings who are reborn as shining are momentary because they exist in accordance with their wishes, which would be impossible if they persisted always in the same way (tathāsthita).} the being-the-last would be impossible. For thus (i.e. if momentariness is not presumed) the being-the-last is impossible.”\footnote{Thus the beings who are reborn as shining are momentary because they exist in accordance with their wishes, which would be impossible if they persisted always in the same way (tathāsthita).} the beings who are reborn as shining are momentary because they exist in accordance with their wishes, which would be impossible if they persisted always in the same way (tathāsthita).} It is likely that in analogy with the deduction of momentariness in the case of inferior and excellent origination the change at the end refers to the maturation of the karmic impressions determining the next existence. Alternatively, it could refer to decay and death in one existence as a pre-condition for the next existence.

\footnote{Supplementation in accordance with SAVBh, P. tsi 173b1. Thus the beings who are reborn as shining are momentary because they exist in accordance with their wishes, which would be impossible if they persisted always in the same way (tathāsthita).} bhāsvare tāvat tathāsthitasayāsbhavāci cittàdhīnayātītīyāh. abhāsvare ‘pi cādau vināśam antareṇānte vikārāyogaṭ.}

\footnote{The [origination] with seed is [any origination] but that of the last skandhas of an arhat (i.e. the person emancipated from samsāra). The [origination] without seed is [the origination] of these last skandhas of an arhat. ... In case of the origination with and without seed, the momentariness is to be known [respectively] because something persisting cannot [function as a seed after it has not been functioning as a seed before], and because it cannot be the last. For it is impossible that something persisting thus, [i.e.] without functioning as a cause at every moment, could function on the contrary as a seed at another time. Nor [is it possible that something persisting] is without seed at the last moment [if it had been endowed with a seed all the time before].\footnote{And one cannot accept that something first has a seed and at the last moment does not have a seed, because without this (viz. the destruction of the old and subsequent origination of a new entity at every moment)\footnote{The beings who are reborn as shining are momentary because they exist in accordance with their wishes, which would be impossible if they persisted always in the same way (tathāsthita).} the being-the-last would be impossible. For thus (i.e. if momentariness is not presumed) the being-the-last is impossible.”\footnote{Thus the beings who are reborn as shining are momentary because they exist in accordance with their wishes, which would be impossible if they persisted always in the same way (tathāsthita).} the beings who are reborn as shining are momentary because they exist in accordance with their wishes, which would be impossible if they persisted always in the same way (tathāsthita).}}
the momentariness on the grounds that the body is constantly subject to increase and decrease, since it grows by the digestion of food and diminishes — so one may add — because corporeal activities burn up the energy generated by the digestion of food. Though these processes only become manifest after some time (when a person has grown or become emaciated?), they have to be occurring at every moment, because, as Uddyotakara specifies, otherwise they would not materialize at all. Moreover, in the YD the Buddhist deduces of the dependence upon external factors] it was not [fully] causally efficient earlier, [then it should] not become so later either, because its own-being is not subject to change. ... Nor can it be instantaneously causally efficient. For it is not possible that its nature [that is efficient earlier] is not also efficient later."

(Cf. SAVBh P. i. 183a12: ga tel sa bon dah bcas pa hgyur ba skad cig ma ni htags/ phyis sa bon med pa hgyur skad cig ma skyes pa ni ma yin gyi/ dus thams cad du rtag par gnas na ni/ rtag tu yin sa bon dah bcas pa hgyur dlo/ por gnas gyi sa bon med par hgyur bar ni phyis kyang med par hgyur te/ ... Cf. MSAT P. bi 172a7f: de med na tha ma n/id ma srid pa hgyur ro/ tes bya ba gan/ med na skad cig re le la dus byas mams gzhan n/id du hgyur ba med na ste/ skad cig la hgyig pa/ ni can yin na ni der hgyur ro/)

According to Thihramati (see quotation), to be last would be impossible, because the entity would persist eternally if it was not momentary. The underlying reasoning is not specified but may be supplied from the earlier argument (MSABh 150,21f, cited in n. 538) that things cannot perish after having persisted for some time, because such a change in behaviour presupposes a change of nature which is precluded by the Buddhists as it entails the loss of identity. Alternatively, the argument here may be understood in such a way that "being-the-last" is inconceivable without momentariness, because being last presupposes that there are earlier entities, and this is not possible if the entity existing at the end is identical with the entity existing earlier.

Thihramati (SAVBh P. phi 182b5f) understands that this argument provides the reason for the preceding assertion that something persisting cannot be without seed at the end. By contrast, I understand that this argument — irrespective of its precise analysis — supplements the earlier argument that "being-the-last" of something persisting is impossible, because it cannot be without seed after having been endowed with seed earlier as this implies qualitative change. Also in the Chinese translation (T 1604 647c26-29) it is understood that two distinct arguments (the order in the translation is inverted) are adduced in order to show that "being-the-last" is impossible without momentariness.

Despite the interpretative difficulties of the passage under consideration — the argumentation is too elliptic to settle with certainty how precisely it is to be reconstructed — there can be little doubt that the momentariness is basically deduced on the grounds presented at the beginning of this note.

Emendation confirmed by the Tibetan translation (P. phi 258b7).

363. NSBh 824,5-8 (ad III.2.10; cf. n. 351 where Uddyotakara’s formalization of this argument is cited): "But how is it known that manifest entities (vyakī) are momentary? Because it is seen that in bodies etc. there is a constant succession of increase and decrease. There is increase insofar as the essence of the food processed by digestion becomes blood etc. in the body, and [this] increase occurs constantly. Because of [this] increase there is the origination of manifest entities, and because of decrease there is the destruction of manifest entities. This being so, the growth of the body is perceived after some time because of the difference due to the transformation of the [constituent] parts [of the body]." (katham punar gampate kaṅkāda vyaktaya iti. upacayāpacayaprabhavandharśanād charāraṇādyānāvattasaṃskṛtsyāhārasaṃśaśraḥ rudhirādheśopacayopacayāś ca prabandhenā pravārttate. upacayād vyakṛtaṁ upādah, upacayād vyaktinīrodhaḥ. evaṁ ca satya avayavaparīnāmabhedena vṛddhiḥ śaṅīrasya kālāntare gṛhyate ...)
the momentariness on the basis of bodily changes brought about by breathing, exhaustion and possibly — my understanding of rūpa is tentative — by the alteration of the complexion.\footnote{364} Besides, in AS Bh 52,14-16 (quoted in n. 297, cf. NA 534b29-c3 quoted in n. 298) it is argued on the basis of the corporeal changes brought about by psychic events or states that the body is momentary, because it changes at every moment in accordance with the mind. It is said to be constituted by the change of complexion. The passage could also be translated thus:

\begin{quote}
... how is the difference of the body and so on, which is effected by breathing, exhaustion and so on, which is brought about? And bells etc., possibly, the NS Bh only refers to the manifestation of growth after some time, because this is the standard case. Notwithstanding these interpretative difficulties, there can be little doubt that in the NS Bh, as in the corresponding passage in the MSA Bh, the body is always subject to change and hence momentary because it constantly generates and uses up energy.
\end{quote}

This is corroborated by Vācaspatimśiras formulation of this argument in the Tātparyatīkā (824,19f):

\begin{quote}
śārīrasya ca kālāparipākavaśena sthauḷasya hrāṣasya ca darśanāt pratikṣaṇām sūkṣmah parinātiḥbhēdo 'numīyate ...
\end{quote}

The explication that the manifest entities (vyaktī) — the terminology is that of the Sāṃkhya against whom this argument is directed — originate because of the increase and cease because of the decrease could suggest that at every moment corporeal entities originate because of energy input and are subsequently destroyed because of energy output. This, however, is at odds with the spontaneity of destruction entailed by the doctrine of momentariness and makes also for other reasons little sense. Instead, it seems that the origination and destruction addressed in the NS Bh refer to two processes occurring side by side (the body generates and uses up energy), which are understood respectively as the incorporation of new entities and the separation from old ones. This interpretation, which accords with the NS Bh's definition of the cause of origination and destruction, is supported by Uddyotakara who explains that the origination and destruction of individual entities (vyaktī) become manifest after some time because the body is constantly increased and decreased.\footnote{365} If I understand the argument correctly, growth only becomes manifest as long as the increase is greater than the decrease. If this situation is reversed (i.e. when the body is not nourished adequately), then instead of growth, emaciation should manifest itself after some time.\footnote{366} Possibly, the NS Bh only refers to the manifestation of growth after some time, because this is the standard case. Notwithstanding these interpretative difficulties, there can be little doubt that in the NS Bh, as in the corresponding passage in the MSA Bh, the body is always subject to change and hence momentary because it constantly generates and uses up energy.

\footnote{364} "If it be held: 'The momentariness is proved because difference is perceived.'" It may be thought [by the Buddhist]: 'If there is not the cessation of things immediately after they have arisen, how is the difference of the body and so on, which is effected by breathing, exhaustion, [alteration of] the complexion (for rūpa)\footnote{367} and so on, brought about; and how is the difference of the conch and so on, which is effected by the contact with heat and coldness, brought about? And bells etc., which do not resound [now, change insofar as they] are later perceived to resound. Therefore, momentariness is not refuted.' (viśeṣa-grahaṇāt kṣaṇīkata-vāsīddhir iti cet.\footnote{368} syān matam: yady utpannaṁ- mātroparitatā nāsti bhāvānāṁ, kīṁkṛśaṁ sarīrāṇāṁ prāṇānaṁavasāmarūpādikro 'bājīśmaprabhūrṇāṁ ca śītaśparṣasakṛto bhedaḥ. ghaṇṭādānāṁ cāsābdakāṇāṁ paścāc chadbavatām grahaṇām. tasmād anuśiṣyāḥ kṣaṇābhāhagatā iti.)

\footnote{365} As Bronkhorst has shown (J. Bronkhorst: "vārttika" in WZKS XXXIV, 1990, pp. 123-146), the vārttika and the commentary thereon are by the same author.

\footnote{367} Cf. the varṇa-kṛtā viparītānāmītātā in the Śrī Bh and Hsien-yang (see appendix, § 1.5.2.1) which is said to be constituted by the change of complexion. The passage could also be translated thus: "... how is the difference of the body and so on, which is effected by the [alteration of] the complexion due to breathing and exhaustion ..."
will be seen that in the case of breathing and metabolism, the subjection of the body to constant change is evident and does not have to be deduced from the final manifestation of change or destruction, as in the case of the growing and ageing of the body. As for the reaction of the body to emotions etc., it is argued in the ASBh, but not in the equivalent passage of the MSABh, cited in n. 360), that the changes have to occur at every moment, because they are prompted by the mind which itself changes all the time.

1.4 In contrast to these arguments, the argumentation based on change is also directed exclusively towards external matter in the MSA(Bh), where the extensive treatment of kṣaṇikatva comprises specific arguments for the momentariness of each of the four gross elements and the six sensory objects (cf. n. 357). Thus, the momentariness of water is deduced on the grounds that the decrease or increase of water in ponds etc., which becomes perceptible after some time, presupposes that the water, that is the mass or quantity of water, has been changing all the time before. Similarly, in the case of seemingly persisting sounds such as that produced by a bell - the momentariness of ordinary sound was considered to be self-evident, momentariness follows because at every moment the sound becomes softer. Here the change at every moment is immediately perceptible and does not have to be deduced. The momentariness of earth (prthivi) is proved on the basis that it is transformed by the karma of sentient beings, by ploughing, digging etc., by fire, water and wind, as well as by the passing of time. In the case of earth, the momentariness is not

365 MSABh 153,17-19: "To start with, [momentariness is attributed] to water because it desiccates and it augments. In springs, lakes, ponds etc., a gradual increase and desiccation of water is observed. But they both would not be [possible] without the transformation [of the water] at every moment, because [otherwise] there would be no cause for the difference [in the quantity of the water that is observed] later (i.e. once the joint effect of the imperceptible changes from moment to moment has become perceptible)." (apāṃ tāvac cchoṣayrddeḥ. utsasarastādāgādisyā apāṃ kramaṇa vṛddhiḥ soṣaś copalabhayate. tac cobbhayam antarenaṇa pratiṣṭhaṇaṇaṁ pariṇāmaṁ na sāyā, paścād viśeṣakāraṇābhāvātd.) Water is conceived here collectively as the mass of water (and not in terms of discrete water atoms). This conception corresponds to the usage of "ap" ("water") which in post-Vedic literature is only employed in the plural (i.e. "waters").

366 MSABh 154,3-5: "Even the sound that is perceived for a certain stretch of time, as the sound of bells etc., should be known to be momentary, because of the gradation [of its volume]. For if it was not momentary, it would not be observed that at every moment it is softer [than before]." (śabdāḥ punar yo 'pi kālāntaram upalabhayate ghanādānāṁ tasyāpi kṣaṇikatvam vedātvam tāraṭamopaladbeḥ, na hū asat kṣaṇikatve pratiṣṭhaṇaḥ<m> mandataratamopaladbeḥ syār.) It should be noted that the stance that a loud sound and soft noise are numerically distinct does not necessarily presuppose the position that all qualitative change implies substitution. For the numeric distinctness between the sound when it is louder and softer may not follow from a rule concerning qualitative change in general but from the specific case, insofar as the change in volume can arguably only be explained by the substitution of an old by a new sound.

367 MSABh 153,25-29: "And four kinds of transformation of the earth are observed: (1) the transformations] caused by karma, that is, by the various karma of sentient beings (the quality of the earth is determined by the karma of the sentient beings inhabiting it; cf. SAVBh P. tsi 815a7-b3), [2] the transformations] caused by violence such as by striking (e.g by agriculture, mining etc.; cf. SAVBh
deduced on the grounds that the changes occur all the time. Instead it is argued — that is, if I understand the elliptic reason "because of the non-existence of a cause of destruction" (vināśakāraṇābhaṅyā) correctly — that since the earth changes at certain times, it must have been constantly perishing and re-arising before, because change implies the destruction of the old entity. This destruction cannot occur after the existence for some time, because there are no external causes of destruction that could explain why one and the same entity first persists and later perishes. Thus, this argument only refers to change in order to show that there are in time when the earth perishes. Besides this, it does not differ from the deduction of momentariness on the grounds that things are destroyed eventually (cf. § II.C.1.1).

1.5 Possibly, the reasoning that the eventual transformation presupposes change at every moment also underlies the deduction of momentariness (directed indifferently at all conditioned factors, saṃskāra) from "the gross anītyātā," that is, from the destruction of empirical phenomena existing over a certain period of time, as its attested in the SNS

P. tsi 185b3f), [3] the transformations] caused by the elements[, i.e.] by fire etc., [4] the transformations] caused by time[, that is,] by staying for a certain period of time. But without the origination of another [earth-entity] at every moment, [these transformations] are not possible, because there is no cause of destruction [that could open the way for change by annihilating the old entity after it has existed for some time]." (caturvidhaś ca parināmāḥ prthivyā upalabhya. karmaśrivaṣāt, upakramaśriva prahārādibhiḥ, bhubahito 'gnāyādibhiḥ, kālakrtiḥ kālāntararaparivāsataḥ, sa cāntaraṇa pratikṣaṇam anyopatpatim na upyāte, vināśakāraṇābhaṅyā.)

Asvabhāva (MSAT P. bi 172b3f) exemplifies this by the transformation undergone by a spot of earth, upon which first a village is built and which later turns into wilderness (as the village decays?). Sthiramati (SAVBh P. tsi 185b7-186a1) adduces the same example, mentioning also the reversal of the process (i.e. wilderness turned into a settlement). According to him, the transformation refers, furthermore, to seasonal changes and to the transformations brought about by the qualitative differences of the various cosmic aeons.

The emendations prahāradibhiḥ (for prahāradibhiḥ) and kālāntararaparivāsataḥ (for kālāntaraparīnāmataḥ) are confirmed by Otani A and B and by the Tibetan translation (P. phi 259b2f).

The sense perception of the gross impermanence, that inhere in the [conditioned factors (saṃskāra)] which are endowed with momentariness], [2] the sense perception of the diversity of living beings, which depends upon the diversity of karma, and [3] the sense perception of the suffering and the happiness of living beings, [are perceptions] by means of which the imperceptible is to be deduced, [namely respectively 1] the momentariness of all conditioned factors (saṃskāra), [2] the existence of the yonder-world (i.e. of existence before birth and after death) and [3] the not-getting-lost (avipraṇaśa) of good and evil deeds. [These perceptions] and [other perceptions] of this kind [are instances for [the upapattisadhanayukti which is] characterized by the sense perception of something having this (i.e. the thing to be deduced) as its basis (*tādāśrayaprasyakopalabdhilaksāna)." (hdu byed thams cad skad cig ma niḍ dan/ hijig rten pha rol' yod pa niḍ dan/ las dge ba dan/ mi dge ba chud mi za ba la/ de la gnas paḥi mi ṭrag pa' rags pa niḍ/ mhon sum du dmigs pa gaḥ yin pa daḥ√/ sans can sna tshogs las sna tshogs las gnas pa mhon sum du dmigs pa gaḥ yin pa daḥ/ sens can bde ba daḥ sdug bshal ba las dge ba daḥ mi dge ba la gna pa, mhon sum du dmigs pa gaḥ yin pa daḥ√/ gis mhon sum du ma gyur pa la rjes su dpag par bya ba daḥ/ de lta bu daḥ mthun pa gaḥ yin pa de ni de la gnas pa mhon sum du dmigs paḥi mshan niḍ yin no/).

Cf. SNSVp. cho 171b7f-172a3: gnas paḥi mi ṭrag pa[ṛ] rags pa niḍ ces bya ba ni skad cig la
in the Ślokavārttika.\textsuperscript{369} For since destruction is analyzed in terms of transformation (cf. n. 377 and § II.D.2.4), the gross destruction may be conceived of as a gradual process — the object is destroyed by the gradual corrosion brought about by the passing of time (i.e. ageing) or by the prolonged exposure to a specific factor such as fire — so that the momentariness of the object may be deduced on the grounds that it has to undergo change all the time. Given that the external factors are constant, so the argument could run, the annihilation at a later time can only be explained if it is assumed that the object is constantly modified until it finally reaches such a state that it ceases to exist. The only difference between this gradual destruction and the process envisaged in the passages adduced before would consist in the result: one time the object would be transformed in such a way that it continues to exist in an altered form, the other time in such a way that it ceases to exist. Since for the sake of the argument it only matters that the object is subject to constant change, while it is of no importance whether this modification leads up to transformation or destruction, the argumentation with respect to the gross anityatā and with respect to transformation could hence be regarded as two versions of the same proof of momentariness.\textsuperscript{370} Thus the

\textsuperscript{369} Šlokavārttika, Śabdānityatādhikaraṇa 424-425: "Also the [Buddhists], who imagine that in the time between [origination and cessation all things] are characterized by subtle destructions at every moment because otherwise [their] gross destruction would not occur, they also cannot prove that sounds are destruction." (ye \textquoteleft pi sthulavīṇādānam anyathāupapattitah// kalpayanty antarā sūkṣmaṁ vindīśvīṁ pratīkṣanam //424//) te \textquoteleft pi kṣāṇikanāśīvād adhikām sthūlanāśītām/ śabdānāṁ avijñānto na saktā nāṣīśādhane//425//).

\textsuperscript{370} I use the term "macroscopic" in order to refer to the temporally extended objects perceived
deduction of momentariness from gross anityatā could be understood as a further instance of the proof that long term changes presuppose modification at every moment and hence indicate the momentariness of all things.371

ordinarily (i.e. tables etc.) which in the final analysis are not really existing entities (dravyasat), but only fictitious units (prajñaptisat) formed by the succession and compounding of atomic, momentary entities. To these later entities, which alone are really existing, I refer as "microscopic."

371 There is some textual evidence strengthening the interpretation that the momentariness follows from the gross anityatā because the destruction of macroscopic entities implies a process of transformation: In the Śrī Bh the destruction by fire etc., as well as death and the decomposition of the body, are considered as forms of transformation. Similarly, in the AKBh (cf. n. 402) burning, corrosion and other similar gradual processes of destruction are treated in the same way as the firing of pottery, namely as maturation processes (pāka), where the external agent causes the origination of successively more burnt, corroded, fired etc. entities, thereby transforming the series exposed to it. Also in all other sources dealing with the supposed destruction of macroscopic objects by external agents, it is argued that fire etc. does, contrary to appearance, not destroy wood etc., but only effects its transformation (cf. appendix, § II.D.2.4). Moreover, in MPPU 200b4-9 (= MPPU, 1163) the argument that things undergo destruction from the first moment onwards (and hence are momentary), because they eventually perish, is exemplified by the wear and tear of clothes (in MPPU 222c10-12 of shoes), i.e. by a process of gradual transformation.

According to the commentary on the deduction of momentariness from the gross anityatā in the SNSVY (cf. the extracts appended to the translation in n. 368), the gross anityatā is the logical reason (sādhanadharma) which by its inherence in the conditioned factors (i.e. in the pāka) proves that they are momentary (sādhyadharma). This analysis accords with the explication of the argument "because destruction is seen at the end," as it is recorded in the pūrvapakṣa adduced in YD 57,13-15:

"What has destruction at the end (= logical reason, hetu), that is observed to be momentary (= quality to be proved, sādhya), as in the case of the flames of a lamp, cognitions and sound (= example, drṣṭānta, for the concomitance of hetu and sādhyā)" (āha: ante kṣayadarśanāt. iha yasyānte kṣayas tasya kṣaṇikatvam drṣṭam tadyathā pradīpajvālābuddhiḥsabdānam. asti cānte kṣayah samskārāṇām tasmāt kṣaṇikā."

It can be safely excluded that initially a formal syllogism of this kind underlay the argument, and that accordingly the argument derived its plausibility from the trust in the validity of a correct syllogism (anumāṇa). This is, among other things, borne out by the other two deductions which in the SNS are adduced alongside with the deduction of momentariness as further examples for the upapattisādhanayukti, namely the inference of the existence before birth and after death from the diversity of sentient beings and the deduction of the law of retribution (karma) from their suffering and happiness (cf. n. 368). Any application of a formal syllogism to these deductions would clearly be secondary. Moreover, the deduction of momentariness from change in the Śrī Bh as presented at the beginning of this chapter does not operate with a formal syllogism, even though it corresponds to the deduction of momentariness from the gross anityatā in the SNS. This correspondence is evinced by the fact that as in the SNS so in the Śrī Bh immediately after the deduction of momentariness, the existence before and after death (paralokasamskārapraṇavṛtti) is deduced from the diversity of sentient beings (Śrī Bh 485,14ff).

Instead of inferring the momentariness from the gross anityatā on the grounds that macroscopic destruction entails change, it is also possible to deduce it on the basis of the reasoning that the perceptible destruction of things is only possible if it is assumed that all the time before they have perished, too (cf. § II.C.1.1). In such a case, the reasoning may be applied that things which have an enduring nature cannot be destroyed by a cause of destruction. Thus the apparent destruction as for instance the breaking of a pot by a hammer can only be accounted for if it is assumed that the pot has a perishable nature all along, and accordingly constantly undergoes destruction and origination even before it meets with the supposed cause of destruction (i.e. the blow of the hammer), which in truth only disrupts the process of
The textual evidence adduced here raises the question whether the proof of momentariness on the basis of change reflects the considerations that led to the conception of the doctrine of momentariness. This calls for a closer scrutiny of the two main components of this argument, namely the underlying presupposition that qualitative change implies numeric difference and the demonstration that things change at every moment.

2.1 As for the underlying presupposition that change implies substitution, it follows from the anti-substantialist tendency in Buddhism which negates that entities have a substantial core beyond the sum of their properties and thus equates the properties with the entities themselves. This equation is reflected by the designation of phenomena as "dharmas" — a term which may also stand for "property," "quality." Once this identification of property and entity has been adopted, the Buddhist position that qualitative change implies numeric difference follows from their analysis of change as the substitution of one quality by another. In the case of the dyeing of a cloth, for instance, there is no longer a basis to identify the pale cloth at the outset and the ruby cloth later, once the colouration of a persisting cloth is rejected on the grounds that the cloth and its colour cannot be differentiated. Thus the succession of different shades of redness in the process of dying entails that there is a succession of distinct cloths, because the substitution of one property by another is nothing but the substitution of one entity by another. This analysis of transformation corresponds to the analysis of the mind as a stream of distinct mental entities. Just as the denial of a permanent soul implies that a change of mental state entails the destruction of the old and the origination of a new mind-entity (cf. § II.A.2.1 and particularly n. 252), so the denial of a persisting substance in the case of matter implies that any change of property entails the destruction of the old and the origination of a new material entity.372

the reproduction of pots so that no more "pots" arise (cf. § II.D.2.4). It will be seen that according to this interpretation the argument would correspond to the type of proofs based on the independence of destruction from an external cause. This alternative reconstruction of the argument has the advantage that it also accounts for such cases of destruction where an object which itself is unimpaired is suddenly destroyed from without as in the example with the pot, i.e. to cases where the destruction may not be conceived of as a gradual process.

To sum up, there is strong evidence to support the interpretation that the destruction of macroscopic things entails momentariness because this destruction is a process of gradual decay that presupposes the transformation of the concerned object at every moment. It cannot, however, be excluded that this interpretation misses the mark and that the momentariness is meant to follow, as in the case of the arguments based on the spontaneity of destruction, because things cannot endure for some time and then perish. Cf. n. 538 where it is argued that the argument in the Hsien-yang and MSABh that things are momentary because eventually they perish may not be understood along the lines suggested here for the SNS (i.e. that the final destruction results from the transformation of the perishing entity at every moment). Of course, it is well possible that these two alternative ways of construing the argument were not strictly differentiated, so that they both underlay the deduction of momentariness from the gross anityatā.

1 I emend the text and read ucyate (which introduces the next clause, indicating a change of speaker) instead of ucyante so that the clause terminates with kṣoṇikā and not with ucyante as in the edition by Pandeya.

372 In contrast to the Buddhists, the Śāṁkhya profess that there is a persisting substance (in later
Two main factors may be identified as underlying this anti-substantialist tendency. Most importantly, the admittance of a substantial element underlying change runs contrary to the

terminology [cf. Wezler 1985, p. 19]: dharmin, e.g. clay) which is qualified by properties (again in later terminology: dharma). This substance underlies change and accounts for the fact that the entity before and after change are identical and not, as the Buddhist contests, distinct. The substance alone is substantially existing, whereas the dharmas are not distinct entities from the substance, but merely the mode in which the substance exists at a given time (e.g. as a lump, a pot, potsherds etc.). In the Abhidharmic strand of Buddhism, by contrast, the existence of a substance is denied and real existence is attributed to the dharmas alone.

Despite this fundamental difference, there is a striking parallel between the Buddhist conceptualization of transformation in terms of substitution and the description of transformation as it can be found in the Yuktidipāka and the YSBh.* As in the case of Buddhism, it is taught in these sources that there is a series of different dharmas existing one after another (cf. also YSBh 312,4f, on YS III.15: ... pindaḥ prayavate ghata upajīyata iti dharmaparīnāmākramaḥ.). Thus the transformation of the lump of clay into a pot is, again just as in Buddhism, depicted as the destruction of the dharma "lump" and the origination of the dharma "pot." The problem of the relationship between the Sāmkhya and Buddhist doctrine is so intricate that it will be very difficult to settle (if this is possible at all) whether the Buddhist conceptualization of change was influenced (and if in which way) by the Sāmkhya doctrine of transformation (parināma). Besides, in other passages the Sāmkhyas do not refer to this process in terms of destruction and origination, but in terms of manifestation (avirbhāva) and disappearance (tirobhāva) which is more apt given that the Sāmkhyas did not conceive of the dharmas as really existing entities that undergo origination and destruction. On the other hand, the point of contact between the doctrine of the Sāmkhyas and Buddhists alluded to here demonstrates at least that the analysis of change in terms of substitution is not contingent upon the issue of momentariness, but may be arrived at independently.

* E.g. — YD 49,6f: "For transformation is the cessation of one dharma of a persisting substance (drāvya) and the origination of another one." (parināma hi nāmāvasthitasya dravyasya dharmāntaranāvṛttiḥ dharmānatarapraṇāvṛttiḥ ca.). Cf. YSBh 292,26f (on YS III.13): avasthitasya dravyasya pūrvadharmānivṛttaih dharmāntaropatthiḥ parināma iti.

— The sloka cited in YD 49,10f and 75,6f: "When the dharmin gives up the former dharma and assumes a new dharma without losing its [intrinsic] nature, then this is called 'transformation.'" (jāhād dharmānataropatthiḥ dharmāntaranivṛttaiḥ dharmo parināma iti.)

— YSBh 292,18f (in the text edition of the Vivaraṇa 254,9-255,4; on YS III.13): "Parting with the phenomenal appearance (dharma) in the form of a lump, the substratum (dharmin), clay, assumes another phenomenal appearance. In the form of a pot (as the new mode of appearance) it evolves as to its phenomenal appearance (dharma)." (mrd dharmī piṇḍākārād dharmādh dharmāntaram upasampadyamāno dharman ca parināmāte ghatākāra iti.)

— Vivaraṇa 259,26-260,9 (on YS III.15): "'The lump re-arises as a pot' means that the clay in the form of a lump becomes a pot. 'The lump re-arises as a pot' is [only] said figuratively [as far as the suggested] non-difference [between lump and pot is concerned]. But [in truth] it is not the case that the dharma 'lump' assumes the nature of another dharma. By the destruction of the dharma 'lump,' another, with respect to it (i.e the lump) antagonistic dharma called 'pot' arises." (piṇḍo ghaṭa upajīyata iti piṇḍarūpā mṛt ghaṭībhavatity arthaḥ. abhedopacāraṇa piṇḍo ghaṭa upajīyata ity ucyate. na punah piṇḍo dharmo dharmāntarāttamātmaṁ pratipadyate. piṇḍadharmavimardanaṇa tabārodhi tadanantaram ghaṭākkhaya dharmo upajīyate.)

Cf. also ADV 106,10: "According to the Sāmkhya, transformation is the abandoning of one quality (dharma), which has become the nature of the substratum (dharmin), and the origination of [another quality] becoming its nature." (sāmkhyasya tv avasthitasya dharmāpād dharmaḥ svātmabhūtasya dharmāntarasayot-sargah svātmabhūtasya cotpādah parināma iti.)
Buddhist spirituality for which it is fundamental that all things are bound to perish and are hence only a source of frustration for those who hope to derive happiness from them. It is, therefore, natural for Buddhists to concentrate on the impermanent aspect of things. In the case of a pot, for instance, what matters to the Buddhist is that the pot as a potential object of attachment will sooner or later get destroyed. Accordingly, it is neglected that the clay out of which the pot is fashioned will continue to persist in the form of potsherds. This bias found its expression on a doctrinal level, where an underlying essence was rejected on the grounds that if it existed at all it would be eternal and thus contradict the law that everything is impermanent. The presupposition that the acceptance of an essence implies its eternity reflects that the Buddhist position was developed in opposition to the stance of the Sāṃkhya that all phenomena are emanations of one eternal substance. The following passage from the Vi (996c11-14, LVP 1937, p. 137) documents how the Buddhist anti-substantialism, more precisely their stance that qualitative difference implies numeric distinctness, has to be seen in contradistinction to the position of the Sāṃkhya:

"The supporters of the doctrine of transformation have this opinion: Milk turns into sour milk, seeds into sprouts, wood into ashes and so on. If one [entity] exists in continuation of another [entity], then this [entity] is the product of transformation of that other [entity], and it is not the case that that other phenomenon (dharma) perishes and this dharma originates. Therefore, the essence of all dharmas persists eternally [according to this doctrine]."

The rejection of a Self (ātman), which led to the denial that there is any continuous element underlying the fluctuations of mental activity (cf. § II.A.2.1), may be identified as a further factor underlying the anti-substantialist tendency in Buddhism. For it may be safely assumed that this denial with respect to the mind went hand in hand with a general bias to stress the phenomenal appearance (e.g. as a water pot) at the expense of the underlying essence (e.g. clay) — this all the more so because ātman not only means "self," but also is used in the sense of "essence" or "own-being," so that the rejection of an ātman may also be understood as the affirmation that phenomena are devoid of an essence (dharmanairātmya).

It would go beyond the scope of the present study to examine the development of the anti-substantialist tendency any further. What matters here is that this tendency is not in any way dependent upon the conception of momentariness, but, as an integral part of the development of Buddhism, follows naturally from the character of Buddhist doctrine and spirituality.373

373 Note that the principle that qualitative difference implies numeric distinctness was such an integral element of the doctrine of the Sarvāstivādins that they took great pains to explain the canonical attribution of change to all conditioned entities in such a way that it would not imply their mutability (cf. § I.C.3.2.3 and notably the śloka adduced in the AKBh and ADV, cited in n. 117, setting forth that any qualitative change implies substitution). Likewise, in the Śrībh and Hsien-yang the fifteen forms of transformations affecting sentient beings are not treated as processes involving the modification of a persisting entity, but as the replacement of an old state by a new one (cf. appendix, § 1.5.2.1).

The prominence of the principle that change implies substitution seems to be underlined, furthermore, by a passage in TSi 280a13-15 (cited in n. 264) where the perception of blue is shown to be distinct from that of another colour (lit.: non-blue) on the basis of the principle that the existence of
Therefore, it is feasible that this tendency served as a starting point for the doctrine of momentariness. I contend that this was indeed the case, because once the position has been adopted that properties and entities cannot be distinguished, the Buddhist doctrine of momentariness becomes far more plausible and can basically be reduced to the position that things are not stable, but constantly change their properties.

2.2 I maintain that also the second component of the deduction of momentariness from change, namely the assumption that there is always change, follows naturally from the Buddhist emphasis on the impermanent nature of existence and was not arrived at indirectly by way of the doctrine of momentariness, as could be held. Already in the nikāyas/āgamas it is frequently asserted that all conditioned entities are characterized by transformation (vipariñāmin) and alteration (anyathābhāvin), that it is their nature to undergo transformation (vipariñāmadhamma).\(^\text{374}\) The transformation of things is stressed as part of the teaching that everything is impermanent. It explicates that things and their states are not stable, that everything is always in flux.\(^\text{375}\) In particular, this teaching refers to change for the worse, to decay and ultimately to destruction.

As documented in the ŚrīBh and Hsien-yang (cf. appendix, § 1.5) and also in the MSA(Bh),\(^\text{376}\) this susceptibility to change was dogmatically elaborated, and various forms entities is intrinsically linked up with one particular point of time, so that they cannot exist at two different points of time: "Moreover, the times when one perceives blue and when one perceives non-blue are different. One entity (dhamma) cannot be associated with two points of time. The entity is joined to the point of time and the point of time to the entity." Though it is not compulsory that the argument derives its plausibility from the principle that a change of property entails substitution, it nevertheless seems that the temporal localization is treated as a property, the change of which implies substitution.

It could be contended that the stance that a change of temporal localization implies numeric difference reflects a mode of viewing that may have underlain the development of the doctrine of momentariness: If the past and future are held to exist (as the Sarvāstivādins did), and if the present is viewed as instantaneous, then one may come to the conclusion that things are past (the portion having existed already), present (the portion existing now) and future (the portion which will come to exist) at the same time. If such a situation is held to be a paradox, one may adopt the stance that they have to be instantaneous so that they are always in their entirety either past, present or future. However, there is to my knowledge no corroborating evidence for such a hypothesis. Note that also Stcherbatsky, who maintains that the reasoning presented here underlies the doctrine of momentariness (Buddhist Logic, vol. I, p. 86f), does not present any material that would substantiate his claim. Hence it may be safely assumed that the position expressed in the TSi was adopted as a consequence of the doctrine of momentariness and not vice versa.

\(^\text{374}\) E.g. SN IV 68,2f: dvayam (viz. respectively one of the six sense-organs and one of the six sense objects) ca labha ceva vyayañ ca aniccañ ca aniccam vipariñāmi aññathābhāvi.

\(^\text{375}\) The intrinsic link between transformation and impermanence can be witnessed in the following statement by Āryadeva: "Whatever is subject to change, this is not called 'permanent'." (Catuḥśataka IX.9cd: gañ la rnam par ḡyur yod pa/ de ni rtag ces byar yod min).

\(^\text{376}\) Cf. the various forms of change referred to in the MSA(Bh) in order to prove the momentariness
of transformation affecting sentient beings and affecting inanimate matter were distinguished. The enumeration of these forms of transformation shows that not only common forms of change between different states but also different forms of destructions (burning, flooding etc.) were envisaged as forms of transformation. This accords with the treatment of macroscopic destructions in terms of transformation as it is advanced by the Yogācāras and Sautrāntikas in their proofs of momentariness in order to defend the independence of destruction upon an external agent.  

377 I contend that the observation and analysis of transformation as it can be witnessed in the ŚrīBh., Hsien-yang or MSABh led to the conviction that things are changing at all times. This concerns in particular the reasoning that perceptible changes brought about by ageing presuppose the constant modification of the transformed object. Such a line of thought is so plausible that it will hardly have been developed retrospectively in order to justify the preconceived stance that things change at every moment, but instead will be based on the unprejudiced analysis of the process of ageing, as the most prominent form of transformation. But also the observation of the regular discharge of bodily functions suggests that the body is incessantly evolving. Such an impression is, moreover, corroborated by canonical passages, which affirm that the mind (cf. § II.A.2.2), the living-organ (jīvītam / jīvītendriya) or the āyuḥsaṃskāras (cf. § I.E.1.5) and even the body are constantly in flux.  

The rele-
vance of such passages is confirmed by Samghabhadra (cf. the translation of this passage in n. 13), who cites them in order to prove that the doctrine of momentariness accords with the teaching of the Buddha.380 Besides, as can be witnessed in the argument that psychic changes prompt corporeal changes (cf. § II.B.2.3), the interaction of the body with the constantly fluctuating mind suggested that, as the mind, the body has to be changing at every moment.381

Thus, it can be seen that the Buddhists' preoccupation with the changing nature of existence — notably with change that results in destruction — may have led (as I maintain it did) to the position that things and in particular the body change their nature at every moment. That this position is not dependent upon the acceptance of the doctrine of momentariness is also borne out by the fact that, without subscribing to this doctrine, the Sāmkhyas, too, held that things are changing at every moment (cf. n. 356).382 Besides, within Buddhism the position that all things are constantly undergoing transformation is also met with outside proofs of momentariness.383

...
2.3 Since it can be shown for both the position that qualitative difference implies numeric distinctness and for the stance that things change all the time that they are not derived from the doctrine of momentariness, but evolve naturally from certain other Buddhist teachings or tendencies, I maintain that the deduction of momentariness from change, as recorded in the proofs presented above, was not devised retrospectively, but faithfully records the constellation that led to the development of the doctrine of momentariness. This hypothesis is corroborated by the fact that the deduction of momentariness on the basis of change is prominent in the oldest stratum of texts (but not only there) proving the doctrine of momentariness (i.e. the early Yogācāra texts, notably the ŚrīBh and the MSA), and may even be regarded as the oldest transmitted reasoning accounting for the stance that all conditioned factors are momentary. Besides, already in the Vi₂ (translated in n. 196) transformation is understood in terms of the "subtle anityatā," that is, in terms of momentariness. The intrinsic link between momentariness and change is also borne out by the fact that Samghabhadra considers the canonical passages referring to the ageing of the body as proof of the doctrine of momentariness (cf. n. 13). Moreover, my hypothesis is reinforced by the fact that according to it the momentariness of matter will have been arrived at on the same (or, more precisely, on analogous) grounds as the momentariness of mental entities had been arrived at before. For, as I have tried to demonstrate in chapter II.A, the conviction that all mental entities are momentary is based on the denial of a self (corresponding to the denial of an enduring substance with changing properties) and on the observation of the fluctuation of mental activity (corresponding to the analysis of transformation as occurring at all times).

It is feasible that a particularly poignant experience of the evanescence of the body (or, less likely, of matter in general) may have inspired the concerned yogins in the first place to work out the implications (viz. that corporeal, and by extension also inanimate, matter has to be momentary) of the doctrinal constellation alluded to in the preceding paragraph. In particular, it may have been the observation of the rise and fall of the skandhas at every moment (as taught in Vi 840c21-841a11, translated in § II.E.3.2) that influenced the Buddhists to view the constant subjection of the body to change in light of the position that qualitative change entails the substitution of one entity by another (cf. § II.E.4.1). A further factor motivating the "discovery" of the momentariness of matter in the way suggested here may have been the tendency to generalize the momentariness of the mind (cf. § II.B.3). At any rate, there can

\(\text{sthitanyathāt}v\) of a discrete conditioned entity consists in the qualitative difference \(\text{visadrśā}\) between it and the preceding entity within a series: "Then how [is there qualitative difference, that is, change-while-enduring, when] alike entities arise [one after another]?\) [Answer:] It is not the case that they (i.e. these entities) are completely without difference." (yadā tarhi sadṛśā upadāyante. na te nirviśeṣā bhavanti.)

For this use of yadā tarhi, see Schmithausen 1987, n. 1492 and the explanation of this passage in the AKVy.

Note that in the ŚrīBh (cf. n. 190) the deduction of momentariness on the basis of change is not so much adduced in order to prove the doctrine of momentariness, but so as to elucidate the process underlying the macroscopic transformations dealt with extensively before.
be no doubt that the conception of the mind as a stream of momentary entities must have paved the way for the stance that everything is momentary.

2.4 For the following reasons, it is likely that, in the way suggested here, first the body (notably the human body, as borne out by the fact that the fourteen kinds of origination of ādhyātmika sanskāras refer, at least primarily, to human beings) and then, in a further step, matter in general came to be regarded as momentary. First of all, Buddhism is concerned with sentient beings and their spiritual welfare, and accordingly it pays little attention to the external world as such. Further, ageing as the most important form of transformation is peculiar to sentient beings, though by extension it can also be applied to inanimate objects (rotting, decay etc.; cf. n. 356). Moreover, considering the development of a foetus into an adult body and the subsequent degeneration of this body, it is in the case of bodily matter, in contrast to most other cases, at least to some extent plausible that qualitative difference implies numeric distinctness. For envisaging the human body over the entire span of its existence, one may naturally come to the conclusion that at different stages in life one deals with completely distinct bodies. Against this background, also the formation of series by causally linked entities becomes plausible, insofar as it will be seen that these distinct bodies are connected causally (the foetus gives rise to the embryo which in turn gives rise to the infant body etc.) and form a conceptual unit (pertaining to the same individual, they constitute "his body"). Furthermore, the direct observation of constant change refers predominantly to sentient beings who continually breathe, use up energy etc. Besides, in the case of the body, its close relationship with the fluctuating mind lends additional weight to the assumption that the body is constantly changing (cf. chapter II.B). That the momentariness of the body was "discovered" in a first step is also suggested by the fact that the arguments proving that the body is constantly subject to change and hence momentary are more numerous than those proving this for external matter (see above). Similarly, in the Śrībh and Hsien-yang (cf. appendix, § 1.5) the transformation of the external world is dealt with later and less extensively than with the transformation affecting sentient beings. Besides, the perception of momentariness recorded in the Buddhist sources refers frequently specifically to the body.

It may be objected that the observation of the gradual transformation of substances (the so-called processes of maturation), as when pottery is fired or when milk turns into sour milk, may have served as a starting point for the "discovery" that matter is momentary, because the arguments frequently allude to such processes. In these cases, however, the deduction that there is always change requires the additional consideration that the substances in question also change at every moment when the processes in question (e.g. firing) do not take place. Moreover, in order to arrive at a universal rule applying to all forms of matter, it has to be assumed that also those substances which are not at all exposed to such processes change at every moment. On these grounds, it seems little likely that the analysis of the transmutation of milk, of the firing of pottery etc. will on its own have served as a starting point for the argument that matter is momentary.

---
385 Cf. the differentiation in NyāVārt 824,16f (cited in n. 351) between clay that is being fired (pacyamāna) and that is not being fired (apacyamāna).
point for the "discovery" that everything is always undergoing change. Rather, it seems that these processes only became prominent in the context of the controversy with the Brahmanical schools where they are frequently envisaged. This is also suggested by the fact that the proof of the momentariness of external matter in the MSA(Bh) (see above) does not allude to such processes.\footnote{386}

As for the extension of the momentariness of the body to inanimate matter, this will have followed, in accordance with the drive to generalize properties, from the observation (such as recorded in the ŚrBh and Hsien-yang; cf. appendix, § 1.5.2.2) that similar to the body, inanimate matter, too, is in various ways subject to transformation. In the MSABh it can be witnessed how the momentariness of external matter can be deduced from its subjection to change (see above). As in the case of mental entities, where, as a result of the tendency to generalize properties, the momentariness was also extended to those cases where the evanescence is not evident (e.g. certain meditative states), so in the case of matter also such forms of matter will have come to be regarded as momentary, where no change at all can be observed.\footnote{387}

\footnote{386 It has to be conceded, however, that the approach to prove the momentariness separately for the four gross elements and the six sense objects may have prevented the reference to processes of maturation, such as the firing of pottery or the transmutation of milk.}

\footnote{387 Traces of such an extension can already be witnessed in the nikāyas (e.g. AN V.59-64) where it is taught that even excellent beings such as Mahābrahman or the Radiant Gods (ābhassarā) are affected by transformation (vipariṇāma) and alteration (aṇñathatta). The argument in YD 57,13-15 (cf. n. 371) that all impermanent things are momentary, because in the case of flames etc. this is the case, also reflects this tendency. On the other hand, opposition to this generalization is expressed in LAS VI.15-16 (cited in n. 184) where the supporters of the doctrine of momentariness are ridiculed for holding that such unchanging entities as gold or certain spiritual accomplishments should be momentary.}
II.D The Deduction of Momentariness from Destruction

So far two of the three most prominent types of proof of momentariness have been examined. Whereas I have precluded that the proof on the basis of the presupposed momentariness of the mind reflects the principle doctrinal reasons underlying the development of the doctrine of momentariness, I have affirmed this in the case of the deduction of momentariness from change. Thus I came to advance the hypothesis that the theory of momentariness evolved from the analysis of change in terms of substitution and is based on the stance that things change at all times. It remains to be seen in this chapter whether also the third type of proof, viz. the deduction of momentariness from the non-existence of causes of destruction, reflects doctrinal motives underlying this formative process, and if, in which way. Before addressing this question, I will in the first part of the present chapter pursue the development of this type of proof up to Vasubandhu.

2

2.1 With the exception of the Śrībh, a proof based on the non-existence of causes of destruction is adduced in all the early Yogācāra sources known to me that establish the momentariness of all conditioned entities. The oldest proof of this kind can be found in the MSABh (149,27-30 and 150,5-11):

"Now it may be thought thus: 'It is not the case that having originated [the samskāra] originates again for which purpose it would require a cause. Rather, having originated it perishes later after some time and not immediately after it has originated.' In that case [the question poses itself] by what it should be destroyed later on. If it should be the very cause of origination, then this is impossible.

Why is that? Because of the

---

388 Also in Śrībh 485,11-486,12 it is maintained that conditioned entities undergo destruction on their own accord independent from an external agent. This position is, however, not advanced in order to prove the momentariness, but, it would seem, as part of the conception of momentariness (cf. § II.D.3.2).

389 In the following Yogācāra sources the deduction of momentariness is in one way or another based on the independence of destruction from an external cause: MSA XVIII.82 (MSABh 149,22-150,19; excerpts cited in this chapter), Hsien-yang 549a7-549b12 (translated in the appendix, § 2.3), VinSg (P. zi 58a5-b4; excerpts cited in this chapter and in the appendix, § 2.3), AS 41,12f with ASBh 53,5-9 (translated in n. 396); cf. also MAVṬ on MAV III.5cd. Moreover, MSABh 150,21f (translated in n. 538), Hsien-yang 549b15 (=kā 12 cd in the appendix, § 2.4) and possibly also the deduction of momentariness from the gross anityatā in the SNS (cf. n. 368) and in the Ślokavārttika (cf. n. 369) are further instances where the proof of momentariness presupposes the non-existence of external causes of destruction. Similarly, in the case of the deduction of the momentariness of earth from its subjection to change (cf. § II.C.1.4), momentariness does not follow because the earth changes at every moment, but because something cannot change (i.e. perish and re-arise) after having persisted "since there are no causes of destruction."

390 The stance that destruction is caused by origination goes back to the last member of the causal nexus (pratityasamutpāda) according to which old age and death are conditioned by birth (cf. Pr 222,13). In this sense, origination is the cause of destruction, because without prior origination there can be no subsequent destruction. In most sources where it is argued that the cause of origination functions as a cause of destruction, it is precisely on these grounds that this stance is adopted.
contradiction between origination and destruction. For, as in the case of sun and shade, heat and cold, it does not occur that two contradictory [effects] have the same cause. ... If the originated samskāra endured for some time, would it endure just by itself, [that is,] be capable to endure just by itself, or [would it endure] due to some cause of duration? To start with, it is impossible that it endures by itself. Why that? Because later it does not abide by itself. Or why is it not able to endure any more at the end? Nor is [endurance] possible because of a cause of duration, because [such a cause] does not exist. For no such thing is observed. Now it may be maintained that [the samskāra] endures also without a cause of duration [simply] because there is [for the time being] no cause of destruction, but that it perishes later when it encounters a cause of destruction, just as darkness [is destroyed] by fire. This [again] is not possible,
because that (= a cause of destruction) does not exist.  

In this passage the momentariness is proved by demonstrating that the samskāras (i.e. conditioned entities) cannot persist at all. This demonstration can be summarized thus: The duration of the samskāras beyond their origination cannot be effected by a cause, because no such cause exists. Nor could the samskāras endure on account of their own nature. For, given the immutability of selfsame entities, they would always have to be endowed with that nature and hence persist for ever. Finally their endurance could not result from the absence of a cause of destruction, because no such cause exists. Nor could the cause of origination effect their destruction, for one cause cannot produce two contradictory effects. Since it is thus impossible for the samskāras to persist beyond origination, they have to be momentary.

2.2 By contrast, in the proof of momentariness in the AS(Bh) and in AKBh 193,5-194,14, (and in later versions of this kind of proof) it follows from the nature of the

---


a virodhayos erroneously for viruddhas?

394 Cf. also the remarks in the annotated translation of the corresponding passage in the Hsien-yang (appendix, § 2.3.1).

395 Also the cause of origination cannot function as a cause of duration, because, as has been established before (MSABh 149,23-25), it cannot function again after it has produced its effect earlier because then it has already exhausted its causal efficiency.

396 AS Bh 53,5-9 (on AS 41,12f): "And because having originated [everything] perishes on account of its own nature independent of an [external] condition, [also matter should be understood to be momentary]. The destruction of everything that has originated occurs independently of an [external condition] because of the own nature [of the perishing entity] alone. Therefore, destruction being independent of other conditions is necessarily occurring. [The position] that the destruction does not occur as soon as the entity has originated, [but] that it does occur later [is precluded on the grounds that] there is no distinguishing element [that could explain why the entity first does not perish, but later does perish]. Therefore, everything perishing has to perish as soon as it has originated. Thus momentariness is proved." (utpannasya cānapecaksya pratayahāṃ sarvasavināśitām upādāya. sarvasyotpannasya vināśāḥ pratayahāṃ anapekṣaḥ svarasenaiva bhavati. atah pratayahāntaranirapekṣo 'vasāmabhāvī vināśaḥ< h. >" utpannamātṛasayaiva bhāvasya < vināśa > na bhavati, paścād bhavatti < na > kincicd viśeṣaṇam asti. tasmāt sarveṇa vināśinotpannamātṛaṇa vinaṣṭavyaṃ 2 iti siddhāṃ kṣaṇiṇākṣatram.)

a All emendations are supported by the Tibetan translation (P. sūt 47b8-48a1): dehi phiyr kryen gzan la mi blos par gdon mi za bar hjig ste/ dihos po skyes pa tsam rīd kyis hjig pa ma yin la/ phyis hjig go žes bya ba ni bye brag cuh zad kyan med do/

b Should vinaṣṭavyaṃ be read instead of vinaṣṭam?

397 AKBh 193,5-10 (on AK IV.2d): "[The momentariness of everything is established] because the
momentary entity to perish spontaneously that this entity vanishes immediately upon origination. Perishing on account of their own nature, so the line of reasoning, they must do so immediately upon their origination because, being endowed with this nature at any time of their existence, there is no difference in their constitution due to which they should not perish at the first moment of their existence but at some later time. In the MSABh, by contrast, the destruction immediately after origination follows from the impossibility of persistence beyond origination. Accordingly, in the AKBh the argumentation focusses on the proof that destruction is not brought about from without, whereas in the MSABh the non-existence of an external cause of destruction only plays a subordinate role in the proof that the \textit{samskāras} cannot endure.

2.3 The argumentation in the VinSg as well as in the matching passage in the Hsien-yang conditioned entity necessarily perishes. For the destruction of things is spontaneous. For which reason? For [only] an effect has a cause, but destruction is non-existence, and what should be effected with respect to non-existence? If this spontaneous destruction of the thing did not occur as soon as it had originated, it would also not occur later because the thing would [then] be [just] the same [as it was earlier] (i.e. it would also then have the nature to persist and not to perish). [Nor could it perish later] after having become different [in the meantime]. [For] it is not possible that one and the same thing becomes different, because one and the same [thing] cannot differ in character from itself." (samskṛatsbyāvāsyam yyayāt, ākasmiko hi bhāvānāṁ vināśah, kim kāraṇam. kāryasya hi kāraṇam bhavati. vināśās cābhāvah, yas cābhāvas, tasya kim kartavyam. so 'sāv ākasmiko vināśo yadi bhāvasyotpanna-mātrasa na syāt, paścād api na syād, bhāvasya tulyāvat. athānyathābhūtaḥ, na yuktaṁ tasyāivānyathā-tvam. na hi sa eva iasmād vilakṣaṇo yuyate.)

Cf. NA 533c29- 534a2 (translated in n. 538) where the deduction of momentariiness in this way is taken over, but where the argument that destruction is completely without cause is rejected, because it contradicts the position of the Sarvāstivādins that things perish because of the mark of destruction tied to them.

398 Steinkellner maintains in his essay on the development of the \textit{kṣanikatvānuṁāna} (1968/69, p. 365) that in the Prāmāṇavārttika Dharmakīrti goes beyond the proof of momentariness as it can be found in the AKBh, by linking the destruction with the own-being of the entity, so that the entity is by nature impermanent and therefore necessarily perishes. It seems to me that this position can already be identified in ASBh 53,5-9 (see the citation in n. 396 where it is expressly stated that "destruction, being independent of other conditions, is necessarily occurring" (pratyayāntaranirapekṣo 'vaṣyambhāvi vināśaḥ). It is true that Dharmakīrti’s link of the destruction with the own-being of the perishing entity is more explicit (Pramāṇavārttika I.193cd [p. 98,6 in the edition by R. Gnoli]: ... \textit{ahetuṭvād vināśasya svabhāvād anubandhitā}), but I fail to see the essential difference between this formulation and the formulation in ASBh 53,6 that the "destruction of everything that has originated occurs independently of an [external condition] because of the own-nature (svarasa, lit.: own-essence) [of the perishing entity] alone" (sarvasyotpannasya vināśaḥ pratyayam anapekṣya svarasenaiva bhavati). At best, it could be argued that svarasa is used only idiomatically in the sense of "spontaneously," but there can be little doubt that at least in the formulation \textit{bhāṅguravād vināṣyante} in AKBh 194,13 the destruction is consciously linked to the nature of the conditioned entities.

399 VinSg (P. zi 58a4-6; D. zi 55a5f): "The entire group of material [entities] (\textit{rūpaskandha}) is said to be momentary. Why that? Because it is observed that having originated [things] undergo destruction. And it is not possible that the cause of origination (\textit{utpādakāraṇa}) is the cause of the destruction, because [its] characteristic (\textit{laksana}) differs [from that of a cause of destruction]. Nor is another cause for the duration of the originated entity than it (i.e. the \textit{utpādakāraṇa}) observed. Therefore, all conditioned
(translated in appendix, § 2.3.1) seems to represent a transitional phase between the older approach to prove that things cannot persist beyond origination and the newer approach to prove that they perish on account of their own nature. Whereas it is the explicit aim to prove that all samskāras perish spontaneously, it seems that the above mentioned reasoning in the AKBh which excludes a delay in the spontaneous destruction is not presupposed here or, at any rate, is not considered to be sufficient. By contrast, in order to ensure that the spontaneous destruction takes place immediately upon origination, it is also postulated that there are no a causes of duration and that entities may not persist on their own accord — reasons which demonstrate in the MSABh that entities cannot persist beyond origination.

2.4 In the proofs in the Yogācāra literature associated with Maitreyanātha and Asaṅga, the contention that destruction is not caused from without is substantiated by demonstrating that the supposed causes of destruction are in truth causes of transformation. As an early example of this reasoning, VinSg (P. zi 58b6f; D. zi 55a6f) may be cited:

"It is also not possible to think that fire and so on are the cause for destruction. Why this? Because it is observed that entities such as fire and so on arise and perish together with that samskāra (i.e. with the entity exposed to them which they supposedly destroy). They merely function as the condition [for that samskāra] to re-arise differently." 400

Factors (samskāra) perish, one should know, on their own account. Hence, the momentariness is established." (de la gzugs kyi phun po thams cad ni skad cig pa yin par brjod par bya// de ciḥi phyir že na/skies nas hiḥg pa dmigs pahi phyir ro// skye baḥi rgyu ni hiḥg pahi rgyu yin par mi ruḥ ste/ mtshan ńid ni ḥdra baḥi phyir ro// skyes pa gnas pahi rgyu de las gzan pa yah mi dmigs pas deḥi phyir ḥdu byed thams cad ni ran gi ran gi hiḥg pa yin par rig par bya ste/ deḥi phyir skad cig pa ńid rab tu grub bo// Sanskrit manuscript (folio 24a7f): tatra sākātyena rūpaskandah kṣanikah vaktavyah/ tat kasya hetoh/ utpannyaśya vināśopalambhatah/ na cotpādakāraṇam vināśākāraṇam[I] yuyiate vilākṣanatvāt/ nā-(lacuna, 24a8) <ata-> h sarvasavināśah sarvasamskārāṇāṁ veditavyah/ atas ca kṣanikatvaprasiddhiḥ/ Chinese translation T 1579 600a19-21).

In comparison with the MSABh and Hsien-yang this argumentation is deficient. Whereas in these sources it is also excluded that there is a cause for destruction or that the entity endures on its own account for some time before perishing, here it is only stated that the cause of origination cannot effect destruction and that there is no cause for the duration beyond origination.

4 Given the denial of any causes of duration in the corresponding passages in the MSA(Bh) and Hsien-yang, the argument is puzzling at this point. I understand that here the cause of origination qualifies as a cause of duration insofar as the series persists due to the incessant origination of new entities. By asserting that there are no other causes of duration, it is excluded that there are causes that could effect the discrete samskāra (rather than the series) to exist beyond origination. Alternatively it could be understood that the qualification "other than the cause of origination" should not imply that the cause of origination functions as a cause of duration. This would require a rather forced translation — note that the Tibetan rendering of the missing Sanskrit original (lacuna) is confirmed by the Chinese translation — along the following lines: "Nor is another cause than it (i.e. the utpādakāraṇa) observed [that could effect] the duration of the originated entity." According to this interpretation, it would be argued that apart from causes of origination no causes whatsoever exist, so that there are no causes of duration. At any rate, there can be no doubt that it is precluded at this point of the argumentation that discrete conditioned entities persist because of a cause.

400 VinSg P. zi 58b6f, D. zi 55a6f (Chinese translation T 1579 600a22-25): me la sogs pa hiḥg pahi rgyu ḥid du rtog pa yaḥ mi ruḥ ṅo// de ciḥi phyir že na/ me la sogs pa de dag ni ḥdu byed de ḥn dhan
The same line of reasoning can be found in the Śrībhūṣaṇa and in the Hsien-yang (appendix, § 2.3.2). Also in these passages attention is drawn to the fact that the supposedly destroyed entity (e.g. wood) arises and perishes together with the supposed cause of destruction (e.g. fire), rather than being annihilated by it. Because of the entity’s exposure to the cause, it undergoes transformation, that is, the new entities arising differ from the preceding ones. Thus the fire etc. does not destroy the wood etc., but manipulates its process of reproduction — in that sense it is a cause of origination and not of destruction — in such a way that instead of the same log of wood a slightly charred log of wood arises. In the Hsien-yang this argumentation is supplemented by the explication that fire and so on cannot cause destruction, because such an effect is incompatible with their established function as the condition for the modified re-origination of the wood. This argument is also advanced by Vasubandhu in the Kṣīṣṭahasta (P. si 158a4-b1, Kṣīṣṭahasta 9,1-8) and in the AKBh. In the latter source, Vasubandhu deals extensively with objections (notably by the Vaiśeṣikas) to this reasoning.402

Since also the opponent held fire (i.e. the external agent) to be momentary, he could object against this reasoning that the origination and subsequent destruction of the product of burning (pākaja, i.e. the specific state of decay — more precisely, the momentary entity that constitutes this state — of the macroscopic object exposed to this agent) are brought about by numerically distinct entities that follow upon each other within the series constituting the fire (i.e. the destructive agent), so that the cause originating the pākaja-entity would no longer be identical with the cause destroying it. This is taken into account by Vasubandhu who argues that something cannot be destroyed by an agent that has essentially the same nature as its cause of origination. Vasubandhu adds that at any rate the opponent may not contend that the fire producing the pākaja-entity (i.e. the wood burnt to a certain degree) is not numerically identical with the fire destroying it, because he cannot argue along these lines in the case of analogous destructions (e.g. corrosion) where he does not accept the momentariness of the destructive agent:

AKBh 194,1-9 (on AK IV.3b): “And if the destruction of firewood etc. was caused by the contact with fire etc., this being so, in the case of the more and more progressed origination of the qualities borne from burning (pākaja) the cause [for these qualities] would be [the factor] destroying [them], that is,] precisely [their generative] cause would be [the factor] destroying [them]. How is that? For in [the process of] the origination of progressively more “burnt” [phases], the qualities borne from burning [would] again be destroyed by the same contact with fire, or by a contact of the same kind, by which they were produced [in the first place]. Hence, precisely their [generative] cause or [a cause only] differing [numerically but] not [qualitatively] from [this] cause would be destroying [these qualities]. But it is not possible that the non-existence of these things [is brought about] again by the same [cause] or by a cause of the same kind as their existence is. With respect to differing flames, they (i.e. the opponents) may imagine a difference of cause. But
According to the explanation in Śrībh 486,1-6 and in the matching passage of MSABh 150,9-14, where it is also argued that the supposed cause of destruction only transforms the object exposed to it, it is decisive for the argumentation that the entity is not destroyed without any residue (i.e. that there exists a product resulting from the transformation of the supposedly annihilated entity). In these sources (Śrībh 486,6-12, MSABh 150,14-16) and also in the AKbh, it is accordingly shown that also in such cases where the entity is destroyed entirely (e.g. water boiled away by fire), the supposed cause of destruction does not annihilate but only transform the perishing entity. When, for instance, water is boiled away by fire, the water does not vanish at once, but because it is gradually transformed. In this process, fire causes the — at every moment — re-originating water-entity to be feebleer than the preceding one (according to Vusubandhu, indirectly, by increasing the potency of the fire element within water). Therefore, so the argumentation, the water’s energy becomes more and more reduced until finally there originates a water entity that perishes as all preceding water entities on its

what would they imagine in the case of the origination of specific products of maturation (pākajā) brought about by the contact with a caustic, snow, acid, sun, water or earth?  

a Cf. — Nyāyārthī 836,6-837,1 (extract from Nyāyārthī 836,3-837,5 where the above cited passage is refuted): na hi no ya evāgnīsāmyogāḥ pākajāṁ upādāyat, sa evoccinaiti. api tv aevāgnīsāmyogāntaṁ pūrvarūpādin? * ucchinati samanantarakalpanāṁ rūpaṁ ārabhate. tatas tāny api anyαs tāny api anya evaṁ janakasya vināśakaravaprasaṅgaṁ nāsti. (* I conjecture that rūpādin should be read instead of rūpādy. #I have adopted the alternative reading recorded in the edition by Dvivedīn [Delhi 1986, first edition 1887, p. 417, n. 6]).

— Praśastapādabhāsyā 106,23-107,2: tasmin (=kāryadravye) vinaṣṭe svatantreśu paramāṇuv agnīsāmyogād ausūnyāpeksāc chhyāmadānāṁ vināśaḥ. punar anyasmād agnīsāmyogād ausūnyāpeksāḥ pākajā jáyante. (cf. also Nyāyakandali 108,7-11)

b Instead of this interpretation, which is confirmed by Yaśomitra (AKV.348,6f), it could also be understood that Vusubandhu here refers to the objection that in the case of burning, successive flames do not necessarily have the same nature insofar as their appearances may vary. This contention would be rejected by Vusubandhu on the grounds that in the case of other agents such as acidic or alkaline substances, snow or sun there are no suchlike qualitative differences that could be referred to.

c As can be witnessed here, pākajā does not only refer to the products resulting from the exposure to fire, but also to products resulting from similar gradual processes as burning.

d Emendation of the faulty reading ghāsādy in accordance with the Tibetan translation (P. gu 191b6).

so Shastri and the Tibetan translation (P. 5591 gu 191b6).

so Shastri and the Tibetan translation (P. gu 191b7).

so Shastri and the Tibetan translation (P. gu 191b7).

so AKV.348,3 and the Tibetan translation (P. gu 191b8).

so Shastri and AKV. 348,3f.

403 AKbh 194,9-12: yat tarhy āpah kvaḥyamānāḥ kṣīyante, kim tatrāgnīsāmyogāḥ kuryanti. tejodhātum prabhāvato vardhayanti yasya prabhāvād apām saṃghātaḥ kṣāmakāmo jāyate yāvad atikṣāmatām gato ‘nte na punah saṃstānaṁ saṃstanoti. idam atrāgnīsāmyogāḥ kuryanti.
own account, but in contrast to these is so enfeebled that it does not have the power to generate a successive entity. Thus the water ceases not because it is destroyed by fire, but because its process of reproduction is manipulated in such a way that it eventually stops to perpetuate itself. In this way annihilation is treated as a form of transformation which only differs from other such processes insofar as its outcome is utter non-existence. This analysis corresponds to the process of emancipation where the cessation of existence (at least within *samsāra*) results from the gradual transformation of the liberated being. According to this explanation of utter annihilation, the external agent does not cause non-existence, but, as a factor manipulating the process of reproduction, participates in the production of the state immediately preceding non-existence. It is, therefore, vital to this explanation that the annihilation does not occur at once but gradually (at the very least it has to encompass two moments).

By contrast, Vasubandhu’s explanation of the function of the supposed cause of destruction can also account for the abrupt annihilation by an external agent. He argues that it cannot be determined by perception whether destruction is caused or not, since it is not really seen that the agent (e.g. fire) destroys the object (e.g. wood). Thus this issue is settled by inference (*anumāna*), more precisely, by the reasoning that destruction does not qualify as an effect (see § II.D.2.6). From this reasoning it follows, so Vasubandhu, that the object vanishes because it stops to reproduce itself, that is, the final entity of the series perishes on its own account, as all other entities do, and due to the exposure to the supposed cause of destruction no successive entity originates. In these cases, the seeming agent of destruction cannot, as in the Yogācāra sources, be said to affect the process of reproduction in such a way that the exposed object reproduces itself either radically changed or weakened. Instead, the stance is taken that the external agent interferes with the object in question by intercepting...

---

404 This was clearly realized by the Buddhists themselves. Cf. e.g. MSAbh 150,15f (*na tu sakṛd evagnisambandhāt tad- (=ab-)abhāvāḥ*) or KSi P. si 158a6f (KSi₇ 8,14-16).

405 It is not certain whether Vasubandhu’s explanation is motivated by the wish also to account for sudden annihilation. By contrast, it is also feasible that he only wanted to demonstrate the principle that the supposed cause of destruction only manipulates the process of reproduction and does not destroy discrete entities directly. In the latter case, it will have only followed from the examples chosen by him (viz. the annihilation of flames and sound, which Vasubandhu refers to because in their case also the opponent realizes that they are only seemingly destroyed by the external agent) that his explanation can, in contrast to those explanations advanced in the Yogācāra sources, also account for the complete annihilation from one moment to the next.

406 AKBh 193,10-17: "drṣṭo vai kāṣṭhādinnām agnyādisamyogād vināśah. na ca drṣṭād garṇitam pramāṇam anuṣṭi. na ca sarvasyākasmiko vināśah. "katham tāvāt bhavān kāṣṭhādinnām agnyādisamyogād vināśam paśyāmiti manyaite? "teṣām punar adarśanāt." sampradhārayati tāvād etat: kim agnisamyogāt kāṣṭhādayo vināśata ato na drṣṭyante, utāhā svayaṁ vināśata anye ca punar notpannā ato na drṣṭyante, yathā vāyuṣamyogat pradīpah pāṇisamyogād ghanāśabda iti. tasmād anumānasādhyo 'yam arthaḥ. "kim punar atrānamānam?" uktām tāvāt: akāryatvād abhāvasyeti. (cf. KSi P. si 158a5f, KSi₇ 8,11-14)

4 The Tibetan translation (P. gu 191a3f: ... brīṅ bḥi tshad ma yah med pa thams cad kyi hjig pa ni rgyu med pa las byun ba ma yin no že na/l) is at this point more stringent than the transmitted version of the Sanskrit.
its process of re-production altogether. Vasubandhu exemplifies this position by referring to the destructions of flames and sound. While it seems that the blowing wind or the hand (that touches the resounding bell) destroy respectively the flame and the sound, they only obstruct the origination of more flames and sounds, while the last flame and sound vanish on their own accord, as all other earlier flames and sounds do. In a completely different context, when defining the sin of taking life (prāṇātipāta), it is similarly explained that the murderer does not kill by destroying the last "life"-entity or the five skandhas directly, but by obstructing the origination of a new "life"-entity so that the series of "life"-entities (i.e. jīvita, jīvitendriya or āyus [cf. n. 227] with which the prāṇa, i.e. the breath of life, is identified) breaks off. Thus, according to Vasubandhu's explanation, the supposed cause of destruction may not only manipulate the process of reproduction in such a way that the later arising entities differ radically from the preceding entities, but also in such a way that this process is blocked completely.

2.5 In the VinSg (P. zi 58a7-b3, D. ژì 55a7-55b3; reproduced in the appendix, § 2.3.3) and in the Hsien-yang (appendix, § 2.3.3) the claim that destruction is not caused is not only substantiated by demonstrating that the supposed causes of destruction are in fact causes of transformation, but also by proving that — contrary to the claim of the Sarvāstivādins and Vātsiputraśāṃmatīyas — it is logically impossible that the mark of destruction, an alternative candidate for the cause of destruction (cf. § I.C.3.2.2), may destroy either on its own or in conjunction with external causes and conditions. The reasoning advanced to substantiate this proof is very technical and difficult to follow. It will be examined in the appendix (§ 2.3.3) when the corresponding passage in the Hsien-yang is translated. Vasubandhu does not take up this argumentation in the AK Bh — possibly because he has already proved in an earlier chapter (viz. AK Bh 79,11-15 cited in n. 113) that the samskṛtalakṣanas (this comprises the mark of destruction) are not causally efficient entities. In the KSi (P. si 158b1-4, KSi, 9,12-20), however he does take up some of arguments found in the matching passages in the VinSg and Hsien-yang, in order to prove that it is impossible that the mark of destruction can cause the annihilation of the entity it characterizes. Mention may also be made of the argumentation in BoBh, 279,25-280,3 (cited in n. 115) demonstrating that the mark of destruction cannot effect destruction.

407. AK Bh 243,18-21: kathāṃ kṣaṇikeṣu skandheṣu prāṇātipāto bhavati. prāṇo nāma vāyuh kāyacittasaṃniśrito vartate. tam atipātayati, yathā praddhāṃ nirodhyati ghanasvanam vā. jīvitendriyam vā prāṇas, tan nirodhyati. yady ekasyāpi jīvitakṣaṇasyotpadyānāsyāntarāyam karoṛi, prāṇāti- pātāvadyena sprāyate nānyathā. (Cf. ADV 157,3-7 and TSi 304b25-c4 where this explanation is also attested.)

AKVy hereon (405,8f): tam atipātayati. tan prāṇam vināśayañitī arthaḥ, upannasya svarasanirodhād anāgatasayotpattiṃ pratibadhnam nirodhayati ucyate.

I regard both the reading abhipatqati (so Pradhanj and api pātayati (so AKVy) as faulty. Cf. CPD, s.v. atipāteti where Papančasūdānī I 187,35 is cited: pāṇam atipātenti pāṇātipāti. The Tibetan translator (P. gu 236b4: gcd par byed pa) does not render abhi. Note that ti and bhi in the manuscript are very similar.

b The reading prāṇas (instead of prāṇās) is confirmed by AKVy 405,11.
2.6 Vasubandhu not only perfected the explanation how the supposed causes of destruction (i.e. fire etc.) are to be accounted for, but, in contrast to all previous proofs, also advanced a separate argument proving that destruction cannot by any kind of cause whatsoever be caused. He maintains that destruction cannot be caused, because it is mere non-existence and as such does not qualify as an effect (cf. n. 397 where the passage in question is cited). This argument is characteristic for the Sautrāntikas, whereas it is at odds with the doctrine of the Sarvāstivādins according to whom destruction is caused by the mark of destruction.

To my knowledge, this argument is not attested in any of the older Yogācāra sources and was, at least as part of the proof of momentariness, advanced for the first time by Vasubandhu. Already in the Vi, however, the position of the Dārștāntikas that destruction is not caused is reported. This is exemplified by the flight of an arrow or the revolutions of the wheel of a potter which cease on their own account independent of any external conditions.

Vasubandhu takes great care to refute possible objections against the various aspects of his proof of momentariness. He does not, however, consider any objections to his argument that, as non-existence, destruction does not qualify as an effect. Since in later texts (so already in the NA) this argument was fiercely disputed, it can be inferred from the lack of reference to any objections that the argument was indeed conceived by Vasubandhu or at least brought forward by him for the first time.

It is noteworthy that in the MSAbh (notably 150,5-11 cited in n. 393) the non-existence of causes of destruction is not established by any argument other than the explanation why fire etc. do — contrary to appearance — not destroy darkness, water etc. The fact that the very elaborate MSAbh does, in contrast to the AKBh, not adduce the powerful argument that destruction does not qualify as an effect raises the question whether the author of the MSAbh did not know this argument or whether he choose to ignore it for some reason. In the former case, the Vasubandhu to whom the MSAbh is ascribed could hardly be identical with Vasubandhu, the author of the AKBh, unless it were assumed that, contrary to all other evidence, Vasubandhu first commented on the MSA and later composed the AKBh. In the latter case, it could be concluded that external constraints (notably, the task to reproduce traditional explanations) coerced Vasubandhu to behave very differently as a writer when commenting on the MSA and when composing the AKBh. In this case, however, the question would arise as to how much relevance the identity between the Vasubandhu who composed the AKBh and the Vasubandhu who commented on the MSA could still have.

Vasubandhu takes great care to refute possible objections against the various aspects of his proof of momentariness. He does not, however, consider any objections to his argument that, as non-existence, destruction does not qualify as an effect. Since in later texts (so already in the NA) this argument was fiercely disputed, it can be inferred from the lack of reference to any objections that the argument was indeed conceived by Vasubandhu or at least brought forward by him for the first time.

It is noteworthy that in the MSAbh (notably 150,5-11 cited in n. 393) the non-existence of causes of destruction is not established by any argument other than the explanation why fire etc. do — contrary to appearance — not destroy darkness, water etc. The fact that the very elaborate MSAbh does, in contrast to the AKBh, not adduce the powerful argument that destruction does not qualify as an effect raises the question whether the author of the MSAbh did not know this argument or whether he choose to ignore it for some reason. In the former case, the Vasubandhu to whom the MSAbh is ascribed could hardly be identical with Vasubandhu, the author of the AKBh, unless it were assumed that, contrary to all other evidence, Vasubandhu first commented on the MSA and later composed the AKBh. In the latter case, it could be concluded that external constraints (notably, the task to reproduce traditional explanations) coerced Vasubandhu to behave very differently as a writer when commenting on the MSA and when composing the AKBh. In this case, however, the question would arise as to how much relevance the identity between the Vasubandhu who composed the AKBh and the Vasubandhu who commented on the MSA could still have.

Vasubandhu takes great care to refute possible objections against the various aspects of his proof of momentariness. He does not, however, consider any objections to his argument that, as non-existence, destruction does not qualify as an effect. Since in later texts (so already in the NA) this argument was fiercely disputed, it can be inferred from the lack of reference to any objections that the argument was indeed conceived by Vasubandhu or at least brought forward by him for the first time.

It is noteworthy that in the MSAbh (notably 150,5-11 cited in n. 393) the non-existence of causes of destruction is not established by any argument other than the explanation why fire etc. do — contrary to appearance — not destroy darkness, water etc. The fact that the very elaborate MSAbh does, in contrast to the AKBh, not adduce the powerful argument that destruction does not qualify as an effect raises the question whether the author of the MSAbh did not know this argument or whether he choose to ignore it for some reason. In the former case, the Vasubandhu to whom the MSAbh is ascribed could hardly be identical with Vasubandhu, the author of the AKBh, unless it were assumed that, contrary to all other evidence, Vasubandhu first commented on the MSA and later composed the AKBh. In the latter case, it could be concluded that external constraints (notably, the task to reproduce traditional explanations) coerced Vasubandhu to behave very differently as a writer when commenting on the MSA and when composing the AKBh. In this case, however, the question would arise as to how much relevance the identity between the Vasubandhu who composed the AKBh and the Vasubandhu who commented on the MSA could still have.

Vasubandhu takes great care to refute possible objections against the various aspects of his proof of momentariness. He does not, however, consider any objections to his argument that, as non-existence, destruction does not qualify as an effect. Since in later texts (so already in the NA) this argument was fiercely disputed, it can be inferred from the lack of reference to any objections that the argument was indeed conceived by Vasubandhu or at least brought forward by him for the first time.

It is noteworthy that in the MSAbh (notably 150,5-11 cited in n. 393) the non-existence of causes of destruction is not established by any argument other than the explanation why fire etc. do — contrary to appearance — not destroy darkness, water etc. The fact that the very elaborate MSAbh does, in contrast to the AKBh, not adduce the powerful argument that destruction does not qualify as an effect raises the question whether the author of the MSAbh did not know this argument or whether he choose to ignore it for some reason. In the former case, the Vasubandhu to whom the MSAbh is ascribed could hardly be identical with Vasubandhu, the author of the AKBh, unless it were assumed that, contrary to all other evidence, Vasubandhu first commented on the MSA and later composed the AKBh. In the latter case, it could be concluded that external constraints (notably, the task to reproduce traditional explanations) coerced Vasubandhu to behave very differently as a writer when commenting on the MSA and when composing the AKBh. In this case, however, the question would arise as to how much relevance the identity between the Vasubandhu who composed the AKBh and the Vasubandhu who commented on the MSA could still have.
2.7 The deduction of momentariness from the spontaneity of destruction as it was developed by Vasubandhu in the AKBh became the prevalent type of proof and dominated the entire controversy between the supporters and opponents of the doctrine of momentariness until the formation of the sattvānumāṇa by Dharmakīrti (i.e. the proof that things are momentary because all existing things are causally efficient and the discharge of this efficiency presupposes the momentariness of the agent). By contrast, the deduction of momentariness from change and from the presupposed momentariness of mental entities gradually lost the importance they still had in the earlier Yogācāra sources. In the AKBh they are even not referred to at all.

§ 3

3.1 The prominence and antiquity of the type of proof reviewed in this chapter raises the possibility that it reflects at least some of the doctrinal considerations underlying the formative process of the doctrine of momentariness. The proof rests basically on three premises — the additional premises featuring in the MSABh, Hsien-yang and Vinśg may, as they indeed are (i.e. its falling). If [the arrow] were not shot earlier, how should the arrow fall now? As for the causes of the stopping of the wheel, one says they are the hand, a stick etc. Supposing there is no other cause (i.e. the revolution stops by itself), then what has caused the revolution is also the cause for this (i.e. its cessation). If [the wheel] was not turned earlier, how should it stop now?"  

a So also Vi 103c18f.

b I adopt the variant reading 槃 listed in the Taishō edition.

410 Already in the AKBh (193,10-191,14, cf. the citation of 194,1-9), the author (i.e. Vasubandhu) does not only confront the Vātsiputriyas-Saṃmatiyas but also the Vaśeśikas and other opponents of the stance that destruction is not caused. It would go beyond the scope of the present study to pursue the elaborate controversy on this point. Suffice it here to mention some of the most important sources. Within the fold of Buddhism, this argument was repudiated by the Sarvāstivādins who hold that the destruction, though independent from an external cause, is effected by the mark of destruction (notably NA 533c9-28, AD kā 141 and ADV hereon, particularly 107,7-108,6), and also by the Mādhyaṃika Candrakīrti (Pr 173,8-175,2, cf. also 412,12-414,7). Among the considerable number of refutations from the Brahmanical schools, special mention should be made of YD 58,27-59,6 and particularly of Uddyotakara, who refers directly to Vasubandhu’s argumentation (Nyāyavārttika on 3.2.14, p. 833,10-837,5). Many of the pertinent points of the controversy recorded in these sources are dealt with in TS 353-384.

One of these opponents argues that the non-existence of a cause of duration (avasthānahervabhāva) qualifies as a cause of destruction. This stance is attributed by Yaśomitra (AKVy 289,6, cf. the citation of 290,1-6) to a certain Śhavira Vasubandhu. Contrary to such a recent claim as that of Thich Mangiac (The Philosophy of Vasubandhu. Los Angeles 1990 [?], p. 42f), there cannot be the least doubt that this position is rejected by the author of the AKBh on the grounds that non-existence cannot be causally efficient. This rejection accords with his contention that non-existence does not qualify as an effect, insofar as being produced and being causally efficient are inseparable properties, one could say two sides of the same coin. Therefore, Yaśomitra’s attribution suggests very strongly that he knew at least two Vasubandhus.

The position that the non-existence of a cause of duration functions as a cause of destruction is at odds with the MSABh where the existence of both causes of duration and of destruction is denied categorically. Hence it is likely (though of course not imperative) that the Vasubandhu to whom Yaśomitra alludes, is not the author of the MSABh. Thus, if it was presumed that the author of the MSABh is not identical with the author of the AKBh (cf. n. 408), there could be (at least) three Vasubandhus.
in the ASBh and AKBh, be neglected for the present purposes — namely 1) on the premise that conditioned entities are impermanent, 2) on the premise that they cannot change their nature without losing their identity\textsuperscript{411} and 3) on the premise that their destruction cannot be effected by an external agent. If this type of proof reflects the doctrinal constellation that led to the discovery of the doctrine of momentariness, then all these three premises must have been accepted independently from the issue of momentariness as so firmly established principles that even such a contra-intuitive doctrine as the theory of momentariness could have been deduced from them.

The first premise is one of the cardinal Buddhist teachings and as such beyond any doubt. The second premise also underlies the deduction of momentariness from change and follows, as documented above, naturally from the anti-substantialist tendency. In contrast to these two premises, the derivation of the third premise is problematic. The decisive question which poses itself is whether the stance that things perish spontaneously without requiring an external cause was adopted independently of the pre-conceived momentariness or whether this spontaneity was in the first place deduced from the preconceived momentariness and only later employed to prove the momentariness, so that the type of proof examined here would be retrospectively devised, and could not reflect the original doctrinal reasons for the doctrine of momentariness.

3.2 There are good reasons to presume that the destruction of things only came to be regarded as spontaneous once these things were regarded as momentary. Most importantly, the teaching that destruction is spontaneous only refers to the discrete momentary entities that by their concatenation constitute the macroscopic objects of ordinary experience, and not to these macroscopic objects (pots, wood, bodies etc.) themselves. This follows clearly from the various explanations adduced in order to reconcile the stance that destruction is not brought about from without with the seeming destruction of macroscopic objects by external agents. All these explanations do not deny that the series as a conceptual unit (i.e. the macroscopic object) is destroyed (that is, either radically transformed or utterly annihilated) by the external

\textsuperscript{411} That this premise underlies the deduction of momentariness from the spontaneity of destruction is, for instance, clearly expressed in the AKBh (see n. 397) or NA (see n. 538). Cf. also the following extract from the TSP (141,1-4, on TS 384): "This (namely that an enduring entity is modified by the cause of destruction so that is becomes susceptible to destruction) is not correct. Because this very entity does not become different, since difference is characterized by the origination of a new own-being. For [one would have to ask:] This so-called difference, is it a thing distinct from the [modified] entity or is it the very entity itself? To start with, it cannot be identical with the entity, because this entity has arisen [already] before, directly from its own cause.\textsuperscript{a} Or [if the difference should] be a distinct thing, in such a case the entity would not be subject to change but would persist in such a way [as always], and hence there would be no difference of this entity.\textsuperscript{b} (tad etad asamyak. na hi sa evānyathā bhavati, sva-bhāvāntaratattvapatti-laksanatvaṁ anyathāvaśasya. tathāḥ yat tad anyathāvaṁ nāma tat kim bhāvād arthāntaram āhosvid bhāva eva, na tāvad bhāva eva, tasya svahetor eva pūrvaṁ nīspanvatvāt. atathāntaram, tathā sati bhāvo 'cyutidharmā tathaiva vāpasthitā iti na tasyānyathābhāvah.)

\textsuperscript{a} Given the presupposed identity of entity and transformation, also the transformation should have arisen at the time of origination, which is impossible since in that case the entity would no longer be subject to transformation.
agent — by the blow with the hammer the series of pot-entities is transformed into a series of potsherds-entities, the series of wood-entities turns due to the exposure to fire into a series of soot-, ash(etc.)-entities, and the series of water-entities comes to cease completely due to the fire. By contrast, it is only denied that this agent destroys the final discrete momentary entity of the series. Thus these explanations even document that macroscopic destruction is not viewed as independent from an external cause. That the spontaneity of destruction is not based on the analysis of macroscopic destructions is, moreover, documented in the ŚrīBh where only the destructions occurring as part of the process of transformation are addressed as destructions (vināśānityatā), whereas the macroscopic destructions by fire etc. are treated as forms of transformation (cf. n. 190). Besides, I do not see any plausible explanation how the unprejudiced analysis of macroscopic destruction could have led to the conviction that this destruction cannot be caused by an external agent.412

412 The reasoning that destruction does not qualify as an effect because it is mere non-existence can hardly have led to the conviction that, contrary to appearance, macroscopic destruction is not caused. This is borne out by the fact that the Sarvāstivādins did not accept this reasoning (cf. Samghabhadrā's refutation of this argument [NA 533c9-28], as well as the aforementioned repudiation in the Vi of the Dārśāntikas' claim that destruction is not caused). By contrast, they held that destruction, though not dependent upon an external agent, is yet caused, namely by the mark of destruction of the concerned entity (cf. appendix, § 2.3.3 where the controversy on this point between the Sarvāstivādins and Saurāntikas in the Hsien-yang and VinŚg is dealt with). Thus, the consideration that destruction does not qualify as an effect can, if at all, have led only the Dārśāntikas/Saurāntikas to the conviction that destruction comes about spontaneously. It is much more likely, however, that the Sarvāstivādins and the Dārśāntikas/Saurāntikas arrived on the same grounds at the position that destruction is not caused from without. Moreover, nowhere in the early Yogācāra sources is the spontaneity of destruction substantiated by the argument that destruction cannot be caused because as pure non-existence it does not qualify as an effect (cf. n. 408). Besides, it is doubtful, to start with, whether the consideration that destruction is non-existence could have been so compelling that it gave rise to the conviction that, contrary to appearance, macroscopic objects vanish by themselves. All this proves that it must have been on different grounds that the Buddhists originally arrived at the position that destruction is not caused from without.

Alternatively, it could be contended that it was the contemplation of the nature of anityatā that led to the position that macroscopic destruction cannot be effected from without. If the impermanence of conditioned entities consisted in the fact that sooner or later they are destroyed by an external agent, the anityatā would be reduced to mere susceptibility to destruction. On soteriological grounds, this may have seemed insufficient. For the essential non-satisfactoriness of all conditioned entities (the starting point of all Buddhist endeavours) follows from the fact that they are bound to perish and hence are only sources of frustration. But if their impermanence depended upon external conditions, their non-satisfactoriness would no longer be intrinsic and could even be circumvented by ensuring that the entities are not exposed to conditions leading to their destruction. Thus the conceptualization of anityatā as an intrinsic property will have ensured that all conditioned entities perish, no matter what occurs to them. Probably considerations along these lines contributed to the position of the Sarvāstivādins — this is borne out by the identification of the mark of destruction with anityatā (cf. n. 81) — that anityatā is an intrinsic quality of the conditioned entities that accounts for their destruction.

It is conceivable that this conceptualization of anityatā as an intrinsic quality eventually led to, or at least contributed towards, the stance that destruction is not in any way dependent upon external causes. I do not think, however, that this conceptualization of anityatā could have been so compelling that this may have happened as long as the envisaged destruction referred to perceptible macroscopic objects that are conceived of as enduring for some time. In support of this contention, reference may be made to the Vātsiputriyas-Saṃmatīyas. They (and probably also the Sarvāstivādins before they came to accept the
By contrast, if the momentariness of conditioned entities is presupposed, it is perfectly plausible that their destruction is viewed as spontaneous. Since these entities perish automatically as soon as they have originated, it is natural — though by no means imperative\(^{413}\) — to conceive of their destruction as not depending upon the advent of an external cause. In this context the conceptualization of \textit{anityatā} as the intrinsic quality effecting destruction will have explained — provided the need for such an explanation was felt in the first place — how things come to perish.

The hypothesis that the spontaneity of destruction was gathered from momentariness in this way can be substantiated by the testimony of the ŚrīBh (485,11-486,12; 485,11-13 is cited in § II.C.1.1, ŚrBh 486,1-6 is cited in n. 400), where the macroscopic destruction which is seemingly effected by an external cause is explained in terms of transformation, not in order to deduce the momentariness of all conditioned entities, but in order to substantiate the claim that things perish on their own account as entailed by the analysis of change according to the doctrine of momentariness. Likewise, in PG 9cd (cited in n. 181) the teaching that things perish on their own accord does not prove that everything is momentary, but seems to be set forth as part of the conception of momentariness. Also Yaśomitra confirms that the spontaneity of destruction is entailed by momentariness (rather than being based on other grounds) when he specifies that the Vātsiputriyas-Sammatiyas regard the destruction of flames as spontaneous "because they accept their momentariness."\(^{414}\)

\(^{413}\) The Vaiśeṣikas, for instance, taught that sounds, which they took to be momentary, are obstructed jointly by their cause and their effect, i.e. by the preceding and the subsequent sound.\(^{8}\) This entailed that the first and last sound of a series are only obstructed by respectively their effect or their cause.\(^{8}\)

In order to prove the spontaneity of destruction, Vasubandhu refutes the similar stance that within a series the subsequent entity destroys the preceding one. Vasubandhu (AKBh 193,20-24) argues that this is impossible because the two segments do not meet, because the subsequent entity may be weaker than the preceding one and hence not capable of destroying it, and because the destruction of the final segment of the series (this comprises the annihilation of the \textit{skandhas} at the time of final emancipation from \textit{samsāra}) remains unaccounted for.

Despite Vasubandhu's refutation, traces of the conception that the succeeding entity destroys the preceding one can also be found in Buddhism. Thus it is taught in Vi 841a14-18 that impermanence implies suffering, because momentary (i.e. impermanent) entities are oppressed by the entities following upon them and in that sense suffering (cf. n. 450). The oppression by the subsequent entity is in the following way (Vi 841a14f) linked to its destruction: "The yogin contemplates that the \textit{skandhas} of the earlier moment within the series of \textit{skandhas} are oppressed by the \textit{skandhas} of the later moment and therefore perish once they have originated."

\(^{8}\) Praśastapādabhāṣya 287,17f: \textit{sabdah . . . kṣanikāḥ kāryakāranobhayāvirodhi} . . .

\(^{b}\) Nyāyakandalī 288,16-18: \textit{ādyah sabdah svakāryena virudhyate. antyaḥ svakāraṇenāpāntyaśabdena virudhyate, antyasya vināśakāraṇasyābhāvāt, madhyavartinas tūbhahayāḥ virudhyante.}

\(^{414}\) AKV\textit{y} 346,12-14: \textit{na ca sa vināśo vāyusanyogakṛtaḥ, kṣanikatvābhhyupagamād dhī pra-}
3.3 Though it can be excluded that the analysis of macroscopic destruction gave rise to the position that destruction is not caused, it is yet conceivable that this position was not arrived at by the examination of the destruction of momentary entities. For it is possible that without the presupposed momentariness the analysis of conditioned entities or dharmas from an Abhidharmic perspective may have led to the position that they cannot persist beyond origination. The starting point may have been the position (which is documented in the various proofs of momentariness) that if things persist at all, then it must be their intrinsic nature to do so. It may have been felt that this nature must be so intrinsic to the entity that it precludes that the entity can at any other time behave differently. If this position had been adopted radically with all consequence, this may have led to the conviction that even external causes and conditions cannot alter the entity’s behaviour. Thus, one may have arrived at the conclusion that things can only undergo destruction because they do not have such an inflexible nature. Following this line of thinking, entities would be endowed with such an inflexible nature if they persisted at all. Hence, the consequence results that the conditioned entities must perish in the moment they originate lest they have such a nature and become eternal.

According to this hypothesis, the starting point for the discovery of momentariness would be the stance that things are either momentary or endowed with such a nature that they always persist. The non-existence of external causes of destruction, by contrast, would only have resulted in a second step as a consequence of the impossibility of external agents to affect the course of existence of such entities that have the nature to persist. Thus the argumentation as it is found in the MSABh and also in the Hsien-yang and VinSg would record the considerations leading to the doctrine of momentariness more accurately — this supports the hypothesis reviewed here — than the later ASBh and AKBh where the emphasis would have shifted somehow.

The reasoning that persistence beyond origination is logically impossible may have derived additional strength from the hypostatization of anityatā as an intrinsic quality (cf. n. 413). Such a possibility is confirmed by the MSABh,415 by the commentary on the MKK attributed to *Pingala416 and by the MPPU (200a22-b5,417 222c13-15 cited in §

dipasyākasmiko vināśa isyate. sa hi utpannapradhvanāsitavat svayaṁ vinaśtaḥ pradīpāḥ.

415 MSABh 150,16-19: "And because the mark [of impermanence] necessarily (i.e. at all times) [qualifies the conditioned], it is not at all possible that something that has originated abides. For the Lord has taught the impermanence of the conditioned as a mark that necessarily qualifies the conditioned. If the [conditioned] did not perish as soon as originated, it would for some time not be endowed with impermanence so that [the unacceptable consequence] would result that the mark of impermanence would not be necessarily [qualifying the conditioned]." (naivā cotpannasya kasyacid a<va> sthānam yuyāte, laksanañkāntāyāt. ekāntikām hy etat sanskratalaksanaṁ uktam bhagavāt, yad uta sanskṛtasyādīnityatāt. tad yadi notpannanātran vinaśyet, kānicīt kālam asyādīnityatā na syād iti anāikāntikam anityatālaksanaṁ praśaṭyate.)

416 Chung-lun (T 1564) 3a17-19: "The present mental states (citta) and factors (caitasika dharma) do not have any time in which they persist. ... If they did persist, then they would not be conditioned entities. Why is that? Because all conditioned entities are always endowed with the mark of destruction."
I.D.2.4.2). In these sources, it is argued that the conditioned entities always have to be characterized by anityatā (in the MPPU by the mark of origination and destruction which amounts to the same thing, since anityatā is in this context to be understood in the technical sense as a saṁskṛtalakṣaṇa), lest they stop being conditioned entities. Hence, according to this line of reasoning, they cannot at any time not undergo destruction, because this would be incompatible with their characterization by anityatā. This argument is not based on the independence of destruction upon external causes, but on the presumption that "to be characterized by anityatā" means "to currently undergo destruction" so that there can be no time at which an entity characterized by anityatā does not perish, lest it would not always be characterized by anityatā and thus stop to be a conditioned entity. Of course, such a pregnant understanding of the characterization by anityatā is at odds with the original conception of the mark of destruction as the factor that co-exists with the mark of duration (and/or with the mark of change-while-enduring) and that only becomes causally efficient once it is united with the fitting external conditions (cf. § I.C.3.2.2). Thus the hypostatization of anityatā can only have played the role suggested here if at the same time the traditional attribution of the mark of destruction (or of the mark of change-while-enduring) were ignored — something quite inconceivable in a Sarvāstivāda context. At any rate, I find it little likely that this pregnant interpretation of anityatā could have been so compelling that it alone led to the formation of the doctrine of momentariness. On the other hand, it is plausible that the hypostatization of anityatā led additional substance to the stance that it is impossible for impermanent entities to persist beyond origination.

3.4 Irrespective of the role the hypostatization of anityatā may have played, the question poses itself whether the reasoning that persistence beyond origination implies eternity precedes the "discovery" of the doctrine of momentariness or whether this reasoning was only developed after things had come to be conceived of as momentary in a first step. Though the textual situation allows for no certainty, I contend that the reasoning does not reflect the principle doctrinal considerations underlying the "discovery" of the doctrine of momentariness.

First of all, this is suggested by the fact that the Sarvāstivādins cannot have arrived at the

That conditioned entities are at all times of their existence — this includes even their origination — endowed with anityatā is already stressed in the MKK (e.g. XXI.4), though without concluding from this that they cannot persist beyond their origination (cf. VII.24).

417 MPPU 200a22-b4 (MPPU, 11620: "[The yogin] should reflect that the mental state (citta), being impermanent, is characterized by origination and destruction [and] does not [even] abide for one moment so that it is devoid of any bliss that could be experienced. ... (b1) Since all phenomena are characterized as impermanent (anitya), they do not have time to abide. If a citta abided for one moment, it would also have to abide for the second moment. It would then abide eternally and be devoid of the mark of destruction (vināśalakṣaṇa). As among the three marks of all conditioned dharmas taught by the Buddha,4 there is the mark of destruction, [the citta would], if it was without destruction, not be characterized as a conditioned entity."

4 I cannot construe 住. Probably the text is corrupt at this point.
The Deduction of Momentariness from Destruction

doctrine of momentariness on the ground that impermanent entities may not first persist before they undergo destruction, since they themselves taught (and even continued to do so after the adoption of the doctrine of momentariness) that all conditioned entities are qualified by a mark of duration which stabilizes the entity before it perishes. Moreover, as mentioned above, in the Vi, where the momentariness is generally presupposed, it is even the orthodox position that destruction depends upon external causes and conditions (Vi 105a29-b2, Vi 86c24-26 cited in n. 409). This suggests that at least the Vaibhāṣikas must have arrived at the conviction that all phenomena are momentary on different grounds. Of course it is conceivable that the doctrine of momentariness was first deduced from the impossibility to persist and later adopted by the Sarvāstivādins on different grounds. It is much more likely, however, that the doctrine of momentariness as it is professed by the Sarvāstivādins rests on essentially the same doctrinal principles as that of other Buddhist schools. By contrast, it would be typical for the doctrinal development if the Yogācāras and Sautrāntikas arrived at the position that persistence beyond origination is impossible by working out the implications of the doctrine of momentariness (cf. § I.C.7). It may be added that for the "discovery" of the momentariness of mental entities, the impossibility to persist was of no avail. By contrast, if the doctrine of momentariness is based on the analysis of change in the way I contend, mental and material entities will have come to be regarded as momentary on essentially the same grounds (see above § II.C.2.3). Besides, I for one find it on the whole difficult to believe that reflections about the nature of existence independent from the notion of momentariness could really have led to the conviction that things cannot persist beyond origination. At any rate, it seems to me much more obvious to deduce the momentariness from the unprejudiced analysis of change as outlined in the preceding chapter. Though I thus preclude that the doctrine of momentariness was introduced because it was thought to be impossible for things to continue to exist after they have originated, I have little doubts that such a line of thinking and, in particular, reflections about the impermanent nature of things, rendered the momentariness of all things more plausible and in this way contributed towards the development and especially towards the establishment of the doctrine of momentariness.

As a summary of the findings in the two preceding chapters, the origination of the doctrine of momentariness may be reviewed from a different angle. As can be witnessed in very many proofs — a prominent example is the oldest proof at all, viz. Śrībh 485,11-13, cited in § II.C.1.1 (cf. n. 347) — the doctrine of momentariness is based on the standpoint that something which is not momentary would have to be tathāvaśaṭṭhita, which literally means to "persist in that very way." For conditioned entities this persistence is held to be impossible first of all because things are always in flux, incessantly evolve, never stand still, so that it cannot occur that something exists just as it has done before. Therefore, the doctrine of

---

418 This is not a decisive argument since the Vi has been compiled over a longer period so that the acceptance of external causes of destruction could be much earlier than the acceptance of momentariness. In my eyes it is unlikely, however, that this postulation can have been so much earlier that in the meantime the stance that destruction occurs spontaneously could have become such an unchallenged principle that on its basis the doctrine of momentariness could have been derived.
momentariness is principally based on the stance that things change all the time. As is borne out by the proofs reviewed in this chapter, it may also have been felt to be impossible that conditioned things are *tathaivāvasthita* because this was taken to entail that they are eternal. In such a case, it will have been presumed that things which are *tathaivāvasthita* could not even undergo destruction if they were exposed to a (hypothetical) cause of destruction. Though I do not preclude that such a line of thought may have been one of the doctrinal factors underlying the development of the doctrine of momentariness, I hold that the main reason for the stance that things are not *tathaivāvasthita* and hence momentary will have been the position that they are permanently in flux. Insofar as both the transformation of things as well as their eventual destruction are expressions of impermanence — as we have seen, often they are not strictly differentiated — and insofar as the stance that things cannot change without losing their identity follows from the anti-substantialist tendency in Buddhism, the doctrine of momentariness can ultimately be traced back to the fundamental Buddhist tenets that everything is impermanent and that there is no eternal Self (*ātman*).
II.E. The Experience of Momentariness

§ 1 1.1 The arguments adduced in support of the theory of momentariness in the early Yogācāra sources have served in the present study as a starting point for the inquiry into the roots of the doctrine of momentariness. Accordingly, the preceding attempts to single out a possible source for the origin of the theory of momentariness have focused on doctrinal questions. Thus the hypothesis advanced in chapter II.C (viz. that the doctrine of momentariness follows primarily from the analysis of change in terms of substitution and from the stance that things are always changing) presumes that the origins of this doctrine have to be sought in the domain of dogmatic speculation. However, it is well known that in Buddhism many doctrinal tenets do not result from abstract speculation but rather are the outflow of the conceptualization and rationalization of spiritual practice. Therefore, it is conceivable that it was a particular experience within the framework of spiritual practice that caused the development of the theory of momentariness rather than the doctrinal considerations that I have identified above. Since already in the oldest sources documenting the conception that all things are momentary there are passages testifying to the yogic experience of the momentariness of not only mental but also material phenomena, it is worthwhile to examine the relevant textual material available and discuss to what extent it supports such a theory.

1.2 The oldest explicit testimony to the perceptibility of the momentariness of matter known to me can be found in the Vi (in both Hsüan-tsang’s and Buddhavarman’s translation) so that it may date back to at least the 2nd cent. AD (cf. n. 38). By way of comparison it is related that the yogin first views the gross material elements and the matter derived therefrom, and then proceeds to view matter as atomic and momentary. Such an analysis of matter is also testified in the AKBh with regard to the body where it is reported that the mindful

---

419 The idealism of the later Yogācāras, for instance, may have evolved out of the practice to generate and subsequently eliminate images (pratibimba) which are to be meditated upon instead of the real objects they represent (cf. § II.E.3.4).

420 Vi 182c22-24: "Or, [it is] as the yogin contemplating the dharmas. First he contemplates the four gross elements (mahābhūta) and the matter derived [therefrom] (bhautika) (cf. AKBh 341,14f in n. 421). Later he contemplates atoms and moments. Again also that Bhadanta['s (i.e. Kātyāyaniputra, the author of Jñānaprasthāna) approach] is thus. As [the yogin first] contemplates the four gross elements (mahābhūta) and the matter derived [therefrom] so he (viz. Kātyāyaniputra) first establishes the paragraphs (i.e. the items to which the mañḍikā is applied, viz. the three saṁyojanas etc. from T 1544 929b10-c3); as [the yogin later] contemplates the entities (dharma), which are atoms and moments, so he (viz. Kātyāyaniputra) later makes the applications (i.e. applies the mañḍikā to the previously established items [T 1544 929c4ff])."

Vi 237a27f: "As the Yogin first establishes the gross elements and the matter derived [therefrom] and later [contemplates the conditioned factors (samskāra)] on the basis of the differentiation into atoms and moments, so also the Bhadanta [proceeds]."

The latter translation by Hsüan-tsang is not so clear and could also be understood in such a way that the differentiation into atoms and moments is only conceptual and not actually perceived. This may reflect a certain reluctance on his part to accept the perceptibility of the atomic and momentary mode of existence.
observation of the body (kāyasyamṛtyupasthāna) is perfected, when the body is viewed as atomic and momentary.\textsuperscript{421} This in turn is confirmed in the ADV.\textsuperscript{422} The perceptibility of moments and atoms is also attested outside the Buddhist tradition.\textsuperscript{423}

\textsuperscript{421} AK Bh 341,14f (on AK VI.14cd): "He contemplates the body as well as feeling, the mind and the factors [different therefrom] (dharma) according to their specific and general characteristics. Their own-nature (svabhāva) is their specific characteristic; but their general characteristic is the impermanence of conditioned entities, the unsatisfactoriness of tainted factors as well as the emptiness and the not-being-Self (anātmatā) of all entities. What now is the own-nature of the body? The gross elements and the matter derived therefrom. ... The application of mindfulness to the body is reportedly (kīla) perfected when [the yogin] absorbed in meditation views the body as atomic and momentary." (kāyaṃ svasaṃñayalakṣaṇābhīyam partikṣate. vedanāṃ cittam dharmāni ca. svabhāva evaisam svalaśaṇam. sāmānyalakṣaṇam tu anītyata sanskritānām duḥkhātā sāsravānām śīrṣyatānātmate sarvadharmānām. kāyasya punaḥ kah svabhāvaḥ? bhūtabhāvatakṣate. ... samāhitasya\textsuperscript{a} kīla kāyaṃ paramānusah kṣāṇikataṣa ca paśyataḥ kāyasyamṛtyupasthānam nispannam bhavati.)

\textsuperscript{a} Pradhan: sāmāhitasya.

\textsuperscript{422} ADV 327,1-4: "Taking all four [objects of] the applications of mindfulness together he views them under four aspects, namely as impermanent, as unsatisfactory, as empty and as not a/the Self. Then, furthermore, analyzing the body as a compound of atoms and a continuum of moments, the yogin sees it [dissected] into atoms and moments (cf. Speijer, Sanskrit Syntax Leiden 1886, §242)." (tena tu catvāry api smṛtyupasthānāny abhisamayāṇītyato duḥkhato śīrṣyato 'nātmatā ceti catuhbhir ākāraḥ pratyevekṣate. tataḥ punar yogi kāyaṃ paramānusamṛghaśāṇatasāntānabhedena prabhidyā, paramānusah kṣāṇaṇaṣa ca nirikṣate.)

\textsuperscript{423} In YS III.52 it is said that "From concentration (saṃyama) on the moments and the series [constituted] by them knowledge born from discrimination [arises]" (ksanatākramayoh saṃyamād vivekajam jñānam). Here, however, the conception of the moment (kṣaṇa) and the series (krama) are fundamentally different from the one in Buddhism insofar as they are purely temporal categories and do not refer to the existence of momentary entities (cf. n. 215 where the concept of kṣaṇa and krama as set forth in the explanation by Vyāsa on this sūtra are discussed). Thus the yogin does not perceive momentary atoms but can discern in precisely which moments a given atom was located at a particular spot. Consequently, the knowledge born from the perception of moments does not constitute a particular poignant experience of the impermanence of conditioned existence. It is, by contrast, used in the following way to distinguish between otherwise identical atoms (YS III.53):

"Because the difference between two equal [entities] cannot be discerned on grounds of their class, their secondary characteristics or their location, there is ascertainment (pratipatti) of [the difference between them] by this [knowledge born from discrimination]" (jātiłakṣaṇades'air anyatānavacchedat tulyayos tataḥ pratipattiḥ.).

This is commented upon thus (YS Bh p. 387,8-18):

" ... Two myrobalan fruits are, because they are of the same kind and share the same characteristics, differentiated on account of their different location: 'This one is in front, this one in the back.' But when the myrobalan in front is moved to the spot behind while the cognizant (jñār) (who is to tell the two fruits apart) is distracted by something else, then given the identical location the differentiation in the sense 'this one is in front, this one in the back' does not work.\textsuperscript{4} But the knowledge of reality must be devoid of doubt. Therefore (ity ati), it has been declared that by this there is ascertainment (pratipatti), i.e. by the knowledge born from discrimination.

How? The place correlated to the moment of the myrobalan [initially] in the front differs from the place correlated to the moment of the myrobalan [initially] in the rear. And the two myrobalans differ as to the experience of their specific place-moment. But the experience of the different place-moments is said (iti) to be the reason for the difference between the two [fruits]. According to this example the master-yogin(?)\textsuperscript{5} cognizes the difference between two [atoms] by the realization of the
In all other sources where the perception of momentariness is attested, the perception focuses exclusively on the constant rise and fall of phenomena and does not envisage their spatial fragmentation into atoms. The most explicit testimony to an experience of this kind can be found in the MSABh where it is documented that the yogins envisage the rise and fall of conditioned factors and thereby come to see (paśyantī!) their destruction at every moment. It is taught that only because of this vision disgust (nirvīd) and the subsequent liberation from desire (virāga) leading to final emancipation (vimukti) are possible.424 Thereby the place correlated to the atom [initially] in the front, the atom being identical as to kind, characteristic and place — the atom [initially] in the rear not being given at this place [at this time] differs as to its experience of this place because of the difference of the correlated moment (i.e. at which it occupies the place)." (...) evaṃ yamālakaṃyogī jātīlakṣaṇarūpāyā deṣāhede 'nyatvakara "idam pūrvam, idam uttaram" iti. yadā tu pūrvam yamālakaṃ anyavyāgrasya jñātūtāt uttaradesaḥ upāvartītāt tādā tulyadesāt "pūrvam etad, uttaram etad" iti pravīhārānupapatīḥ, asaṃṭidhena ca tattva-jñānena bhavitavyam ity ata idam uktam "tataḥ pratipattī," vivekajajñātādītī. kathāṃ. pūrvāmālakaśahakṣaṇo deṣā uttarāmālakaśahakṣaṇāḥ deṣāḥ bhinnāḥ, te cāmālaka svadēṣaṃkṣaṇānubhavabhinne. anyavyādakṣaṇānubhavas tu yār yasya bhavitaḥ etet iti. etena drṣṭāntena paramāno tulya-jātīlakṣaṇadesāya pūrvaprāmāṇudesaḥ sahakṣaṇāsahakṣāt yātārā saḥ uttaraṃ yamālakaṃyogī suṇātavyayā bhavatītāh. (...)"

The differentiation of the two atoms as described here is based on the discernment of the moment at which the given entity is located at the spot in question. It is problematic, however, how the yogin can on these grounds ascertain whether the atom he sees at a given spot is identical with the atom he has located there before or not. For the atom perceived at a later moment will differ from the atom seen earlier as to the moment of its location at the given spot even if it is identical. In the face of this difficulty, it has to be assumed that the yogin's discernment at precisely which moment the atom is located at a given point encompasses also the knowledge at which moments, if at any, the atom was located there before. Irrespective of these difficulties, the passage illustrates that the yogins can discern atoms and determine their existence (i.e. their localisation) from moment to moment.

a In the beginning the cognizant sees the fruit A (here the fruit behind) on the spot Z (here: in the rear). When he later sees in Z a fruit identical in kind (jāti) and characteristic traits (lakṣaṇa) with the fruit A, he has to determine whether this fruit is the fruit A or another fruit (here the fruit which was initially in the front) which has — without him noticing — been moved to Z to replace the fruit A.

b The expression "master-yogin" (īśvara yogī; lit.: yogin who is God) is to my knowledge not attested elsewhere. Possibly, īśvarasya initially supplemented yogino as a further subject that is able to discriminate kṣaṇas and accordingly was linked to yogino by the particle ca (= and). In this case īśvarasya will have become an attribute of yogino after ca had been elided for one reason or another.

424 MSABh 149,27-150,5 (cf. n. 12 where part of the text missing here is cited): "But that the arisen [entity] perishes later after a period of time [and] not immediately after it has arisen ... [is impossible], furthermore, because of the contradiction of destruction after a period of time. Because of the contradiction with what? ... And [because of the contradiction] with the contemplation of the yogins. Because having contemplated the origination and decay of the conditioned factors (saṃskāra), they see their destruction at every moment. For otherwise even they would not be endowed with aversion [to mundane existence], liberation from desire and emancipation, just as the other [ordinary people] who see destruction [only] at the time of death and so on." (" ... utpannaṃ tu kālāntarena paścān nirudhyate, notpannamāram eva" ti ... kālāntaraniruddhasyaiva ca virodhaḥ. kenā virodhaḥ? ... manaskāreṇa ca yoginām. te hi saṃskārānāṃ udayavyayau manaskurvanvah paritkṣaṇāṃ teṣāṃ nirodhanām paśyanti. anyathā hi teṣāṃ api nirdvīrāgavimuktya na syur yathābhyeṣāṃ maraṇakālalādiṣu nirodhau pasyatām.)

Cf. BoBh, 280,6-11: "And moreover neither aversion (nirvīd), nor the liberation from desire
experience of momentariness is equated with the realization of anityatā. That the vision of the momentary rise and fall, which is referred to in the MSABh, pertains of the contemplation of anityatā is also suggested by the sub-commentary (SAVBh. tsi 163a1f) where Sthiramati specifies that the yogins perceive the momentariness when contemplating the Four Holy Truths, that is, one may add, when contemplating anityatā as the first mark (ākāra) of the first truth.

As in the MSABh so in most of these sources, the observation of momentariness features as a particularly poignant experience of impermanence (anityatā). Thus in the MPPU the contemplation of anityatā is said to be perfected — that is, on the level of relative truth — when things are perceived as momentary.425 Similarly in SAH 909b10-15 it is taught that the application of mindfulness entails that the body (as well as feelings, mental states and mental factors) is viewed as impermanent "because it perishes from moment to moment" (cf. n. 41). Likewise, in the BoBh (278,10-20, 279,6-9; both cited in n. 139) anityatā is, on the level of relative truth, contemplated upon by inspecting the momentary mode of existence of the conditioned entities (samskāra). In another passage in the Vi, the perception of momentariness features in the context of the notions of impermanence (anityasamjñā) and particularly of death (maranasamjñā), the contemplation of which is expressly stated to be perfected when things are seen to arise and perish in every moment.426 In the Hsien-yang

(orāga) nor emancipation (vimukti) would be possible if the noble son or daughter (kula-putra, kuladuhitr) saw the really given [entities] (dravyasat) to exist for all times and the only conceptually existing things (prajñāaptisat) to be really given due to their own-being. In contrast to this, they (i.e. aversion etc.) are possible for a Bodhisattva who by these [aforementioned] ways (ākāra) realizes according to truth (yathābhūtam) that all conditioned factors (samskāras) are impermanent. "(na ca punah kulaputrasya vā kuladuhitār sarvakāldāśītām ca ṛavasatam svabhāvaparīnispattām ca prajñāaptisatām pavyato nirvid) virāgā vimukti ca yujyate. ato viparyayena tu yujyate itty ebhir ākāra-r bodhisattvāḥ sarvasaṃskārā anītyā iti yathābhūtam prajānātī.) See also SN III 19.

425 MPPU 229b3f and 14-16 (MPPU, vol. III, 1435f): "Among the Four Truths, the truth of suffering (duhkha-satya) is the first. Among the four aspects of suffering, the aspect of impermanence (anityatā) is the first. Therefore, the Bodhisattva contemplates the notion of impermanence. ... Question: 'Of what kind is the perfect [contemplation of] the notion of impermanence (anityasamjñā)开店 Answer: 'To see the conditioned entities (samskṛtādharma) arising and perishing in every moment, as dust blown by the wind, as water flowing from the mountain, as flames fading away one after another."'

MPPU 372b19-24: "Or the Bodhisattva contemplates the impermanence (anityatā) of matter (rūpa). Also [its] impermanence is twofold: First, the destruction at every moment: all conditioned entities do not abide for more than one moment. Second, entities, insofar as they are chains (sāntāna) [of momentary entities], are called 'impermanent' because they (i.e. these chains, too) are annihilated, as [for instance] in the case of the exhaustion of the life force (āyus) of men, or as in the case of plants and trees being burnt by fire, or as in the case of the evaporation of boiling water. When the Bodhisattva has brought forth the thought [of awakening] only recently, he practices the [contemplation of] this [latter one, viz.] the gross impermanence, [i.e.] the cutting of the chain, because [thus] his mind becomes disgusted. When he has practiced for a long time, the Bodhisattva is able to discern the impermanence consisting in the arising and perishing of the phenomena (dharma) at every moment."

Cf. also MPPU 229c3f quoted in n. 198.

426 In Vi 836c-841b anityatā is dealt with together with death and eight further notions (samjñā) to
there is evidence that, as a particular form of \textit{anityatā}, the momentariness is perceived in the context of the meditational application of mindfulness (\textit{smṛtyupasthāna}; cf. § II.E.2.1). Furthermore, the perception of momentariness is confirmed in the BCA, where it is asserted that it can be attained to solely by an accomplished yogin but yet pertains to the sphere of ordinary experience (\textit{yogivyavahāra}).\textsuperscript{427} However, being of no avail in the context of the

be contemplated upon. Both the treatment of the notion of impermanence (\textit{anityasamjñā}) and of death (\textit{maranasamjñā}) are based on the conception of momentariness. Thus the concrete object of the notion of death (\textit{maranasamjñā}) is taught to be "the \textit{anityatā} (here in the technical meaning of a \textit{saṃskṛtalakaśaṇa}, that is, as the entity causing the destruction of the conditioned factor it is correlated with) of the \textit{skandhas} (i.e. the groups of factors constituting the person) which have arisen together with the very last [moment of the series of the] organ of life (\textit{живitendriya})" (838c1f), that is, in the last moment before death. Similarly, the notion of impermanence (\textit{anityasamjñā}) is said to consist in "the contemplation that the conditioned factors (\textit{saṃskāra}) do not have permanence for one moment" or, if \textit{anityatā} is also here understood in the technical sense as a \textit{saṃskṛtalakaśaṇa}, in "the contemplation of the \textit{saṃskāras}' \textit{anityatā} of the moment" (838a18f), that is, of the \textit{anityatā} of any given (i.e. not just the final) entity of the series. If \textit{maranasamjñā} and \textit{anityasamjñā} really both have \textit{anityatā} in the sense of a \textit{saṃskṛtalakaśaṇa} as their object, they only differ as to the location of the envisaged \textit{anityatā} within the series.

The difference between \textit{anityasamjñā} and \textit{maranasamjñā} is also dealt with earlier in the Vi. In this context an almost identical position is cited (Vi 838a17-19), where again it does not become clear whether \textit{anityatā} is to be understood literally or instead consistently in the technical sense as \textit{saṃskṛtalakaśaṇa}. At any rate, it is perfectly clear that the \textit{anityasamjñā} is directed towards the destruction occuring at every moment and that the \textit{maranasamjñā} is at this point only grasped in the conventional sense as referring to the destruction at the end of life, even though it, too, is treated on the basis of the theory of momentariness.

Subsequently, also the notion of death is directed towards the experience of momentariness and it is even said explicitly that the cultivation of it has been accomplished when the momentary rise and fall of conditioned factors is observed (Vi 841a8-11; cf. § II.E.3.2 where this passage is dealt with).\textsuperscript{427}

\textsuperscript{427} BCA IX.8ab: "The fault [that the Buddha's qualification of the conditioned entities as momentary (BCAP, p. 181,13f, BCAP, p. 376,1) cannot pertain to the sphere of conventional truth because on that level momentariness is not perceived] does not apply, because [it is in fact perceived] by the convention[al experience] of yogins. [For] they see [a higher degree of] reality (\textit{tattva}) than common people do." (\textit{na duso yogisāmyṛtya, lokat te tattvadārśinah}).

BCAP hereon (BCAP, p. 182,8-16; BCAP, p. 377,12-378,10): "This fault consisting in contradiction with [actual] perception does not apply. Because by the convention[al] (\textit{saṃyṛtya}), ordinary (\textit{vyavahāra}) [experience] of the yogins, who have obtained the absorption of the lack of a self in the sense of a person (\textit{pudgalanairātmyasamādhi}), momentariness is experienced. … Even if momentariness is not experienced by [common people], who only see the immediate, it yet is the object of the ordinary experience of the yogin. … By contrast to common people who only see the immediate, the yogins see reality, [i.e.] see what is beyond the scope of the ordinary senses. This is the sentence [expressing] the reason: Because they see the reality, therefore they discern momentary [entities]?, the lack of a Self and so on, even though they are not perceived by common people." (\textit{nāyam pratitirodhalakaśaṇo doṣaḥ. yogināṁ pudgalanairātmyasamādhiḥbhānāṁ ya saṃyṛtyā, vyavahāras tatya kṣaṇikatātyā prātiṣṭhāy, … yadi nāmāvarg-darśanaṁ kṣaṇikatvaṁ na pratīyatā, tathāpi yogi vyavahāraś ca, … lokāravācinadarśanaṁ sakṣāyāt te yoginas tattvadārśino 'tndriyadārśinah. hetupadām etat: yasmāt tattvadārśinas te tasmāt kṣaṇika-a- nairātmyādā lokāpratītām apī pratīpadyaṁ?)

\textsuperscript{a} BCAP, reads \textit{ksaṇikatva}. Since Vaidya adduces no reasons or material for the alteration of the reading of BCAP, I have not adopted his reading. The Tibetan translation (P. 5273 la 222a3: … \textit{skad cig mahi bdag med ŋid la sogs pa} … ) seems to be based on the reading \textit{kṣaṇikanairātmyādā}.\textsuperscript{b}
passage concerned, neither the nature of the experience of momentariness nor the framework in which it is placed are specified in the BGA.

1.3 The decisive question which poses itself with respect to the experiences of momentariness documented in these sources is whether they came to be conceptualized in terms of momentary existence after this notion had already been developed elsewhere, or whether they represent a type of experience which may have prompted the development of this notion in the first place. In the latter case, it should follow from the structure of the exercise in which the concerned observation of momentariness is embedded how this exercise may have generated a particularly striking experience of the evanescence of the given object and why this experience came, without outside stimulus, to be conceptualized in terms of momentariness.

To be sure, any attempt to reconstruct the development along these lines will always remain highly speculative because we are engaging in hypothetical considerations about the nature of spiritual exercises and the experience made within their framework which are basically not accessible to us and of which we can at best hope to have an approximate idea on the conceptual level. This does not, however, imply that we should refrain from examining the scarce and fragmentary textual sources available to us so as to consider how likely a particular course of development can be made out to be. Even though this will not yield definite results, it is still worthwhile to try in this way to shed as much light on the difficult subject as possible by the means of philology.

2.1 As mentioned above, there is evidence in the Hsien-yang that the momentariness of conditioned entities is experienced within the framework of the application of mindfulness (smṛtyupasthāna). The Hsien-yang affirms that the impermanence of conditioned existence is penetrated by means of smṛtyupasthāna. Since this penetration is, depending on the stage of accomplishment, said to encompass anīyatā in all — or nearly all — its forms, it should also include the momentariness which was enumerated before as one of the forms of anīyatā (cf. appendix, § 1.2). The Hsien-yang specifies in this context that smṛtyupasthāna functions in conjunction with the law of dependent origination (pratītyasamutpāda). This conjunction is illustrated by the quotation of a passage from the Satipatthānasutta where mindfulness is directed towards the nature of the observed body to originate and perish (Hsien-yang 550c25f; for the wording of the Satipatthānasutta see n. 433). Thus in the Hsien-yang it is not only specified that the momentariness is penetrated within the general framework of the application of mindfulness (smṛtyupasthāna), but with the quote also a clue is given as to the specific

§ 2

428 The knowledge of a Śrāvaka is said (Hsien-yang 550c29-551a2) to comprehend anīyatā in all its senses with the exception of the highest meaning of anīyatā, namely eternal non-existence, which is only accessible to the knowledge of a Bodhisattva.

As there are two separate lists of anīyatā taught in the Hsien-yang, it cannot, strictly speaking, be excluded that the penetration of all meanings of anīyatā is taught only with reference to the first list of six anīyatās so that momentariness would not be comprised here. On the other hand, as anīyatā is even said to be grasped in its highest sense as eternal non-existence, one may safely assume that the more accessible knowledge of momentariness is also included here.
circumstances.

Even though it cannot be excluded that in the Hsien-yang the momentariness is not perceived immediately but only arrived at indirectly,\(^{429}\) there is enough evidence to document the observation of the body’s momentariness within the framework of smṛtyupasthāna. As mentioned, already in SAH 909b10-15 it is taught that the objects of smṛtyupasthāna, including the body, are viewed as impermanent "because they perish from moment to moment" (cf. n. 41). This is confirmed in the aforementioned passages in the AKBh and ADV, which teach that the application of mindfulness to the body culminates in the perception (paśyatah!) of its momentary and atomic mode of existence. As mentioned, this experience is also attested in the Vi, though without specification of the precise context in which it is generated.

Furthermore, Buddhaghosa’s VisM can be adduced. Though he does not make use of the traditional framework of smṛtyupasthāna, he incorporates the mindfulness directed towards the body into the scheme of the ten objects of recollection (anussati). Here some of the exercises of the mindfulness on the body (kāyagatāsati) and the separately classified mindfulness on breathing (ānāpānasati) are practiced so as to generate insight (vipassanā) into the impermanence, unsatisfactoriness and selflessness of conditioned existence (VisM VIII.43 and VIII.237, cf. Meier 1978, p. 30). Thus by the application of mindfulness, the level of "the purification by insight [serving as] the path [to liberating insight]" (paṭipadānāna-dassanavisuddhi) can be obtained. On this level, there are nine different stages of knowledge to be mastered, of which the first and second stage are of particular relevance as they entail the experience of momentariness. On the stage of knowledge of arising and perishing (udayabbayānu-passanānāna) — not to be confounded with the reduced (viz. udayabbayānu-passanaṃ nāma pathamataraṇa-vipassanānānaṃ) version of the same knowledge on the lower level of the "purification by insight into what constitutes the path and what does not" (maggāmaggaṇānaddassanavisuddhi) when the ten imperfections (upakkilesa) have not yet been overcome (VisM XX.99-104, PTS pp. 631-633) — the illusion of endurance is intercepted by the discernment of the perpetual rise and fall underlying it.\(^{430}\) After this stage, the concentration is narrowed down by ignoring origination and focussing only on the

\(^{429}\) Hsien-yang (550c24f) specifies that by smṛtyupasthāna the concentrated mind is focused on the object, and that by the law of dependent origination (pratityasamutpāda) the nature of the object is penetrated. The involvement of the pratityasamutpāda, and particularly the four arguments specifying it (551b3-9), suggest its application on the level of discursive thinking so that theoretical considerations may at least supplement, if not prevail over, the mode of direct perception. On the other hand, this does not imply (at least not necessarily) that anityatā is grasped here, to the exclusion of direct observation, by analytical thought only.

\(^{430}\) VisM p. 550,19f and 24f (extract from XXI.3-4; = PTS p. 640): "To start with, the mark of impermanence does not present itself because it is concealed by continuity since the rise and fall is not contemplated upon. . . . But when the rise and fall are grasped, the mark of impermanence presents itself in its true form because the continuity is intercepted." (aniccalakkhanaṃ tāva udayabbayānam apanimagānānā nataḥchannattā na upaṭṭhāti. . . . udayabbayānaṃ pana parīñgahetvā santatiyā vikopitā ya aniccalakkhanaṃ yāthāvasarasato upaṭṭhāti.)
The knowledge thus obtained (bhaṅgānupassanāṇā) will then entail a particularly striking experience of the evanescence of all conditioned entities. Buddhaghosa's account is corroborated by MSABh 150,3-5 (cited in n. 424). Here, as in the VisM on the stage of udayabbayānupassanāṇa, the yogins first "envisage the rise and fall of the conditioned factors (samskāraṇām udayayayau manasikurvantah)" (here even the terminology matches) and then — corresponding to the stage of bhaṅgānupassanāṇa in the VisM — "perceive their destruction at every moment" (pratikṣaṇam teṣāṁ nirodham paśyanti). Furthermore, Buddhaghosa's description can be supplemented by Vi 841a8-10 (adduced in § II.E.3.2), where the perception that the skandhas arise and perish in one moment is called the perfection of the viewing of origination and destruction (*udayayayānupaśyanāsiddhi). This attainment, which corresponds to the stage of udayabbayānupassanāṇa, is preceded by the completion of the [preparatory] practice of the viewing of origination and destruction (*udayayayānupaśyanāprayogasamāpti), where in accordance with the pattern of the successive reduction of the envisaged time span the skandhas are seen to arise and perish within two moments.

2.2 There are good reasons to assume, on the basis of the evidence adduced in the preceding paragraph, that the experience of the momentariness may have originated within the framework of smṛtyupasthāna without being induced from outside. In its canonical form the application of mindfulness commences with the observation of the body, then turns to feelings (vedanā), thereafter to the mind (citta), and finally onto other entities (dhamma). While the application of mindfulness was originally limited to the registration of the specific object as it exists presently, it later came to include the contemplation of the impermanent nature of the object (Schmithausen 1976, p. 256; cf. § II.E.2.4). Thus the observed object came to be viewed as being subject to origination (samudayadhamma) and to destruction (vaya-dhamma). With regard to feelings and mind (and probably also with regard to the

431 VisM p. 550,13f (extract from XXI.10): "... he apprehends neither origination, nor duration, nor occurrence, nor characteristic feature (nirmita). His mindfulness is only directed towards decay, disappearance, annihilation, destruction." (...)uppādam vā ṛṇiṃ vā pavattam vā nirmittam vā na sam-pāpunāti; khayavayabhedanirudhe yeva satī satuitaritai.)

432 According to Schmithausen (1976, pp. 247-249), initially only those psychic factors which are conducive or detrimental to spiritual liberation (dhamma), namely the five obstructions (nivarana), the six fetters (sanyojana) and the seven factors of awakening (bhujjaṅga) — according to Bronkhorst (1985, p.312) even only these seven factors of awakening — were comprised under "dhamma." Later in the cause of the transformation of smṛtyupasthāna, however, this was extended to include all entities except those concentrated upon before (Schmithausen 1973: p. 274ff; see e.g. AKBh 341,15).

433 Satipaṭṭhānasutta (MN 1.10: MN I 59-61 etc.; DN 22: DN II 292, 298f, 302 etc.): samudaya-dhammadānupassī vā kāyasmīṃ (vedanāsu, cittasmin, dhammesu) viharati, vayadhammānupassī vā kāyasmīṃ viharati, samudaya-vayadhammadānupassī vā kāyasmīṃ viharati.

Buddhaghosa in his commentary on the Satipaṭṭhānasutta — there is no difference between his interpretation of the DN and the MN version — understands "dhamma" as a causal factor producing respectively origination and destruction. His interpretation is based on SN V 184 (corresponding to Sāṇyukta-gāma in Taishō Vol.2 T 99 171a27; quoted in AKBh 343,14-16) where the origination and
destruction of the four objects of smṛtyupasthāna are explained by setting forth that the body, feelings, the mind and the psychic factors (dhamma) originate respectively due to food (āhāra), to contact (phassa), to mentality-materiality (nāmarūpa) and to mental activity (manasikāra) and perish due to the cessation of these causal factors. As is borne out by his treatment in VisM XX.97 and confirmed by the subcommentary (Dīghanikāya-āṭṭhakathāṭṭhī II, p. 387), Buddhaghosa (cf. Dīghanikāya-āṭṭhakathā p. 768, 775f, 777) extends this list by adding for the origination of each object ignorance (avijñā), craving (tanha) and action (kamma) as further conditions and supplementing this by the mark of origination (nibbatilakkhana) as a further factor. Correspondingly, for the destruction the cessation of ignorance, craving and action as well as the mark of transformation (viparināmalakkhana) are added as further factors.

Buddhaghosa follows the account of the stage of "knowledge [consisting in] the observation of origination and destruction" (udayabbayānapassānānām) in the Paṭissambhidāmagga (I 54-57, i.e. chapter I,6). There the rise and fall of the groups of existence (khandha) is contemplated upon by observing respectively the mark of origination and transformation as well as the dependence of their origination and their destruction upon their respective complex of four conditions. In contrast to the other objects of smṛtyupasthāna, the body (karajākāya), the nasal apertures (nāsāpūta) and the mind (citta) are singled out by Buddhaghosa as origination factors and their cessation as destruction factors with regard to the application of mindfulness to breathing (Dīghanikāya-āṭṭhakathā p. 765; Dīghanikāya-āṭṭhakathāṭṭhī II, p. 381f).

Buddhaghosa’s interpretation of samudaya- and vayadhamma as causal factor of origination and destruction is rather artificial and does not, as far as I can see, accord with the original purport of this passage which I take to refer to the subjection of the object to the process of origination and decay. This is supported by the meaning of "samudaya/vaya-dhamma" elsewhere in the nikāyas as for instance in the following phrase aniccam sukhadukkhavokinnam uppādavayadhammam attānam samanupassamāno (DN II 67,13, cf. Dīghanikāya-āṭṭhakathā thereon 506,22f; see also Nettipakarana 41,7, SN I 200, SN IV 24, AN I 152 and 299, AN III 54, Vi 394a29-b2). Even the sub-commentary Dīghanikāya-āṭṭhakathāṭṭhī (II, p. 381,25ff) concede that "dhamma" (in samudayadhamma) can also be understood in the sense of "being subject to" (jātidhamma). Therefore, the passage under discussion of the Satipāṭhānasutta will have originally referred to the nature of the observed object to arise and perish. Such an interpretation is not necessarily at odds with the sūtra (viz. Satipāṭhānasamyutta, 42) from the SN referred to earlier in this note, because in this sūtra the causal factors are not identified with the "dhamma" in "samudaya"- and "vayadhamma."

It has to be acknowledged, however, that according to this sūtra the subjection of the observed object to the process of origination and destruction is contemplated upon by taking account of the respective causal factors. I think that this, all the same, does not exclude that the application of mindfulness to this subjection will, at least in the case of the transient feelings and states of mind, have included the actual perception of this process. For such a mode of practicing smṛtyupasthāna will be more in accordance with the original spirit of smṛtyupasthāna insofar as it will allow for the uninterrupted concentration on the observed object. By the former mode, by contrast, the concentration on the chosen object would be deliberately disrupted by the diversion of the attention to its causes of origination and destruction. Thus the contemplation of, for instance, the body would be interrupted by the observation of mental states such as craving, etc.

That the application of mindfulness to the subjection of the object under the processes of origination and destruction will also have entailed the actual observation of this process is not necessarily at odds with Buddhaghosa’s own understanding. For, in his aforementioned account of "the knowledge [consisting in] the observation of origination and destruction" (udayabbayānapassānānām) on the level of "purification by insight into what constitutes the path and what does not" (maggāmaggaṇāṇadassanavi-suddhi), which he matches with the passage under discussion from the Satipāṭhānasutta, Buddhaghosa mentions (VisM XX.99, PTS p. 632) that the observation of the causal processes underlying origination and destruction involves the "vision of the rise and fall according to moment" (khanjato upatayabbaya-
above-mentioned psychic factors), this will from early onwards (i.e. when the obvious transience of mental events had already been conceptualized as the incessantly re-occurring creation and destruction of mental entities; cf. chapter II.A) have included the experience of their, at least from a Buddhist point of view, self-evident momentariness.

Given that the subjection of the observed object to the process of origination and decay will in the case of these objects have included the perception of their actual rise and fall, this mode of perception may have been extended to the body, when its subjection to the process of origination and decay was focused upon. In this way, the body may have come to be experienced as momentary. Considering the formal uniformity of the practice of smṛtyupasthāna as borne out by the equivalent wording used with respect to each of the four kinds of objects, it may indeed have been obvious to treat the body in an analogous manner with the other objects of smṛtyupasthāna. This all the more so, because this step seems to entail an important advantage, insofar as the observation of the actual process of origination and decay may well have been felt to be more satisfactory than the contemplation of its conditioned nature. For whereas the latter will have to include considerations going beyond mere observation, the former allows for the sustained and unwavering application of mindfulness onto the object of meditation.

Such a hypothesis presupposes that the body can be perceived as constantly arising and perishing when the mindfulness is directed towards it in a corresponding way. This presupposition can be substantiated not only by pointing to the textual evidence already adduced but also by referring to modern accounts of the practice of smṛtyupasthāna. Thus, within the Burmese school of smṛtyupasthāna, Mahasi Sayadaw describes the spiritual progress made in the context of smṛtyupasthāna following Buddhaghosa's delineation of the spiritual path. The attainment of the stage of knowledge of arising and perishing (udaya-bbayaḥupassanānāna) and of the stage of knowledge of destruction (bhaṅgaṇānāna)436 insofar as the mark of origination or the mark of transformation, which participate in the origination and destruction of the observed entity, can only be seen at the moment of the origination or of the dissolution of the observed object. This implies that the actual process of origination and destruction undergone by the momentary object of mindfulness is perceived.

It has to be pointed out, however, that the wording of the sūtra still reflects that the mind was once viewed as a single unit. This is brought out by the fact that in the phrase "he abides contemplating the mind as the mind" (citte cittānupāsati viharati) the singular is used, whereas in the corresponding passage the plural is used with regard to feelings and the psychic factors. Also the differentiation of the mind in terms of its association with desire (sādāgāṃ cittam), hatred and so on points to a conception of it as continuous. On the other hand, once the mind had been conceived as a series of incessantly arising and vanishing momentary mental entities, it will have been perceived accordingly when focussed upon within the framework of smṛtyupasthāna.

Along these lines, Schmithausen (1973, pp. 178-180) already suggested in an essay on the relationship between spiritual practice and theoretical philosophy that the observation of the body's momentariness may have resulted from the transference of the experience of the, at least according to the Buddhists, self-evident momentariness of mental entities to the body as the first object of smṛtyupasthāna.

Visuddhi-ñana-kathā by Mahasi Sayadaw (p. 57,20-26; the authorized translation has been taken
are explicitly set forth in terms of momentariness (cf. Meier 1978, pp. 99-103). Also in modern Singhalese Buddhism the experience of momentariness within the context of smrtiyupasthāna is well attested (Nyānaponika: Heart of Buddhist Meditation e.g. p. 63f). Even in the account of a Western layman practicing smrtiyupasthāna (Meier 1978, pp. 165-168), a certain type of experience is reported which seems to suggest that the object is perceived as evanescent.438

over from p. 16): "For then, at each act of noticing, he sees: 'The noticed object having arisen, disappears instantly;' and it also becomes clear to him that each object disappears just where it arises; it does not move on to another place. In that way he understands by direct experience how bodily and mental processes arise and break up from moment to moment." (taddā hi so sallakkhaṇe sallakkhaṇe sal-lakkhitam ārammanam upajjītāt thānasō veti (vayaṃ gacchati) iti passati, taṃ taṃ ārammanam tathā tathā eva veti; nathī tassa desantarasaṅkamanam 'ti pi 'sas pākaṭaṃ hoti. ten' ev 'esa nāmarūpānam khaṇe khaṇe udayabbayaṃ paccakkhato 'va pajāṇāti.)

Cf. also Sayadaw 1976, p. 23.

437 Visuddhi-ñāṇa-kathā by Mahasi Sayadaw (p. 58,36-59,4; the authorized translation has been taken over from p. 17f): "For in each single instance of a rising movement of the abdomen, there are, in fact, numerous physical processes constituting the rising movement, which are seen to dissolve serially. It is like seeing the continuous successive vanishing of a summer mirage moment by moment; or it is like the quick and continuous bursting of bubbles produced in a heavy shower by thick rain drops falling on a water surface; or it is like the quick, successive extinction of oil-lamps or candles, blown out by the wind, as these lights are being offered at a shrine by devotees. Similar to that appears the dissolving and vanishing, moment by moment, of the bodily processes noticed." (sakim unnamanavāre pi hi anekāni unnatarūpāṇi patipātiyā bhijjanākāreṇa upaṭṭhatāvanti, gimhakāle maricim passantassa tassā khaṇe khaṇe patipātiyā bhijjanākāro viya ca, thālaphusitake deve vuthe udakapiṭhiyam paṭītameghajalalabindāhi nibbattabubbulakānāṃ sīgham sīgham vināso viya ca; cetiyassa padippāpuṇākāle vātappahadhānaṃ padippānaṃ sīgham sīgham viṭṭhāyānaṃ viya ca salakkhitārūpāṇam khaṇe khaṇe bhedo khiyanākāro upaṭṭhāti.)

As mentioned above, on this stage (i.e. bhaṅgaṇāṇa) the destruction of entities is experienced to the exclusion of the phase of origination and endurance. Such an experience seems to involve the breaking down of the common conceptualizing apprehension of the object. This also entails that the momentary mode of existence of the object fades into the background. Yet, the perception of destruction at every moment clearly presupposes the momentariness.

438 It is interesting to note that in modern accounts there is evidence that the experience of momentariness is also — independent from the contemplation of origination and decay — associated with the observation of bodily movement (caturirīṭapatha). Thus, Nyānaponika Thera relates (Nyanaponika Thera 1986, p. 64; cf. p. 63) that " ... the posture, too, will afford an opportunity to observe the momentary rise and fall of phenomena, ... " Similarly, Ledi Thera (appendix to the PTS's translation of the Yamaka [II 238]; translated by C.A. Rhys Davids in the Journal of the PTS, 1914, p. 128 in pp. 115-169) derives the momentariness by an analysis of bodily movement. Cutting up the flow of movement into distinct bodily phases or postures he deprives it of its continuity so that only the coming to be and passing away of those phases remains. It is not clear, however, whether we can deduce from this argumentation that the application of mindfulness to the bodily comportment (tryapatha) yields according to Ledi Thera a direct experience of momentariness. Cf. also Mahasi Sayadow's account (Visuddhi-ñāṇa-kathā, p. 58,9-14) that on the level of bhaṅgaṇāṇa only the cessation of bodily phases and not their initial or middle phase are experienced.

More generally, reference may be made to the testimony of a contemporary meditation master in Burma who, describing his spiritual experiences, specifies that they entail the realization "that everything is impermanent, that there is no continuity even from second to second" (Spiro: Buddhism and Society.)
According to the hypothesis discussed here, the experience of the evanescence of the body will have been conceptualized in terms of momentariness in analogy with the interpretation of the rise and fall of mental events and factors as the constant destruction of old and origination of new entities. In an additional step the acceptance of the momentariness of the body will have been extended to all material entities. Given the Buddhist tendency to generalize such fundamental qualities as the mode of existence, such an extension to cover also inanimate matter will have seemed natural. A first step in this direction will have already been taken within smṛtyupasthāna when the observation which is first directed onto the own body (ajjhātta) is directed outward towards the body of others (bahiddhā). Thus the theory of the momentariness of all conditioned entities would have originated in the context of smṛtyupasthāna by the extension of the momentariness of non-material entities to cover also the body, thereby implying the inclusion of all material entities. Of course, such a process as the transference of the experience of momentariness onto the body and the following doctrinal development will not have been as simple as that. The hypothesis only suggests roughly along which lines the process may have proceeded.

2.3 Insofar as it can explain not only what prompted the experience of the evanescence of the observed object but also why it was conceptualized in terms of momentariness, this hypothesis is convincing. It derives further plausibility from the fact that, according to it, the theory of the momentariness of all conditioned entities will have resulted from the extension of the generally accepted momentariness of mental entities to cover also matter. For it is less drastic, and hence more likely, to derive the momentariness of all conditioned entities by such an extension of the scope rather then by conceiving it from scratch irrespective of the already adopted momentariness of mental entities.

2.4 There are, however, a number of considerations which render this hypothesis less likely. First of all, the textual evidence for it is very thin indeed. The AKBh and the ADV may refer back to the SAH so that all three texts could be traced back to only one common source on which the passage in the Vi possibly draws, too. The testimony of the Hsien-yang is, as mentioned before, equivocal insofar as it is uncertain whether the body's momentariness is actually perceived or only realized conceptually. And on the whole, also within the texts which are likely to have originated after the theory of momentariness had become current, there is precious little evidence for the perception of the body's momentariness within smṛtyupasthāna. Thus in the extracts on smṛtyupasthāna which Śaṅideva adduces in the Śikṣāsamuccaya, there is not one instance of the body being treating in terms of momentariness. If we look, for instance, at the Vīradattaparipṛcchā quoted by Śaṅideva in this context, we find that the body is dissected spatially into atoms but not, as one might have expected

---


439 It has to be conceded, however, that this in itself is hardly sufficient to explain that the experience of the body's evanescence was conceptualized in terms of its momentary existence. Rather, additional considerations and factors must have played an important role at this stage, too.
in the light of the AKBh and ADV, temporally into moments.\(^{440}\) In the MPPU, which is also of considerable antiquity,\(^{441}\) smṛtyupasthāna is dealt with twice, once from a Hinayāna (MPPU 198c-202b; MPPU\(_L\) pp. 1151-1176) and once form a Mahāyāna (MPPU 203b-204a; MPPU\(_L\) pp. 1187-1194) point of view. In both cases the contemplation of the body focuses upon its impure nature, whereas (in the context of smṛtyupasthāna) the momentariness is stressed when the mindfulness is diverted towards the mind. From a later period, the subcommentary on the DN may be adduced. Here the formulation of Buddhaghosa’s commentary (p. 757,30) that the object is to be viewed as impermanent is only interpreted in terms of momentariness with regard to feelings,\(^{442}\) mind and other factors (dhamma) (Dīghanikāya-aṭṭhakathātikā II 376,10f) and not with regard to the body (op. cit. 370,27-371,5).

Besides the deficiency of the textual basis, the hypothesis is further weakened by the following consideration. The exercise of smṛtyupasthāna underwent, as Schmithausen (1976) demonstrated (cf. also Bronkhorst 1985), a long process of formation over various stages. Reviewing this process, Schmithausen (1976, p. 265) concluded that the exercise of smṛtyupasthāna was earlier restricted to the mere registration of the object focussed upon, when it was employed to sharpen the faculty of awareness by focussing the concentration on successively more subtle objects (body [kāya], feelings [vedanā], mental states [citta] and

\(^{440}\) Śiksāsamuccaya (ed. Bendall, ’S-Gravenhage 1957, 1st ed. St.-Petersburg 1897-1902) p. 230,10f: "Also in the Viradattaparipṛcchā [the application of mindfulness to the body] is set forth, namely: 'This body originates gradually and perishes gradually, it is an accumulation of atoms, ... '."

(Viradattaparipṛcchāyām apy uktaṃ. yaduṭṭaya-ṣeyo kāyo 'nupūrvamodudāgato 'nupūrvavināśa\(^{a}\) paramāṇamucaya ...) .

— Viradattaparipṛcchā (not quoted by Śāntideva) (T 331 68a22): "The Bodhisattva views the body as impermanent (aniyata) because it is its nature (dharma) to return to death at the end."

The Viradattaparipṛcchā belongs to the Ratnakūṭa complex of literature. The Sanskrit original is lost but there are translations into the Chinese (T 330 translated into the Chinese sometime between 290 and 306, T 331) as well as into the Tibetan (Peking Vol. 24, zi 200a1-211b3).

\(^{a}\) Mistaken for anupūrvavināśi? Cf. anupūrvamudūgato.

\(^{441}\) The MPPU must have been compiled before 402 when Kumārajīva commenced his translation into the Chinese and after the composition of the texts it cites, namely the Mūlamadhyamakakārikā of Nāgārjuna (middle of 3rd cent. ?), the Catuḥṣatka of Āryadeva (end of 3rd cent. ?) and the Prajñāpāramitāstotra of Rāhulabhadra (3rd cent. ?). Lamotte (MPPU\(_L\) p. 1370-1375) suggests that it was compiled in the beginning of the 4th century so that the bulk of the material incorporated will date back to at least the third century. Like Demiéville (J.A. 1950, p. 382), he holds that the author of the the MPPU was a former Sarvāstivādin who converted to the Madhyamaka school and is not to be identified with the author of the Mūlamadhyamakakārikā. Seyfort-Ruegg (1981, p. 32f) points out that the MPPU is unknown to both the Indian and Tibetan traditions and that the material incorporated may partly be of Central Asian or even Chinese origin. I do not think, however, that this seriously impairs the relevance of the materials adduced from the MPPU in the present study. For even if some portions of it have not been composed in India, at least those passages referred to here seem to be firmly embedded within the Indian tradition.

\(^{442}\) DN-aṭṭhakathā-tikā Linatthavanṇāṇā II 375,29-376,1: "Seeing that those [feelings] only endure for one moment, ... insight into aniyatā has been accomplished." (tāṣāṃ khaṇamattāvatthānadhassanena anticcata " ... dassanam vībhāvītaṃ hoti.)
psychic factors [dharma]). Only later the object came to be envisaged in a particular, soteriologically relevant way (usually stressing the negativity of mundane existence), which varied according to what seemed to be most important at a given time and thus reflects much of the doctrinal developments within Buddhism.\textsuperscript{443} Given that in the course of time the emphasis within smṛtyupasthāna had shifted to the realization of the impermanence, unsatisfactoriness and selflessness of conditioned entities (Schmithausen 1976, p. 256ff), which constitute the first Holy Truth, it is perfectly well possible that the notion of momentariness was adopted from without and incorporated into the exercise of smṛtyupasthāna as the adequate understanding of impermanence,\textsuperscript{444} or, as the AKBh and the ADV suggest, as an additional tool to dissect the body. That this actually resulted in the direct perception of momentariness could be explained by the particular suitability of smṛtyupasthāna to generate experiences of such a kind.\textsuperscript{445} In support of such a hypothesis, reference may be made to the perception of the atomic structure of the body as it is reported in the AKBh and (depending thereon) in the ADV) in the context of smṛtyupasthāna. Since this viewing of the body as atomic has no doubt been incorporated into the application of mindfulness to the body after matter had come to be conceived of as atomic, it may be presumed that also the perception of momentariness was only introduced retrospectively after the momentariness of the body had been discovered in a different context.

2.5 On the other hand, from the general tendency of smṛtyupasthāna to absorb doctrinal elements from without, it cannot be deduced that this line of development will also have to apply in the case of momentariness. By contrast, it is, as argued above, nevertheless feasible that the development of the theory of momentariness originated with the contemplation of the body's subjection to origination and decay. On review of the above considerations, it becomes clear that good arguments can be adduced both in favor and against the hypothesis, but that none of them carries enough weight to settle the issue. On the whole, I think it is well possible that some kind of experience of the evanescence of the body, that is, a particularly poignant and acute experience of its impermanence, may have, along the lines outlined above, been made within smṛtyupasthāna even before the theory of momentariness had been conceived. I find it less convincing, however, that such an experience will have generated this theory. To my mind, there is just too little evidence of the perception of momentariness within the framework of smṛtyupasthāna to believe that it was a common enough experience to have formed the basis for the origination of a theory so much at odds with the ordinary

\textsuperscript{443} Given this characteristic trait of smṛtyupasthāna to act as a sponge absorbing and adapting elements from outside, Schmithausen (1976, n. 45) withdrew his hypothesis that the theory of momentariness originated within the context of smṛtyupasthāna.

\textsuperscript{444} See the textual extracts from the SAH, BoBh, MPPU and Vi adduced above. The soteriological significance attributed to the experience of momentariness in MSABh 150,3-5 (cited in n. 424) can be cited as a further example where the insight into anityatā was interpreted in terms of momentariness.

\textsuperscript{445} Such a hypothesis leaves the question open whether the new metaphysical assumption of momentariness will have prompted a spiritual experience of a new quality, or whether only the conceptualization of the experience, and not its nature, changed.
3.1 In some of the sources adduced in § II.E.1.2 (viz. in MPPU 229b3f, BoBh [cf. BoBh 277,5-11], MSAbh [at least according to the SAVBh; see above]) the experience of momentariness is attested in the context of the contemplation of impermanence within the framework of the Four Holy Truths or the Four Seals of the Doctrine (dhamadāna). Given that within these schemes the Buddhist doctrine is arranged and summarized it is only to be expected that the theory of momentariness was incorporated here even if it had been developed elsewhere as is the case with other doctrines within the fold of Buddhism. This is evinced by the AS and Hsien-yang where the treatment of anityatā as part of the Four Holy Truths commences with a dogmatic classification of the various forms of anityatā, among them momentariness. Similarly, BoBh 277,15-280,11, MSAbh 149,7-12 or MAV III 5cd-6ab deal with momentariness as a form of anityatā after propounding that the true meaning of anityatā, that is from the point of absolute truth, is that of eternal non-existence (cf. § I.D.2.3.1).

This does not preclude, however, the possibility that the contemplation of impermanence, irrespective of the precise context in which it was placed, induced a particularly acute experience of the transience of existence which became eventually conceptualized in terms of momentariness. If such a course of development is to remain more than a purely theoretical possibility, it should become clear how the contemplation of anityatā could have engendered the experience of momentariness before the corresponding doctrinal development had taken place.

3.2 In this context attention may be drawn towards a particularly instructive passage in the Vi (840c21-841a11) which, addressing the notion of death (maranasamjñā), teaches how the experience of momentariness can be obtained by narrowing down the span of time over which the arising and disintegration of the groups of factors constituting the person (skandha) is observed:

"[The yogin] contemplates that the skandhas (i.e. the groups of factors constituting the person) of one’s lifetime arise at the time of conception (pratisandhi) [and] perish when old age and death are reached. Now one lifetime has numerous stages [of life] (i.e. infancy, adolescence etc.) in each of which the skandhas are different. Setting aside the other [states], he sees the skandhas of one state arising earlier and perishing later. Now one stage [of life] has numerous years in each of which the skandhas are different. Setting aside the other [years], he sees the skandhas of one state arising earlier and perishing later."

Following this pattern, the envisaged period of time is reduced successively from a year to a season, to a month, to a day, to an hour (muhūrta), to a minute (lava), to a second (tatksāna). The text continues:

"Now one second (tatksāna) has numerous moments (ksāna) in each of which the skandhas are different. Because the ksānas [within a second] are extremely numerous, there is with regard to them (於中) a successively [more] subtle [summary] contempla-
tion (of several kṣāṇas) (i.e. the number of kṣāṇas is gradually reduced over which the rise and fall of the skandhas is observed) until the skandhas are seen to arise in two and to perish in [the same] two kṣāṇas. This is called the completion of the [preparatory] practice of the viewing of origination and destruction (*udayavayānupāṣyanāparyayogasamāpti). Immediately after this, one is able to see the skandhas arise in one and to perish in [the same] one kṣaṇa. This is called the perfection of the viewing of origination and destruction (*udayavayānupāṣyaṇāsiddhi). At such a time, one says that the notion of death (maranasamjñā) (i.e. its contemplation) has been brought to completion, because the destruction of states is nothing but death."

It can be witnessed here how the contemplation of the rise and fall of the skandhas over longer stretches of time leads to the actual observation of this process over shorter stretches, until this process is seen to take place at every moment. That the skandhas are really perceived to arise and vanish every moment, and not just envisaged as doing so, is, as far as I can see, borne out by the description that the perception becomes progressively more subtle, and follows in particular from the treatment of this mode of perception as a particular achievement which is conceptualized as the perfection of the viewing of origination and destruction (*udayavayānupāṣyaṇāsiddhi). This understanding is corroborated by the VisM (and indirectly by the MSABh, cf. n. 424) where the stage, on which the momentary rise and fall is directly observed, is referred to in almost the same terms (viz. udayabbayānupassanā-nāṇa) as the attainment in the passage cited here.

3.3 As the theory of momentariness is presupposed in the Vi (cf. n. 450), there is no conflict between the content of the generated experience and the doctrinal stance of the yogin. The passage raises the question, however, whether originally this experience came to be induced by this technique as a consequence of the development of the theory of momentariness, that is, whether the technique of successive reduction was specifically applied to generate an experience which would witness to the veracity of a doctrinal tenet adopted for other reasons and thus confirm it, or whether, conversely, the doctrinal development followed suit. For it is by no means imperative that the generation of the experience of the transience of existence by this technique was developed on the basis of the theory of momentariness. Instead, the starting point may have been the spiritually motivated intention to induce a particularly poignant experience of impermanence. For this, the mere contemplation of the eventual termination of life by death may have been felt to be insufficient. Thus it may have been discovered that, for the sake of generating a more acute experience of the impermanence, it was possible to limit the stretch of time over which the origination and destruction is envisaged, irrespective of the objectively given situation. According to this hypothesis, the skandhas would have been envisaged as arising at the beginning and perishing at the end of the considered stretch of time, even though they (that is, at least the rūpaskandha) were, doctrinally speaking, held, albeit in altered form, to have existed before and to continue to exist afterwards. Thus a technique may have been worked out by which, over any arbitrarily chosen span of time, the rise and fall of the groups of factors constituting the person (skandha) could be contemplated upon and which, if applied effectively, could induce a
The Experience of Momentariness

In this way the momentariness may have come to be experienced independently from doctrinal presuppositions by gradually reducing the envisaged span of time as documented in the Vi. If such experiences were powerful enough, they may have eventually generated the conviction that they must correspond to truth, i.e. that the object of contemplation is, contrary to ordinary appearance, indeed subject to origination and destruction at every moment. In a further step the momentariness experienced with regard to the body (as one of the skandhas) may have been extended to encompass also inanimate matter.

3.4 That such a course of development is not a purely theoretical possibility is borne out by the origination of "illusionism" in Yogācāra Buddhism, which seems to have proceeded along comparable lines (cf. Schmithausen 1973, pp. 163-176). With the intention to overcome the mode in which objects ordinarily present themselves to us and thereby experience the true nature underlying all things (tathātā), the yogins generated the meditative images of real objects. By eliminating these images subsequently, the yogins overcame indirectly also the real objects reproduced by the images (Schmithausen 1973, p. 170, particularly n. 26). Only in a second step the doctrinal implications of this practice, namely that the outer objects should be as much product of the mind as the images it generates, were worked out. Thus it can be witnessed how an experience, induced for the sake of spiritual advancement and initially not in accordance with the underlying presuppositions (here the acceptance of the objective existence of the outer world which the early Yogācāra school still took for granted — albeit with the qualification that their true nature is the tathātā) gained so much weight that the doctrine (i.e. "the facts") was adapted to it.

3.5 In support of the hypothesis considered here, it may, furthermore, be pointed out that the technique of successively reducing the envisaged time span is already attested in the canon and, as such, is older than the theory of momentariness. It can be witnessed in the sūtra on the mindfulness of death (maranānusmṛti; cf. n. 16 where the various versions of this sūtra are listed). Here the stretch of time that a monk who is mindful of death should expect to live — according to the Pāli version with the aspiration to contemplate the Buddha’s teaching for this time — is successively reduced until it is taught that the correct way to be mindful of death is not to expect to live beyond the time taken by the present inhaling or exhaling. Though the technique is similar, the purpose seems to differ from the one in the Vi. Rather than driving at the evanescence of existence, it is intended that the monks should learn not to take for granted the continuation of their existence for even a moment. For thus they will not waste their time, but always be mindful of the present, realizing the (almost) unique chances it offers.

---

446 This step was preceded by the "realization" that meditative images, which were traditionally considered to be a particular kind of objectively existing matter (cf. n. 313), did not exist apart from the mental act they serve as object (Schmithausen 1973, p. 167).


448 In the version of the sūtra transmitted in MPPU 228b5f, the final instruction given by the Buddha
If my interpretation is correct, the successive reduction of the time span can also be observed in the Markaṭaśūtra. First the mind is envisaged as originating anew after the elapse of single nights or days, then after hours, minutes and finally after bare moments.

In this śūtra is supplemented — that is, in comparison to the Pāli version — by the teaching that "all conditioned entities (sānaskṛta) arise and perish from moment to moment" (this supplementation is discussed in § I.A.1.2). On the basis of this, it could be held that the successive reduction of the time span and the preoccupation with the transience of life may in the context of the śūtra have prompted the development of the theory of momentariness. In this case the experience generated here would also be of the transience of existence. In support of such a claim it could be argued that, similarly, the notion of death is in the Vi the starting point for the experience insofar as the incentive to seize the present moment as the irreversible end of life. This would undermine the whole purpose of the exercise insofar as the incentive to seize the present moment as the possibly last chance would be lost. By contrast, it would make sense that the allusion to the momentariness of conditioned existence was added to the śūtra after the impermanence had been radicalized elsewhere. For thus the compiler may have hoped to stress the transient nature of life on which the śūtra draws.

Nidānāsamyukta (p. 116f): "After the elapse of nights and nights and days and days (lit.: after the elapse of these and these nights and days), after the elapse of hours, of minutes, of moments, that which is referred to as 'thinking' (citā), as 'mind' (mano), as 'consciousness' (vijñāna) occurs in many and various forms; arising as another it arises, passing away as another it passes away. "(yat pun < ar> idam ucya < te > c < ittam > i < ti > vá < mana > iti vá vijñānam iti vá, tat teṣām < teṣām > rātridivāsanām atayā < t > kṣaṇalavamuhūrttānā < m a > tvayā < pravartate > bahunāṃprakāram, anyad evotpadyā < na > m u < ṭpa > dy < ate > a < nyad > e < va nirudhyamānān m ni > rudhyate. All additions by Tripāṭhi.)

The Pāli version (SN II 95,6-9; cf. n. 258 where this passage is cited in full) reads: ... yad idam vuccati citam iti pi mano iti pi vijñānam iti pi, taṁ rattiya ca divassasa ca aññad eva uppaṭṭajati aññam nirujjhati. (= that which is referred to as 'thought' (citā) or also 'mind' (mano) or also 'consciousness' (vijñāna), after night and after day arises as another and passes away as another.) Cf. also the translation (NA 534c7-9 cited in n. 13) of an extract of this śūtra which Saṃghabhadrā adduces to prove the doctrine of momentariness on the basis of canonical tradition.

Since this passage drives at the impermanence of the mind (for the context, cf. § II.A.2.3.2), rattiya ca divassasa ca is usually taken to mean "by night and by day" lest one mental unit would last an entire night or day. This translation is problematic because the genitive with temporal nouns generally has the meaning "after ... " (cf. von Hinüber 1986, § 247; Spejer, Sanskrit Syntax § 128). Von Hinüber (1986, § 252) discusses the passage under consideration and suggests that here, for once, the genitive may be used in the sense of "in the course of ... " For all I can see, there is no need to assume such a special meaning here. By contrast, the genitive may be taken in its usual sense yielding "after night and after day." That this is the literal meaning is suggested by the Sanskrit parallel where rattiya ca divassasa ca is matched by rātridivāsanām atayāt, which clearly means after "the elapse of nights and days" (cf. CPD, s.v. accaya — if it meant "in the course of ... ," as Lamotte [MPPU, 1166] and others take it to do, one would also have to understand "in the course of moments" which would imply that the moment is temporally extended and that within its span citas originate and perish, which in the given context is clearly impossible). My interpretation is corroborated by Buddhaghosa's efforts to explain that the statement does not imply (as he obviously takes it to do literally) that "one single mental unit (citā) is able to endure for one complete night or day.”
3.6 To sum up, the hypothesis reviewed here (viz. that the spiritually motivated, but (initially objectively) contra-factual contemplation of the skandhas as arising and perishing at every moment gave rise to the conviction that they are indeed momentary) can be strengthened by two considerations: Firstly, the origination of Yogācāra illusionism can serve as an example where the trust in the veracity of a spiritual experience, which was initially not held to accord with reality, was so strong that it led to the re-definition of reality. Secondly, the technique of the successive reduction of the envisaged period of time as applied according to the hypothesis is already testified in the canon and hence older than the doctrine of momentari-

As for the factual problems resulting if the genitive is taken in its usual sense, they only present themselves in combination with the simile with the monkey which drives at the evanescence of the mind (cf. § II.A.2.3.2). Without the simile, it is plausible that the sūtra only refers to the origination and destruction of the mind after night and after day since this period is for the purposes of the sūtra still sufficiently short to be able to contrast it with the years the body endures. The period may have been chosen because, considering the difference between the waking and the sleeping state, falling asleep and waking up are particularly well suited to be understood in terms of the replacement of the old mental unit by a new one. Given the discrepancies between the simile and the situation it is meant to illustrate (cf. § II.A.2.3.2), it is indeed likely that the passage originally stood for itself and was only illustrated later by the simile. Thus the phrase rattiya ca divasassa ca will only have become problematic as a result of being illustrated by the simile with the monkey.

It may then have been in response to the problem posed by the incongruity between the simile and the phrasing that the period envisaged was reduced successively until it matched the moment during which the monkey roaming from tree to tree is suspended from a branch. At any rate, this process of successive reduction can clearly be witnessed in the Sanskrit version. It has to be conceded, however, that both MPPU 200b23f, where the sūtra is reproduced, and the Chinese translation of the Samyuktāgama (T 99 81c14f) read "at day and at night" (日月). These translations may, however, be based on a misunderstanding of the original import of the passage. The MPPU renders at least the second āryatī after kṣaṇalavamuhūrttānām with "having elapsed" (過去) so that the successive reduction of the envisaged period could still be understood, though not commencing with nights and days but with smaller units.

* The deviating sequence in the Sanskrit compound (moment, minute, hour) results from the arrangement of the members of dvandva compounds according to their length (more precisely their quantities of morae).

b The enforcement of the finite verb by the corresponding participle has been explained by Geiger (translation of SN II p. 151 n. 2; cf. Nidānasamyukta, p. 117 n. 5) as alluding to the regularity with which the concerned action recurs.

c Sārathappakāsīni II 99,27-31: "'After night and after day,' this is said in the sense of succession (pavēnasena), grasping [when contemplating the rise and fall of the citta] a smaller succession than the earlier succession (i.e. than the duration of the body with which the mind is contrasted here?).* But a sole mental unit (citta) is not capable of enduring for one [complete] night or day. For in one moment taken by the snapping of fingers many hundred and thousands of koṭis of mental units (citta) arise." (rattiya ca divasassa cā tī ēdam purimapavērito parittakam pavēniṃ gahetvā pavēnasena vuttam. eka-rattiṃ pana ekadivasam vā ekam eva cittam ṣātum pavaṭṭam# nāma nā āthi. ekasmīṃ hi accharā-kkhane anekāni cittakotisatasahassāni uppaṭṭanti.)

* The interpretation of pavēni (roughly "period of time") is problematic. It is also possible that purimapa-vēni refers to the conventional (lit. earlier) way of perceiving the mind as enduring for the entire span of a given existence.

# The emendation of the reading samatho of the PTS edition is confirmed by the Sinhalese edition by Widurupola Piyatissa Maha Thera (Colombo 1927, p. 75,19).
Apart from the passage in the Vi under consideration here, there is, however, no textual evidence documenting that the momentariness of the body (or other matter) can be experienced by the application of this specific technique. Nor is there, irrespective of the precise mode of generation of such an experience, a sufficient textual basis to assume that the contemplation of impermanence yielded at all such a particularly poignant experience of the evanescence of existence that it would lend itself to the conceptualization in terms of momentariness. Neither the AS nor the MAV make any mention of the perception of the momentary mode of existence when dealing with momentariness as a form of anityatā. In Śrībh 485,7-10 (cited in n. 65) it is even said explicitly that the momentariness which is envisaged as part of the contemplation of anityatā is, by contrast to the impermanence that manifests itself by change (vipariṇāmānityatā), not perceived directly but has to be deduced. This stance is also taken in the SNS (cf. n. 368) where it is presumed that the momentariness has to be inferred, because in contrast to the macroscopic impermanence it cannot be observed.

If it really was the case that the successive reduction of the envisaged time span had induced the experience of the fall and rise of the skandhas at every moment even before the doctrine of momentariness was conceived, it would, therefore, be much more plausible to assume that this experience came to be accepted as according to truth, not because, at least not only because, of the strength of the experience, but because the doctrinal situation had favoured this. In this case, however, the experience of momentariness could no longer be identified as the decisive factor that caused the doctrine of momentariness. Rather, it would have to be conceded that also doctrinal considerations led to the conviction that everything is momentary.

§ 4.1 The examination of the various contexts in which the momentariness is reportedly experienced directly has to remain inconclusive. Given the paucity of pertinent material and considering that we are speculating about the nature of meditative practice and yogic experience of which we can at best have a vague idea, it is impossible to settle whether at all, and if so how a particularly poignant experience of the evanescence of existence was instrumental in the formation of the doctrine of momentariness. It is not certain whether the type of experiences depicted in the above cited sources had already been current before the formation of the doctrine of momentariness. For it is equally feasible that the momentariness of the sāṃskāras came only to be experienced after doctrinal considerations had led to the conviction that they must be momentary.\textsuperscript{450} And even if this latter possibility is precluded,\textsuperscript{450} In § II.E.2.4, reference was made to the tendency to adapt the application of mindfulness (smṛtyupasthāna) to new doctrinal developments. This raises the possibility that the application of mindfulness only came to generate an experience of momentariness after the doctrine that all sāṃskāras are momentary had become current.

Note that the generation of momentariness by the successive reduction of the span of time over which the rise and fall of the skandhas is envisaged was probably superimposed upon the contemplation of the notion of death in Vi 840c21-841a11 after the doctrine of momentariness had become current. For the exposition of this technique precedes what is clearly the adaptation of, in all, eight notions (samjñā)
it has to remain dubious whether such experiences were instrumental in the formation of the doctrine of momentariness at all and if so in precisely which way.

At any rate, the textual evidence testifying to the direct experience of momentariness is on the whole too scanty to provide a sufficient basis for the assumption that the experience of momentariness was a) common enough and b) so striking and, as to its conceptualization, unambiguous that, on its own, it could have given rise to the conviction that all things are momentary. This all the more so considering the aforementioned (§ II.E.3.6) stance taken in the Sr̥bh and SNS that momentariness is imperceptible and has to be deduced.\footnote{Of course, the Sr̥bh and the SNS cannot be interpreted as a testimony that the momentariness cannot be perceived at all. This would not only contradict the textual evidence cited before, but also be an undue limitation of the omniscience of the Buddha. Rather, the Sr̥bh and the SNS document that the experience of momentariness was considered to be inaccessible at least to those addressed by their teaching. This accords with the testimony of the BCAP (see n. 427) according to which only those yogins who have obtained to the absorption of the selflessness of persons (pudgalanairātmyasamādhi) are capable of perceiving the momentariness of the observed object. That it is very difficult to obtain to this perception is also borne out by Vasubandhu (AKBh 341,14f cited in n. 421), who equates this perception with the perfection of the application of mindfulness to the body (kāyasmṛtyupasthāna). Moreover, by the use of "kila" Vasubandhu indicates that his information is due to hearsay and that he himself has no direct access to such an experience. In a further passage (AKBh 77,2f), Vasubandhu even argues that the Trilaksanaśrutra (cf. § I.A.2.2) cannot refer to momentary entities since their origination and so on are not cognized (according to Yaśomitra, AKVy 174,18f, because of the difficulty to ascertain a kṣaṇa precisely, kṣaṇasya duravadhārarvāt), whereas in the sūtra the origination and so on are depicted as objects of knowledge (utpādo 'pi prajñāyate).

452 In support of this assumption one may point out that the perceptibility of momentariness is already taken for granted in a passage in the Vi (cf. n. 420) and could hence date back to the second century AD and even beyond (cf. n. 38).}
body may have prompted the development of the doctrine of momentariness along the lines suggested in chapter II.C. For if the position had already been adopted that there are no abiding substances undergoing change, so that any qualitative change implies the substitution of an old by a new entity (i.e. numeric distinction), in that case the observation that at every moment the body undergoes destruction and a new body arises may have come across as not all that contra-factual. This all the more so because the principle that change implies substitution is more plausible in the case of the body where many changes entail evidently the origination of new and the destruction of old entities (cf. § II.C.2.4). Indeed, if supported by reflections about the evolution of the body and its subsequent decay within one life time — in particular the successive reduction of the envisaged time-span may have invited such reflections — the yogins may well have been driven to the conclusion that the body is changing all the time, and that hence the experience of the constant substitution of the old body by a new one corresponds to reality. Thus, the experience of the body's evanescence could have functioned as a catalyst prompting the yogins to elaborate the doctrinal implications of the stance that things always change and that change entails substitution. This would conform with my assumption (§ II.C.2.4) that first the momentariness of the body was arrived at, and then that of matter in general.

Of course, it cannot be ruled out that the experience of momentariness reported in the above sources was objectively speaking of such a nature that it would convince the yogin of the momentariness of existence, even if it was completely at odds with his prior views and not confirmed by suchlike doctrinal considerations. The paucity of textual evidence testifying to such an experience could be explained by the fact that it was only held possible for the expert yogin to attain to it (cf. n. 451). However, even in such a case there must have been (in addition to the reports of these expert yogins) doctrinal reasons that could have convinced the vast majority of those not being able to participate in this experience that the seemingly stable things around us are but made up of distinct points of existence. Now, these reasons are, at least from a philosophical point of view, equally, if not more, relevant for the formation of the theory of momentariness. We can then conclude that it is not convincing to trace the theory of momentariness back mono-causally to an experience of the transient nature of the body (or matter in general).

4.2 To sum up, the examination of the reports testifying to the observation of momentariness confirms the relevance of doctrinal questions for the inquiry into the roots of the doctrine of momentariness. Hence my contention that the doctrine of momentariness is primarily based on the analysis of change in terms of substitution and on the conviction that things are always changing is not challenged by the reported experiences of momentariness. However, the depiction of these experiences (notably in the context of the notion of death) and the fact that most of them focus on the body raises the possibility that they provoked the realization that things are momentary because they evolve all the time. This would supplement my hypothesis, insofar as it would explain how the implication (viz. the momentariness of all *samskāras*) of the conception that everything is permanently changing and of the stance that change implies the destruction of the old and the origination of a new entity had come to be
Irrespective of the possibility that an acute experience of the transitoriness of existence may have prompted the development of the doctrine of momentariness, there can be little doubt that it will have helped the theory to gain ground that there was yogic testimony to the veracity of a doctrine so difficult to reconcile with ordinary perception. This is evinced by the MSABh where yogic experience is adduced as an argument for momentariness.
Appendix Annotated Translation of the Analysis of anityatā (548a2-548c18) and of the Proof of Momentariness (548c18-549b21) in the Fourth Chapter of the Hsien-yang

Introduction (547c29-548a2)
What was said above (viz. 501c15fQ, namely) "if one wishes to practice correctly the virtues of complete knowledge and so on ...", refers to the complete knowledge of suffering and so on (i.e. of the Four Noble Truths). What [then] is complete knowledge with regard to suffering? It means that with regard to the truth of suffering one understands completely impermanence (anityatā), suffering (duḥkhatā), emptiness (śūnyatā), and not being a/the Self (anātmatā). In this fixed sequence they are now to be established in detail.

§ 1 Analysis of anityatā (548a2-c9)

§ 1.1 The nature of anityatā (548a2-9)
As for the demonstration of anityatā, the nature of anityatā and its differentiation are to be elucidated. How [is] the anityatā? And of what kind is the differentiation [of anityatā]? The stanza (kārikā) says:

By anityya are meant the conditioned entities (saṃskṛta) because they are endowed with the three marks.

As fitting, the meanings of anityatā are to be known as six- or eight-fold, ... (kā 1)

453 In the following translation of the first portion of the fourth chapter of the Hsien-yang, Sanskrit equivalents — they are not confirmed by citations in other sources — are given to facilitate the understanding of my translation. For the sake of convenience, I number the kārikās (abbreviated as "kā") translated here (in the Chinese translation, there is no such numbering). I have, furthermore, subdivided the text into paragraphs in order to facilitate orientation and so as to provide points of reference when alluding to a passage from the Hsien-yang. For further explanations of the appendix, cf. the remarks at the end of the introduction.

454 Cf. MSABh 57,9f: tatra pariṣṭheyaṁ vastu duḥkhaṁ, pariṣṭheyo 'ṛhas tasyaivānāṁvānityaduḥkha-śūnyānāṁmātā.

These four objects of the complete knowledge of the truth of suffering are usually referred to as aspects (ākāra). In its standard form each of the Four Noble Truths is constituted by four aspects (e.g. MPPU 138a7-10, MPPU 641), viz. duḥkhasatya by anitya, duḥkha, śūnya and anatman, duḥkhasamud-ayasya by samudaya, hetu, pratyaya and prabhava, duḥkhaniruddhasatya by nirodha, sānta, prāṇīta and niḥsaraṇa, mārgasatya by mārga, nyāya, pratipad and nairñyāni.

455 Suffering is examined in chapter 5, emptiness and not being a/the Self with regard to persons (pudgalanairātmīya) in chapter 6, and with regard to entities (dharmanairātmīya) in chapter 7.

456 It is not clear how exactly "as is fitting" (yathāyogam) is to be understood. On the one hand, it may express that according to the circumstances either the list of six or of eight anityatās applies. This could, for instance, refer to a meditative context where it may depend upon the specific exercise which of the two lists is to be contemplated upon. Alternatively, yathāyogam could signal that not all forms of anityatā apply invariably to all conditioned entities, but that, as explicated in § 1.3, certain forms of
The treatise says: As for anityatā, this refers to the conditioned entities because they are endowed with three marks of the conditioned (samskṛtalaksana), [namely] with the mark of origination as first, with the mark of destruction as second and with the mark of change-while-abiding as third.

§ 1.2 Differentiation of anityatā into six and into eight kinds (548a9-17)

And as for the differentiation of the meanings of anityatā according to what is fitting, six or eight [kinds] are to be known. Which are the six or eight [meanings of anityatā]? The kārikā says:

... [namely] as [consisting in] not having an own-being, as [consisting in] destruction, as [consisting in] transformation, as [consisting in] separation, as being [immediately] perceived, as coming to be (i.e. as future);

[and] as [referring to the] moment, as [referring to the] continuum, as [consisting in] illness and so on, as [affecting] the mind, as [affecting] the non-sentient world [and] as [affecting] objects of enjoyment. (kā 2)

The treatise says: As for the six-fold anityatā, there is 1) the anityatā consisting in not having an own-being (see below), 2) the anityatā consisting in destruction (vināśa), 3) the anityatā consisting in transformation (vīparīṇati) (see below), 4) the anityatā consisting in separation (vīyoga), 5) the [immediately] perceived anityatā, 6) the anityatā which anityatā only refer to certain kinds of entities. However, it is also feasible that yathāyogam merely means "respectively" indicating that the forms of anityatā listed in kā 2ab make up the list of six and those of kā 2cd the list of eight anityatās.

457 I take it that the second part of kā (i.e. kā 1cd) and kā 2 form one sentence syntactically linked by yathā in kā 2d.

458 Given the testimony of the Vinśg and the AS, and considering that the Hsien-yang already accounts for the conception of momentariness by the anityatā referring to the moment, it may be assumed that here destruction is, in contrast to the Śrībh (cf. n. 190), not understood specifically in terms of momentariness.

459 When things neither decay nor perish (Śrībh: aviparīṇata, avinasṭa), their enjoyment is still at risk because they, or the mastery over them, may get lost. As the ASBh explicates, the reasons for the loss of mastery are to be found in the person of the owner (e.g. one can no longer enjoy mastery over a well assorted library when one turns blind). In contrast to the AS and the Vinśg (586c15f, P. zii 24b3), the Śrībh relates the loss of mastery to the domination over humans, rather than objects.

460 ASBh 50,12f: "The mark [consisting in separation] is the loss of mastery, [caused by one's] own nature, with regard to things which [continue to] be endowed with that very state [they were endowed with before] (i.e. neither deteriorate nor vanish). Sometimes it (i.e. the mark of separation) is also to be known as the appropriation [of these things] by others." (vīyogalaksanam tadvastheśā eva vastuṣu svabhāvavasitavabhramāsah... kvacit paraiḥ vīkaraṇām api veditavyaṁ.)
Appendix: Translation of Hsien-yang 547c29-549b21

will come to be.\textsuperscript{461}

As for the eight-fold anityatā, there is 1) the kind referring to the moment (ksaṇa),\textsuperscript{462} 2) the kind relating to the continuum (santāna),\textsuperscript{463} 3) the kind consisting in illness, 4) the kind consisting in age, 5) the kind consisting in death, 6) the kind affecting the [fluctuating] mind,\textsuperscript{464} 7) the kind affecting the [periodically destroyed] insentient world (bhājana-loka),\textsuperscript{465} 8) the kind affecting the [sooner or later perishing] objects of enjoyment (bhoga).\textsuperscript{466}

for others; losing later his mastership and his freedom from slavery, he becomes the slave of others and is deprived of his mastership." ( ... tadekatyaḥ pūrvaṃ paresāṁ svāmī bhavyat adāsaḥ apresyaḥ aparākarmakarāh, so 'pareṇa samayena svāmibhāvan adāsabhāvan vīhāya paresāṁ dāsabhāvan upagacchati svāmibhāvanad viśamyuyyate.)

\textsuperscript{460} AS Bh 50,14 (almost identical in VinScg 586c17f): "The mark [consisting in the anityatā being] immediately present is the anityatā which is exactly then (i.e. in the immediate present) experienced." (samniḥítalakṣanaṁ ya taddānām evaṃśūnyamānānānānānātā.)

As Sr Bh 489,5-8 specifies, this form of anityatā does not refer to instances of anityatā not covered by the preceding three forms, but specifies that these three forms of anityatā are presently perceived, and not projected into the future as in the case of the next form of anityatā, viz. "the anityatā which will come to be." Probably, this differentiation between the immediately perceived anityatā (e.g. a decaying corpse) and the deliberation that in the future the presently observed fate will inevitably befall oneself had become relevant in the context of the contemplation of decaying corpses as laid down within the framework of the Saṃpāṭṭhānasutta (DN II 295-297, MN I 586). The stock phrase in this context "also this body [of mine] has this inherent nature (i.e. as the presently observed body) (evam dhammo), is going to be thus (evambhāvi), is not free from this" (ayam pi kho kāyo evam dhammo, evam bhāvi etam anātī ti) may also explain why the future anityatā is in the Sr Bh and AS called dhammaṇānānānātā (lit. the anityatā of the inherent nature), namely on the basis of the attribute evam dhammo. This is corroborated by the Sr Bh where a variation of this stock phrase is quoted to specify the content of the contemplation of the dharmatānānātā.\textsuperscript{b}

\textsuperscript{1} Tatia reads yat.

\textsuperscript{b} Sr Bh 489,4: "Of this inherent nature, destined for such [a fate] in the future are these conditioned factors." (evam dhammaṁ ete samskārā anāgāte 'dhvani evam bhāgiyā[ḥ].)

\textsuperscript{461} VinScg 586c16f: "With regard to the anityatās [of destruction, of transformation and of separation] which abide in the future one says ‘the anityatā which will come to be.’" This form of anityatā is referred to in the Sr Bh and AS as dharmatānātā (lit.: the anityatā of the inherent nature). Cf. n. 460.

\textsuperscript{462} AS P. li 89a7: "What is [anityatā's] mark with respect to the moment? That the conditioned factors (samskāra) do not endure beyond a moment." (skad cig maḥi mtshan ṛid gaṅ ṣe na/ hdu byed ṛmas skad cig ma las phan chad mi gnas paḥo/).

\textsuperscript{463} Given the explanation in the AS(Bh) (cited in n. 192; cf. the discussion on p. 87f and in n. 199), it may be assumed that the impermanence of the series refers here to the restless and in this sense impermanent mode of existence of the series constituting sentient beings which, until it is liberated from the cycle of rebirth (samsāra), moves incessantly from one existence to the next. There is no evidence suggesting that, by contrast, the impermanence here refers to the cessation of the series, i.e. to the operation of impermanence as viewed over a span of time. This is also little likely insofar as many of the various other forms of anityatā already refer to this form of impermanence.

\textsuperscript{464} Cf. the citation in n. 262 of the treatment of the impermanence characterized by the manifold modes of existence of the mind (cittacitrākārabṛtilakṣaṇa) in the AS (P. li 89a8-89b3).

\textsuperscript{465} AS Bh 50,20-22: "The mark of the dissolution and coming forth of the inanimate world
§ 1.3 Sphere of occurrence of eight different kinds of anityatā (part 1)  
(548a17-19)  
Among these [eight kinds], two kinds of anityatā, namely that referring to the moment (kṣaṇa) and that referring to the continuum (santāna), extend to all bases (āyatana) (i.e. corporeal and non-corporeal matter as well as to mental entities). The three anityatās consisting in illness and so on inhere in internal (i.e. bodily) matter (ādhāryatā). The anityatā affecting the mind only inhere in mental [entities] (nāman). The two anityatās affecting the insentient world and objects of enjoyment inhere in external (i.e. non-bodily) matter (bāhyarūpa).

§ 1.4 Explication of the anityatā consisting in not having an own-being  
As for the anityatā consisting in not having an own-being, it means that because an own-being [of conditioned entities] is for ever (nitya) non-existent they are called anitya.467

467 ASBh 50,19: "The mark of the thriving and decline of objects of enjoyment (bhogasampatti) is the fact that all worldly riches have a bad end because they don't last for ever." (bhogasampatti < vipatti > lakṣaṇam sarvalaukiṣamṛddhīnām anātyantikatayā durantatvam.)  
The ASBh refers to bhogasampatti in bhogasampattīlakṣaṇa as "worldly riches" (laukiṣamṛddhī), and the Tibetan (ASBh P. ši 45b7) translates loigs spyod hbyor pa (= wealth riches). In analogy with "the mark of the dissolution and coming forth of the inanimate world" (bhājanasamvartavi-ortalakṣaṇam), I, by contrast, construe sampattīvipatti as a dvandva-compound which forms a taparuṣa-compound with bhoga. This accords with Śrībh 477,19-21 (cited in n. 475) where sampattīvipatti in sampattīvipattīkṛtā viparītānityatā forms a dvandva-compound and where āhāsamppatti and bhogasampatti form taparuṣa-compounds. If this is correct, the form of anityatā dealt with here will — this may include the Hsien-yang —, in contrast to the explanation in the ASBh, originally not have referred exclusively to the decay of objects of enjoyment, but will, in accordance with the transformation of thriving and decline in the Śrībh, also have alluded to the fluctuation between being prosperous and impoverished.

468 ASBh 50,9-11: "'The truth of suffering (here concretely in the sense of all phenomena constituting this truth) is non-eternal (anitya) means the same as [to say] that at all times it (i.e. these phenomena) does not have the nature of a self and a mine, inasmuch as the 'a' [of 'a-nitya'] has the force of negation and the word 'nitya' the meaning 'at all times.'" ( ...nāsti sarvadā duḥkhasatyam < <tmā > mīya-svabhadvam iti yo arthāḥ so 'rtho 'nityam duḥkhasatyam iti. akārasya pratishedhārthatvāt nityaśabdasya ca sarvakālārthatvād iti.)  
Cf. also MSAṬ P. bi 169b6-170a1 cited in n. 157.
§ 1.5 Excursus on the anityatā consisting in transformation

§ 1.5.1 kārikā

Among the other [forms of anityatā], the anityatā consisting in transformation is of fifteen kinds. The kārikā says:

Transformation should be known to be differentiated by fifteen kinds, that is to say, [by the transformation] of state etc., because [sentient beings and material objects] are assailed by eight conditions (pratyaya). (kā 3)

§ 1.6 Sphere of occurrence of the different kinds of anityatā (part 2) (only kārikā, prose section below)

The lower realm (kāmadrītā) is endowed with all [forms of anityatā]; the middle realm (rūpadrītā) is devoid of three kinds [of anityatā] and is endowed with three sorts of transformation; for the upper realm (ārūpyadrītā), additionally the [anityatā affecting] the insentient world is excepted (kā 4).

§ 1.5.2 Excursus on the anityatā consisting in transformation: commentary

§ 1.5.2.1 Fifteen kinds of transformation

The treatise says: As for the fifteen kinds of transformation, the transformation of the state up to the transformation of [becoming] utterly invisible and disappearing are meant.

[1] As for the transformation of the stage [of life] the dissimilarity between earlier and later, the difference, the transformation [of the

---

468 After the first item of the first list of six anityatās, namely the anityatā of non-existence, has been explicated in the preceding sentence, an excursus about the third item, i.e. the anityatā of transformation commences at this point. That the anityatā here has, despite the deviation in the Chinese (變異 instead of轉異) and despite the somehow artificial treatment requires, to be identified with that third form of anityatā is — leaving aside the problem of how the anityatā of change here should factually differ from the anityatā of change enumerated before — suggested by the structure of the Hsien-yang. For if the anityatā here was a distinct form in its own rights, why should it not have been enumerated with all the other forms of anityatā? More importantly, the identification clearly follows from the Srībh. There, five forms of anityatā are taught which correspond to the second up to the sixth item of the list of six anityatās set forth here (cf. § I.D.3.1). Thus the anityatā of change dealt with in the Srībh corresponds to the anityatā of change enumerated in the Hsien-yang. Given that the treatment of the anityatā of change starting at this point in our text matches closely the treatment of the anityatā of change in the Srībh, "the anityatā of change" here in line a20 will be identical with the anityatā of change enumerated before.

469 As will be seen in the following, the various kinds of transformation dealt with in the Hsien-yang refer in accordance with the Srībh almost invariably to the change of specific states and not, as such, to the process of transformation underlying this change. Therefore, avasthā is here to be understood in the concrete meaning of "stage of life" by which obviously reference is made to ageing.

470 The treatment of the fifteen kinds of transformation and the eight causes in the Hsien-yang is based, directly or indirectly, on the Srībh. The reversal of this relationship can be excluded because the
continuum] from infancy up to old age are meant.\footnote{471}

[2] As for the transformation of [surface] appearance (ŚrBh: \textit{varṇakṛtā viparināmanītyatā}), it is meant that starting with beautiful complexion, fresh muscles and a body of shining skin eventually there will get to be transformation resulting in ugly complexion, coarse muscles and a body of shrivelled skin.\footnote{472}

[3] As for the transformation of shape (ŚrBh: \textit{sāṃsthanakṛtā viparināmanītyatā}), the change between being fat and emaciated is meant.\footnote{473}

[4] As for the transformation of thriving (ŚrBh: \textit{sampattivipattikṛtā viparināmanītyatā}), the

exposition of the various forms of \textit{anityatā}, of which the treatment of transformation forms part, is clearly older in the ŚrBh than in the Hsien-yang (cf. § I.D.3.1). Because of this dependence upon the ŚrBh, the (sometimes emended) Sanskrit terms for the corresponding transformations in the ŚrBh will be given here. Moreover, the explanations of the different kinds of transformation will be quoted from the ŚrBh in the following. The recurring introductory and closing phrases will be omitted. (For the convenience of the reader, the references given with the quotes will, however, refer also to those portions not quoted). The edition of the Sanskrit text by Shukla is, owing to deficiencies of the Sanskrit manuscript and to mistakes of the editor, so faulty that it requires a complete re-edition. The passages quoted here have been emended on the basis of the Tibetan and Chinese translation.

To start with, the passage in the ŚrBh corresponding to the treatment of transformation of the stage [of life] in the Hsien-yang will be quoted in full, because the other passages in the ŚrBh follow roughly the same pattern (ŚrBh 477,1-7, T 1579 471c2-6, P. wi 217a1-5): \textit{tatrādhyātmikasya vastunāḥ katham avasthākṛt <a> m viparītām < -anityatā > m° paryēṣate.} \textit{ihānenaṁ māna < vā > b paresām vā dhrāvasthām upā ṭaya yāvaj jīratvādhā ṛṣṭā bhavati.} \textit{tām pūrvenāparāṃ} \textit{visadsrāṃ} \textit{vyatibhīnantām viparinatātām} \textit{sāṃskārasantatiṁ ṛṣṭvāṣyaiva bhavati:} \textit{\textquoteright}\textit{anityā bateme sāṃskārāḥ} <h>\textquoteright; \textit{tathā hy eṣāṁ pratyakṣataṁ eveyam pūr < e > nāparā vikṛtir upalabhyate.} \footnote{Addition in accordance with the Tibetan and Chinese translation.}

\footnote{Cf. 477,9, 478,1, 478,7.}

\textit{The explication by the three terms (i.e. dissimilarity etc.) does not point to factual differences between them. Rather, they all refer to the \textquoteright\textit{change between earlier and later}'' (\textit{pūrvenāparā vikṛtīt}), the formulation used summarily by the ŚrBh after having explicated this form of transformation by the same three terms.}

\footnote{471 The explication by the three terms (i.e. dissimilarity etc.) does not point to factual differences between them. Rather, they all refer to the \textquoteright\textit{change between earlier and later}'' (\textit{pūrvenāparā vikṛtīt}), the formulation used summarily by the ŚrBh after having explicated this form of transformation by the same three terms.}

\footnote{ŚrBh 477,8-16 (P. wi 217a5-b1, T 1579 471c6-11): \textit{āihānenaṁ māna paresām vā yā (sic.) pūrṇam suvarṇatā sukchavātī < paryavadāta > tvagvarṇatā < ṛṣṭā bhavati > o, pāścāc ca durvarṇataṁ duṣchavātīṁ rūkṣavārṇatāṁ ca pāṣyati, ṛṣṭvā ca punar eva pratyudvāvartīṣyārṣeṣa samayena tām eva suvarṇatām sukchavātīṁ paryavavatsvārṇatāṁ ca pāṣyati.} Unlike the preceding change of the stage of life, the change of surface appearance is in the ŚrBh not held to be an irreversible process. Though there are reversible changes affecting the skin, such as long term exposure to water or skin diseases, I find it difficult to believe that originally the transformation under consideration here did not allude to the shrivelling of the skin etc. caused by ageing. As for the Hsien-yang, not only here but also in all other cases it refrains from taking over from the ŚrBh the reversal of the addressed change.}

\footnote{ŚrBh 477,17-19 (P. wi 217b1-4, T 1579 471c11-13): \textit{yathā varṇa ukta, evaṁ kṛśasthūlayā sāṃsthanatā veditavyā}.}

\footnote{So Ms., the parallel passage (478,2f) and the Tibetan translation (D. dzi 180a5 \textit{mdog yonäs su dag pa}; P. wi 217a6 reads \textit{mdogs}).}

\footnote{The text \textit{\textit{o} \ldots o} is accidentically reproduced in 478,1-3. The addition \textit{ṛṣṭā bhavati} is confirmed by 478,3 and by the Tibetan translation (cf. \textit{mthoḥ la} in 217b8 which translates \textit{ṛṣṭā bhavati} from 478,8).}
thriving of [one's] kinsfolk, [one's] wealth as well as of one's discipline (śīla), views (i.e. that they become more correct?) etc. is meant. The opposite of this is called the transformation of decline.475

[5] As for the transformation of major and minor members [of the body] (ŚrBh: aṅgapraty-aṅga <sākalyavaikalya> kṛtā viparīnāmānyatā),476 it is meant that earlier the major and minor members are complete, while later there is change so that they are no longer complete.477

[6] As for the transformation because of heat and cold (ŚrBh: ṣīt <oṣṇa> akṛtā viparīnāmānyatā),478 the change is meant that when it is cold one is huddled together and trembling while when it is hot one stretches out comfortably, perspires much, [the change] that [one time] one longs for cold [and one time] for heat and so on.479

---

474 In the present context "views" (dṛṣṭi) does not have the bad connotation it usually, though by no means always (cf. samyagdṛṣṭi), has.

475 ŚrBh 477,19-21 (P. wi 217b4-7, T 1579 471c13-18): sampattis [vipattis cā] tadyathā jñātisampattir vā bhogasampattir vā śilādṛṣṭisampattir vā, "etadviparyenā vipattiḥ. The remaining portion of this passage is missing in the Sanskrit manuscript.

Whereas the Tibetan translation merely states that thriving and decline are observed (... hbyor ba daṅ ṛgud ba ḡdi lta bu dag mthon nas/...), the Chinese translation explicates in analogy with the transformation of appearance that the change between prosperity and depravation and vice versa is meant. This, possibly interpretative, translation into the Chinese complies with the general pattern and is also supported by the fact that thriving and decline are taken together to constitute one form of transformation.

The explication given by the Hsien-yang does not accord with the ŚrBh. Whereas the transformation considered here consists according to the ŚrBh (at least as transmitted in the Chinese translation) in the alternation between prosperity and depravation, it is according to the Hsien-yang constituted by the process of thriving or alternatively by the process of decline which implies that the compound sampattivipattikā is analyzed as sampattikā and vipattikā. Besides the break with the general pattern, this interpretation has the disadvantage that one homogenous kind of transformation is split into two distinct transformations which, within the scheme of fifteen transformations, yet have to be treated as constituting one form. Possibly the departure of the Hsien-yang from the usual pattern has to be seen in the light of the version of the ŚrBh as recorded in the Tibetan translation.

476 The Sanskrit has been supplemented with the help of the Tibetan (P. wi 217b7f: yan lag daṅ niṅ lag tsan ba daṅ/ ma tshaṅ ba las gyur baḥi ḡgyur baḥi mi ṛtāg pa niid). The Chinese accords with the unsupplemented Sanskrit expression.

477 ŚrBh 478,6-11 (P. wi 217b7-218a3, T 1579 471c18-22): ... pūrvaṃ avikalāṅga <pratyāṅga> tā dṛṣṭā bhavati; so 'pareṇa samayena vikalatāṃ paśyatī, rājato vā corato vā maṇuṣyato vā manuṣyato vā...

478 The Sanskrit has been supplemented in accordance with the Tibetan translation.

479 The Sanskrit has been supplemented with the help of the Chinese and Tibetan translation (P. wi 218b3and7): graṅ ba daṅ/ dro ba las gyur baḥi ḡgyur paḥi mi ṛtāg pa niid). The emendation here is also confirmed by the separate hand adding śtoṣṇakṛtāḥ on the manuscript (p. 474,15f).

479 ŚrBh 479,6-16 (P. wi 218b3-8, T 1579 472a5-11): ... śitakāle pratyupashihem av śadakaṭāyaṃ sānkucitaṅkāyaṃ śītakaravāsthānaparyavasthitam uṣṇāhilaśaparīgatam paśyati. uṣṇakāle vā punaḥ pratyupashihem [av śadakaṭāyaṃ sānkucitaṅkāyaṃ śītakaravāsthānaparyavasthitā] viśadagātra <m> praśvinnagātraṃ sampaptagātraṃ ucch <u> ṣkava <d> aname śr̥ṣṭaparīgatam śītasamparamśābhāṣanāṃ
As for the transformation because of violence by others (ŚrīBh: paropakramakṛta viparīṇāmānityatā), the changes of the body are meant brought about by the kicking and boxing of feet and hands, by the contact with gnats and gadflies, and so on.

As for the transformation because of exhaustion (ŚrīBh: pariśramakṛta viparīṇāmānityatā), the changes of bodily fatigue are meant, as caused by running, jumping, climbing, leaping and so on.

paśyati.

The sixth and eighth transformation in the Hsien-yang are found in the ŚrīBh in inversed order.

The lack of the negations which are to be expected and the structure of the passage (avīśadaṅkāyaṁ is, for instance; taken up already by viśadagātraṁ) leave little doubt that the text in brackets is to be elided as dittographic (note that both time pratypasṭhite proceeds). Such an elision is supported by the Chinese translation.

Shukla readsucchayavacanam. The emendation here accords with the Tibetan (P. wi 181a5: kha skam pa, D. dzi 181b2: kha skams pa) though not with the manuscript. Cf. ŚrīBh 483,5 where the reading ucchuska is attested.

I read gadfly with the Chung-hua Ts’ang-ching edition and with the Zokuzōkyō edition. The corresponding character in the Taishō edition, which I could not identify, appears to be the same character written in a variant way.

ŚrīBh 478,17-479,5 (P. wi 218a7-b3, T 1579 471c28-472a5): ... paropakramena kāyavikṛtiṁ paśyati, tadyathā latāḥ bhir vā tāṭīsaṁ kaśābhīr vā vairatair vā varāṭbhīr vā, tathaḥ vividhāya daṁśamāsakasāriḥsapaṁsparśaṁ. apareṇa samayena tāṁ vikṛtiṁ na paśyati.

In the ŚrīBh, explicit mention is made only of the change consisting in the disappearance of the injuries brought about by affliction from outside, that is, in transformation due to the process of healing. It is evident, however, that, as in the case of the transformations dealt with before, the preceding change from an unimpaired state to that of impairment (here by violence) is meant to be included. This is not only borne out by the expression used for the transformation under consideration, but also by the fact that according to the Hsien-yang the change consists in the injury of the body.

The fact that in the ŚrīBh this substitution of the unimpaired state by that of being injured is not explicitly mentioned may account for the fact that the Hsien-yang does not set forth the transformation here explicitly in terms of the difference of earlier and later states as it does in most other cases.

I have found only in the meaning of "embarrassed". In the Chinese translation of the ŚrīBh this character is used in combination with to translate lamghayato (i.e. to climb, leap). Hence, I surmise that it has the same meaning here and assume that the Hsien-yang has inverted the sequence lamghayato vā abhirohito vā of the ŚrīBh.

ŚrīBh 478,12-17 (P. wi 218a3-7, T 1579 471c23-28): ... <pūrvar>ā śrāntakāyatāṁ klāntakāyatāṁ <paśyati>, b dhāvato vā plavato vā lamghayato vā abhirohito vā vividhām vā karma drutam kurvataḥ. so 'pareṇa samayena vigataklamasramatāṁ paśyati.

As in the case of the preceding transformation because of violence by others, the ŚrīBh does not make explicit mention of the change consisting in the fatigue caused by bodily strain, as it is done in the Hsien-yang, but only refers to the recuperation after having been exhausted. The same remarks as made with respect to the preceding transformation (with regard to both the ŚrīBh and the Hsien-yang) also apply here.

According to the Tibetan translation, but not according to the Chinese translation, pūrvar should be inserted. Given that apareṇa samayena is sometimes preceded by pūrvar (cf. āṅgapratyāṅga <sā-kalyavaikalya> ṛṭā viparīṇāmānityatā) and sometimes not (cf. paropakramakṛta viparīṇāmānityatā), it is impossible to determine the exact reading here.
Appendix: Translation of Hsien-yang

[9] As for the transformation because of the bodily postures (Śrībh: īryāpathakṛtā viparināmāṇīyatā), the change is meant between hurting and easing that is [effected by] the successive alternation of the four bodily postures (īryāpathavikalpa) (i.e. walking, standing, sitting, lying).

---

b Supplemented in accordance with the Chinese and Tibetan translation.

484 Śrībh 479,17-480,2 (P. wi 218b8-219a3, T 1579 472a11-14): sa punarś atmano vā pareśām vā caṃkramasthānaniṣadyā Śay <Śay > naïr īryāpathair anyatamānyatameryāpathena ātmānam vā paraṁ v <opahayānamam > Śayati. punas tenaiva[m] ekādā anugṛhyānamam paśyati.

a The reading sa punar is problematic, given that in the parallel sentences the Śrībh reads ihcjam or, in case of a passive construction, ihānena. Neither the Tibetan nor the Chinese phraseology deviate from the standard pattern. Therefore, the manuscript may be faulty at this point, and ihāyam should be read insted of sa punar.

b I adopt Shukla’s suggestion to read ātmano instead of adhyātām, because in the parallel passages the text reads invariably ātmano (or ātmānam or ātmā) instead of adhyātām.

c Shukla: nisādyasayānair

d As born out by the construction (cf. following phrase) and as confirmed by the Chinese and the Tibetan ( ... gis gnod par mthoḥ la/) translation, the Sanskrit needs to be supplemented here by upahayānamam or an equivalent expression.

The change consists in the fact that the very bodily posture which at one time hurts (e.g. standing for a long time) eases at another time (e.g when standing after having been sitting for too long). Thus eva is the better reading (resulting in tenaivaikādā) than evam which hardly makes sense. This emendation is supported by the Tibetan ( ... de dag riid kyis...).

485 It seems that the Hsien-yang refers to the change brought about when the former hurting mode of deportment is exchanged with a new easing mode. By contrast, in the Śrībh the change consists in the different effects one and the same posture has at different times. While a newly mode of deportment brings relief from the strain of the preceding mode, it in turn will eventually hurt when one has been abiding in it for too long. Similarly (cf. AKBh 330,21), the relief felt when shifting a burden from one shoulder to the other will soon give way to painful sensations due to the strain on the other shoulder.

The explanation of the Śrībh accords with the AKBh where Vasubandhu argues that even seeming causes of happiness are in reality causes of suffering, because, if exposed to excessively (food, drink) or at the wrong time (cold, heat; cf. the transformation of cold and heat), they effect suffering. Vasubandhu then adds that the same argumentation also applies to bodily deportment, because the specific modes, too, will eventually effect suffering.

As far as I can see, the explanation in the Hsien-yang is deficient insofar as it depicts the newly assumed posture as pleasant without communicating that this posture, too, is ultimately painful. Therefore, it is possible that the translation of Hsien-yang proposed above (because it matches the Chinese wording most closely) does not accord with the Sanskrit original and that Hsien-yang should in the light of Śrībh be translated instead along the following lines: "As for the transformation because of the bodily posture, the change is meant that [one] alternative from among the four bodily postures, earlier and later respectively hurts and eases."

A AKBh 330,14-18: "For which [things] such as drink, food, cold or heat are considered to be causes of happiness, exactly they become causes of suffering when enjoyed too much and when enjoyed at the wrong time. But it is not possible that [a cause of happiness] generates suffering because it intensifies or because unchanged [it functions] at another time. Therefore, they (i.e. the supposed causes of happiness) are from the very beginning causes of suffering and not of happiness. But [only] at the end, when it has augmented, does this suffering [caused by them] become manifest. The [same argument] can also be pronounced with respect to the alternation of the posture." (ya eva hi kecit pāṇabhojana-śītoṣṇādaya isyante sukhaḥetavas, ta eva atyupayuktā akālopayuktā ca punar duḥkhaḥetavah
As for the transformation because of contact (ŚrBh: *sparśakṛta viparināmānityatā*), the change of painful, pleasant etc. sensations due to the [corresponding] change in contact conducive to painful, pleasant etc. sensation is meant.⁴⁸⁵

As for the transformation because of defilements (ŚrBh: *samkleśakṛta viparināmānityatā*),⁴⁸⁷ the change is meant of being passionately aroused or of being confused due to both primary and secondary defilements, such as desire, hatred and so on, existing in the mind.⁴⁸⁸

Sampadyante. na ca yuktā sukhahetuvṛddhyā samena vānyasmin kāle duḥkhotpattir, ity ādita eva te duḥkhahetavo na sukhasya. ante tu tad duḥkhaṃ vṛddhiṃ āparānaṃ vyaktam āpadyate. evam īryāpatthevikalpe ‘pi vaktavyam.

Cf. AKVy 518,25-27: evam īryāpatthevikalpe ‘pi vaktavyam iti “ya eve hi sāyanādaya iṣyante sukhahetavas, ta eva”ti sarvaṃ yāvad “vyaktam āpadyanta” iti vaktavyam.

* Should vā be read instead of ca?

⁴⁸⁵ ŚrBh 480,3-11 (P. wi 219a3-8, T 1575 472a15-22): sukhavedanyena sparśena sprūṣaḥ, sukhavedanyam sparṣam pratityotpānam sukhāṃ vedanām sukhāṃ vedanāvasthām paricchinti. yathā sukhavedanāvasthāḥ <m>, evam duḥkhādūḥ <h> kāśvukhavedanāvasthām.* tasya pūrvāparyesaḥ samprāśaṃ vedaṇām navanavataḥ <m> niḥpurāṇapurāṇatām <āy> āpātyaikatām tāvattālikatām itvaratrapuyasthāyitā <ā>m anyathāhāvam drṣṭvā ...

In the Hsien-yang the change consists merely in the qualitative changes of sensations. In the Śrī Bhagavata also the numeric changes of qualitative equal sensations is addressed. The three types of sensations are envisaged separately one after another and their transience is contemplated upon.

* The manuscript reads duḥkhāsukhāsukhavedanāvasthām. The emendation is confirmed by the Chinese and Tibetan translation. Cf. also SrBh 476,7 quoted in n. 506.

* Cf. *pūrvāparyeṇa* in ŚrBh 480,17 (cited in n. 488).

* The emendation is confirmed by the Chinese and the Tibetan translation (byuḥ nas hjig pa). āpāyika would have made no sense in the present context dealing with the evanescence of feelings. In an analogous passage, ŚrBh 424,3f reads (so the manuscript) āyāpāyika (but not so ŚrBh 448,15 and 498,9f). Similar to the passage dealt with here, āyāpāyika has also been misread as āpāyika in MSAbh 150,2. Also there the emendation is confirmed by the Tibetan translation (P. phi 255a8-b1). Cf. also the quotation in NA 534c11 (translated in n. 13) which is based on the reading āyāpāyika and not on the reading āpāyika.

⁴⁸⁶ In the Śrī Bhagavata the viparināmānityatā under consideration here is one time (480,12) referred to as kleśakṛta and one time as samkleśakṛta (480,20). In the Chinese (雜染) and the Tibetan translation (kun nas rjon mons pa), both times samkleśa is rendered. Furthermore, the Sanskrit reads samkleśakṛta. (p. 474,16) when enumerating the fifteen forms of transformation for the first time. Therefore, I assume that the characterization of this transformation as samkleśa is original.

On this basis, it could be held that in the Hsien-yang 雜染 translates samkleśa. For such a correspondence there is ample evidence (cf. e.g. the index to the MSAbh by G. Nagao, Tokyo 1958). Ḥsūn-tsang, however, seems to translate samkleśa differently (As mentioned, in the corresponding passage of the Śrī Bhagavata, he translates samkleśa by 雜染; also in his translation of the AKBh [cf. index] he does not once translate samkleśa by 雜染). Hence, it is possible that in the Sanskrit original of the Hsien-yang the present transformation was referred to as kleśakṛta and not as samkleśakṛta — possibly because in the present context samkleśa can only refer to the kleśas ("defilment") and not to other factors.

⁴⁸⁷ ŚrBh 480,12-21 (P. wi 219a8-219b5, T 1579 472a22-b1): sarāgama cittam uppannam parijñānati, vigatarāgam, sadveṣam, vigatadveṣam, samoham, vigatamoham, anyatamānyatamaṇa vā upaklesenopakliṣṭam cittam "upakliṣṭam" iti parijñānati. anupakliṣṭam vā punar "anupakliṣṭam" iti parijñānati. tasya pūrṇāpyaṇaḥbhiḥ kleśopakleśāra avadāraṇiparīṇātāvparīṇātām saṃsaṁtaḥ drṣṭvā ...
Appendix: Translation of Hsien-yang

[12] As for the transformation because of illness (Śrībh: vyādhiṅṭta viparīṇāmānityatā), the change regarding the body is meant, namely that earlier it is free from illness and suffering, while later it is tormented by severe illness.489

[13] As for the transformation of dying (Śrībh: maraṇakṛtā viparīṇāmānityatā), the change between earlier and later is meant, namely that earlier [the body] is still endowed with life (āyus) while later it is devoid of consciousness.490

[14] As for the transformation of [turning] blue etc. (Śrībh: vinīlakādikṛtā viparīṇāmānityatā), the change is meant that after the end of life corporeal matter [turns] blue, becomes putrid, and so on until it is [but] an chain of bones (i.e. a skeleton).492

[15] As for the transformation of disappearing [to the extent] of becoming utterly invisible (Śrībh: sarveṇa sarvam asamprakhyānaparikṣayakṛtāviparīṇāmānityatā), the change is meant that [corporeal matter reduced to] the state of a skeleton burns, breaks up, is scattered so that it becomes in all aspects utterly invisible.494

As follows from the Śrībh, "confusion" (भ्रम) in the Hsien-yang will comprise both hatred (dveṣa) and delusion (moha). Contrary to the Hsien-yang, the Śrībh envisages not only the change of becoming passionately aroused (avadīrṇa) and of becoming corrupted (vipaṇṇata) by hatred and delusion, but also the reversal of this change.

489 Śrībh 480,22-481,12 (P. wi 219b5-220a1, T 1579 472b1-7): ihānenaikadātmā ca pare ca diṛṣṭyā\
havanty aroginah sukhino balavantaḥ; so 'pareṇa samayena paśyaty ātmānam ca pariṃ vā ēbdhikāṃ\
āduhkhitam bādhagānaṃ sprṣṭam sārīrikābhīr vedanābhīḥ duḥkhisthīḥ vīrābhīḥ. a sa puna aparēṇa\
samayena paśyaty aroginam sukhītanam balavantaṃ ...

490 The text 481,6-9 has been elided here because it is clearly (cf. the Tibetan and Chinese translation) dittographic.

491 Since the further decomposition of the body after it has disintegrated into a pile of bones is dealt with subsequently, "and so on" should, despite its position, refer to the states which the corpse assumes after it has become putrid and before it is reduced to bones.

492 Śrībh 481,18-482,1 (P. wi 220a4-8, T 1579 472b11-15): sa tād eva mṛtakalevaram vinīlakāva-
stham ekadā paśyati, ekadā vipāyakāvastham evamī vistareṇa yāva <d a> sūṣṭhaṃkalikāvastham ...

493 The adverbial qualification sarveṇa sarvam, which is missing in the Sanskrit on p. 482,2 (but can be found on p. 474,18), is confirmed by the Tibetan and Chinese translation. Likewise the reading asamprakhyāna instead of asamkhyāna is confirmed on p. 474,18.

494 Śrībh 482,2-9 (P. wi 220a8-b3, T 1579 472b15-19): so 'pareṇa samayena tāṃ api asūṣṭhaṃ-
kalikāvasthāṇaḥ' na paśyati; sarveṇa sarvam naṣṭā bhavati vidhīvāṣa viṣṭṛṇa sarveṇa sarvam cāksuṣo

481,6-9 has been elided here because it is clearly (cf. the Tibetan and Chinese translation) dittographic.

According to the Tibetan translation pūrvar should be inserted. The Chinese translation reads "at the present time" which cannot be the translation of the recurring iha since it only occurs here. As before (n. 483), it is impossible to determine the exact reading here.

In accordance with the other attributes, jivantam would be the better reading.

According to the Tibetan and Chinese translation, the reading enam of the manuscript must be wrong.

The adverbial qualification sarveṇa sarvam, which is missing in the Sanskrit on p. 482,2 (but can be found on p. 474,18), is confirmed by the Tibetan and Chinese translation. Likewise the reading asamprakhyāna instead of asamkhyāna is confirmed on p. 474,18.

Śrībh 482,2-9 (P. wi 220a8-b3, T 1579 472b15-19): so 'pareṇa samayena tāṃ api asūṣṭhaṃ-
kalikāvasthāṇaḥ' na paśyati; sarveṇa sarvam naṣṭā bhavati vidhīvāṣa viṣṭṛṇa sarveṇa sarvam cāksuṣo
The most striking feature of the treatment of the various forms of transformation in the ŚrīBh is that they do not refer to the processes of transformation as such, but only to the alternation between specific states which result from these processes. In other words, attention is called only to the fact that a particular state is impermanent, because at a later stage it is seen to be replaced by a different state. This is clearly evinced by the fact that, wherever possible, the ŚrīBh not only points to the change resulting from a specific process of transformation, but also to the reversal of this change due to the opposite process. In this way, not only the impermanence of the original state, but also of the state resulting from the transformation is addressed. Thus the fluctuation of these states is highlighted. In the case of illness, for instance, attention is not paid to the process of the deterioration of health on account of illness, but to the fact that the state of health is impermanent because sooner or later it is replaced by a state of illness. In this context, it is emphasized that this state, too, is impermanent, because it will be replaced by a state of health once the afflicted person has recovered from the illness. Also in the case of bodily shape, of thriving, of decline and even in the case of surface appearance, not only the replacement of the former positive state (being fat, thriving, having a shining skin) by a negative state (being emaciated, deterioration, having shrivelled skin), but also the subsequent reversal of this replacement is addressed. For factual reasons, no such reversal is admitted in the case of the transformation of the stage of life, of mutilation, of death, of turning blue and so on, of becoming utterly invisible and of disappearing. In the case of transformation due to violence and exhaustion, the initial impairment is not explicitly addressed at all and reference is - rather surprisingly - only made to the change implied by the subsequent recuperation. In the case of the transformations because of cold and heat, because of bodily posture and because of touch and probably also in the case of the transformation because of defilement, the fluctuation between different states is naturally given.

Basically, the Hsien-yang follows this approach of the ŚrīBh and likewise emphasizes the alteration of states without referring to the underlying processes themselves. It points, however, only to the replacement of one change by another and does not address the reversal of this replacement. Moreover, it is not as consistent in its treatment as the ŚrīBh is. In particular, the transformation relating to thriving and decline is re-interpreted as referring to the process and not to the change of states.

That the ŚrīBh and the Hsien-yang emphasize the impermanence of states, rather than the transformation which accounts for this impermanence, reflects the stance that any

\[\text{\textit{nābhāsagatā; ...}}\]

*The emendation of the reading avasthānam is only suggested tentatively in accordance with the case ending of tām, naṣṭā etc. It fits into the context, because here the observation of the decomposition of the corpse is continued. Thus apareṇa samayena (i.e. "at another time") should refer to a point of time after the body had been reduced to a pile of bones. The emendation cannot be corroborated by the Tibetan and Chinese translation where the two sentences in the Sanskrit are fused to one sentence, which may be roughly reconstructed along the following lines: so \textit{pareṇa samayena tām apy} asthiśāntaṅkādāvasthāṃ paśyati saryaṇa sarvāṃ naṣṭāṃ vidhvaṣṭāṃ viśyāntaṃ sarveṇa sarvāṃ caṅkṣoṣa\textit{ nābhāsagatāṃ.} (cf. the Tibetan translation: des dus gzan gyi tshe na/ rurs pañi keñ rus ky* gnas skabs de śiñ kyān thams cad kyi thams cad du ŋigs śiñ ū ste/ mi snañ ba thams cad kyi thams cad du mig shar mi snañ bar mthon ste/ * So D. dzi 183a2; P. reads kyis).
qualitative change implies substitution, because there is no abiding substance that could underlie transformation and account for the identity of the concerned entity before and after change. It follows, moreover, from the context. For both texts deal with the anityatā entailed by transformation (cf. the recurring term viparīṇāmānityatā in the Śrībh). Thus they focus on the impermanence of those states that are terminated by change, and not on the process of transformation as such. In the Śrībh this process is envisaged after the treatment of the various forms of transformations. There it is analyzed in terms of momentariness (cf. n. 190).

§ 1.5.2.2 Eight conditions for transformation

And these fifteen kinds of transformations result from the connection with eight conditions. As for the eight conditions, they are 1) being stored [at the same spot] for a long time (kālaparivāsa), 2) violence by others (paropakrama), 3) waste by being used (upabhoga), 4) change of season (ṛtuviparīṇāma), 5) being burnt by fire (agnidāha), 6) destruction by water (udakakleḍa), 7) scorching by wind (vāyuśoṣa), 8) encountering other conditions (pratayāntarasamudgama).

[1] As for being stored [at the same spot] for a long time, it is meant that because of the length of time having passed, material entities (dharma) not removed from their original spot decay by themselves.

495 The Hsien-yang does not accord literally with kālaparivāsa (i.e. staying for a [long] time) of the Sanskrit version of the Śrībh. The deviation may, however, be only due to the Chinese translation and not reflect a difference in the original, since the Chinese translation of the Śrībh is identical with the Hsien-yang.

496 The Sanskrit term ṛtuviparīṇāma taken from the Śrībh does not match the precise wording in the Hsien-yang.

497 The present condition for transformation is referred to as pratayāntarasamgati in 475,2 and as pratayāntarasamudgama in 476,4. I have reproduced the former term because I have found no evidence (Petersburger Wörterbuch, BHSD, MW, AK-Index) that samud 

498 In MSABh 153,25-29 (see n. 367 where this passage is cited) the momentariness of earth (prthīvī) is proved on the basis that it is subject to four kinds of transformation, viz. to the transformation 1) caused by the karma of sentient beings (karmākṛta, the quality of the earth depends upon the karma of the sentient beings inhabiting it; cf. SAVBh P. tsi 815a7-b3), 2) caused by violence (upakramakṛta) brought about by agriculture, mining etc. (cf. SAVBh P. tsi 185b3f), 3) caused by the elements (bhūākṛta, i.e. by fire, water, wind), 4) caused by the passing of time (kālakṛta). As will be seen, three of these four kinds of transformation correspond to five of the eight conditions of transformation espoused here in the Hsien-yang and in the Śrībh, viz. the second kind corresponds to the second condition, the third kind to the fifth, sixth and seventh condition, the fourth kind to the first condition. According to Śhiramati (SAVBh 185b7f; this is not confirmed by Asvabhāva), the transformation brought about by the passing of time also refers to seasonal change, so that the fourth kind of transformation in the MSABh would correspond to the first and fourth condition in the Śrībh and Hsien-yang.

499 Śrībh 475,3-5 (P. wi 216a3f, T 1579 471b10-12): tātā kālaparivāso nāma yeśām(?) bhāvānām rūpiṇām svasthāneḥ 'py upanyastakānāṃ kālāntareṇa jārjāratopalabhyaḥ jīrṇatā rūpavikṛtīḥ.

* Possibly, yathāpi tat should be read instead of yeśām, or in addition to it. Note that in the Tibetan
[2] As for violence by others, it is meant that there is change between earlier and later (viz. first the subject of change is not impaired, then it is damaged), which is caused and conditioned by various kinds of assaults.500

[3] As for decrease by being used, it is meant that the various objects of enjoyment change insofar as, being consumed and employed by each subject disposing over them, they waste away.501

[4] As for the change of season, it is meant that [depending upon whether] in is winter it is cold and there is snow, [or whether] in summer it is hot and there is rain, trees, herbs and grasses either thrive or wither.502

[5] As for being burnt by fire, it is meant that when fires breaks out, kingdoms, towns, villages or hamlets are reduced to ashes.503

[6] As for destruction by water, it is meant that great [masses of] water overflow villages, towns, dwellings which are all together drowned.504

[7] As for scorching by wind, it is meant that when there is a mighty wind whirling and swelling, damp clothes and the wet soil are quickly dried up.505

[8] As for encountering other conditions, it is meant that in a person with much desire, at a time when the conditions for hatred are encountered, the outburst of desire stops and an outburst of hatred commences. With respect to someone with much hatred or much delusion, the encounter with the conditions for another defilement should be known likewise. With respect to perceptions, the immediate presence of a different object is likewise.506
§ 1.6 (resumed)  Sphere of occurrence of the different kinds of anityatā
(commentary)  (548c1-4)
The meanings of anityatā are all without exception given in the realm of desire (kāmadhātu). In the realm of matter (rūpadhātu), [the meanings of anityatā are given] with the exception of three kinds of anityatā, namely those consisting in illness and in age and that affecting the objects of enjoyment; moreover, [in this sphere only] three kinds of transformations, namely those by touch, by defilement (kleśa) and by death are given. With the sole exception of the kind [of anityatā] afflicting the sentient world, the meanings of anityatā are to be understood for the non-material realm (arūpadhātu) in the same way as they are pointed out for the realm of matter (rūpadhātu).  

\[\text{tadyathā sukhave} \text{danīyaṃ sparśaṃ prati} \text{tiya sukhaṃ vedanāṃ vedayamānasya} < \text{duh}> \text{khave} \text{danīya[h]-}\text{sparśasamudgama},^{a} \text{evam} < \text{dukhhave} \text{danīyaṃ sparśaṃ prati} \text{tiya}>^{b} \text{dukhhave} \text{danāṃ vedayamānasya sukhave} \text{danīya[h]sparśasamudgama}; < \text{dukhhave} \text{danīyaṃ sparśaṃ prati} \text{tiya}>^{c} \text{adukhhave} \text{danāṃ vedanāṃ vedayamānasya sukhave} \text{danīyaṣa[v] spa} \text{rśasamudgama} \text{tathā raktaṣya prati} \text{gahanimittasamudgama,} \text{yasya samudda} \text{mād rāga} \text{paryavasthānāṃ ca vigacchati prati} \text{gahanaparyavasthānāṃ mottpadyate; evam dviṣṭasya mūḍhasya visabhāga[h]kleśotpatinimita[h]-}\text{samudgama vedātyaḥ.} \text{t[da]yathā}^{d} \text{caṣuvjītāne saṃmukhīhūte śabdavīṣayanamudgama[,]} \text{gandharasaspṛṣṭavya[h]dharmanimittasamudgamo} <, > \text{yena visayāntareṇa visabhāgāni} < \text{vi}> \text{jñānāny}^{e} \text{utpadyante.} \]

In the Śrī Bh not only the change of defilements and perceptions, but also the change of feelings is addressed as being brought about by the encounter with new conditions.

\(^a\) Addition confirmed by the Tibetan translation.

\(^b\) Shukla reads with the manuscript sukhave\text{danīya}. However, the text deals with the change of feeling on account of changed contact (cf. the transformation because of contact and the subsequent treatment of the defilements here). Hence dukhave\text{danīya} has to be read. The emendation is confirmed by the Tibetan and Chinese translation.

\(^c\) The text was supplemented according to the Tibetan and Chinese translation. It is conceivable that the supplemented passages were only added to the text by the Chinese and Tibetan translator, and were always missing in the Sanskrit original.

\(^d\) The reading tadyathā is confirmed by the manuscript and the Tibetan translation. I have followed the Chinese translator who, as in the preceding sentence (tathā raktaṣya ...), renders tathā (and not tadyathā).

\(^e\) The manuscript reads visabhāgāni jñānāny. The addition is confirmed by the Chinese and Tibetan translation.

\(^507\) It is noteworthy that three specific forms of transformation are taught to occur in the realm of matter, which implies that the other forms of transformations are excluded. Thus the occurrence of the third of the six forms of anityatā, namely the anityatā consisting in transformation is qualified here. It could then be argued that also the other five forms of anityatā are considered here but not mentioned explicitly, because they occur in all realms of existence. Obviously, this will indeed be the case for the anityatā consisting in the non-existence of an own-being and consisting in destruction. It should also apply to the anityatā being experienced immediately and to the anityatā to come in the future, because it is difficult to see on which grounds they should be excluded from the higher realms. Furthermore, it can also be maintained for the anityatā of separation, insofar as the loss of status and the separation from beloved ones also occur in the non-material realm. On the other hand, the previous qualification to which kind of entities the various forms of anityatā extend (appendix, § 1.3) clearly took not account of the six forms of anityatā. Therefore, it is not clear whether reference is made here only to the list of eight forms of anityatā, or whether the treatment also has in view the list of six anityatās.
§ 1.7 Comprehension of the different kinds of anityatā by the three characteristics (trilakṣaṇa) (548c4-9)

The kārikā says:

The imagined [characteristic] (parikalpitalakṣaṇa) is impermanent (anitya) in the sense of the non-existence of an own-being. The [characteristic of] dependent origination (paratantralakṣaṇa) should be known [to be impermanent (anitya)] in the sense of the remaining forms of anityatā. (kā 5)

The treatise says: The meaning of anityatā comprised by [the anityatā in] the sense of the non-existence of an own-being should be known as subsumed under the imagined characteristic (parikalpitalakṣaṇa). The remaining meanings of anityatā are subsumed under the characteristic of dependent origination (paratantralakṣaṇa). Regarding the perfect characteristic (parinispānmalakṣaṇa), none of the meanings of anityatā applies.

In this way, the various meanings of anityatā and their subsumption under the three characteristics have been set forth.

The Yogacārās' treatment of anityatā on the basis of the trisvabhāva-doctrine has been analyzed in § 1.D.2.3

§ 1.8 anityatā and duḥkhatā (548c9-18)

Furthermore, as the Lord has declared: "All that is impermanent is unsatisfactory (duḥkha)."

What is the object [of this teaching]? The kārikā says:

All that is impermanent is unsatisfactory, because it is intermingled with all [kinds of] suffering. When the fool deluded with regard to the true nature (dharma) encounters [impermanence], he is afflicted by it [because] he does not understand [what is permanent and what impermanent]. (kā 6)

The treatise says: As regards the impermanent that is intermingled with badness (dausṭhulya), its impermanence [entails that it] is unsatisfactory in the sense of the intrinsic unsatisfactoriness of conditioned factors (samskāraduhkhatā), and [that it] is unsatisfactory in the sense of being the basis of unsatisfactoriness due to change (viparināmaduhkhatā) [and of unsatisfactoriness due to suffering (duḥkhaduhkhatā)]. Hence [the entities constituting]

---

508 By the term samgrhita (i.e. subsumed), the extension of two (or more) different schemes of classification are correlated. Here it is specified that impermanence in the sense of non-existence refers to the imagined characteristic, whereas it refers in all other meanings to conditioned entities insofar as these entities are characterized by being originated in dependence upon other factors.

509 I adopt the variant reading (i.e. ख instead of ष) in the Taishō edition. Cf. the wording of the kārikā.

510 The text only reads viparināmaduhkhatā and does not mention duḥkhaduhkhatā as one would expect in this context. I presume that this is due to a scribal error. Such an error may have been prompted by the sequence of three ख when translating viparināmaduhkhatā-duḥkhaduhkhatā. I think it is unlikely that such a scribal error will already have occurred in the Sanskrit original, because, given the coherency
the Truth of the Path (mārgasatya; i.e. the factors leading to emancipation) are not unsatisfactory because [impermanence in their case] means impermanence which is not intermingled with the [three] forms of unsatisfactoriness. The fools, who are deluded with regard to the true nature of dharmas (dharmatā), cannot discern the meaning of permanence and impermanence and hence are afflicted by having encountered the immediately present impermanence (*prāpta(?)saṃnihilānityayā).  

§ 2  
Proof of Momentariness  

§ 2.1 Introduction (548c19-24)  
Before (548a17) it was said that the anityatā of the moment extends to all [bases] (āyatana). This form of anityatā is in the common world (loke) not witnessed by perception. Therefore, it has to be established. The kārikā says:  

Because they (i.e. all āyatanas, more precisely the entirety of saṃskāras constituting them) are the product of the mind, [because] as soon as having originated they perish on their own account [and because] at the end change can be perceived, they should be known to perish every moment. (kā 7)  

Hsuan-tsang's translations usually have, it is improbable that he would have translated the text without emending it.  

511 Those impermanent factors that are intermingled with dausṭhulya are unsatisfactory (duḥkha) for two reasons, namely because of the essential unsatisfactoriness inhering in conditioned entities (saṃskāraduhkhhatā) and because they constitute the factual basis for suffering on account of change or due to painfulness. The latter is to be understood in the sense that the entities concerned are not themselves unpleasant (this only applies to very few factors), but form the basis for suffering. In other sources, the saṃskāraduhkhhatā is frequently equated with dausṭhulya without adding that the saṃskāras intermingled with dausṭhulya are also unsatisfactory in this sense. Because the factors constituting the Truth of the Path are not affected by dausṭhulya, they are, despite their impermanence, not unsatisfactory in any sense. In other words, in the Hsien-yang the basis for the unsatisfactoriness of conditioned factors is no longer their impermanence (as it was in the Nikāyas/Āgamas and as it indeed is in the canonic citation serving as a starting point for the present discussion), but their badness (dausṭhulya). Thus, it is avoided that even those factors that constitute the emancipation from saṃsāra are unsatisfactory (cf. L. Schmithausen: "Zur Buddhistischen Lehre von der dreifachen Leidhaftigkeit." In: ZDMG Supplement III,2, 1977, pp. 918-931).  

4 E.g. AS 37,21f (cf. Schmithausen 1987, n. 461), MAVBh 50,9f, Y 26,16f (cf. Schmithausen 1987, n. 469). On the other hand in Y, P. zi 169a3-5 (Schmithausen 1987, n. 459) it is stated, similarly to the Hsien-yang, that the five upādānaskandhas (i.e. the five groups of factors constituting the sentient being to which one clings) are suffering not only in the sense of saṃskāraduhkhhatā, but also in the sense that they form the basis for duḥkhaduhkhhatā and viparīṭamaduhkhhatā (cf. also ŚrīBh 255,2ff and 490,5ff).  

512 Despite the difference of expression, this form of anityatā is clearly identical with the fifth of the list of six anityatās enumerated above. As follows from the explanation of this anityatā in the ASBh, VinSg and ŚrīBh (see n. 460), it refers to the anityatā perceived immediately in front of one's eyes.  

4 Note that the rendering of samnihilākāra in the Chinese translation of the AS(Bh) (T 1605 674c5, T 1606 720a6 and a15f) corresponds to the translation of samnihilānityatā at this point in the Hsien-yang.  

513 Literally, both kārikā and treatise set forth that because the saṃskāras are produced by the mind they a) perish on their own account, b) change can be perceived at the end and c) they are momentary.
The treatise says: Because all those conditioned factors (saṃskāra) are the product of the mind, [because] as soon as their own-being (i.e. they themselves) has originated they perish on their own account, [and because] at the end change can be perceived, they should be known to be momentary.

§ 2.2 Proof on the Basis of the Momentariness of the Mind

Whence should one know that all conditioned factors (saṃskāra) are the product of the mind (cittaphala)? The kārikā says:

[Because of] logical reasoning (yukti) [that refers to] the dominance of the impressions (vāsanā) in the mind, [that refers to] the power of [the mind abiding in] absorption (samādhi) to transform [the saṃskāras, and that refers to] the origination of meditative images, as well as because of three forms of Noble Teaching, [all saṃskāras should be known to be the product of the mind]. (kā 8) \(^{514}\)

The treatise says: Due to logical reasoning (yukti) and on account of authoritative teaching (āgama) it is known by proof that all conditioned factors (saṃskāra) have the nature to be the product of the mind.

As for logical reasoning, [the following] is said: Good and bad factors (dharma) impregnate (vāsayanti) the mind. By force of the dominance of the impressions (vāsanā) in the mind, the saṃskāras get to originate. And with those whose mind has been purified by discarding the obstructions to absorption (samādhi), all saṃskāras change in accordance with [their] mind; [that is,] due to the power of their willful concentration (adhimokṣa), [the saṃskāras] change in various ways. Moreover, due to the power of the mind [abiding] in absorption (samādhi), meditative images (pratibimba) originate at will as the object of [this] mind [abiding] in absorption (samādhi). This is called the logical reasoning.

As for the Noble Teaching, this refers to three statements of the Noble [Teaching]. As it is said in the sūtra: "The mind leads the world; [the world] is restrained by the power of the mind; having arisen in accordance with the mind, everything continues to exist under its dominance." \(^{515}\) And it is said [in the sūtra]: "Therefore, oh monks, well concentrated and

However, in the following it becomes obvious that the Hsien-yang at this point introduces the three main arguments for the momentariness of all saṃskāras. The sequence of these arguments is identical in AS 41,8-13 where the proof of momentariness is first based on the dependence of matter upon mind, then on the spontaneity of destruction and thereafter on the subjectation of conditioned entities to gradual transformation processes.

\(^{514}\) For a detailed discussion of this argumentation, as well as for parallels in other Yogācāra texts, see chapter II.B (in particular the table on p. 124), where parts of the text translated at this point have, for convenience sake, been cited already.

\(^{515}\) This quotation is in verse form. Cf.

— SN I 39,8-11 (Cf. T 99 264a23-27 and T 100 459b11-15):
kenassu niyati loko// kenassu parikissati//
kissassa ekadhamassa// sabbeva vasam anvagū ti// //
cittena niyati loko// cittena parikissati//
cittassa ekadhamassa// sabbeva vasam anvagū ti// //
Appendix: Translation of Hsien-yang 547c29-549b21

according to the right method you should view the mind” and so on (iti vistāreṇa). And it is said [in the sūtra]: “Oh monks, you should know that when it is said 'master of the town,' then this is the entire group of consciousness (vijñānaskandha) insofar as it is endowed with grasping (sopadāna).” This is called the Noble Teaching.

§ 2.3 Proof of the momentariness on the basis of their spontaneous destruction

§ 2.3.1 Four arguments adduced

Question: The reasoning that all those conditioned factors (saṃskāra) perish on their own account, how is it to be known? Answer: On the grounds of four reasons.

The stanza says:


The explication says: [1] It is not the case that their cause of origination (utpādahetu) can destroy the saṃskāras, because the two aspects of origination and destruction are mutually exclusive.

[2] Furthermore, there is no cause of duration (sthitihetu) causing the conditioned factors (saṃskāra) to abide. If it necessarily had to exist, then eternal duration would result.

[3] Since the saṃskāras do not abide, what should be the purpose of a cause for destruction (vināśahetu)? Moreover, nor can something other (i.e. than the cause of origination) that has the nature to be the cause of destruction be apprehended.

[4] If the saṃskāras endured by themselves once they have arisen, the great fault would result.

— AKVy 95,22f: cittena niyate lokaś cittena parikṣyate/ ekadharmasya cittasya sarvadharmā vaśānugā∥
— MSAbh 151,6-8 cited in n. 301.

516 By exhorting the monks to concentrate on the mind, the quotation emphasizes the importance of the mind and thereby implies its pre-eminence over matter.

517 Cf. SN IV 195,3f: nagarasāmīti kho bhikkhu viññāṇassetam adhivacanam. By this comparison, the superiority of consciousness over the other skandhas, notably the rūpaskandha (i.e. the group of material factors) is asserted.

518 Hayashima (1989b, p. 21) takes this argumentation to refer specifically to the doctrine of the marks of conditioned entities (saṃskṛtalakṣaṇa). For all I can see, there is no reason to assume here (or, for that matter, in the matching passages in the MSAbh and VinSg) that the cause of origination, which is refuted to function as a cause of destruction, should be the mark of origination (jātilakṣaṇa). Nor do I find it plausible that the cause of duration and of destruction which are said not to exist should correspond to the mark of duration (sthitilakṣaṇa) and to the mark of destruction (vināśalakṣaṇa). The possibility that the vināśalakṣaṇa functions as the cause of destruction is, by contrast, only refuted further on (appendix, § 2.3.3), while the saṃskṛtalakṣaṇas as such are dealt with in a different context towards the end of the fourth chapter (550c15-21 cited in n. 141).

519 Cf. AKBh 79,2f: nirvṛttakārītritāṁ khalv api sthitau te (= jarā and anityatā) cāpi na tiṣṭhataḥ sa cāpi dharmā iit kathāṁ kutra va kāritaṁ kartum utsahiṣyete, kim vā punas tābhyāṁ kartavyam.
that they should endure for ever.\textsuperscript{520}

Because thus there equally (併) ensue faults, if [it is assumed that] there were causes of duration and of destruction or if [it is assumed that the \textit{saṃskāras} endured by themselves, it has to be known that all \textit{saṃskāras} perish on their own account.\textsuperscript{521}

\section*{2.3.2 Clarification of the function of supposed causes of destruction} (549a17-25)

The \textit{kārikā} says:

\begin{quote}
It is not the case that water, fire or wind destroy, for they originate and perish together [with the things they supposedly destroy]. Having perished in conjunction with those [things], they (i.e. water and so on) [act as] causes for the origination [of those things] as other, transformed [entities].
\end{quote}

The treatise says: If [it is objected that] water, fire or wind are causes for destruction, then this does not accord with reason because they originate and perish together [with the things they supposedly destroy]. If that water and so on were causes for destruction, the things rotting, burning or being scorched should not, after the earlier [section of the] continuum [constituting them] has been destroyed, originate again as a changed continuum. Why that? Because it does not accord with reason that the very cause for non-existence functions as the cause for existence. Rather, water, fire or wind function at the time when they perish, together with the things rotting and so on, as the cause that those things originate afterwards in changed form. Besides this capacity, water and so on do not have any other power over those [things].\textsuperscript{522}

\section*{2.3.3 The mark of destruction ruled out as cause of destruction} (549a25-b12)

Further, if it is assumed that the mark of destruction (\textit{vināśalakṣaṇa}) functions as the cause of destruction,\textsuperscript{523} does this destroying mark exist simultaneously with the entity (\textit{dharma})

\textsuperscript{520}As confirmed by the Chung-hua Ts'ang-ching (中華藏經) edition (text 621, vol. 28, 543c13) and the Zokuzōkyō edition (Vol. 21, chapter 14, p. 60b14), the sequence of the characters 則 and 住 has been inverted in the Taishō-edition.

\textsuperscript{521}This argumentation is analyzed in § II.D.2, where also the matching passages from the other Yogācāra works (viz. MSABh 149,27-39 and 150,5-11, ASBh 53,5-9 and VinSg P. zi 58a4-6 which corresponds most closely to the Hsien-yang) and from the AKBh (193,5-10) are cited.

\textsuperscript{522}Cf. § II.D.2.4 where this line of reasoning as well as the matching passages in the other Yogācāra sources (SrBh 486,1-12, MSABh 150,9-16 and VinSg P. zi 58b6f which again corresponds most closely to the Hsien-yang) and in the AKBh (194,1-12) are examined.

\textsuperscript{523}In § 2.3.3 the theory is refuted that each impermanent entity is endowed with its own \textit{vināśalakṣaṇa} (lit. mark of destruction) which, as an entity in its own rights, effects the destruction of the entity it is attached to (cf. § I.C.3.2.2). The conception of the \textit{vināśalakṣaṇa} is demonstrated to be inconsistent by establishing three pairs of exhaustive alternatives (viz. to exist together with the entity correlated [or with the effected destruction] or not; to be itself subject to destruction or not [or to have the nature of destruction or not]; to function on its own or not) and by demonstrating for each pair of these alternatives that either way unacceptable consequences ensue. Besides, the \textit{vināśalakṣaṇa} is rejected
to be destroyed or not? If so what is the fault? The stanza says:

[If they were simultaneous there would be] contradiction [between them]; [if they were not simultaneous there would be] the severance of the continuum.

[If the supposed mark of destruction had destruction as its own-being,] two marks would result[, and if not,] there would be no mark [at all].

It is at odds with ordinary observation [that the mark of destruction functions as the cause of destruction].

[If the mark of destruction effected destruction on its own] the entity (dharma) would not exist [whenever the mark of destruction was there]. And [if it effected destruction in dependence upon something else, that] other [thing] would be the cause [of destruction].

The explication says: If that mark of destruction existed simultaneously with the entity (dharma) to be destroyed, then this would not be reasonable because there would be the fault of the contradiction [between the existence of the dharma and of the corresponding mark of destruction]. Nor would it be reasonable if it did not exist simultaneously, because there would be the fault that the continuum is cut off.524

The first pair of alternatives may be taken (as it has been done in the translation proposed here) to envisage the question whether the vināśalaksana exists simultaneously with the entity it is attached to or not. According to this interpretation, their simultaneity is ruled

on the grounds that it is not observed. The function of the vināśalaksana as a cause of destruction is also refuted in the KSi (P. si 158a2-4 and 158b1-4 =Muroji 7,10 - 8,5 and 9,12-20), in AKBh 79,11-15 (cited in n. 113), in BoBh 279,25-280,6 (cited in n. 115) and in VinSg P. zi 58a7-b3 (D. zi 55a7-55b3) on which the Hsien-yang is, directly or indirectly, based.

The very terse style in this paragraph, the fact that we are only dealing with a translation and the very technical substance matter make it impossible to reconstruct the cryptic argumentation here with any degree of certainty. In fact, it seems that the text at this point only alludes to arguments (rather than adducing them in their fully elaborated form) and that it is taken for granted that the listener/reader is familiar with them or has access to more detailed explanations.

The translation presented here (more precisely the supplementation by additions in brackets) follows the interpretation favoured by me. Where applicable, alternative possibilities to understand the argumentation will be discussed in the notes. The matching passages in the VinSg are adduced. They are, however, equally terse and elliptic and, therefore, often only of limited help to clarify the argumentation in the Hsien-yang.

524 Cf. VinSg P. zi 58b7f, D. zi 55a8-b1: "It is also not possible that destruction (i.e. the vināśalaksana) is the cause of destruction. Why that? Because it is not possible that it (i.e. the vināśalaksana) exists simultaneously with that [entity to be destroyed]. Also [if it is held that as soon as] having originated, [the vināśalaksana] destroys the [dharma so that they do not co-exist], there still will be the fault that its (i.e. the dharma's) continuum would be cut off."

524 Cf. the Chinese translation: "If there was destruction [of the dharma] at the very time (時) when it (i.e. the vināśalaksana) originates, the fault would result that the continuum would be cut off."
out because they are held to be mutually exclusive. No reason is, however, adduced for their incompatibility. For all I can see, it can best be accounted for if the existence of the vināśaḷakaṇḍa entails the non-existence of the correlated entity, because this non-existence is its effect. In this case, the underlying premises would be that there can be no time at which the vināśaḷakaṇḍa exists without being causally efficient (i.e. that it destroys as soon as it has originated), and that an entity can only be said to be causally efficient at a specific time, if at that time the effect is present, too (for this premise, cf. Oetke 1990).  

Such a reconstruction is strengthened by an argument later in this passage which also requires the assumption that the effect exists at the time its cause discharges its function. By this later argument it is refuted that the mere presence of the vināśaḷakaṇḍa could suffice to bring about destruction, because in that case whenever the vināśaḷakaṇḍa existed the correlated entity would have to be non-existent. As will be seen, this argument is factually identical with the argument here, that is, according to the presently proposed reconstruction. The arguments only differ insofar as here the simultaneity is refuted, while it is presupposed that the vināśaḷakaṇḍa discharges its function as soon as it originates, whereas in the later argument this intrinsic link between existence and function is refuted, while the simultaneity is presupposed.

The second alternative (i.e. not to exist simultaneously) is repudiated on the grounds that it entails the cutting of the santāna (i.e. the flow of causally connected entities which is

525 The incompatibility between the vināśaḷakaṇḍa and the correlated entity could also follow from the equation of the vināśaḷakaṇḍa with the destruction of the dharma, an equation which accords with the position of the Sautrāntikas (cf. AKBh 77,23 bhūtvābhāvo vyayaḥ; AKV 346,21f vināśaḥ ... abhāvasvabhāvantvā) and the Yogācāras (cf. BoBh, 278,18-20, BoBh,k,189,7f: tasmāj jātiśaṅgād ārdhvaṁ tasyaitotpannasya saṃskāraḥkaṇḍasya yaḥ śvabhāva-vinśaḥ, sa vyaya iti paśyati.) who held the vināśaḷakaṇḍa to be nothing but the very destruction of the correlated entity. The argumentation here should, however, not require the acceptance of this equation since this would entail unwanted circularity insofar as the opponent's stance, namely that the vināśaḷakaṇḍa is a distinct entity effecting destruction and not destruction itself, would be dismissed from the outset.  

526 The argument here could also be construed in such a way that the existence of the causally active vināśaḷakaṇḍa would not need to entail the complete non-existence of the correlated entity. 俱有 may be identified to translate saḥabhā (cf. Index to the AKBh) which means to arise together and often entails that also beyond origination the existence of the correlated entities coincides completely. Such an interpretation of 俱有 is supported by the Chinese translation of the VinSg (T 1579 600a26) where the corresponding passage reads 俱生. Thus the simultaneity of the first alternative can be specified as complete coincidence or, if only the meaning "to co-arise" is accepted, at least as entailing joint origination. The point of the argument could then be that the dharma cannot originate together with its mark of destruction, because origination and destruction cannot occur simultaneously, since they are contradictory activities. In other words, the unacceptable consequence would not be that the correlated entity could not exist at all when the vināśaḷakaṇḍa is present, but that it would be subject to destruction, as it undergoes origination. Thus it would not be presupposed that the existence of the cause entails the existence of the effect, but that the process of destruction sets in when the vināśaḷakaṇḍa originates. Though the latter premise is less problematic, this alternative reconstruction of the argument is less convincing than the former suggestion which is matched by the aforementioned later argument and accords closer with the wording " ... because there would be the fault of contradiction."
ordinarily perceived as one persisting thing), which implies that the destroyed object vanishes completely, an implication clearly contradicted by the observation that things are not destroyed without residue but are only transformed. For instance, wood when burnt by fire does not vanish altogether but is merely transformed into charcoal, soot, ash etc. According to this interpretation, the argument would match the one adduced against seemingly destructive agents, such as fire and so on, which do not qualify as causes of destruction because the supposedly destroyed entity continues to exist in transformed manner.

The problem poses itself why the santāna should be cut off under the terms of the second alternative. Possibly, this can be accounted for thus. If the vināśalakṣaṇa exists after the entity it is attached to (i.e. under the terms of the second alternative) then the segments of the santāna can no longer be contiguous as required for their causal linkage. In other words the santāna would be cut off because the destroyed entity would be separated from further segments of the chain by its vināśalakṣaṇa stepping in between it and the succeeding entity.

527 Alternatively, it could be held that the argument is a general objection against the vināśalakṣaṇa's function as a cause of destruction which follows from the presupposed definition (on the basis of which it is also refuted that fire etc. is a cause of destruction) of this cause as an agent bringing about the complete disappearance of the entity concerned. In support of such a definition it could be urged, for instance, that the vināśalakṣaṇa has to annihilate the respective object completely because it would not be essentially different from the mark of ageing (jarālakṣaṇa) if it continued to exist in some way. In this case, the second alternative (i.e. the vināśalakṣaṇa and the entity to be destroyed are not simultaneous) would be rejected because it still entailed the fault of utter destruction which, though not mentioned, also applied before under the terms of the first alternative. Such a reconstruction is, however, little satisfactory insofar as it cannot account for the obvious counter-argument, namely that the santāna is not cut off at all, because, when the vināśalakṣaṇa annihilates the correlated entity, a new entity arises immediately afterwards so that there is continuity on account of this succeeding entity.

528 Such an interpretation seems to be confirmed by the wording of the alternative envisaged in the parallel passage in the VinSg (particularly in the Chinese translation, cf n. 524) which seems to envisage the vināśalakṣaṇa as a factor that, by its origination, drives the dharma out of existence.

529 The entire interpretation proposed here is based on the understanding that the first pair of alternatives scrutinizes the temporal relationship between the vināśalakṣaṇa on one side, and the dharma to be destroyed on the other side. It is, however, also possible to understand that the argument refers to the vināśalakṣaṇa and its effect, i.e. the destruction. In that case, 所滅法 is to be understood as "dharma insofar as (i.e. at the time) it is destroyed" (alternatively, it could be argued that Hsian-tsang has not understood the argument correctly and that hence the Chinese translation at this point is not to be trusted.). If such an approach was adopted, the simultaneity of vināśalakṣaṇa and destruction could be ruled out, because thus the cause would no longer precede the effect as the conception of causality underlying here would require — a conception which would be diametrically opposed to the one underlying the argumentation according to the reconstruction suggested above, namely that the effect has to be present when the cause is active. Alternatively, the simultaneity could be precluded because it entails that the vināśalakṣaṇa exists after and not, as the repudiated theory has it, together with the correlated entity.

As for the non-simultaneity, the severation of the series could, as Oetke proposes (personal communication), result in the following way: Cause and effect would be non-simultaneous in the sense that the former exists at some time while the latter never exists at all. This relationship would then be inadmissible because it would entail the severation of the causal connection between cause and effect.
As follows from the variety of conflicting interpretations envisaged here, it is impossible to reconstruct with certainty the currently examined argumentation in the Hsien-yang. The parallel passage in the VinŚg is just as cryptic as the passage in the Hsien-yang, and cannot help to settle the interpretative uncertainties. By contrast, it is, as far as I can see, open to the same conflicting interpretations as the Hsien-yang is. If anything, it only confirms the impossibility to arrive at a secured understanding.

Further, [if] this cause of destruction (i.e. the mark of destruction) destroyed the entity (dharma) [it is attached to], would its nature (i.e. the nature of the cause, that is, the cause itself) [in this case] be [subject to] destruction or would its nature not be [subject to] destruction? If its nature were [subject to] destruction, then it would ensue that one entity (dharma) had two marks of destruction. If its nature were not [subject to] destruction, then there should be no mark of destruction [at all]. Because there are thus faults [either way], it is not reasonable [that the mark of destruction causes destruction].

On this interpretation, may render an expressing like prabandha (rather than santāna) that does not refer to the continuum of entities (santāna) to which the correlated entity belongs, but to the causal linkage between the vināśalaksana and its effect.

Though it is impossible to rule out that the Hsien-yang is to be understood in this way, this interpretation has serious drawbacks, so that preference has been given to the interpretation proposed above. Among other things, the interpretation considered here does not match the wording "... because there would be the fault of contradiction" well. Moreover, if Oetke's proposal is accepted why the non-simultaneity is impossible, then the two alternatives (viz. simultaneity and non-simultaneity) would no longer be exhaustive, as they are made out to be, insofar as other forms of non-simultaneity than the one underlying according to his proposal would be left unconsidered.

In accordance with the parallel sentence in 549b8, I take the first part of the sentence here to be conditional.

Cf. VinŚg P. zi 58b8-59a1, D. zi 55b1f: "If the [mark of] destruction has as the own-being merely the destruction [of the concerned entity], it cannot be the cause of destruction. But should this destruction have some other own-being, then this is not possible because no mark of destruction is observed as an entity distinct [from the destruction itself]." (ḥiṣg pa de la hiṣg pa tsem gyi no bo niḥ yin na ni ḥiṣg pahi ṛgyu yin par mi ruṅ no// ḥon te ḥiṣg pa de no bo niḥ gžan pa kho na žig yin na ni/ des na hiṣg pahi mshan niḥ don gžan du gyur ba de mi dmigs pas mi ruṅ no// Sanskrit manuscript: folio 24b1): vināṣṭimātrasvabhāvye cāsya vināśasya vināśahetutvam na yuyate/ athānayavabhāva eva vināśas, tena tad arthāntarabhūtām vināśakāraṇam� nopalabhyate iti na yuyate/)

It is not specified why the mark of destruction cannot function as a cause of destruction if it has the nature of destruction. The following interpretation must, therefore, remain hypothetical. If the mark of destruction has as the nature the destruction of the qualified entity, then it cannot be the cause of destruction because there would be no difference between the cause and its effect, as required for a causal relationship. Alternatively, it could be held that the vināśalaksana would not have a distinct own-being if it merely had the nature of destruction, and, therefore, could not effect destruction, because causal efficiency requires the possession of an own-being. This, however, would hardly make a good argument, because it would be precluded from the outset that causal efficiency could inhere in entities that do not have a nature distinct from destruction.

My translation follows the Tibetan and Chinese version both of which render vināśalaksana rather than vināśakāraṇa. If the reading of the Sanskrit manuscript was adopted, the argument could, as suggested by the next argument brought forward in the Hsien-yang, run as in the following translation: "... then this is not possible, because [beside the vināśalaksana] a cause of destruction as a distinct entity
My translation of the again cryptic argumentation is based on the following understanding: As the cause of destruction, the vināśalakṣaṇa is considered to be an entity in its own rights. This raises the question whether it, too, is impermanent or not. In the former case it, too, would, under the terms of the theory refuted here, need to be destroyed by a vināśalakṣaṇa. This, however, would entail that each saṃskāra would be endowed with two vināśalakṣaṇas, one destroying the entity itself and one destroying the vināśalakṣaṇa which effects that destruction. This consequence in itself is in accordance with the theory refuted here which (at least in the form taught by the Sarvāstivādins and Vātsiputriyas-Sammatiyas) accounts for the destruction of the vināśalakṣaṇa precisely by maintaining that it in turn is also endowed by a vināśalakṣaṇa (cf. § I.C.2.2). Therefore, the argumentation should be understood as hinting at an infinite regress (the second vināśalakṣaṇa in turn requires a further vināśalakṣaṇa for its destruction and so on) of which it only explicates the first step. Even if interpreted in this way, the argument is still incomplete insofar as it does not take into account that, according to the theory refuted here, the secondary vināśalakṣaṇa is in turn destroyed by the very vināśalakṣaṇa which it destroys so that no infinite regress entails. Probably, this solution will have been rejected on the grounds that reciprocal destruction is impossible.532

That the vināśalakṣaṇa is not subject to destruction is equally impossible. For it exists, according to the repudiated theory, only in conjunction with the entity it is attached to. Therefore, it cannot continue to exist once it has destroyed this entity. Given this impossibility to persist for ever, there could be no vināśalakṣaṇas at all if they had to be permanent. This reconstruction is unsatisfactory insofar as the basis on which the second alternative is repudiated, namely the intrinsic bond between vināśalakṣaṇa and correlated entity, is not mentioned at all.

The reconstruction proposed here does not accord with the parallel passage in the VinŚg where the alternatives considered are — as is clearly borne out by the Sanskrit original — not whether the nature of the vināśalakṣaṇa is subject to destruction but whether it is constituted by destruction or not. In fact also 體是滅 in the Hsien-yang, which has been rendered as "its nature is [subject to] destruction," may equally (if not more naturally) be understood as "its nature is destruction." In the VinŚg it is argued that the vināśalakṣaṇa cannot effect destruction if it only has destruction as its nature, and that conversely, if it did have a different nature enabling it to effect destruction, it would have to be perceived as a distinct entity which is not the case. The latter argument could be applied to the Hsien-yang so that the vināśalakṣaṇa would need to have destruction as its nature lest it would no longer be different from an ordinary cause of destruction. It is more difficult to see, however, on precisely which grounds the former alternative, namely that the nature of the vināśalakṣaṇa is destruction, should be precluded. The text suggests that such an alternative is unacceptable because it entails that the principal entity would be characterized by two destructions, namely by its own destruction and by its mark of

(e.g. fire) would not be (as it actually is) observed [because it will have been replaced by the vināśalakṣaṇa becoming the external cause of destruction]."533

If the reconstruction of the argumentation proposed here is correct, it corroborates my impression that the text only alludes to arguments and takes it for granted that this allusion suffices for the fully elaborated argument to be recalled.
destruction — as the cause of the former entity it is a distinct entity in its own right — which under the terms of the hypothesis would have the nature of destruction. Thus the hypostatization of the vināśālakṣaṇa as an entity would be dismissed on the grounds that it leads to a duplication of destructions. However, if reconstructed along these lines, the argument becomes deficient. For, instead of proving the position of the Sarvāstivādins (and Vaiśiputraśya-Saṃmatiyas) to be incoherent, it dismisses from the outset their very theory, namely that the mark of destruction is indeed a distinct entity from the destruction itself. Given this serious drawback, I deem it more likely that the Hsien-yang is, in accordance with the reconstruction outlined above, to be understood differently than the Vinśg. On the other hand, it has to be conceded that this reconstruction, too, entails some problems and cannot satisfy entirely either. Given the brevity of the text and the technical nature of the argumentation, it is in my eyes impossible to settle which of the two interpretations offered here is correct.

And because it contradicts the character of common perception, one should not maintain that the [mark of] destruction is the cause of destruction. For which reason? Because in the world it is commonly observed that a distinct entity with an own-being is the cause of destruction, [while] it is not observed that an entity "destruction" (毁法) is the cause for destruction.533

And if a dharma "destruction" were the cause of destruction, would it destroy the dharma when it alone is present or would it depend again upon another thing [for effecting destruction]? Both these kind of causes are faulty. If destruction destroyed the dharma when it alone is present, then at such a time when the destruction is present the dharma would have to be completely non-existent. If it depended again upon another thing, then it should be the other thing that functions as the cause of destruction [and] there would be no need to assume that the "destruction" functions as the cause of destruction.534

533 In the Vinśg the same argument is advanced specifically to refute the possibility that the vināśālakṣaṇa should have an own-being different from destruction (cf. n. 531). By contrast, in the Hsien-yang the argument is, contrary to the other arguments, not directed against one of two exhaustive alternatives. Rather, it supplements the argumentation insofar as it points out that the examined theory is not only inconsistent on the theoretical level but also contradicted by perception.

534 Cf. Vinśg P. zi 58b1-3, D. zi 55b2f: "If it is assumed that the 'destruction' (i.e. the vināśālakṣaṇa) destroyed jointly with fire and so on, then this is impossible because in that case it would no longer hold good that flames etc., [as well as] mind and mental factors perish on their own account. If it is held that their capability to effect this [destruction] differs in each case,⁶ then this is impossible because [such a] difference [in their efficacy] is not observed. If it is [alternatively] assumed that the two [factors] had the capability to destroy [each] one part (ekadeśa) [of the entity to be destroyed], then this is impossible because it would follow that both had the capacity to destroy both parts [on their own] or that [collectively] they did not have the capacity to destroy both parts." (gal te me la sog pa dañ hījig pa badoña te hījig par byed do žes rtog na ni/ des na mar me la sog pa dan sen dan sens las by nu ba ūma ns ran gi ūna gi hījig go žes bya ba mi ḫhad par mī ruñ ho// gal te de skye bā la nus pa ḡan dañ ḡan yod par rtog na ni des na bye brag mi dmigs pas mī ruñ ho// gal te ḡi gas phyogs gcig hījig par nus so žes rtog na ni/ des na ḡi gas cha ḡi ga hījig par nus paḥam/ cha ḡi ga hījig par mi nus par thal bar ḡywur ba mī ruñ ste/ Sanskrit manuscript folio 24b1f: sacet punar agnyādīśahāyo vināśo vināśayaśī ti kalpanā kriyate, tena praṇīpādaṁ(?) citta-caita
... (lacuna, 24b2) ... <na yujya> te/ sacet punar anyonyasāmartyān tvajjane kalpyate, tena viśeṣo <no> palabhāyata (viśeṣa upa[a]?) iti na yujyate/ sacet punar dvayor ekadeśavānīsāmartyān kalpyate, tenobhayor ubhayāṃśavānīsā <na> sāmartyaṃ vā ubhayāṃśavānīsānām sāmartyaṃ vā prasajyata iti na yujyate/ Chinese translation T 1579 600b1-7)

It is particularly difficult to understand the reasoning repudiating the possibility that the vināśalakṣaṇa functions jointly with an external cause. My interpretative translation is based on the following reconstruction of the argumentation which is only brought forward tentatively. To start with, such a possibility is rejected because it would entail the contra-factual consequence that also the destruction of such entities as flames, sound, and thoughts would have to depend upon an external agent. This argument is also brought forward elsewhere and is not problematic. In a further step — here the interpretative difficulties set in — it is shown that regardless of this consequence the mutual functioning of the vināśalakṣaṇa and the external agent is also in itself inconsistent. For it is neither possible that their capacity to destroy differs qualitatively — such a difference would have to be reflected in the destruction which is not the case — nor that they each destroy one part of the entity. Hence there is no basis for the assumption that they destroy jointly. The possibility that they each destroy one part seems to be rejected on the ground that if they have the capacity to destroy one part they must also have the capacity to destroy the other part, and, conversely, if they do not have the capacity to destroy that other part, they can neither have the capacity to destroy the first part. This line of reasoning seems to be based on the preceding denial of a qualitative difference in the functioning of the two kind of causes. For without such a differentiation, it is difficult to see why their effect should differ spatially.

Alternatively, there is the following — as far as I can see, less satisfactory — possibility to reconstruct the reasoning succeeding upon the argument that macroscopic objects cannot be destroyed both by a vināśalakṣaṇa and an external cause of destruction because then the destruction of flames etc. would also have to depend upon the advent of an external cause: That fire etc. are destroyed by their vināśalakṣaṇa alone is defended by the opponent on the basis that the mode of functioning of the vināśalakṣaṇa differs when it destroys fire etc. from when it destroys ordinary macroscopic objects. This argument is rejected on the grounds that no difference in the functioning of the vināśalakṣaṇa can be observed, destruction being one regardless of the destroyed entity. In the following the hypothetical stance (to my knowledge not taken by any school) would be rejected that the vināśalakṣaṇa destroys entities such as fire, whereas macroscopic objects are destroyed by external causes of destruction alone. Against this stance it would be argued that if the vināśalakṣaṇa — the same holds good for external cause — had the power to destroy at all, then it should have this power regardless of the entity to be destroyed. Conversely, if it did not have this power with respect to some entities, then it could not have this power at all. This argument is, however, deficient insofar as it dismisses the reviewed option (viz. that some entities are destroyed by an external agent and some by a vināśalakṣaṇa) from the outset, presumposing as it does that the power to destroy must either hold good invariably for all conditioned entities or for none. This reconstruction of the argument would call for the following translation:

"... If it is held that the capability [of the vināśalakṣaṇa] to effect this [destruction] is different in each case (i.e. in the case of flames etc. and in the case of ordinary macroscopic objects), then [this] is not reasonable either because no difference is observed. If it was [alternatively] assumed that the two [kinds of vināśahetus, viz. the vināśalakṣaṇa and the external agent] had the capability to destroy each one part (of the total of things to be destroyed, viz. respectively flames etc. on the one hand and ordinary macroscopic objects on the other) then this is impossible because it would follow that they either both had the capacity to destroy both parts [on their own] or that they both did not have the capacity to destroy both parts."

a For this translation of anyonya cf. BHSD (s.v. anyonya) and the rendering of anyonya in the Tibetan and Chinese translation.

b In contrast to the Tibetan translation which reads skye ba instead of skyped pa, I understand that janana is used transitively.
The last pair of alternatives demonstrates that the conception of the vināśalakṣaṇa is inconsistent insofar as the exhaustive alternatives, viz. to function on its own or in dependence upon another agent, are both faulty. The refutation of the former alternative may be reconstructed as follows: If the vināśalakṣaṇa does not depend upon another agent, it must discharge its function as soon as it originates. This is taken to imply that whenever the vināśalakṣaṇa exists the correlated entity must be completely non-existent — probably because it was held to be impossible to attribute causal efficacy to an entity at a specific point of time without the effect then being already present. That the correlated entity will always be completely non-existent when the vināśalakṣaṇa is present entails that it can never arise on the first place if it is, as is obviously the case here, understood to arise jointly with the vināśalakṣaṇa. As already mentioned, according to this reconstruction the argument here is factually identical with the earlier argument (that is according to the reconstruction proposed there) that vināśalakṣaṇa and correlated entity cannot be simultaneous because their existence is incompatible.\footnote{P. rton na ni/.}

As for the position that the vināśalakṣaṇa operates in dependence upon another cause, it is clearly repudiated on the grounds that in this case the external cause upon which the vināśalakṣaṇa depends will be the true cause of destruction and not the vināśalakṣaṇa. The same argument is also advanced by Vasubandhu in the AKBh (cf. n. 113). Apart from refuting the possibility that the vināśalakṣaṇa operates jointly with an external cause, this argumentation also links up with the preceding argument in the sense that it excludes the possibility that this preceding argument is rejected by the opponent on the grounds that the observation of destruction by an external cause such as fire does not contradict the assumption of the vināśalakṣaṇa because it is held to operate jointly with such an external cause.

\footnote{The argumentation here can also be analyzed differently, namely as a specific refutation of the differentiation between the mechanism of destruction in case of material and mental entities which was upheld by the Vatsiputriyas-Saṃmatiyas. In this case, the two alternatives would not be envisaged because they are exhaustive, but because they correspond to the position of the Vatsiputriyas-Saṃmatiyas that mental entities are destroyed by their vināśalakṣaṇa alone, whereas in the case of material entities the vināśalakṣaṇa operates in conjunction with an external cause (cf. § I.C.3.2.2). According to this interpretation, it would be unacceptable that there should be no time at which the vināśalakṣaṇa exists without destroying the entity it belongs to, because in case of material entities the vināśalakṣaṇa is, in contrast to mental entities, held to exist alongside with the correlated entity without discharging its function until it meets an external cause of destruction such as fire which activates it. This interpretation accords with the matching passage in the VinSg and can also be substantiated by the KSi (P. si 158b1f, KSi, 9,12-14) where in a similar context the Vatsiputriyas are attacked on the grounds that the differentiation between the mechanism of destruction in the case of mental entities and in the case of material entities is incoherent. On the other hand, such an interpretation is problematic because it entails that the very position which is to be refuted, namely that the vināśalakṣaṇa operates differently in case of momentary and non-momentary entities, is simply not accepted from the outset when it is taken as a matter of fact that the implications of the independent operation of the vināśalakṣaṇa in case of mental entities (i.e. that there can be no time at which vināśalakṣaṇa and correlated entity exist side by side) also apply to material entities. Moreover, the pattern of the argumentation would be disrupted insofar as the two alternatives would no longer, as before, be envisaged because they are factually exhaustive but because they are entailed by the refuted doctrinal position. Given these drawbacks, the earlier reconstruction outlined above seems preferable.}
§ 2.4 Proof of Momentariness on the basis of Change and Final Destruction

Further, how should one understand that all entities (dharma) are momentary because at the end change is perceived? The stanza says:

It is not the case that bodies, milk, forests and so on are at the beginning without change.
Nor is it the case that at the beginning they do not perish but at the very end they then do so. (kā 12)

The explication says: In the case of all internal and external dharmas (i.e. entities constituting sentient beings and the insentient world) such as bodies, milk, forests and so on, at the very end change can be observed. Therefore, it is not possible that at an earlier time their own-being is free of change. Nor is it the case that at the beginning they are devoid of destruction but at the very end they then perish, because there is no reason for [such] a difference [in their behaviour].

In this way all conditioned factors (saṃskāra) should be known to

536 Note that according to the hypothesis advanced in this study (cf. particularly § II.D.4), the deduction of momentariness from change and from final destruction, as they are jointly presented here and in the parallel passage in the MSABh (150,20-28; cited in n. 350 and in n. 538), reflect of all proofs most accurately the origins of the doctrine of momentariness.

537 Here the Hsien-yang refers back to kā 7c (appendix, § 2.1) where this argument was brought forward for the first time.

538 Cf. MSABh 150,21f (see n. 350 where the passage introducing the following citation, as well as the immediately subsequent argumentation on the basis of the final manifestation of change are adduced): "Because of destruction [it is known that recognition is based on similarity and not on identity]. For of something persisting in the same way [as it has always done], there could be no destruction at the end, because [at] no [later time] would it be different from [the way it was in] the first moment. Therefore, it is ascertained that this [thing] now is not that very [thing which has been seen earlier and is supposedly recognized now]." (nirodhataḥ, na hi tathaivavasthitasyānte nirodhah syād ādikṣaṇanirviśīṣṭavāt. tasmān na tat tad evety avadhāryate.)

Sthiramati's interpretation of this argument (SAVBh P. tsi 167b5-7) accords with the explanation given in the Hsien-yang, namely that the perceptible destruction of things is only possible if it is assumed that all the time before they have also perished. For otherwise, so the argument runs, they should have the nature to persist at the time of their perceptible destruction, because — a change of property is precluded — they will have been endowed with this nature all the time before. Given this nature, they could never perish so that there would be no macroscopic destructions.

As confirmed by NA 533c29-534a2, this argumentation presupposes that there are no causes of destruction that could effect the destruction of the by nature persisting entity. Thus, it may be understood as a variant of the proof that discrete saṃskāras cannot endure beyond origination, which in both sources (MSABh 149,27-30 and 150,5-11 cited in n. 393, Hsien-yang, appendix § 2.3.1) precedes the argument presently examined. From this earlier proof the present argument differs by its perspective, insofar as its starting point is "the destruction at the end," i.e. not the destruction of the discrete saṃskāra as in the earlier proof, but of the series formed by these entities. This starting point accords with the (both in the Hsien-yang and MSA) immediately preceding deduction of momentariness from change. Both arguments form a unit and probably allude to the corrosion brought about by time and to the subsequent destruction. This will refer in particular to sentient beings, the idea being that neither their decay in old age nor their subsequent death can be accounted for, if it is not assumed that they have been undergoing destructions at every single moment before.
change [and hence] undergo destruction at every moment because if they did not change earlier they would [contrary to observation] not change later [either], and because if they did not undergo destruction earlier they would not perish later [either]. Thereby the issue that the dharmas are moment[ary] has been settled.

Considering that on this analysis the present argument is essentially identical with the earlier demonstration that things cannot persist beyond origination, it could have been held alternatively that the argument originally supplemented the (in both texts) immediately preceding deduction of momentariness from change in such a way that the destruction at the end is a further sign from which it can be inferred that the entity in question has been changing all the time before. For, given that destruction is analyzed in terms of transformation, it is, as argued in n. 377 and in § II.D.2.4, possible to look at the final destruction as the result of a process of transformation that requires constant modification at every moment. Given the textual testimony of the NA, as well as the explanation of the argument in the Hsien-yang and SAVBh, such an interpretation is, however, hardly possible here.

"A (translated in LVP 1937, p. 150): "The destruction of present phenomena (dharma) does not depend upon an adventitious cause. Because it does no depend upon an adventitious cause, they (i.e. the dharmas) undergo destruction as soon as they have originated. If they did not undergo destruction right in the beginning, then also later they should be so (i.e. persisting), because earlier and later the principal cause (i.e. the phenomena's nature or, more precisely, their mark of destruction) is the same. Since one observes that [phenomena] eventually undergo destruction, one knows that [already] before they undergo destruction at every moment."

539 Hayashima (1989b, p. 13) understands that this argument referring to the final manifestation of change supplements the deduction of momentariness from the non-existence of a cause of destruction. This deduction is only stringent if it is excluded that things do not persist for ever. This exclusion is according to Hayashima effected here by pointing out that things can eventually be observed to have undergone change which precludes that they persist for ever uniformly.

I do not see any reason to assume that the reasoning here should, as Hayashima contests, not constitute an independent argument, as it does in the all other sources (cf. § II.C.1) where it is brought forward. As for the gap it is meant to close in the deduction of momentariness from the non-existence of a cause of destruction, it may be safely assumed that, just like in the other cases where this argument is advanced, it went without saying that the saṃskāras may not persist for ever, simply because they were held to be impermanent.
Appendix: Chinese Text of Hsien-yang 547c29-549b21
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論曰：應知諸義，所今生智善巧，於空所現善巧，當如諸善巧。差別二

後最清淨。

論曰：應知諸義，所現生智善巧，於所生善巧，當如諸善巧。差別二

十三種，論曰：應知諸義，所現生智善巧，於所生善巧，當如諸善巧。差別二

差距二十三

後最清淨。

論曰：應知諸義，所現生智善巧，於所生善巧，當如諸善巧。差別二

差距二十三

後最清淨。
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ātman (Self) ........................................................................................................... 117
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atom ......................................................................................................................... 97f
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atomism ..................................................................................................................... 1
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Kṣaṇa (continued)
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definition of ~ .................................................................................. 51, 53
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"etymological explanation" of term .......................................................... 94-96
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Kṣaṇika .................................................................................................. 104-109
definition of ~ ...................................................................................... 82f
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Maranāsamjñā (notion of death) ............................................................... 199f, 210f, 216f
mark of change ....................................................................................... 41-44, 43f, 56-58, 61, 63-66, 154, 193, 204f, 228
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Jārā (old age) .......................................................................................... 23-25, 27, 42-44, 46-52, 56-58, 60, 65f, 105
Jāratā (=jārā) .......................................................................................... 41f, 45
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Sthitīyanyathārva (change-while-enduring) .......................................... 23-35, 41, 43-45, 56f, 61, 63, 66, 174f
Viparīṇāmalakkhaṇa (lit.: transformation) ............................................. 42, 45
mark of destruction/impermanence (vyaya/vināśa, anityatā etc.) .......... 38f, 45, 51, 54-58, 60, 64-66, 79, 82, 190, 193, 200, 202, 228, 237
Anityatā (lit.: impermanence) ................................................................. 21, 23f, 43-45, 49, 53-55, 57f, 65, 105
depending upon the advent of external causes ..................................... 54, 191, 193, 239, 244-246
refuted as cause of destruction .............................................................. 55, 186, 238-246
Vyaya (lit.: destruction) .......................................................................... 41-43, 61, 63, 65
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see also: destruction, (not) depending upon external causes and the mark of destruction
mark of duration (sthitī) ......................................................................... 24, 43f, 49, 51-53, 55, 58-61, 63, 65f, 82, 105, 193f
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mark of origination (upāda, jāti) ............................................................. 23-25, 43, 45f, 51, 53-55, 64-66, 79, 82, 193, 204f, 228
functioning before the origination of the principal entity ....................... 52
Jāti (lit.: birth) ....................................................................................... 42-44, 46f, 51f, 54, 60-62, 64f
Upāda (lit.: origination) ......................................................................... 41, 43, 49, 61, 63
see also: origination

Material entities/matter
conceived of as momentary .................................................................... 33, 37, 67
conceived of as non-momentary ............................................................ 30, 37, 121
enduring seventeen times as long as mental entities ............................. 34, 113, 127, 132
enduring three times as long as mental entities ....................................... 35f
see also: "Three-Moments"-doctrine
manipulated by the mind: see adhimokṣa
only existing when functioning as object of perception ........................ 129-131
see also under body

Mental entities/mind
Cittakkhaṇa/cittakṣaṇa (= momentary mental entity) .............................. 34, 96, 102, 104, 109f
conceived of as enduring ....................................................................... 15, 19, 28, 32f, 113, 120, 205
differentiation of ~ ............................................................................. 114, 117
mental entities/mind (continued)
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- domination (adhipatya) over matter .......... 137-139, 146-151
- fluctuation of ................................. 114-120
- karmic conditioning of matter ............. 139, 145-147
- momentariness of ............................... 34
  resulting from sense organs and objects 122, 125-129
  (non-)susceptibility to change .......... 29-35, 114
  see also: anityatā, of the mind
  see also: destruction, cause of
  see also: series, of mental entities

mithyāvimukti (wrong delivery) ............... 48f

momentariness

- direct experience of ........................ ch. II.E and pp. 82, 90f
  attained in context of smṛtyupasthāna .......... 197, 199-209, 215f
  induced by a specific technique of contemplating anityatā .... 210-217
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  underlying the discovery of the doctrine of momentariness .... 175, 196, 201, 205-218
  concomitant with vision of atomic fragmentation ....... 196-198, 202, 209
  treated as the realization of anityatā ....... 90f, 199f, 210
  see also: bhaṅgānapassanāhāna
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  see also: skandhas, viewed as momentary
  see also: udayabhayānapassanāhāna

not accepted for gold, relics etc. ............... 83

of avijñāpti ........................................ 144f

of flames and/or sound .......................... 37f, 168, 191

see also proof of momentariness, for fire, for sound

of matter: see material entities/matter, conceived of as momentary

of mental entities/the mind ...................... 19, 30-33, 37f, 67, 193f, 205

doctrinal basis for .............................. 114-121, 175, 194f

deduced from the momentariness of sense organ and object .... 131, 149

of pratibimbas (meditative image) ........... 124, 142-145

of the body: see body, ...
see also: anityatā, in the sense of momentariness
see also: anityatā, of the moment
see also: anityatā, subtle form of
see also: doctrine of momentariness
see also: kṣaṇa (moment)
see also: proof of momentariness

movement ........................................ 38, 67

according to the doctrine of momentariness ........ 2, 100f, 103f, 109, 206

muhūrtā (unit of time, in Buddhism 48 minutes) .... 96, 99, 210

murder (prāṇatipāta) ............................. 173, 186

nairāryaṇikatā (emancipation) .................. 48f

nibbattilakkhana (the mark of coming-forth, kind of samskrītalakṣana) .... 42, 45

nimeśa (winking of the eye) ...................... 94, 96

origination ........................................ 130f

cause of .......................................... 164

(not) functioning as cause of destruction ...... 178f, 181, 183, 237
origination (continued)

fourteen kinds of ~ (in MSA) ........................................ 159-163, 176

see also: mark of origination

pāka (gradual process of burning etc.) ....................... 156-158, 176f, 179, 183f
paraloka (yonder-word), proof of its existence .................. 90, 166-168
paratantra-lakṣaṇa/svabhāva (dependent nature) see anityatā, of (or: correlated to) the paratantra-lakṣaṇa/svabhāva
parikalpita-lakṣaṇa/svabhāva (perfected nature) see anityatā, of (or: correlated to) the parikalpita-lakṣaṇa/svabhāva
parināśa-lakṣaṇa/svabhāva (imagined nature) see: anityatā, of (or: correlated to) the parināśa-lakṣaṇa/svabhāva

perception ......................................................... 125-132
of a variegated object ........................................... 101, 118f, 171f
relationship of object to consciousness ......................... 20
relationship of sense organ to consciousness .................. 20
relationship to the doctrine of momentariness ................ 131f
simultaneity of ~ with sense organ and object ................. 59, 125-132
underlying the doctrine of momentariness: see proof of momentariness

see also: "Three-Moments"-doctrine

prabandhena nityatā (permanence in the sense of succession) ........................................ 87
prāṇātipāta (murder) ............................................. 173, 186
prāpti (acquisition)

taught by Sarvāstivādins ............................................. 48-50
qualified by secondary prāpti ..................................... 49

pratibimbās (meditative images) .................................. 196, 212

see also: momentariness, of ~
see also: skeleton, object of meditation

pratītyasamutpāda (dependent origination) ..................... 48, 62, 88, 138, 178, 201f
see also: saṃskṛtalakṣaṇas, concept based on pratītyasamutpāda

proof of momentariness ............................................. 68f
based on the denial of temporal fragmentation .................. 172
deduced from being existent (sattvānumāna) ........................ 2-4, 6, 68, 162, 188
deduced from change .......................... ch. II.C and pp. , 68, 137, 141f, 178, 188, 196, 217, 235f, 247f
see also: body, its momentariness deduced from constant change
deduced from destruction ............................. ch. II.D and pp. 235-246
deduced from the spontaneity of destruction .... 2f, 68f, 180-182, 188-192, 235-246, 248
deduced from the impossibility to persist beyond origination without being eternal ........................................ 69

154f, 161, 163, 166, 168f, 171, 178-182, 192-195, 237, 247f

sources ............................................................. 178
see also under destruction
deduction from gross anityatā .................................... 89, 166-169
deduced from the momentariness of mental entities .......................... ch. II.B and pp. 68, 175, 178, 188, 235-237
deduced from the causation of all saṃskāras by the mind ........ 122, 124, 135, 139f
145-149, 235-237
deduced from the production of the mind by matter ............. 122, 124f, 146-149
deduced from the simultaneity of sense organs and perception .... 20-22, 127-129, 149f
by generalization .................................................. 149f, 175, 207
see also: adhimokṣa, basis for deduction of momentariness
see also: body, appropriated by the mind

for earth ......................................................... 165f
for external matter .............................................. 165f
proof of momentariness (continued)
for fire ........................................... 155
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<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79,28</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79,2f</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79,2f</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79,9f</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83,19</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84,21f</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85,1</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120,18f</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145,15-17</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145,16f</td>
<td>131f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145,17f</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176,11f</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176,12f</td>
<td>103, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176,13f</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179,13</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193,2f</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193,3</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193,5-10</td>
<td>180f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193,10-17</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193,10-191,14</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193,20-24</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194,1-9</td>
<td>183f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194,13</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194,9-12</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197,4-7</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205,17f</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 In this index I do not only refer to the passages which are quoted in the present study but also to the passages which are discussed without being quoted — in order to distinguish, only in the former case the references are printed in bold numbers. Moreover, I have listed the page numbers on which I refer to a text in general rather than to a specific passage thereof. These page numbers are bold when they refer to the treatment of the literary history of a text.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
<th>Refereed Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Akbh</td>
<td>243,18-21</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>330,14-18</td>
<td>227f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>341,14f</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ak-vyākāya (AKv)</td>
<td>95,22f</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>171,26-28</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>172,13-16</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>173,22f</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>174,16-18</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>176,5</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>176,5f</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>178,18f</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>178,2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>179,10f</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>179,18f</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>197,27-31</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>226,12f</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>267,19-24</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>345,16</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>345,19f</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>345,19f</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>346,12-14</td>
<td>191f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>346,21f</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>348,6f</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>355,15</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>359,23f</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>405,8f</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>518,25-27</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhidharmasamuccaya (AS)</td>
<td>85, 150f</td>
<td>64f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11,7-11</td>
<td>157f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41,12</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41,12f</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41,8-13</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41,9f</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67,3f</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. li 89a4</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. li 89a4f</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. li 89a7</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. li 89a7f</td>
<td>117f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. li 91a5</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS-samuccayabhāṣya (ASbh)</td>
<td>150f, 192</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50,10f</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50,12f</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50,14</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50,16</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50,19</td>
<td>222f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50,20-22</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50,9-11</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52,11-13</td>
<td>137, 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52,16-20</td>
<td>126f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52,20-24</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52,24-53,2</td>
<td>140f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53,2-5</td>
<td>157f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53,5-9</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53,5-9</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53,6f</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhisamayālāṅkārāloka</td>
<td>347,4f</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akṣayamatinirdeśasūtra (AKṣM)</td>
<td>70-72, 78</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P. bu 174b3-5</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Akutobhayā (P. 5229) tsā 52a4</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tsā 52a4-53a1</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aṅguttaranikāya (AN)</td>
<td>I 10,1-4</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II 177</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV 137,18-23</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amṛtarasa</td>
<td>26f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodhicaryāvatāra (BCA)</td>
<td>IX.7e</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IX.7d</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IX.8ab</td>
<td>79, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCA-pañjikā (BCAP)</td>
<td>182,8-16</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>181,28f</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodhisattvabhūmi (BoBh)</td>
<td>65, 67, 70-72, 78, 91</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>276,2-5</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>277,16-22</td>
<td>71f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>278,10-25</td>
<td>64, 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>278,18-20</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>278,25-279,6</td>
<td>43f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>279,6-9</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>279,25-280,3</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>279,25-280,6</td>
<td>54f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>280,6-11</td>
<td>198f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brahmasūtrabhāṣya</td>
<td>532,10f</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brahnavidhyābharaṇa</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catuḥṣataka IX.9cd</td>
<td>172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IX.11</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chū-šē-lun-chi (T 1821)</td>
<td>201b22-24</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chung-lun (T 1564)</td>
<td>3a17-19</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3a23f</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9c13-18</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhammasaṅgani</td>
<td>596, p 642-643</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dīghanikāya-āṭṭhakathā</td>
<td>765, 768, 775f, 777</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>757,30</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dīghanikāya-āṭṭhakathāṭikā Linathavaṃsānā</td>
<td>II 381f, II 387</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II 375,29-376,1</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II 376,10f, II 370,27-371,5</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divyāvadāna</td>
<td>643,2f, 644,8f</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>644,9f</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganiṭasārasamgraha</td>
<td>I.32</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gZan ston dbu mājhi sūn po (Collected Works of Tāranātha: Vol. 4)</td>
<td>512,4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Indexes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsien-yang shêng-chiao lun (Hsien-yang)</td>
<td>7, 11f, 54, 67-69, 74, 76, 77f, 85, 86, 88f, 91-93, 147f, 150f, 169, 183, 192, 201f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>484a13-22</td>
<td>142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548c18-549b21 appendix: 219-249</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548c24-549a7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548c28-29</td>
<td>146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548c29-549a1</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549a2f</td>
<td>142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549b22-c1</td>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550b6-13</td>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550c16-20</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550c24f</td>
<td>202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550c25f</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550c29-551a2</td>
<td>201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551b3-9</td>
<td>202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jānaṇapratsthāna</td>
<td>20-25, 125, 127f, 196</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1543</td>
<td>780c23-781a1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1544</td>
<td>926b20f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1544</td>
<td>926b20-22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1544</td>
<td>997b23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1544</td>
<td>997c4-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1544</td>
<td>998c20-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1544</td>
<td>21f, 125, 127f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karmasiddhi (KSI, P. 5563)</td>
<td>54, 183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158a4-b1</td>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158a5f</td>
<td>185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158a6f</td>
<td>185</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158b1-4</td>
<td>186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159a1f</td>
<td>156</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karmasiddhitikā P. ku 74b8</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathāvatha</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.7 (Citraṭṭhitikathā)</td>
<td>19f, 31, 33, 41, 117, 120f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXII.8 (Khanḍikakathā)</td>
<td>18-20, 31, 33, 121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204, 17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620, 5</td>
<td>18, 149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620, 7-10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620, 17-30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathāvatha-ppakaranā-aṭṭhakathā (Ky-a)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57, 13-16</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXII.7</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXII.8</td>
<td>195f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laṅkāvatārasūtra (LAS)</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI.9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI.9-11ab</td>
<td>82f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI.15-16</td>
<td>83, 177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235, 15-236,4</td>
<td>83f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhyāntavibhāga (MAV)</td>
<td>76, 77f, 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.5</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.5cd/6ab</td>
<td>74f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhyāntavibhāga-bhāṣya (MAVBh) 38,3f</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38,21-39,3</td>
<td>74f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39,20f</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhyāntavibhāga-tikā (MAVT) 117,1-9</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111, 20-23</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahāprajñāpāramitopadeśa (MPPU) 8, 78,</td>
<td>80, 82, 84, 91, 208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105a18-22</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138a7-10</td>
<td>219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171a28-b2</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171a28f</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200a22-b4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200a22-b4</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200b4-9</td>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222b2-5</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222b27-29</td>
<td>69f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222c1-15</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222c10-12</td>
<td>168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228b5f</td>
<td>213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228b5f</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229b14-22</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229b15f</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229b3f and 14-16</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>229c3f</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372b19-24</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>372b19-24</td>
<td>199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahāvastu II 252,14</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahāyānasūtra-laṅkāra (MSA) 67-69, 74, 76,</td>
<td>150f, 169, 187f, 192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVI.1</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII.81</td>
<td>159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII.82-90</td>
<td>122</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII.83</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII.83b</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahāyānasūtra-laṅkāra-bhāṣya (MSABh, for</td>
<td>general remarks see the references under MSA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46,12-15</td>
<td>87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57,9f</td>
<td>219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149,7</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149,7f and 11f</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149,27-150,3</td>
<td>15f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149,27-150,5</td>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149,27-30 and 150,5-11</td>
<td>247, 177-180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150,3-5</td>
<td>90, 203, 209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150,9-14</td>
<td>184</td>
<td></td>
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